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A B S T R A C T
This study focuses on the problematic of description and meaning in literature, 
based on three master-works by Gustave Flaubert: Madame Bovary, Salammbo, and 
L'Education sentimentale. Description generally tends to create digressions and gratuitous 
accumulations that can break the narrative development. However, in the classical realist 
text descriptive details are to represent a global image and be available to a possible 
interpretive recuperation which can be mimetic and establish the basic story line, or 
symbolic, that is, primarily connoting the themes of the novel or the characters' feelings.
Nevertheless, the list effect as defined by Philipe Hamon sometimes runs the risk of 
becoming opaque, unintellegible, assuming a degree of autonomy from a mimetic or 
symbolic function. In other words, details attain significance independent from the plot 
and the lives of the characters: the relationship to a global aestetic of homogeneity appears 
to be lost. Using Flaubert's works as examples, this study analyzes the constant tensions 
of these two tendencies of literary description. Contrary to normative, thematic, or 
structuralist criticism, and different from the common interpretation which integrates 
descriptive passages into the finality of narrative in Balzac's novels, this study emphasizes 
how Flaubert's images waver between the possibility of a meaning which is functional to 
the narrative continuity, and a certain resistance to interpretation which anticipate the 
techniques of the modem self-referential novel.
On the one hand, in the passages analyzed in this study of three novels, adequate 
signs offer a basis for mimetic or symbolic interpretation; on the other hand, a more critical 
reading reveals the presence of stylistic elements which disrupt a thematic or realist 
integration. Examples include excess of detail; fluid and vague contours; geometric and 
exotic landscapes; petrifying features, such as colors or adjectives, which stop the narrative 
temporal progression; disorder of space; excessive literariness; confusion of forms; 
insistence on the proliferation of the ornamental to the detriment of the human traits; and
accumulations of objects which exceed the limits of verisimilitude and lead to the 
uninteipretable.
Therefore, this study indicates that language continuously fails to sustain a stable 
semiology: Flaubert's literary work is subjected to various possibilities of meaning and 
"non-meaning" which disorient the reader. In these three novels, his style exhibits the 
tensions of the transition from the readable novel to the self-referential text, which 
expresses only the means of its own fabrication. A major problematic analyzed in this 
study is the constant undecidability, which is the endless play of meanings that emerge 
from the reading of the descriptive passages, so that any finality of organization and 
totalization in the literary text is an illusion. Flaubert exposes the reader to problematic and 
unexpected forms of fictional discourse, and he forces them to become active participants in 
the production of the literary world.
V




La description est le lieu oil le ricit s'arrete, oil il se suspend, mais aussi Vendroit 
indispensable oil il se met en conserve, oil il stocke son information, oil il se noue et se 
redouble, oil personnages et decor entrent en redondance; le ddcor confirme, precise ou 
divoile le personnage comme faisceau de traits significatifs simultanis, ou bien il 
introduit une amonce pour la suite de Vaction .. .On peut done dire que la description 
joue d'une part le role d'un organisateur du ricit, et d'autre part le role de sa mimoire. *
This is Philippe Hamon's definition of the role of description in literary works. Is 
it always true, however, that description conveys a message necessary for the development 
of the narrative and the focalisation of characters? Does description always correspond to a 
global aesthetics of homogeneity? This dissertation focuses on the problematic of 
description in literature, based on the study of three master-works by Gustave Flaubert: 
Madame Bovary, Salammbo, and L'education sentimentale .
Contrary to narrative sequences, descriptive passages are based on the semiotic and 
stylistic structures of the text, rather than on its logical semantic structure. In a narrative 
sequence the reader expects deducible contents, while in a description he/she expects the 
declination of a lexical stock.2 In other words, the text appeals to the lexical competence of
^Philippe Hamon, "Qu'cst-cc qu'une description?" Poitique 12 (1972): 483-484.
^For the definition of description see Philippe Hamon, Introduction d I'analyse du descriptif (Paris: 
Hachctte, 1981), p. 44: "Le descriptif est focalisd sur les structures sdmiotiques de surface, sur les structures 
lexicales du texte plutot quc sur son armature logico-s<5mantique fondamentale, sur la manifestation et 
factualisation de champs lexicaux ou stylistiqucs."
1
the reader rather than to his/her syntactical deduction. Calling the reader's attention to the 
relation of subsequent words, the descriptive text is organized and divided in taxonomic 
parts or fragments which create an effect of list, as Philippe Hamon defines it. These 
fragments, notwithstanding, must be disposed in a coherent way in order to convey an 
homogeneous image which is functional to the narrative plot. For Hamon, description 
tends to assume the role of an operator of readability: it frames the narrative chain of 
events, thus reinforcing its logical organization. It could also be viewed as a mental image 
of the character charged with the vision, revealing his or her feelings and emotions.^
The classical realist text, as defined by Hamon, Barthes and others, presupposes a 
contract between narrator (who can be a figure of the author) and reader in which the 
former speaks to the latter and what is said can be presumed to be relevant. The text is 
inscribed in a cultural code which assures the coherence and the sense of the literary work. 
Characters, themes, and narration are clearly individualized and made intelligible for us.
In addition, the meaning of descriptive passages appears to be readily accessible sustaining 
narrative verisimilitude. Details are necessary and transparent, subjected to a possible 
interpretive recuperation which determines different functions of description: the mimetic, 
the symbolic and the demarcative function. A transparent mimetic description is a text 
where details are conveyed in a congruous way and where spatial relations are clearly 
delimited to the point of giving an impression of the "real", necessary to the understanding 
of the narrative. A transparent symbolic description is instead a passage where details are 
presented in a coherent and ordered way that may not give the illusion of reality, but that is 
more directly related to the themes of the novel or the characters' moods. In this case, the 
primary importance is not reality, but reality viewed by a character, including the narrator 
himself.4 In addition, a symbolic integration into the narrative text is often stimulated by a
^See Ibid., p. 192: "La mise en scfcne de la description peut servir h noter la psychologie de 
regardant, le factice de l'objet ddcrit pouvant servir £ indiquer indirectement le factice du regardant."
^See Jonathan Culler, Flaubert: The Uses of Uncertainty (New York: Ithaca, 1974), p. 87: "To 
process descriptions is to collect details and perform semantic transformations on them." See also Gyorgy
specific principle of interpretation offered by an omniscient narrator. Description can also 
have a demarcative function, underlying the articulations of the narrative, preparing or 
reinforcing the action.
In the classical realist text, the author is presumed to be omniscient and to know 
the special significance of each minor detal in description; he introduces only details that 
contribute to his goals for the final solution, and for final revelation of the characters. The 
reader tr' :;s confidence from the author's omniscience and feels at home in the fictional 
world. Reading a novel demands of a reader that he establish the sense of a text on the 
basis of recognizable categories, models familiar to him from life and literature as well as 
on the basis of the narrative strategies an author employs to prepare a particular 
experience. Although R. Barthes in LAnalyse strueturale des ricits, implies that 
descriptive signs are inferior units of meaning, catalyses, which only fill up the narrative 
space between noyaux, he also states that descriptive signs can be superior units of 
meaning, when he views them on the paradigmatic level, as indices which perform the 
integrative function necessary to produce narrative meaning. 5 Novelists like Balzac not 
only invite such treatment, but do much of the reader's work for him by developing causal 
theories of the relationship between environment or appearance and personality and 
atmosphere.
Balzac's universe intends to communicate a message to the reader, making the 
literary work a set of sentences which become a shared, expressed experience. According 
to Peter Brooks, Balzacian description appears to be the very process of investing meaning
Lukhcs, "Narrate or Describe?' in Writer and Critic, and Other Essays (New yoricGrosset and Dunlap, 
1970), pp. 128-1239. See also R. j. Sherrington, Three Novels by Flaubert (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1970), pp. 80-84.: "Ferrfere, and, more recently Bart and Moreau, have pointed out how not only 
descriptions, but also images, in Flaubert's work, are usually based upon things directly experienced by the 
characters and are intimately connected, either in content or in tone, with the character's personality or state 
of mind."
^See Roland Barthes, Introduction d Vanalyse strueturale des recits (Paris: Seuil, 1977), p. 9.
in the world: "it reiterates the mental effort of optical vision to become moral vision and to 
create moral figurations."^ It prepares the reader for the action to come, so that at the 
appropiate moment the drama may be understood and appreciated to the fullest extent. 
Description in Balzac is therefore methaphorical in relationship to the character, and in 
relationship to the milieu, and consequently it is integrated into the finality of narrative.
The relationship between description and sense often appears to be problematic and 
unstable. Even the "readable text", as defined by Roland Barthes, may lose its logical 
structure: in its attempt to create a consistent and understandable Active world for the 
reader, the text, may express incoherences or gaps in the intellegible world, which reveal 
the inability of language to create a coherent sense. In this case, we have what Barthes 
calls a "writerly text", that is, a literary work where meaning is constantly deferred and 
deflected and reader is no longer a passive consumer, but an active producer of meaning.^ 
The effet de liste may become disordered, cumulative, excessive, or it may contain vague 
terms which render the description opaque or unintelligible, a subversive element within 
literary texts.8 Description assumes a degree of autonomy which disturbs its presumed 
secondary role and tends to become dissociated from its mimetic or symbolic function. 
Details cease to be transmitters of concrete aspects of the action; instead they attain 
significance independent of the plot and of the lives of the characters, and any artistic 
relationship to the composition as a whole is lost. This can be defined as the poetic 
function of description, since the elements of the imagery act to create a focus on the 
message for its own sake.
^Peter Brooks, The Melodrarrunatic Imagination (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985),
p. 125.
^For the difference between the readable and the writable text see Roland Barthes, SIZ (Paris: 
Seuil, 1970) pp. 9-23 and Le plaisir du texte (Paris: Seuil, 1980), p. 24: "Lisez lentement, lisez tout, d'un 
roman de Zola, le livre vous tombera des mains; lisez vite, par bribes, un texte modeme, ce texte devient
opaque, forclos h votre plaisir: vous voulez qu'il arrive quelque chose, et il n'arrive rien Ne pas ddvorer,
ne pas avaler, mais brouter, tordre avec minutie, retrouver pour lire ces auteurs d'aujourd' hui, le loisir des 
anciennes lectures: etre des lecteurs aristocratiques."
8For the definition of effet de liste, see Hamon, Introduction a Tanalyse du descriptif, p. 10.
Does description in this case become only a pure ornament? Does its message 
follow its own rhetorical aims rather than those of a content to be expressed? As Barthes 
observes:
II semble pourtant que, si I'analyse se veut exhaustive . . .  en cherchant d atteindre, 
pour leur assignor une place dans la structure, le ditail absolu, . . .  elle doive 
fatalement rencontrer des notations qu'aucune function ne permet de justifier: ces 
notations sont scandaleuses ou, ce qui est encore plus inquiitant, elles semblent 
accordees d une sorte de luxe de la narration, prodigui au point de dispenser des ditails 
inutiles et d'elever ainsi par endroits le codt de Vinformation narrative. 9
In other words, on the one hand, writers strive to describe details as completely and
plasticly as possible and in this attempt they achieve an extraordinary artistic competence.
But the description of things becomes illegible, it no longer has anything to do with the
characters' lives. "The very epic relationship disappears in the descriptive style. Lifeless,
fetishized objects are whisked about in an amoiphous a t m o s p h e r e . "  10
FLAUBERT'S PARADOXES OF DESCRIPTION: TENSION BETWEEN 
TRADITION AND MODERNITY, TRANSPARENCY AND OPACITY
Une asyndite gineralisie saisit toute Vinonciation, en sorte que ce discours tris lisible 
est en sous main I'un des plus fous qu'on puisse imaginer: toute la petite monnaie 
logique est dans les interstices . . . l a  narrativiti est diconstruite et Vhistoire reste 
cependant lisible. (R. Barthes/^ plaisir du texte) H
G. Genette identifies the central semiological feature of description as its
"usefulness" in relation to the work which contains it. He makes a distinction between
two functions of literary description:
La premiire est d'ordre en quelque sorte dicoratif. On sait que la rhitorique 
traditionnelle range la description au meme litre que les autres figures du style, parmi 
les ornements du discours: la description itendue et ditaillie apparait id  comme une 
pause et une recriation dans le ricit, de role purement esthitique.
^Roland Bardies, "L'effet du reel," in Litterature et realiti (Paris: Seuil, 1982), quoted by Naomi 
Schor, "Details and Decadence: End-Troping in Madame Bovary,"Substance 26 (1980): 29.
l^Lukacs, "Narrate or Describe?", in Writer and Critic, and Other Essays (New York: Grosset and 
Dunlap, 1970), p. 133.
1 IBarthes, Le plaisir du texte, p. 18.
Le seconde . .  .est d'ordre d lafois explicatifet symbolique: les portraits physiques, 
les descriptions d'habillements et d'ameublements tendent, chez Balzac et ses 
successeurs rialistes, a riviler et en meme temps a justifier la psychologie des 
personnages, dont ils sonts d lafois signe, cause et effet. La description devient ici, ce 
qu'elle n'etaitpas d I'ipoque classique, un Aliment majeur de Vexposition. *2
This is the distinction between transparent and opaque images: a transparent description is
a text where details are provided according to a logical and congruous order which reaches
a definite configuration; in other words, the description is able to communicate a message
to the reader, which can be mimetic and be functional to the narrative plot, or which can
be symbolic in relationship to the characters's lives. An opaque descriptive passage
presents instead some vagueness or disordered and excessive stylistic features that may
call into question the possibility of mimetic or symbolic interpretation and consequently
reveal themselves to have only a poetic value, (ornement du discours)
Using Flaubert’s works as examples, our study analyzes the continuous tension of 
these two tendencies of literary description. E. L. Fentre stated that Flaubertian imagery 
was neither an end in itself nor a stylistic digression; instead he viewed Flaubertian 
description as a necessity for emphasizing the action and the character. 13 On the contrary, 
this study intends to show how Flaubert's images seem to waver between the possibility 
of a meaning which is transparent and functional to narrative continuity and the difficulty 
of interpretation undermined by opacity of detail, which at times can be total opacity, that 
is, the undermining of a mimetic or symbolic content, while other times can be a non­
visualization of a representational space.
In Flaubert's novels there are many mimetic descriptions, connoting the "real" and 
creating multiple effets de riel, while numerous descriptive passages have symbolic 
overtones, reflecting the themes and the characters of the story. Others, instead, reveal
12<j6rard G6nette, Figures II (Paris: Seuil, 1969), pp. 58-59.
13See E. L. Ferrfere, L'Esthitique de Gustave Flaubert (Paris: Conard, 1913), p. 179: "II n'y a 
point dans l'oeuvre de Flaubert de descriptions formant hors-d’oeuvre, de pure virtuosity. Ce que l'on a pu 
juger fantaisistes sont en g£n6ral justifies par le necessity de nous montrer les consyquences d'un fait, la 
progression d'un caractfere." See also Emile Zola's judgement on Flaubert's role of description:" C'est dans 
l'oeuvre de Flaubert que je conseille d'ytudier la description, la peinture nycessaire du milieu, chaque fois 
qu'il complete ou qu'il explique le personnage. Le Roman Experimental (Paris: E. Fasquelle, 1923), p. 23.
themselves to be opaque, static blocks immune to the flux of time and action cut off from 
any illusion of referentiality and symbolic integration in the fictional space: they appear to 
be non-functional aesthetic objects which seem to refer only to the movement of the text 
itself. Not only are things described without reference to the lives of the characters, 
attaining an independent significance that is not their due within the totality of the novel, 
but the very manner in which they are ^e;;ciibed sets them in an entirely different sphere 
from that in which the characters move. Consequently, instead of the significant 
description proposed by Balzac or Stendhal, we find, in some instances, a redundant 
process, which is closed upon itself, multiplying the elements of empty rhetoric. 14 
Different signs show resistance to interpretation in description: excess and 
accumulation of detail which goes beyond narrative verisimilitude, for example: La 
cheminie avait m e  etag&re pyramidale, offrant sur ses gradins toute m e  collection de 
curiosites: de vieilles montres d'argent, des cornets de Boteme, des agrafes en pierreries, 
des boutons de jade, des imaux, des magots}^ Heterogeneity of detail, that is, images 
made of multiple elements which are unrelated to each other and which do not give a 
totality of representation, for instance: De Vcuitre coti, il y  avait des baroques de toile oil 
Von vendait des cotonnades, des couvertures, et des bas de laine, avec des licous pour les 
chevaux et despaquets de ruban bleus}^ Exaggeration of forms, which make the sense 
explode, for example: Les pains saupoudris d'anis alternaient avec les gros frontages plus 
lourds que des disques.^ Absurd and lifeless objects which seem to be cut off from any 
realist or symbolic referent, for instance the description of Charles bovary's cap or 
Salammbo's cult objets. Comic displacements of things which are monstrous,
l^See Hamon, "Qu'est-ce qu’une description?", p. 485: "On voit done que la caractdristique 
fondamentale du discours rdaliste est de nier, de rendre impossible le rdcit. Car plus il se sature de 
descriptions, plus dgalement il est contraint de multiplier thdmatique vide et redondances, plus aussi il 
s'organise et se repdte, done se referme sur soi. De rdfdrentiel il devient purement anaphorique; au lieu de 
citer le rdel (choses, evdnements) il se cite lui- meme."
l^See Gustave Flaubert L'Education sentimentale (Paris: Editions Gamier, 1984), p. 257-258. 
l^See Gustave Flaubert, Madame Bovary (Paris: Gamier Flammarion, 1966), p. 158.
^Gustave Flaubert, Salammbo, p. 694.
polymorphous, useless, for example: une infinite de betes, efflanqu6.es, haletantes, 
Mrissant leurs grijfes, et confondues les unes par-dessus les autres dans un disordre 
mystirieux qui ipouvantait}^ Disjoined descriptions of urban landscapes which could 
block the observer from reaching a definite and total representation of space, or vague 
descriptive terms where often the combination of foggy and liquid contours render the 
forms indistinguishable, for example: la riviire itait borctee par des grives de sable.. . .  
Puis les brumes errantes sefondirent.19 Ironic cliche-descriptions which foreground 
themselves as literary conventions and not as specific messages, for instance: un grand 
manteau depM qui a un collet de velours borde d'un galon d'argent?® Static images 
which could be seen as pictorial fragments, independent of a temporal succession, for 
example:une masse d'ombre enorme s'etalait devant eux, et qui semblait contenir de 
vagues amoncellements, pareils aux flots gigantesques d'un ocian noirpitrifii?^ All 
these signs may produce, in more or less accentuated degrees, various factors which 
allude to the problematic of opacity in description. Sometimes we can also have, from the 
narrator's perspective, a non-visualization of forms which, if it does not cause total 
illegibility, problematizes the delimitation of a definite and stable representational 
dimension, for instance the description of the people invading the Royal Palace in 
L'Education sentimentale: les flots vertigineux des tetes nues, des casques, des bonnets 
rouges, des baionettes et des ipaules.
Therefore, while Balzac's works focus primarily on the reconstruction of causal 
chains, and their messages are more visible and more easily subjected to thematic 
recuperations, Flaubert's novels contain numerous passages which undermine the 
possibility of interpretation and conceal or mask the causal connections which lead to the 
formulation of laws. Besides, interpretation is rendered more difficult by the frequent
18Ibid., p. 718.
l^See L'Education sentimentale, p. 4.
20See Madame Bovary, p. 105.
21 See Salammbo, p. 699.
absence of an omniscient narrator who controls and offers ground for meaning. This 
study also evidences the limits of a typology of description when it is confronted with 
those passages which appear to be undecidable, that is, that can simultaneously be 
available to a mimetic and symbolic integration, or they vacillate between the possibility of 
a symbolic or representational interpretation and the gratuitousness of descriptions. 
Categories and differences between transparent and opaque descriptions fall apart, since as 
this study will investigate, sometimes the details offer, on the one hand, a basis for 
functional integration, while, on the other hand, they present signs which resist that 
possibility of interpretation.(for example excess of non-necessary details, cliche-imagery, 
frozen images, confusion of forms, heterogeneity of detail.)
Flaubert's work is based on a radical form of uncertainty and his statement about 
the Dictionnaire des idees recues summarizes this tension and ambiguity in his own 
writing: the book is in fact written, according to the novelist "de sorte que le lecteur ne sache 
pas si on se fout de lui, oui ou non." ( Corr. II, 238) As Barthes indicates, Flaubert 
constantly challenges his readers:
Flaubert en maniant une ironie frappee d'incertitude, opire un malaise salutaire de
I'ecriture: il n'arrete pas le jeu des codes, en sorte que on nesa amais s'il est
responsable de ce qu'il ecrit. (S'il y un sujet derriire son langage.)
This raises more general questions concerning meaning and interpretation. A critical 
reading inspired by the problematic of betise, emphasizes the impossibility of deciding 
exactly who, or what is duping whom: it stresses how everybody and everything,
in a state of disorientation, but he/she becomes actively involved in the creation of meaning 
in the literary text.
including author and reader are called into question by the text. The reader is often trapped
22R. Barthes, 5 /2  (Paris: Seuil, 1970), p. 146.
Style and Ambiguity
Important to this study are the continous tensions and contradictions which characterize 
Flaubert's art. The novelist was obsessed with style. Antoine Albalat refers to him as le 
Christ de la litterature.23 But what is style? Is it pure form? Is it combination of form 
and thought? Flaubert considers the writing experience a sexual conquest and seduction. 
He finds his jouissance by exploiting the capacity of language to sustain illusion. 
Simultaneously, the images that come out his maniacal search of le mot juste, show a 
potential for excess which may produce anxiety and doubt. The mystique of Art is for 
Flaubert a true religion with values placed above the common notion of human happiness; 
but he is also aware of sterility and silence. Despite his struggle with words and forms, he 
is convinced of the aporia of language, and of the agony of the creative act. The drama of 
incommunicability is at the heart of Flaubert's creation.
Tension exists in the novelist between the necessity of representing le vrai and the 
exigency offaire du beau, which implies his constant preoccupation with a style that 
liberates Art from any social or moral function. Flaubert's ideal is a novel which refuses 
any expression of an original truth related to a signifie transcendantal (as Jacques Derrida 
terms it) exterior to its discourse; instead it is a novel which offers itself generated and 
sustained only by its own internal textual activity, "as play of forms and relations in a 
ceaseless movement of construction and deconstruction, movement that is never 
concluded, but which remains forever suspended over an absence."24 In other words, the 
novels, entirely self-sustaining aesthetic objects, would reference altogether.
This tension between the conception of a meaningful style reflecting the Idea, and a 
style which is instead self-sufficient emerges in the contradictory statements contained in 
Flaubert's Correspondance. In fact, he might have dreamt about writing "a book about 
nothing," but he also insisted that a novel should be considered as a seconde nature. The
^ S e e  Albert Albalat, Le travail du style d'apres les corrections des grands ecrivains (Armand Colin,
1913), p. 64-95.
^Christopher Prendergast, "Flaubert: Writing and Negativity", Novel 9 (1975): 213.
following passages, for example, represent the Flaubertian artistic ideal which comprises
the union between form and thought:
Pourquoi dis-tu que j'aime le clinquant, le chatoyant, le pailleti? Poite de la forme! 
C'est Id le grand mot que les utilitaires jettent aux vrais artistes. Pour moi, tant qu'on 
ne m'aura pas, d'une phrase donnee, sipari la forme du fond, je soutiendrai que ce 
sont Id deux mots vides de sens. II n'y a pas de belles pensies sans belles formes, et 
reciproquement. La Beauti transude de la forme dans le monde de I'Art, comme dans 
notre monde d nous il en sort la tentation , I'amour. De mime que tu ne peux pas 
extraire d’un corps physique les qualitis qui le constituent, e'est-d-dire couleur, 
itendue, soliditi, sans le ditruire d un mot, de mime tu n'oteras pas lafporme de 
I'ldee, car I'ldei n'existe qu'en vertu de sa forme. Supposer une idee qui n’aitpas de 
forme, c'est impossible; de mime qu'une forme qui n'exprime pas une idee. (Corr. I, 
p. 157)
Quel art factice et quelle absence de viritable forme que cette pritendue forme 
extirieure! Ah! C'est que ces gaillards-ld s'en tiennent d la vieille comparaison: la
forme est un manteau Mais non, la forme est la chair mime de la pensee. (Corr. II,
181)
The goal of Art is the accomplishment of "beauty," which is represented in the
above statements as expressive form and harmony of style. The effort of the search of the
perfect expression, le mot juste, is at the same time an effort of forming the being: tout
doit parler dans les formes, et il faut qu'on voie toujours le plus possible d'dme. (Corr.
HI, 23) The sensual style wants to capture the soul of things, through a perfect synthesis
of the "true" and the "beautiful": "II faut avoir avant tout du sang dans les phrases et non
de la lymphe, et quand je  dis du sang, c'est du coeur. II faut que cela batte, que cela
palpite, que cela imeuve. " (Corr. IV, 62)
A force de chercher, je trouve I'expression juste, qui itait la seule et qui est, en mime 
temps, I'harmonieuse. Le mot ne manque jamais quand on posside I'idie. (Corr.
VII, 290)
Art transfigures the things observed and reveals a new truth, "d'une facon 
dijfirente d celle des autres hommes." (Corr. in , 33) Flaubert struggles for the perfect 
style which is not separated from the Idea. The search for Beauty is the search for Truth, 
since the union of form and thought allows communication. Therefore he attempts to 
accomplish:
Un style qui serait beau rythmi comme le vers, pricis comme le langage des
sciences, et avec des ondulations, des ronflements de violoncelles, des aigrettes de feu;
un style qui vous entrerait dans I'idee comme un coup de stylet et ou. votre pensie 
voguerait sur de surfaces lisses, comme lorqu'onfile dans un canot avec bon vent 
arridre. (Corr. II, 399)
In another passage the novelist clearly manifests the impossibility of separating 
form from content:
Je crois que I’arrondissement de la phrase n'est rien, mais bien ecrire est tout, parce- 
que "bien ecrire, c’est d lafois bien sentir, bien penser et bien dire" (Buffon). Le 
dernier terme est done dependant des deux autres, puisqu'ilfaut sentir fortement afin de 
penser, et penser pour exprimer. . . .  Enfin je crois la forme et le fond deux subtilites 
qui n’existent jamais I’une sans Vautre. (A G. Sand, 14 Mars 1876)25
Referring particularly to the role of description in his works, Flaubert states in a 
letter to Sainte-Beuve: "II n'y a point dans mon livre une description isolie, gratuite; 
toutes servent d mespersonnages et ont une influence lointaine ou immediate sur I'action." 
(Corr. V, 60-61) Style is therefore the search for a perfectly expressive form through 
which Art attains at the same time harmony and beauty. However, is it always true, as 
Louis Bertrand emphasizes, that Flaubert has inaugurated an Art which is the religion of 
those who do not have one? Is Art, for Flaubert, a form of knowledge, or a method to 
attain T r u t h ? 2 6  Instead could not this endless search for le mot juste, be seen as a 
problematic, an endless desire which sometimes leads to emptiness and frustration? As 
Flaubert observes:
Je n’ai rien dcritqui me satisfasse pleinement. J'ai en moi, et trds net, il me semble, un 
idial (pardon du mot), un idial de style, dont la poursuite me fait haleter sans trive. 
Aussi le disespoir est mon etat normal. (Corr. IV, 215)
The duplicity of Flaubert's style exibits this tension. In opposition to the previous 
passage, there are statements in the Correspondance which sustain the desire of a style 
which is autonomous, self-referential, and has a value independent from any possible 
content:
Ce qui me semble beau, ce que je voudrais faire, c'est un livre sur rien, un livre sans 
attache exterieure.... un livre qui n'auraitpresque pas de sujet ou du moins oil le sujet 
serait presque invisible, si cela se peut. . . .  C'est pour cela qu'il n'y a ni beaux ni
25Quoted by Pierre Cogny, L'Education Sentimentale de Flaubert: le monde en creux (Paris: La 
Rousse, 1975), p. 218.
26see Louis Bertrand, Gustave Flaubert (Paris: Librairie Ollendorff, 1957), pp. 39-40.
vilains sujets, et qu'on pourrait presque itablir comme axiome, en se posant au point de 
vue de I'art pur, qu'il n'y en a aucun, le style itant d lui seul une mani&re absolue de 
voir les choses. (Corr. II, 345-346)
The theory of art as pure Form is related to the illegibility and opacity of various passages
in the sense that the stylistic features are presented in a way to call into question a possible
meaning and are to be considered only formal devices. In other words, the text would no
longer be realist or symbolic: it would not communicate anything to us, and it would not
refer to anything but itself. The endless search for an origin and meaning ends up with the
fiction's dispersion in the empty and rhetorical imagery of textuality.27 However, the
traditional reading of Flaubert as the idealist of pure Form encouraged by the
Correspondance is a partial reading contradicted by the writing itself. Paradoxes and
contradictions continuously dominate Flaubert's art: therefore, if there exists a list of
Flaubert's pronouncements proclaiming the subject's centrality, there are other statements
which deflate the importance of the subject, and affirm the complete autonomy of style
Je me demande si un livre, intependemment de ce qu'il dit, ne peut pas produire le 
meme effet (que L'Acropole). Dans la precision des assemblages, la raretd des 
dldments, le poll de la surface, I'harmonie de I'ensemble, n'y a-t-il pas une vertu 
intrinsique, une espice deforce divine? (Corr. VII, 294)
Je voudrais faire des livres oil il n'y eUt qu'd icrire des phrases (si I'on peut dire cela), 
comme pour vivre il n'y a qu'd respirer de I'air. (Corr. II, 292)
Further contradictions are evident Flaubert states that form should be completely
self-sufficient, and it should have a value in itself:
Je veux...te voir t'enthousiasmer d’une coupe, d’une piriode, d'un rejet, de la forme 
en elle-meme, enfin abstraction faite du sujet, comme tu t'enthousiasmais autrefois pour 
le sentiment, pour le coeur, pour les passions. (Corr. Ill, 21)
At this point, does not Flaubertian art show its impotence, and reveal itself to be only a
virtuous stylistic exercise? Would not the text'sddcor be created in the perspective of its
ultimate annihilation?
^ T h e term "Textuality" indicates those writings which cannot be referred to any truth other than 
their own way of fabrication: they possess a quality of verbal excess that renders the designation of specific 
meaning problematic, but which invites the reader instead to participate to the sensuous play of the text, as 
Roland Barthes indicates in Le Plaisir du texte.
As the novelist observes:
Ce qui nous manque c'est le principe extrinsique, c'est I'ame de la chose, I’idee mime 
du sujet. Nous prenons des notes, nous faisons des voyages, misire, misire! Nous 
devenons savants, archiologues, historiens, midecins, gnqffes et gens de gout. 
Qu'est-ce que tout ga y fait? Mais le coeur, la verve, la sive? D'oit partir et oil aller? 
(Corr. H, 202)
Consequently, is Flaubert's love for matter a mystical wish for union with the very
principle of life, or is it, on the contrary, a nihilistic desire for s e l f - d e s t r u c t i o n ? 2 8  The
dissertation concentrates on this tension, analyzing particularly the problematic of
description in Flaubert. Does the novelist call into question the very possibility of the
descriptive enterprise? He indicates:
II n’y a de sifatiguant que defaire m e perpituelle description de son paysage, et 
d'annoter les plus minces impressions que I'on resent; d force de tout rendre et de tout 
exprimer, il ne reste plus rien d vous; chaque sentiment qu'on traduit s'affaiblit dans 
notre coeur, et didoublant ainsi chaque image, les couleurs primitives s ’en altirent sur 
la toile qui les a regues?9
According to Jean Paul Sartre, pure art represents the post-romantic ideology of
Flaubert and his generation for whom romantic ideals were hopelessly compromised and
bourgeois realities entirely unlivable. Proponents of pure art were for Sartre, "Knights of
Nothingness. "30 The purpose of pure art is a systematic derealization of reality and an
impossible attempt to realize the imaginary. Art reveals the mechanisms of its own
fabrication, the anguish of the silent, self-referential text.31
We do not agree with Sartre's interpretation of Flaubertian art as neurotic and
completely deprived of sense. The assertion is too categoric and ignores the continuous
tension in Flaubert between transparency and opacity of language. Does Flaubert's
^Charles Bemheimer, Flaubert and Kafka: Studies in Psychopoetic Structure (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1982), p. 56.
^Gustave Flaubert, Par les champs et par les greves (Paris: Club de l'Honnete Homme, 1973),
p. 381.
30see Dominique La Capra's summary on Sartre's psychonalitic interpretation of Flaubert, 
Madame Bovary on Trial (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1974), pp. 67-97.
31see Jean Paul Sartre, L'idiot de la famille (Paris: Gallimard, 1971), II, p. 1977. Flaubertian 
language is defined by Sartre as empty: "La profondeur historique du signe, la presence en lui de la langue 
comme totalitd mettent en question la signification elle-meme qui semble surajoutde et n'avoir qu'un rapport 
de convention avec le corps verbal qui la signifie."
obsession with style always lead to emptiness and destruction of sense? Could some 
images still be given symbolic meanings related to the plot and to the characters' lives? 
How does one establish criteria for interpretation of description? What is the function of 
cliche? Is it only an empty, ironic repetition, or could it be taken literally and seriously? 
Does the passion for detail always lead to totality of representation and meaning, or does it 
make the sense explode? Does metaphor invariably express an image, or is it incongruous 
and artificial? Will the writer remain in a state of unfulfilled desire? Does beauty reveal a
perfect synthesis of form and thought, or the death of a literary message? To what extent
i
language raises in general the problem that description raises in Flaubert? These are 
questions for consideration in this study.
Critical Approach
Much work has been done on Flaubert. Normative criticism called him a realist; 
thematic criticism considered him an idealist; structuralist and post-structuralist criticism 
referred to him as a writer who resists conclusions. Earlier studies by Brombert, 
Thibaudet, Demorest, Sherrington, Richard, Descharmes, Dumesnil, Bart, Danger, 
Ferrere, Naaman, and Bolleme, analyzed his novels following thematic or symbolic 
meanings. They attempted to decipher, through a careful anaysis of linguistic patterns, the 
hidden subject of the work. Recent critics such as Sarraute, Ricardou, Culler, Gaillard, 
Felman, Donato, Bersani, Porter, Duquette, Bemheimer, La Capra, point out the 
antirepresentational elements contained in Flaubert's writings, and they considered him an 
apostle of a formalistic, self-referential literature devoted to the problematic of its own
textuality.32
S^For a study of the thematic approach to Flaubert see Victor Brombert, The Novels of Flaubert 
(Princeton University Press, 1966); D. L. Demorest, L'expression figurde et symbolique dans l ’oeuvre de 
Gustave Flaubert (Paris: Conard, 1931); E. L. Fentre, L'esthetique de Gustave Flaubert (Paris: Conard, 
1913); Pierre Danger, Sensations et objets dans le roman de Flaubert (Paris: Seuil, 1973); Jean-Pierre 
Richard, Littdrature et Sensation (Paris: Seuil, 1954); R. J. Sherrington, Three Novels by Flaubert (Oxford:
This dissertation deals with the problematic that Flaubert could neither be 
considered the classical writer of the readable text representing a coherent and intelligible 
universe, nor the revolutionary precursor of the modem novel techniques, as Nathalie 
Sarraute defines h i m . 3 3  instead this study will focus on how Flaubert's works present a 
coexistence of the old and the new approach to writing and interpreting a literary work: 
Flaubert may call into question the act of writing as a communicative process, however in 
some ways he remains a nineteenth-century traditional novelist caught between realism and 
romanticism.
The tension emerges in various descriptive passages which achieve a thematic and 
symbolic integration useful to the understanding of the characters, while other descriptions 
undermine the possibility of interpretation: they form an objective and separate discourse, 
slowing down and suspending the story. Moreover, there are various descriptions 
characterized by the "uncertainty principle:" they present signs of opacity and lead 
therefore to self-referentiality, that is, to a style which does not reveal anything but the 
means of its own fabrication; at the same time, they could also be interpreted as 
meaningful figurations which belong to the Balzacian tradition of the realist or the romantic 
novel. In other words, the text is paradoxically to be considered opaque and transparent at 
the same time: on the one hand, the descriptive passages present vague, frozen or artificial 
and exessive images which might lead to an ironic detachment on the part of the narrator
Clarendon Press, 1970). On the problematic of language and representation see Jonathan Culler,
Flaubert :The Uses o f Uncertainty (New York: Ithaca, 1974); Eugenio Donato, "A Mere Labyrinth of 
Letters/Flaubert and the Quest for Fiction/A Montage." Modern Language Notes 89 (1974): 885-909. Leo 
Bersani, "Flaubert and the Threats of Imagination." In Balzac to Beckett: Center and Circumference in 
French Fiction (New York, 1970); Charles Bemheimer, Flaubert and Kafka: Studies in Psychopoetic 
Structure (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982); Shoshana Felman, La folie et la chose litteraire 
(Paris: Seuil, 1978); Dominick La Capra, Madame Bovary ' (Cornell University Press, 1974).
33()n the consideration of Flaubert as precursor of the modem novel see the translation of the 
article by Nathalie Sarraute, "Flaubert, the precursor," Partisan review 23 (Spring 1966): 208: "Books 
about nothing, almost devoid of subject, rid of characters, plots and all the old accessories, reduced to pure 
movement, which bring them into proximity, with abstract art, are these not the goals toward which the 
modem novel tends? And this being so, can be there any doubt that Flaubert was its precursor?"
and to illegibility; on the other hand, the same images contain signs which can be
integrated into the narrative context and be transparent. As Graham Falconer points out:
S'il y a une problematique specifiquementflaubertienne, celle-ci ne doit pas etre 
envisagee comme un choix entre deux approches (traditionelle ou moderniste); on 
devraitplutot parler de lecture double, de la n£cessit£ itrange de lire simultankment de 
deux faqons incompatibles, tantot en profondeur, tantot d la surface d'un texte d lafois 
opaque et transparent.34
Our critical approach, therefore, does not consider the literary work as a stable 
object or delimited structure which tends to scientific objectivity, but it analyzes the 
continuous play of meaning that emerges from the reading of the descriptive passages, so 
that any finality of organization and totalization appears to be an illusion. Undecidability 
becomes in our study an inevitable fact of language. In fact, if in Flaubert the matter of 
description is problematic, does not this mean problematizing the function and the operation 
of language as well? The process of signification becomes something dispersed, divided, 
which escapes from our control. According to Jacques Derrida, in opposition to the 
concept of self-present meaning or essence, the continous fluctuating of signifiers in the 
process of writing challenges the idea of a structure which presupposes a center, a fixed 
principle. The concept of writing, therefore, is related to the elements of dissemination 
which Derrida develops out of Saussure's basic principle of linguistic difference. This 
conception of difference finds its application in what Barthes calls textes scriptibles, in 
opposition to textes lisibles. The writerly texts, contrary to the readable ones, do not exibit 
determinate, settled signified, but are plural and open to all kinds of interpretations. And it 
is the loss in this galaxie of signifiers that constitues the pleasure of the text.35 As soon as 
there is meaning, there is difference:
En verite le signifiant "graphique" renvoi au phoneme d travers un riseau d plusieurs 
dimensions qui le relie, comme tout signifiant, d d'autres signifiants Merits et oraux, d
^Graham Falconer, "L'effet parodie chez Flaubert," Etudes litt6raires 19 (Sring-Summer, 1986):
109.
35See Roland Barthes, Le plaisir du texte.
I'intirieur d'un systime total, disons ouvert d tom les investissements de sens 
possibles.36
This idea of an opening of all possible senses calls our attention to the question and value 
of interpretation. In fact, if language is by nature undecidable, is it possible for the reader 
or the literary critic to offer interpretive patterns? Our study evidences how Flaubert seems 
to play with the reader, simultaneously inviting and concealing interpretation, how his 
works seem to refuse the hierarchy of discourses of classic realism, and how there is no 
authorial discourse indicating a single position which represents a coherence of meaning. 
Interpretation is therefore an activity constantly threatened by its possible gratuitousness. 
To a larger extent, the function of language becomes problematic, just as description in 
Flaubert is problematic, and its resistance to any single interpretation can be related to its 
precarious instability.
The first chapter of the dissertation interprets the tension between transparency and 
opacity in the descriptive passages of Madame Bovary. In this text the semiotic 
organization of various passages leads to the possibility of interpreting these descriptions 
as subjectivity of a given protagonist, including the narrator. For example, several images 
serve as metaphors of Emma’s ideals and the disappointing reality of her life, and as 
projections of her hopes, her dreams, and her failures, (see the descriptions of the 
countryside discussed by Rousset and B o l l £ m e ) . 3 ?
However in the same novel, passages such as the description of Charles' cap seem 
to block the forward movement of the narrative: as Jonathan Culler clearly indicates, the 
attempt at precision gets nowhere, and the hat becomes increasingly stupid as the reader 
progresses, because of the lengthy d e s c r i p t i o n . 38 it is possible to find various symbolic 
meanings: for example, the cap could be seen as an indication of Charles' stupidity.
■ ^ J a cq u es Derrida, "Linguistique et grammatologie," in De la grammatologie (Paris: Editions de 
Minuit, 1967), p. 67.
3?See Genevifeve Bolfeme, La lecon de Flaubert (Paris: Julliard, 1964) and J. Rousset, "Madame 
Bovary ou le livre sur rien” in Forme et signification (Paris: Seuil, 1962).
3%ee Jonathan Culler, Flaubert: The Uses o f Uncertainty (New York: Ithaca, 1974), pp. 92-93.
However, the passage is ambiguous, since the excess of detail seems to undermine and 
parody this attempt at symbolic interpretation. Chapter one also focuses on other curious 
descriptive passages which disrupt any principle of coherence and which emerge as 
stylistic digressions. Examples including the description of the toy of Homais' children, 
the wedding cake, and the figuration of Emma’s tomb reveal enumerations of grotesque 
and heterogeneous details which seem to be cut off from a realist or symbolic referent. 
Chapter one identifies those undecidable descriptions which vacillate between the 
possibility of several functional integrations into the plot and the self-referentiality of the 
portrayals. We consider acceptable Mieke Bal's interpretation of the description of Rouen 
as a mental image of Emma's conflict between dream and r e a l i t y . 3 9  However, this study 
also affirms the possibility of reading the rhetorical descriptive details as ironic repetitions 
of romantic stereotypes, which result in a stylistic exercise, and empty imagery that refers 
to the movement of description itself.
The same kind of problematic of interpretation in description will be analyzed in 
the second chapter concerning Salammbo which is considered by many of the critics as a 
master-work of aestheticism. It is true that the punic space is deprived of any referential 
servitude, in order to be available for the symbols, myths, and narration .40 For example, 
the description of the plain during the mercenaries' departure for Sicca seems to sustain 
narrative, and it could be read as a mental projection of their emotions, and of the sense of 
mystery and the sacred associated with Carthage. Defending Salammbo in a letter to 
Sainte-Beuve, Flaubert insisted that there was not a single gratuituous portrayal; they all 
served to emphasize the character and to influence the action. For example, Hamilcar's 
description of his treasure could mirror his growing anger about the vandalism of the 
Barbarians and motivate his decision to assume the command of the Carthaginian forces.
3%ee Mieke Bal, "Fonction de la description romanesque: la description de Rouen dans Madame 
Bovary," Revue des langues vivantes 40 (1974): 133-149.
^^Louis Bottineau, ""La Representation de l'espace dans Salammbo," Revue de Lettres Modernes 
703-706 (1984): 100.
However, in opposition to some critics' opinion,41 an undecidability characterizes this 
description and other enumerations of mysterious objects and exotic details such as the 
heterogeneous description of the Barbarians’ arms.
Are the enumerations necessary to the development of the plot, or are they closed 
upon themselves in an autonomous system that offers the reader no hold? Does 
description have an end in itself, focusing on the message for its own sake, having only a 
poetic signification? Chapter two deals with this maniacal stylistic intention which 
reduces the human and the subjecive to variegated enumerations of decontextualized 
objects. This chapter also examines other descriptive passages of exotic space, including 
city, temples, planes, and mountains, which produce a structural immobility, open a 
silence and fixity of time, and destroy any reference to an historical dimension. The 
geometric forms and the use of colour, for example, seem to immobilize the pictorial 
images, dissociating them from any temporal succession. The difference between the 
descriptive features in this novel and Madame Bovary is the emergence of a geographical 
and historical exotic dimension in the imagery of space and objects which provokes an 
atmosphere of strangeness, and further problematizes the interpretive recuperation.
The third chapter of the study develops the problematic of tension in description, 
concentrating on L'Education sentimentale, often defined as an open-ended novel of 
passivity and emptiness. As many critics have indicated, it is possible to relate some of 
the images of Paris to Frederic's contemplative activity, to his impressions, and to his 
feelings of hope and despair. Notwithstanding, we identify select descriptive passages 
which contain images of liquefation which vacillate between a theamatic recuperation and 
resistance to interpretation: in fact, if, on the one hand, they could evoke, as Brombert 
observes, "the erosive quality of time as well as a sense of dissolution and lo s s ,"42 on the
4*On the the thematic interpretation of Hamilcar's treasure see L. Bertrand, p. 151, and also R. J. 
Sherrington, Three Novels by Gustave Flaubert (Oxford: Eng, 1970), pp. 196-200.
42 Vic tor Brombert, The Novels of Flaubert (Princeton: University Press, 1966), p. 149.
other hand, may serve as examples of indeterminacy of sense, including the fluid images 
of the city and the landscape. These fluid and vague passages associated with the presence 
of brouillard, are more numerous in L'Education sentimentale than in Madame Bovary or 
in Salammbo. They make of description something indistinguishable, confused, and give 
the reader the impression of a shapeless world. In addition, we find numerous 
fragmentary and disjointed descriptions of space which could be analogues of Frederic's 
psychological stages, but which could also be viewed as examples of disorder of 
representation.
In addition, the insistence on the accumulation of material objects may exceed the 
procedures of narrative verisimilitude, risking the abolition of any message and disrupting 
the relationship between man and milieu. 43 Chapter three demonstrates how the fetishistic 
desire of material details including the glove, the handkerchief, the slipper, and the bibelot 
which was already present in Madame Bovary, is stressed here and pushed to the point of 
being caught in the void of an endless enumeration which causes only more anxiety and 
more desire on the part of the writer.
The tension of meaning in Flaubert's descriptions implies the problem of putting
human action and motive into significant form, and the anguish of the literary genius in his
struggle to write a novel which creates meaning from disorganized reality. As Flaubert
states, with respect to the futility of the mediation of writing, language is never able to
fulfill the aims of the writer, but is rather a continuous desire of an unattainable goal.
Avec des mots, des phrases, et du style, faites-moi la description, bien exacte, d'un de 
vos souvenirs, d'un paysage, d'une masure quelconque! C'est Id ce qui me desole. 
Savez-vous que j'ai rev& longtemps d cette superbe orgie, et que je  suis lassi de voir 
que je n'ai avanci d rien, et que je ne peux pas vous dire le moindre mot de cette pensee
43see the descriptions of Madame Amoux's or Rosanette's personal items and the furniture 
displaced in the room.
ou de cette chose transparente, si fine, si l€g£re, une vapeur insaisissable dans laquelle 
flotille Vdme toute oppressie et toute confuseM
^Gustave Flaubert, Smarh, in Oeuvres de jeunesse (Paris: Club de l'Honnete Homme, 1973),
CHAPTER I
Ce qu'il dit nous fascine et nous digoit. Qu'entend-il par prose? Non pas seulement 
I'espace du roman, mais I'enigme du langage tel qu'il s'icrit, le paradoxe de la parole 
droite recourbie par le detour essentiel, la perversion d'icrire. (Maurice Blanchot, 
L'Entretien Infini )*
MADAME BOVARY AND THE ANGUISH OF MEANING: 
INTERPRETIVE ATTEMPT AND INDETERMINACY OF
IMAGES
Ce livre, tout en calcul et en ruses de style, n'estpas de mon sang, je  ne le portepas en 
mes entrailles, je  sens que c'est chose voulue,factice. Ce sera peut-etre un tour de 
force qu'admireront certaines gens (et en petit nombre). D'autres y  touveront quelque 
viriti de detail et d'observation. Mais de fair! De Vair! Les grandes tournures, les 
larges etpleines piriodes, se cMroulant comme des fleuves, la multiplicity des 
mitaphores, les grands iclats de style, tout ce que j'aime enfin n'y sera pas; seulement 
j ’en sortirai peut-etre pripare d icrire ensuite quelque chose. (Corr. n, p. 269)
The genesis of Madame Bovary shows in some ways the ambiguity which characterizes
Flaubert's ideal of Style. In affirming his conviction that style is "an absolute way of
seeing things," the novelist seems to indicate the way to some important achievements of
the self-referential modem novel. One notices how the book is constructed on a kind of
tension: on the one hand it could be considered as a "texte lisible" where it is possible to
single out a particular content and an author's message, on the other hand there are some
instances which deflect our reading from the text's meaning to a recognition of its
originality as an aesthetic object.
One of Flaubert's ideals was to write a livre sur rien, with almost no subject, 
composed of the objects of language, beyond which the reader can know nothing, but
*The quote is taken from Maurice Blanchot, L'Entretien infini (Paris: Gallimard, 1969), p. 487.
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which contains an internal value for the beauty of its construction and the polish of its 
surface. The Flaubertian tension between transparency and opacity of language starts with 
Madame Bovary, even if the novel appears to be a non-problematic reali st book about the 
frustration of dreams and the failure of the heroine's attempt to find a world ordered to her 
expectations. This indeterminacy emerges in a certain devaluation of themes, characters 
and narrator. In addition, a tension of meaning appears in the descriptive imagery of the 
novel which could imply the possibility of a symbolic recuperation (the images lead from 
desire to frustration and failure, and ultimately to death) and a self-referential value. "On a 
related level of composition, symbols and images raise problems in providing agencies of 
unification or coherent organization that, in some instances, tend to break down and 
become questionable. Clich6-imagery, for example, can be viewed as meaningful, but 
also as an ironic stereotype which blocks representation and is not functional to the plot.3 
In addition, various landscape descriptions vacillate between the possibility of 
characterizing themselves as mental reflections of the characters' emotions and a certain 
indeterminacy of sense due to the presence of fog and fluid shapes. However, these vague 
contours could simply be metaphors of indeterminacy of emotion.
Descriptions of objects, food, interiors and crowds often present an explosion of 
style, due to the excess and enlargement of detail which reveals to be useless to the story, 
even if there are some indexes of a possible thematic interpretation. Let us study the key 
descriptions in Madame Bovary in order to reveal the kind of undecidability typical of 
Flaubert's images and evaluate the possibilities and limits of unified thematic interpretation. 
The effect is of a constituent ambiguity of language rather than a positive signifying 
intention on the part of the narrator which the reader easily identifies. Composed of
^D. La Capra, p. 171.
^For the problematic concerning the block of sense in the production of repetition and stereotype 
see Francoise Gaillard, "L’ensignement du rdel" in C. Gothot- Mersch, La production du sens chez Flaubert 
(Paris: Actes du Colloque de Cdrisy, 1975): "Le stdrdotype devenu fantasme se ddtache et se ddcolle du rdel 
en le reprdsentant, mais il vide en meme temps la representation de son r61e d'identification.,"p. 198.
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contradictions, the text is no longer restricted to a single, harmonious and authoritative 
reading. Instead it becomes open to re-reading, no longer an object for passive 
consumption but an object of work by the reader to produce meaning.
THE INTERPRETIVE ATTEMPT: THE SYMBOLIC SPACE
Gustave Flaubert est le romancier qui jusqu'ici a employi la description avec le plus de 
mesure. Chez lui, le milieu intervient dans un sage equilibre: il ne noie pas le 
personnage et presque toujours se contente de le diterminer. ( E. Zola, Le Roman 
Experimental) 4
In opposition to what some later critics have stated,^ it is possible to find in 
Madame Bovary descriptive passages which can be subjected to an interpretive 
recuperation and which, consequently, make of Flaubert a traditional novelist who is 
involved in a communicative process with the reader. In various descriptions of 
landscapes, urban spaces, interiors a progressive presentation of the subjective way in 
which the observer looks at a scene establishes an intimate connection between witness and 
witnessed. Scenes and actions are seen through the eyes of the characters and serve to 
bring out their personalities and emotions, revealing the main themes of the novel. Various 
images are usually based upon things directly experienced by the characters and are 
intimately connected with their personality or state of mind.
There is no doubt that the thematic studies on Flaubertian imagery which have been 
done by early critics such as Brombert, Sherrington, Demorest, Ferrere etc. are valid and 
applicable to various descriptive images.^ However, we accept these critical approaches 
to an extent, that is, as applicable to some descriptions, but not to all Flaubertian images
4The quote is taken from Emile Zola, Le Roman experimental (Paris: E. Fasquelle, 1923), p. 190. 
-*See J. Culler, Flaubert, The Uses of Uncertainty ; D. La Capra, Madame Bovary On T rial: L. 
Bersani, Balzac to Beckett, (New York: Oxford University Press,1970); C. Bemheimer, Flaubert and Kafka;
^Thematic criticism tends to seek the work's meaning within itself or within the corpus of the 
author's works. The assumption is that an author does not explain everything, and that the task of criticism 
is to bring out what the author has implied or hidden.
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which instead vacillate between the possibility of a realistic or metaphoric meaning and 
some elements which allude to the problematic of opacity in description. The passages 
which are analyzed in this section are the ones where descriptive details are presented in 
such a way to form a coherent image which could be mimetic and give the reader an 
impression of reality, or which could be symbolically integrated into the narrative text, 
either reflecting the themes of the novel and connoting the characters's moods, or 
sustaining the narrative by preparing the action to come. However, while thematic 
criticism tends in general to be univocal and dogmatic, this approach considers the various 
possible meanings which characterize the passages, for example, the conjunction of the 
representational and the symbolic. In fact, the work does not contain a meaning which it 
conceals by giving it its achieved form. Instead, it is founded on the multiplicity of its 
meanings, on the plurivalent sign, so that to explain the work is to recognize and 
differentiate the principle of this diversity. As Roland Barthes has pointed out, to interpret 
a text is not to give it a sense, but to appreciate the plurality of signifiers of which it is 
composed.^
In the text of Madame Bovary the details contained in the description of the flat
fields around the Bertaux farm, give place to various possibilities of thematic recuperation:
they connote the themes of boredom, stagnation, immobility which constantly appear
throughout the novel:
Le jour commencait d venir, et, sur les branches des pommiers sans feuilles, des 
oiseaux se tenaient immobiles, hirissant leurs petites plumes au vent froid du matin. La 
plate campagne s’italait d perte de vue, et les bouquets d'arbres autour desfermes 
faisaient, d intervalles iloignes, des taches d'un violet noir sw  cette grande surface 
grise qui se perdait d I'horizon dans le ton morne du ciel.%
^See Barthes, SIZ (Paris:SeuiI, 1970), p. 12: "Dans ce texte id6al, les rdseaux sont multiples et 
jouent entre eux, sans qu'aucun puisse coiffer les autres; ce texte est une galaxie de signifiants, non une
structure de signifies; il n’a pas de commencement; il est rdversible; les codes qu'il mobilise se
profilent h perte de vue, ils sont inddcidables."
^The passages are taken from Gustave Flaubert, Madame Bovary (Paris: Gamier-Flammarion,
1966).
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The flat fields stretching their great surfaces until they fade into the gloom of the sky 
represent the monotony of experience to which Emma seems to be condemned9  
Moreover, space becomes meaningful and it could also represent Charles’ mixed emotions 
about life (memories of his school-days, his marriage etc.) The landscape is idealized and 
integrated into the main theme of the novel: the contrast between dream and reality. The 
colours connote a sense of monotony and moral emptiness:r<2c/zey d'un violet noir, surface 
grise, le ton morne du del. Reality is transformed and assumes a symbolic value. The 
passage can also have a "demarcative and focalizing function," since it contributes to the 
dramatic development of the action, preparing the reader for the presentation of the main 
character, Emma.
Another description of space which can be subjected to various possibilities of
interpretive recuperation in Madame Bovary is the farm at the Bertaux where Charles
Bovary will meet Emma for the first time:
C'etait uneferme de bonne apparence. On voyait dans les 6curies, par le dessus des 
portes ouvertes, de gros chevawc de labour qui mangeaient tranquillement dans des 
rdteliers neufs. Le long des bdtiments s’etendait un large farmer; de la buee s'en 
dlevait, et, parmi les poules et les dindons, picoraient dessus cinq ou six paons, luxe 
des basses-cours cauchoises. La bergerie itait longue, la grange itait haute, d murs 
lisses comme la main. II y avait sous le hangar deux grandes charrettes et quatre 
charrues, avec leursfouets, leurs colliers, leurs iquipages complets, dont les toisons de 
laine bleu se salissaient d lapoussi&refine qui torrbaitd.es greniers. (p. 47-48)
The objects in the kitchen could be viewed in a referential dimension, but they are also
idealized by Charles, who sees in them a reflection of abundance, comfort and security:
Des vetements humides sdchaient dans I'intdrieur de la cheminie. La pelle, les pincettes 
et le bee du souffiet, tous de proportion colossale, brillaient comme de Vacier poli, 
tandis que le long des murs s'dtendait une abondante batterie de cuisine, oil miroitait 
indgalement la flamme claire du foyer, jointe aux premieres lueurs du soleil arrivant par 
les carreaux. (p. 48)
The descriptive details also serve to introduce the character of Le pfere Rouault and the 
simplicity of his country-life, orienting the focus of the narrative continuity. Details are
^See V. Brombert, p.47.
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conveyed in such a way as to express a totality of meaning inasmuch as they are not 
enumerated in a scattered, excessive or grotesque way.
Again, the description of the external space when Emma greets Charles at the farm
is revealing of the event, since it is situated within the story of Charles and Emma Bovary:
it is the moment when she appears to him in a certain way, seducing him. The details
suggest an impression of reality, but they are also based on the construction of symbolic
relations, integrated into the narrative and related to Charles' feelings: Emma is the mental
projection of his desires and the description of the trees, the yard, the snow on the top of
the buildings serve to bring out Emma's character, or rather the way she is seen by Charles:
On s'itait dit adieu, on ne parlaitplus; le grand air I'entourait, levantpele-mele les petits 
chevewc follets de sa nuque, ou secouant sur sa hanche les cordons de son tablier, qui 
se tortillaient comme des banderoles. Une fois, par un temps de digel, I'icorce des 
arbres suintait dans la cow, la neige sw  la couvertwes des batiments sefondait. Elle 
itait sur le seuil; elle alia chercher son ombrelle; elle Vouvrit. L'ombrelle, de soie 
gorge-pigeon, que traversait le soleil, eclairait de reflets mobiles la peau blanche de sa 
figwe. Elle sowiait Id-dessus d la chalew tiide; et on entendait les gouttes d'eau, une d 
une, tomber sur la moire tendue. (p. 51)
The entire scene mirrors Charles'emotions and emphasizes Emma's sensuality through the
liquid images (les gouttes d'eau) which are numerous in the novel. The gaze transforms
the objects viewed in order to strengthen the emotion and the memory of it.
A further example of the way description in Flaubert can be viewed as revelatory of
the character's psychological emotions is represented by the following passage:
Elle commencaitpar regarder tout alentow, pour voir si rien n'avait change depuis la 
derniire fois qu'elle itait venue. Elle retrouvait aux memes places les digitales et les 
ravanelles, les bouquets d'orties entourant les gros cailloux, et les plaques de lichen le 
long de trois fenetres dont les volets toujours clos s'igrenaient depowriture, sur leurs 
barres de fer rouillees. (p. 78)
l^We do not agree with Dennis Porter's reading of this passage as an example of "texte de 
joissance". See D. Porter, "Madame Bovary and the Question of Pleasure" in N. Schor ed., Flaubert and 
Post-Modernism (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984), p. 126: "On the one hand, the passage 
evokes erotic expectation on the representational level. On the other hand, it is a tissue of of patterned 
sounds that generates a concurrent pleasure in the reader, not because of a natural connection between sound 
and sense, but because as we read, we are obliged to play the instrument constituted by our organs of 
speech."
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In general, Emma's surroundings are bound up with universal and most powerfully evoked 
emotions of ecstasy, despair and fear. In this passage the details could suggest Emma's 
sensation of decay,ennui, of monotonous repetition in the seasons of a life where nothing 
really happens. The closed shutters, full of rottenness and thebarres defer rouiMes could 
represent the degradation of Emma’s life, the mud of her existence, devoid of real meaning. 
Moreover, the description could be simply be the representation of a typical gerden.
Another functional passage is the description of the castle at La Vaubyessard:
Le chateau, de construction moderne, d Vitalienne, avec deux ailes avngant et trois 
perrons se dtployait au bas d'une immense pelouse od paissaient quelques vaches, 
entre des bouquets de grands arbres espacis, tandis que des bannettes d'arbustes, 
rhododendrons, seringas et boules-de neige bombaient leurs touffes de verdure inigales 
sur la ligne courbe du chemin sable. Une riviire passait sous un pont; d trovers la 
brume on distinguait des bdtiments d toit de chaume, iparpilles dans la prairie, que 
bordaient en pente douce deux coteaux couverts de bois, et, par derriire, dans les 
massifs, se tenaient, sur deux lignes paralliles, les remises et les icuries, restes 
conserves de I'ancien chateau demoli. (p. 810)
In the way details are conveyed, this description constitutes a mimetic and cultural function,
representing a noble castle of the nineteenth century; but is also integrated into the narrative,
preparing the event of Emma's entrance in the aristocratic society of her dreams. In
opposition to the preceding rotten image of country-side in Tostes, the landscape
surrounding the castle suggests Emma's sensual languor. Pierre Danger emphasizes the
idea of the curve as sexual index, concentrating the attention upon the prairy which
descends en pente douce and la ligne courbe du chemin sabte. All of the details (la ligne
courbe, les arbustes d la verdure inigale, les bdtiments d toit de chaume) are harmonized in
a such a way to connote a total vision of mildness and calm,l *an illusion of happiness
which is destined to collapse when faced with the mediocrity and monotony of the
provincial life. So the strange plants rising in pyramids under hanging vases evoke a
climate of pure sensuality: Les plantes bizarres, Mrissies de poils, s'6tageaient en
1 ^See P. Danger, p. 108: "Douceur des courbes, douceur des couleurs et des matifcres, la brume 
enveloppe tout cela et le spectacle meme des vaches qui paissent ou de la rivifere ajoute au calme de 
l'ensemble."
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pyramides sous des vases suspendus, qui, pareils d des nids de serpents trop pleins, 
laissaient retomber de lourds bords, de longs cordons verts entrelacis (p. 88)
Again, the details in the description of the stable at the castle are disposed in an 
ordered and plausible way to offer ground for interpretation and be a metaphor of "gracious 
living":
Le marquis, pour amuser la jeune femme, la mena voir les icuries. Au-dessus des 
rdteliers en forme de corbeille, des plaques de porcelaine portaient en noir les noms des 
chevaux. Chaque bete s'agitait dans sa stalle quand on passaitpris d'elle en claquant 
de la langue. Le plancher de la sellerie luisait d Voeil comme le parquet d'un salon.
Des harnais de voiture itaient dresses dans le milieu sur deux colonnes tournantes, et 
les mors, lesfouets, les itriers, les gourmettes, rangis en ligne tout le long de la 
muraille. (p. 88)
The description contrasts with the image of the garden in Tostes which could be
seen as an ironic repetition of the garden around the castle at La Vaubyessard:
La rosie avait laissd sur les choux des guipures d'argent avec de longs fils clairs qui 
s'itendaient de I'un d I'autre. On n'entendaitpas d'oiseaux, tout semblait dormir,
I'espalier couvert de paille et la vigne comme un grand serpent malade sous le chaperon 
du m ur, oil Von voyait, en s'approchant, se trainer des cloportes d pattes nombreuses.
(p. 97)
The details of the passage such as the metaphor of the vignard compared to a sick snake, 
connote a sense of a internal decay. One notices how throughout the novel "the images of 
escape are brought into contrapuntal tension with an underlying metaphoric structure 
suggesting limits, restriction, contraction and immobility. "12 The descriptions of 
Emma's houses, for example, connote a perverted relation to space. They are presented in 
such a way as to appear to be functional to the narrative and not as autonomous aesthetic 
objects, self-referential spaces. The milieu reflects the character of Emma Bovary, 
emphasizing her despair and boredom, her frustration and the impossibility of escape. The 
houses are prisons: jardin rectangulaire in Tostes closed between deux murs de 
bauge "which becomes jardinet after the bal at La Vaubyesssard. (p. 67) At Yonville the 
house is a miserable domain: the day which penetrates through the windows is blanchatre .
Brombert, p. 61.
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Emma perpetually contrasts her actual surroundings with the ideal ones of her
imagination: Les murs etaient neufs et, et les marches de bois craquirent. Dans la chambre,
au premier, un jour blanchdtre passait par les fenetres sans rideaux. (p. 119)
The description is representational and also symbolic: the descriptive details could be
metaphorical and integrated into the main theme of the novel: the dichotomy between
illusion and reality which is presented as immobility and repetition. The symbolic
interpretation proposed by most of the critics is still acceptable in such passages where the
details are disposed in a logical order which can bring to a certain visualisation. The
description is constituted by a textual network which is organized by a regard descripteur
who binds it to the global unity of the story. In this cases the description of environment
which brings out the character in its fullness assimilates Flaubert's process to Balzac's
novels. As Philippe Hamon points out:
Dans le discours lisible-rialiste la conjonction personnage-description peut etre placee 
sous le signe g6n£ral de la motivation: le personnage signifii par le signifiant descriptif 
est dans une relation de resemblance avec le non-personnage, de redondance avec le 
milieu.
Various other passages are more likely to be subjected to symbolic or realist
recuperation. The country-side surrounding Yonville-L' Abbay, during the walks of
Emma and her future lovers appears to be interiorized by the heroine whose gaze
transforms the objects seen, which are a mirror of her mixed emotions:
Ils s'en revinrent d Yonville en suivant le bord de I'eau. Dans la saison chaude, la 
berge plus ilargie ddcouvrait jusqu'd leurs base les murs des jardins, qui avaient un 
escalier de quelques marches descendant d la riviire. Elle coulait sans bruit, rapide et 
froide d I'oeil; de grandes herbes minces s'y courbaient ensemble, selon le courant qui 
les poussait, et comme des cheveures vertes abandonees s'italaient dans sa limpidite. 
Quelquefois, d la pointe des joncs ou sur la feuille des ntnufars, un insecte d pattes 
fines marchait ou se posait. Le soleil traversait d'un rayon les petits globules bleus des 
ondes qui se succddaient en se crevant. (p. 127-128)
Hamon, Introduction d I’analyse du descriptif p. 112. For the discussion on the focalising 
role of description see also p.77: "La description focalise, met en relief, joue le role d'un intensificateur."
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The image of the river constantly returns throughout the novel. Many critics have studied 
the water-imagery in Madame Bovary as index of Emma's sexual desire, of her aspiration 
to freedom and joy. ̂  However the river offers signs of happiness (le soleil dans I'eau, 
les insectes gracieux) and hostility at the same time, (coldness of the water, grass similar to 
des chevelures vertes abandonees). The description therefore is not a digression but it 
echos the narrative and the various details would act as correlative changes taking place in 
Emma, therefore defining a temporal succession. The metaphor of the chevalures vertes 
abandonnees emphasizes also Emma's libidinal desire. All of these interpretations are 
acceptable; however, this study will further explain in the next section, how the presence of 
water imagery and liquid forms could paradoxically block the interpretive process.
In the same way the scene with Rodolphe in the forest during Emma's seduction is
functional to the narrative and revealing of the heroine's feelings:
Emma fermait d demi les paupides pour reconnoitre sa maison, et jamais ce pauvre 
village oil elle vivait ne lui avait sembli si petit. De la hauteur oil ils itaient, toute la 
valtee paraissait un immense lac pdle, s'evaporant d I'air. Les massifs d'arbres de place 
en place saillissaient comme des rochers noirs; et les hautes lignes des peupliers, qui 
dipassaient la brume, figuraient des grtves que le vent remuait. (p. 187)
This passage connotes Emma's boredom and stifling sensations, since the village appears
to be too small in contrast with the height of her dreams. Most of the details are
metaphorical in this sense: since the valley is compared to a pale lake and the trees seem to
be black rocks. The metaphors are plausible and not pushed to the excess, revealing a
possibility of functional meaning and not only a stylistic digression.
In contrast with this gloomy landscape the following description reveals instead
Emma's desire of giving herself up to love and passion:
Le del itait devenu bleu. Les feuilles ne remuaientpas. II y  avait de grands espaces 
pleins de bruydres tout en fleur; et des nappes violettes s'alternaient avec les fouillis des
l^For the interpretation of the water imagery in the novel as "flux libidinal" see J. P. Richard, 
Microlectures (Paris: Seuil, 1979), p. 277: "Les eaux sauvages sont figuration d'un flux libidinal. . . .
Leur sauvagerie renvoie au voeu d’une spontaneity superlative, celle qui consiste h se laisser entralner 
comme par le reve, le lit d'une future jouissance." See also D. A. Williams, "Water Imagery in Madame 
Bovary, Forum for Modern Language Studies 13 (1977): 70-82.
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arbres, qui itaient gris,fames ou dores, selon la diversite des feuillages. Souvent on 
entendait, sous les buissons, glisser un petit battement d'ailes, ou bien le cri rauque et 
doux des corbeaux, qui s'envolaient dans les chenes. (p. 188)
The descriptive details mirror Madame Bovary's desire for sensual douceur and happiness:
les bruyires en fleur, le cri rauque des corbeaux. In general the colour blue is associated in
the novel with Emma’s romantic reveries, to her longing for a beautiful, exalting world.
For D. M. Demorest instead, the all scene in the forest is composed of poetic and
pantheistic evocation and of indications of mauvais augure:
Si d'une part il y  a des images qui mettent en relief ce premier cot#, telles que celles du 
sang qui circule dans la chair comme un fleuve de lait, de ce quelque chose doux qui 
semble sortir des arbres et des montagnes qui se diplacent, on a vu qu'une ombre 
sinistre se glisse d trovers cette belle image de plumes de colibris, et celle du cri vague et 
prolong# qui se retrouve dans la premiire rencontre de VAveugle et dans la seine de la 
mort.
Demorest's symbolic reading of the scene of seduction in the forest is acceptable, since the 
various details are not constructed in an incoherent way, but they are harmonized in the 
totality of the ensemble.
Again, the scene of the clair de lune on the last night Emma and Rodolphe spend 
together outside her house can be considered an example of beautiful style which is also 
expressive of the two characters' emotions. The description is a reverie which is a 
development of the intimate relationship between external appearances and the working of a 
mind:
La lune, toute ronde et couleur de pourpre, se levait drasde terre, au fond de la prairie. 
Elle montait vite entre les branches des peupliers, qui la cachaient de place en place, 
comme un rideau noir, trou#. Puis elle parut, iclatante de blancheur, dans le del vide 
qu’elle iclairait; et alors, se relentissant, elle laissa tomber sur la riviire une grande 
tache, quifaisait une infinit# d'itoiles, et cette lueur dargent semblait s'y tordre 
jusqu'au fond d la maniire d'un serpent sans tete couvert d’icailles lumineuses. . . .
La nuit douce s’italait autour d'eux; des nappes d'ombre emplissaient les feuillages. ..
. La tendresse des anciens jours leurs revenait au coeur, abondante et silencieuse
l^D. M. Demorest, L'Expression figuree et symbolique dans I'oeuvre de Gustave Flaubert (Paris: 
Conard, 1931), p. 471. The passage to which Demorest is referring is the following: "Ca et Ik, tout autour 
d'elle, dans les feuilles ou par teme, des taches lumineuses tremblaient, comme si des colibris, en volant, 
eussent 6parpill6 leurs plumes. Le silence 6tait partout; quelque chose de doux semblait sortir des arbres; 
elle sentait son coeur[...] et le sang circuler dans sa chair comme un fleuve de lait. Alors, elle entendit tout 
au loin, au delk des bois, sur les autres collines, un cri vague et prolong6, une voix qui se tralnaiL” (p. 189- 
190)
comme la rivi&re qui coulait, avec autant de mollesse qu'en apportait le parfum des 
seringas, et projetait dans leurs souvenirs des ombres plus demesurees et plus 
melancoliques que celles des saules immobiles qui s'allongeaient sur I'herbe. (p. 225- 
226)
In this passage, even if the metaphor of the snake without head to which the image of the 
moon is assimilated might appear in some ways a little strained, the emphasis of the 
description tends toward various possibilities of symbolic recuperation: Flaubert 
emphasizes a perfect concordance between sensations and memories, as well as the lovers 
and their surroundings. Thus, the setting materializes a tenderness both Emma and 
Rodolphe have reason enough to doubt now, even if the former is still dreaming about 
escaping and the latter is instead already tired and nostalgic of latendresse des anciens 
jours. The insistence on the image of the moon also expresses a sense of immobility and 
absence: La lune, toute ronde et couleur de pourpre, se levait drasde terre, aufond de la 
prairie.
Another example of symbolic space is constituted by the description of the
Cathedral in Rouen when Leon goes to meet Emma:
L'eglise, comme un boudoir gigantesque, se disposait autour d’elle; les vo&tes 
s'inclinaientpour recuillir dans I'ombre la confession de son amour; les vitraux 
resplendissaientpour illuminer son visage, et les encensoirs allaient brUler pour qu’elle 
apparut comme un ange, dans la fumie des parfums. (p. 265)
In the description, the details are provided in a cohesive and congruous order, in order to
reflect Ldon's desires: consequently they play an important role in the explosion of the
drama. They also connote a combination of the sacred and the very profane, the erotic,
since the church is assimilated to a bedroom: Viglise, comme un boudoir gigantesque, se
disposait autour d'elle.
A further example of interiorized space, focalising themes and character is 
represented by the the description of Rodolphe's castle when the hopeless Emma goes 
asking for money:
Elle monta le large escalier droit, d balustrades de bois, qui conduisait au corridor pave 
de dalles poudreuses oil s'ouvraient plusieurs chambres d la file, comme dans les 
monastires ou les auberges. (p. 329)
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The space here might represent just a typical rich house of the time, or it might be seen by 
Emma as deformed and lead to the future explosion of the drama, symbolizing the concept 
of house as prison-space, no longer center of love-happiness, but communitary and 
dispersed space: plusieurs chambres d la file, comme dans les monastdres ou les outerges.
The imagery of the surroundings when Le Pere Rouault goes back to the Bertaux
after Emma's burial is another example of psychological value of description:
Les fenetres du village dtaient tout enfeu sous les rayons obliques du soleil qui se 
couchait dans la prairie. II mit sa main devant ses yeux, et il apercut d Vhorizon un 
enclos de murs oil des arbres, ca et ld,faisaient des bouquets noirs entre des pierres 
blanches, puis il continua sa route, au petit trot, car son bidet boitait. (p. 357)
The tone in which the description is presented reveals Le Pere Rouault's sad feelings; les
rayons obliques do not only announce the end of the day, but also the end of the earthly
joys and they serve to give to the scene of Emma's funeral a sinister light The passage
has therefore a moral significance and it is integrated once more into the main theme of the
book: the failure of impossible dreams faced with the absurdity of human existence.
We have so far examined the space-images in Madame Bovary which are less 
likely to be formal digressions but are more easily subjected to functional interpretive 
recuperation, reflecting the characters' emotions and preparing the narrative drama. We 
have followed most of the thematic critics, studying particular linguistic and figural 
structures of the work. However, thematic criticism finds its limits when confronted with 
the complexity and duplicity of Flaubert's art. In fact, it is possible to find in Madame 
Bovary various space descriptions which are undecidable, wavering between possibilities 
of meaning and self-referentiality, therefore emphasizing all the tensions and paradoxes of 
Flaubert’s style. This analysis identifies the signs resisting the interpretive attempt 
contained in the passages. As Jacques Derrida points out, criticizing the thematic 
approach:
Et si le sens du sens c'est I'implication infinie? Le renvoi inddfini de signifiant d 
signifiant? Si sa force est une certaine iquivocM pure et infinie ne laissant aucun ripit,
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aucun repos au sens signijU, I'engageant, en sa propre iconomie, dfaire signe encore 
et differer? *6
UNCERTAIN CONTOURS: MIST AND WATER IN LANDSCAPES
Et la joue enflee, le cou congestionni, le front rouge, tendant ses muscles comme un 
athldte qui lutte, il se battait desesp£r£ment contre I’idee et contre le mot, les saisissant, 
les accouplant malgri eux, les tenant unis d'une indissoluble fagon pour la puissance de 
sa volont£, itreignant la pens£e, la subjugant peu d peu avec une fatigue et des efforts 
surhumains et Vencage ant, comme m e  bete captive, dans m e forme solide et precise. 
(Guy De Maupassant) *7
Maupassant's view of Flaubert indicates an artist who is in continous struggle with words
in order to attain a perfect stylistic form which can be also expressive. We know how the
composition of the tableaux is very important to Flaubert, how the d£cor is chosen by the
author to focalize the characters and the narrative plot However, in the composition of the
images, forms and contours often end up being fluid and indistinct to the point of making
the reader doubt whether he or she should try to interpret these forms or see them as
opaque samples of style. There are few passages in Madame Bovary where forms are
decomposed and reduced to the indifferentiated similarity of their components. The
vagueness in these particular passages is accentuated by the presence of fog and water.
In the description of the country-side in Yonville, preceeding Emma's seduction,
the vapour associated with mist and water make the forms indistinguishable, confused,
giving to the narrator and the character an impression of mistery and strangeness:
II y  avait du brouillard sur la campagne. Des vapeurs s’allongeaient d Vhorizon, contre 
le contour des collines; et d'autres, se (techirant, montaient, se perdaient. Quelquefois, 
dans un icartement des nu€es, sous un rayon de soleil, on apercevait au loin les toits 
dYonville, avec les jardins au bord de Veau, les cours, les murs et le clocher de 
Viglise. (p. 187)
Mist and water are found in the following passages the contours of which appear to be 
more indefinite and imprecise:
^Jacques Derrida, L'icriture el la difference (Paris: Seuil, 1967), p. 42. 
l^Revue Bleu, 26 Janvier, 1884.
On entrevoyait des cimes d'arbres, et, plus loin, la prairie, d demi noyie dans le 
brouillard, quifumait au clair de lune, selon le cours de la riviire. (p.l 19)
Descendant tout en amphitheatre et noyee dans le brouillard, elle s'ilargissait au deld 
des ponts, confusement. La plaine campagne remontait ensuite d'un mouvement 
monotone, jusqu' a toucher au loin la base ind&ise du del pale. (p. 287)
These descriptions of landscape show signs of indeterminacy in the sense that they are
dispersed among details scattered in an ensemble with vague contours which does not lead
to visualization, (on entrevoyait, plus loin, le brouillard) The adverbs au-deld, plus loin
contribute to render the imagery increasingly vague. Therefore, are these passages to lose
any sense of the real and any possibility of symbolic integration into the the pattern of the
story? Or could they still be interpreted as transparent? We are convinced that both
readings are possible, since mist and water can also represent, as Tony Tanner has
indicated, the disintegration of Emma's being: the brouillard, vapeurs, and the activities
s'allongeaient and se dichirant, here described as climatic phenomena, are, as it were,
internalized in Emma; we may say that she begins to participate in disintegrative and
diffusives processes that are operative in the realm of nature. The landscape could thus
be viewed as an analogue of Emma's feelings of loss and disintegration, since she passes
from a distinct corporeality to a shimmering vagueness, disappearing ontologically.
Emma's dissolution and melting is reflected in this description of her journey back from
Rouen after being with L6on:
A chaque tournant, on apercevait de plus en plus tous les dclairages de la ville qui 
faisaient une large vapew lumineuse au-dessus des maisons confondues. (p. 291-292)
However, this same passage can be read as an example of indeterminacy of forms which
appear confusedly, and where details do not reach a totality of meaning either for Emma or
for the narrator.
l^See Tony Tanner, Adultery in the Novel ("Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University 
Press, 1979), p.320: "Emma is now the point at which the confusion of categories, qualities, and 
substances maximizes itself, and all that is ascertainable about the result may be read in the hideous 
degenerative metamorphoses her body undergoes as she submits to the final stage in her journey into 
indistinction.”
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The ambiguity of interpretation also emerges in the various water images. In fact, if
it is possible to read the liquid forms as opaque and self-referential passages whose fluidity
could represent a block to the interpretive attempt, on the other hand symbolic recuperation
is still appropriate. Thus, the sequence of Emma's movements in relation to water are
made to suggest the heroine's progressive involvement in erotic experience. 19 Critics
have emphasized the double connotation of water in Emma's life: in contrast with the pure
waters of her romantic-erotic fantasies, she is constantly encountering a polluting sediment,
the dirty water which represents the degradation of love and sexuality. Thus, the sinuosites
vagabonded drawn by the river in the prairy connotating a sense of lasciviousness,20 are
opposed to the muddy water which flows on the grass and in the puddles:^!
La terre, d un endroit, se trouvait ejfondrie par le pas des bestiaux; ilfallut marcher sur 
de grossespierres vertes, espacies dans la boue. Souvent, elle s'arretail une minute d 
regarder oh poser sa bottine, et, chancelant sur le caillou qui tremblait, les coudes en 
I'air, la taille penchee, I'oeil indecis, elle riait alors, de peur de tomber dans les flaques 
d'eau. (p. 128)
Therefore, although many of the water images in the novel are correlative of a powerful 
current of sexual desire, water is frequently associated with mud, moral degradation {I’eau 
sale, les flaques d’eau) and the failure of Emma's d r e a m s . 2 2  1 Embracing the polarities of 
pleasure and pain, life and death, the water imagery points to the fundamental ambivalence 
of erotic experience which is the source of delight with Rodolphe but leads inevitably to 
self-destruction. It is also correlated with the central opposition of illusion and r e a l i t y . " 2 3
l^See D. A. Williams, "Water Imagery in Madame Bovary " p.7I. According to Williams the 
view that description in Flaubert is never gratuituous, but always meaningful in relationship to a character 
or a situation, is well established: "It is often the case in Flaubert that "Le mouvement m&me de la 
description suis dans le detail le mouvement du regard qui est en train de le vivre." (R. Debray-G6nette, "Du 
mode narratif dans les Trois Contes,” Litterature, 2 , 1971,pp.39-62) So the details selected often possess a 
symbolic appropriateness which make them harmonize with the situation or state of mind of the characters.
20Madame Bovary, p. 143: "Par les barreaux de la tonnelle et au-delh tout alentour, on voyait la 
rivi&ne dans la prairie, ou elle dessinait sur l'herbe de sinuosites vagabondes."
2*Ibid. p. 125: "De l'eau sale coulait en s'6parpillant sur l'herbe."
22ibid. p. 155: "La rivfere coulait toujours et poussait lentement ses petits flots le long de la berge 
glissante."
23d . A. Williams, p. 82.
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These interpretations are acceptable, but they ignore the duplicity of Hubert's style.
In fact, could not theseeffets deflou, this frequent insistence on vapours, fog and liquid 
imagery also be seen as uncertain and informal matters which run the risk of rendering the 
descriptions confused and illegible? This is the very core of Flaubert's principle of 
uncertainty and disorientation of the reader. This process will be more stressed in the 
L'Education Sentimentale where the fluid contours appear more vague and less liable to 
thematic or realist integration.
STATIC IMAGES OR FUNCTIONAL SPACES?
Le plus beau dans son roman, c'est ce qui ne ressemble pas d la littirature romanesque 
usuelle, ce sont ces grands espaces vacants; ce n'estpas I'ev&nement, qui se contracte 
sous la main de Flaubert, mais ce qu'il y a entre les &v£nements, ces dtendues 
stagnantes oil tout mouvement s ’immobilise. ( Jean Rousset, Forme et signification)
24
Another sign of opacity in description is constituted by the presence of frozen and
immobilizing images which seem to suspend time and narrative continuity, remaining
isolated from the story. However, this kind of imagery can at the same time be subjected to
interpretation. For example, the description of the storm after Leon's departure can be
viewed as metaphorical of Emma's emotions, of her internal trouble and storm:
Madame Bovary avait ouvert sa fenitre sur le jardin, et elle regardait les nuages.
Ils s’amoncelaient au couchant, du coti de Rouen, et roulaient vite leurs volutes noires, 
d’ou depassaient par derriire les grandes lignes du soleil, comme les fl&ches d’or d’un 
trophie suspendu, tandis que le reste du del vide avait la blancheur d’une porcelaine.
(p. 152-153)
Besides the possibility of a functional integration to the story of Emma Bovary, the passage 
appears to be simultaneously a pause in the rdcit, almost a pictorial fragment which 
designates its own figuration. One notices a fixed, f ig t  space characterized by frozen 
images: les filches d’or d'un trophee suspendu...  .la blancheur d'une porcelaine.
24jean Rousset, "Madame Bovary ou le livre sur rien," in Forme et signification (Paris: Seuil, 
1962), p. 133.
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La description constitue alors une nouvelle menace pour le ricit, proposant non plus 
seulement une pure et simple description, mais, scandale majeur, une description de la 
description.25
Another example of immobilizing images which resist the attempt at interpretation in
Madame Bovary is the landscape which Emma contemplates from the attic, when she is
thinking about suicide, after receiving Rodolphe letter of farewell:
En face, par-dessus les toits, la pleine campagne s'etalait d perte de vue. En bas, sous 
elle, la place du village dtait vide, les cailloux du trottoir scintillaient, les girouettes des 
maisons se tenaient immobiles. (p. 232)
The reader is caught in a kind of undecidability reading this passage: in fact, the description
reflects, on the one hand, one of the novel's major themes, the conflict between Emma's
desire of freedom and love: la pleine campagne s'etalait d perte de vue and the empty reality
of her life la place du village dtait vide. The details are presented in such a way as to
emphasize the theme of immobility and absence and to reflect the heroine's perceptive
activity. On the other hand, the details appear to be fixed in a contemplative dimension
which to petrifies everything: les girouettes des maisons se tenaient immobiles.
Consequently, it is also possible for the reader to see the description as a self-contained
space independent of a narrative succession.26 in addition, we have here a double
immobility: a block of the narrative and a static emotive state.
Another example of fixed space in the novel is the following passage which focuses
on Emma contemplating the Yonville landscape from the window, plunged in her
memories and dreams:
La vapeur du soir passait entre les peupliers sans feuilles, estompant leurs contours 
d'une teinte violette, plus pdle et plus transparente qu'une gaze subtile arretie sur leurs 
branchages. Au loin, des bestiaux marchaient; on n'entendait ni leurs pas, ni leurs
25jean Ricardou, "Bdlligcrance du texte" in La Production du sens chez Flaubert (Paris: Actes du 
Colloque de C6ricy, 1975), p. 100.
26For the consideration of Flaubert’s descriptions as contemplative and silent spaces see G. 
Gdnette, "Silences de Flaubert," in Figures (Paris: Seuil,1966), p. 234: "Plus souvent la description se 
ddveloppe pour elle-mfime. L'abondance des descriptions ne rdpond pas seulement chez lui, comme chez 
Balzac, it des n<5cessit£s d'ordre dramatique, mais d'abord h ce qu'il nomme lui-meme l'amour de la 
contemplation."
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mugissements; et la cloche, sonnant toujours, continuait dans les airs sa lamentation 
pacifique. (p. 143)
It is possible to consider this description as a metaphor of the contrast between illusion and 
reality: Emma's sensual desires and dreams (which are expressed in the next paragraph) are 
stifled by the presence of the vapours of the evening and the pale leafless trees. But, at the 
same time, it seems as though narrative movement and time is suspended, leaving place to 
an immobilizing, silent space, from the heroine's and the reader's perspective.
Also the following passage could be subjected to a double reading:
Dans Vavenue, un jour vert, rabattu par lefeuillage, 6clairait la mousse rase qui craquait 
doucement sous ses pieds. Le soleil se couchait; le del itait rouge entre les branches, et 
les troncs pareils d des arbres plantds en ligne droite semblaient une colonnade brune se 
(Mtachant sur un fond d'or. Une peur la prenait, elle appelait Djali. (p. 80)
The description can be related to the character’s feelings and be functional to the 
narrative, serving the global legibility of the plot.27 However, the scene presents the static 
properties of a frozen picture which refers to its own textual pattern rather than to a 
representational content. Neverthless, the possibility of reading certain passages should 
not be forced on other images which are more likely to be interpreted just as symbolic 
spaces. We oppose , for example, Leo Bersani's consideration of all Flaubert's 
descriptions as pictorial and polished fragments which "give us an impression of 
naturalness"and only a superfluous compositional beauty.28 in fact, these "pictorial 
spaces" do not exclude completely, as we have seen, the possibility of transparency.
Few of Flaubert's descriptions in Madame Bovary emerge as static tableaux, 
timeless instants that are not functional to the temporal progression of the narrative. In 
Salammbo we find more of these silent passages which, even if they can be always be
^^See Hamon, Introduction a Vanalyse du descriptive, p. 12: "La description doit etre au service de 
la composition, de la lisibilitd d'un caractere, done de la lisibilit6 globale du syst&me des personnages de 
l'oeuvre, done d'une coherence."
28see Leo Bersani, Balzac to Beckett, p. 185: "With his characteristic economy and attention to 
detail, Flaubert avoids the Balzacian comprehensiveness which reminds us that what we have is a literary 
study of a scene rather than an immediate impression of it."
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given a symbolic significance, they produce structural immobility through the sculptural 
suspension of chronological or causal sequences.
BETWEEN TRANSPARENCY AND OPACITY: INCONGRUOUS 
DETAILS AND CLICHE-IMAGES OF SPACE
Flaubert: une maniire de couper le discours, de trouer le discours sans le rendre 
insense. . .  .11 s'y ajoute un plaisir de performance: la prouesse est de tenir la mimesis 
du langage (le langage s’imitant lui-meme), source de grands plaisirs, d'unefacon si
radicalement ambigue [..... ]que le texte tie tombe jamais sous la bonne conscience (et
la mauvaisefoi) de la parodie (du rire castrateur, du comique que fait rire). (R. Barthes, 
Le plaisir du texte )2^
There are various descriptions of space in Madame Bovary where details appear to 
be too fragmentary, cumulative or incongruous, calling into question the possibility of 
representation and interpretation. Besides, they can contain some ironic cliche-imagery 
which is pushed to the excess to the point of emerging only as stylistic, self-referential 
device and to reveal its literariness.
The long description of Yonville-L'Abbaye, at the beginning of the second part,
shows a tension between transparency and opacity:
La prairie s'allonge sous un bourrelet de collines basses pour se rattacher par derriire 
awe paturages du pays de Bray, tandis que du cote de Vest, la plaine, montant 
doucement, va s'ilargissant et itale d perte de vue ses blondes piices de bte. Ueau qui 
court au bord de I'herbe sipare d'une raie blanche la couleur des pris et celle des 
sillons, et la campagne ainsi ressemble d un grand manteau deplie qui a un collet de 
velours borde d'un galon d'argent, (p. 105)
The passage offers basis for various intrepretations: it prepares the following events,
underlying a landscape containing the sexual connotations which will characterize Emma
Bovary. This is the way Doris Y. Kadish sees the passage, using it as an example of "the
symbolic function of description ".30 Certain features can be read as applying both to the
^Barthes, Le Plaisir du texte, p. 18.
30See Doris Y. Kadish, "Two Semiological Features of Four Functions of Description," Romanic 
Review  10 (1979). D.Y. Kadish distinguishes four functions of literary description: 1) connotative and
countryside and to human form: the valley is presented in terms of physionomie; the hills as 
forming a bourrelet on the prairie; the plain, as spreading out its wheat, like blond hair, the 
water, as forming a raie blanche,the countryside as resembling an outstreched coat. The 
prairie connotes, with bourrelet, a backward stretch of the head. By association with this 
movement of the head, the reader may read in etale a perte de vue ses blondes pieces de ble, 
the connotation of a sensuous and feminine shaking of head and hair.
This Norman landscape also constitutes a bridge between the theme of ennui and
the theme of escape since the plain extends to very horizon k perte de vue. This image
therefore"will not be corroborating a sensory representation: but it will interpret it, thereby
shifting the description from mimesis to semiosis."31 In addition, the entire description of
Yonville, including the notary's house, the church, the city-hall, the cemetery, is viewed by
Albert Thibaudet as an expression of human m i s e r y . 32 The various details organize the
facts in a such a way as to emphasizes the underlying themes of negativity, immobility and
absence. The town is built sur les confins de la Normandie, de la Picardie et de Vile de
France, contrie batarde (p. 105), showing the mediocrity, the monotony and the deadly
dreariness of everyday life. Moreover, the image of Yonville is presented as the ugly
province opposed to the city represented by Rouen. It is also possible to interpret this long
descriptive passage as mimetic, that is, as conveying a particular illusion of reality in the
way the geographic details are presented:
Yonville-L'Abbaye (ainsi nommi d cause d'une ancienne abbaye de Capucins dont les 
mines n‘existent meme plus) est un bourg d huit lieues de Rouen, entre la route 
d‘Abbeville et celle de Beauvais, aufond d'une valtee qu'arrose la Rieule, petite riviire 
qui se jette dans VAndelle. (p. 105)
syntagmatic; 2) connotative and non-syntagmatic; 3) non-connotative and syntagmatic; 4) non-connotadve 
and non-syntagmatic. (pp.279-298)
31 Michael Riffaterre, "Descriptive Imagery," Yale French Studies, New Haven (1980): 108. 
^Albert Thibaudet, Flaubert (Paris: Gallimard, 1935), p. 105-108.
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However, the possibility of a thematic integration to themes and character finds its 
limits when confronted in the beginning passage with the stereotype-metaphor of the 
countryside assimilated torn grand manteau deplii qui a un collet de velours bordi d'un 
galon d'argent. In fact, could the image only express a kind of rhetorical game, a polished 
stylistic virtuosity which reveals a subtle irony in the way it is presented? Is Flaubert 
trying to mock the reader's attempt at interpretation or is he only representing an image 
subjected to recuperation? We must admit that the reader is left in a kind of undecidability.
There are other passages in the same description of Yonville where the attempt at
interpretation becomes increasingly more difficult. For example:
Le toits de chaume, comme des bonnets de fourrure rabattus sur des yeux, descendent 
jusqu'au tier d peu pris desfenetres basses, dont les gros verres bomMs sont garnis 
d 'm  noeud dans le milieu, d lafacon des culs de bouteille. Sur le mur de pl&tre, que 
traverse en diagonale des lambourdes noires, s'accroche parfois quelque maigre poirier, 
et les rez-de-chaussee ont d lew  porte m e petite barriire tournante pow  les defendre des 
poussins, qui viennent picorer, sur le seuil, des miettes de pain bis trempi de cidre. (p. 
106)
We notice how the decriptive details are mostly incongruous and enlarged to the excess.
Les toits de chaume, "for example, are compared to bonnets de fourrure or the windows 
are bomMs garnis dans le milieu, d lafacon des culs de bouteille. Jonathan Culler has 
noticed how the point of arrival has nothing to do with the point of departure and how the 
details seem to be straining to hold themselves together, "that is almost a by-product of the 
spectacle mounted by a prose style determined to show how grammatical devices enable it 
to link together a set of disparate and trivial facts."33 The sentences seem to have no 
apparent function: they are not dealing, according to Culler, with recognized categories 
which would place the village for us and tell us something about it. A symbolic 
interpretation is undermined by the way the sentences are disposed, which seem to parody 
the classical description of the common "topoi". The details presented do not tell us
33j. Culler, Flaubert: The Uses o f Uncertainty, p. 76.
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anything of a character's emotions, nor are they observations which characterize a 
particular speaker.
In other words, could some of the enumerations not be seen as parodic
juxtaposition of odd details which could call the attempt at interpretation into question? For
example, in the description of the notary's house and surroundings we have a disparate
mixture of strange objects which make much effort in order to create a sense of totality
either for the omniscient narrator or the reader:
Un fagot defougires se balance sous unefenetre an bout d'une manche d balai; ily  a la 
forge d'un marechal et ensuite un charron avec deux ou trois charrettes neuves, en 
dehors, qui empi&tent sur la route. Puis, d trovers une claire-voie, apparait une maison 
blanche au-deld d'un rond de gazon que dicore un Amour, le doigt posi sur la bouche; 
deux vases enfonte sont d chaque bout du perron; des panonceaux brillent d la porte; 
c'est la maison du notaire, et la plus belle du pays. (p. 106)
Details such as un fagot de fougdres, la forge d'un marichal, un Amour, le doigt posi sur la
bouche seem to be dissociated from any function in the development of the narrative,
because of the odd and scattered way they are described. Once again, the passage vacillates
between the possibility of interpretation and the opacity of detail which makes these images
refer not to a realistic or symbolic space, but to the movement and disorder of the text itself.
In the description of the city-hall the details also appear to be ridiculous, parodic of
the very interpretive process, completely useless for the comprehension of the events:
La mairie, construite sur les desseins d'un architecte de Paris, est une maniire de 
temple grec qui fait Vangle, d coti de la maison du pharmacien. Elle a, au rez-de- 
chaussi, trois colonnes ioniques et, au premier itage, une galerie d plein cintre, tandis 
que le tympan qui la termine est rempli par un coq gaulois, appuyi d'une patte sur la 
Charte et tenant de I'autre les balances de la justice, (p. 107)
In addition, the four pages of the description are written in the present, escaping the
fictional temporality which has inspired, in the first part, the use of the past tense.
Moreover, throughout the passage, there is no mention of the Bovarys as though they have
not arrived yet. This undermines the possibility of viewing the description as focalizing the
characters. One also reveals a lack of coherence in the way the reader's expectations are
disappointed by the abrupt observation, on the part of the impersonal narrator, that, after
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the events narrated, nothing has changed in Yonville. Thus, instead of the representation
of identifiable and successive categories, the reader is left with a mixture of incongruities
which underline a non-narrative state of repetition; the power of narrative ordering as a
means to fulfill desire and attain knowledge is called into question. "The narrative signified
is cut as ultimately insignificant, denying the closure of the story about to be told even
before it is n a r r a t e d .  "34
Depuis les tenements que I'on va de raconter, rien, en effet, n'a changd d Yonville.
Le drapeau tricolore de fer-blanc tourne toujours au haut du clocher de I'eglise; la 
boutique du marchand de nouveautes agite encore au vent ses deux banderoles 
d'indienne; les foetus du pharmacien, comme des paquets d'amadou blanc, se 
pourrissent de plus en plus dans leur alcool bourbeux, et, au-dessus de la grande porte 
de I'auberge, le vieux lion d'or, ddeint par les pluies, montre toujours aux passants sa 
frissure de caniche. (p. 108)
The description of Rouen, viewed by Emma from l'Hirondelle, when she goes to
see Ldon, is another example of tension of meaning in the representation of space:
Descendant tout en amphitheatre et noyie dans le brouillard, elle s'dargissait au deld 
des ponts, confusdment. La pleine campagne remontait ensuite d'un mouvement 
monotone. . . .  Ainsi vu d'un haut, le paysage tout entier avait I'air immobile comme 
une peinture; les navires d I'encre se tassaient dans un coin; le fleuve arrondissait sa 
courbe au pied des collines vertes, et les iles, de forme oblongue, semblaient sur I'eau 
de grands poissons noirs arretis. Les chemines des usines poussaient d'immenses 
panaches bruns qui s'envolaient par le bout. On entendait le ronflement desfonderies 
avec le carillon clair des iglises qui se dressaient dans la brume, (p. 287)
Miekie Bal considers this description as a fictional space which is incorporated in the chain
of events that constitute the plot of the story and this symbolic function is indicated by the
richness of imagery contained in the passage. According to Bal, on the one hand, the city
descendant en amphithidtre offers a wide aspect which responds to Emma's desire of
escaping from her narrow existence. At the same time, the sky is pale, la pleine campagne
remonte d’un mouvement monotone, le paysage a I'air immobile. All of these details can
be interpreted as a mental projection of the monotony of Emma's life, of the impossibility
of changing her life. One notes an altemance between immobility and movement in the
^Nathaniel Wing, The Limits o f Narrative (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986),
p . 4 4 .
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contradictory aspects of the city imageiy. But the wavering between the two perspectives 
is difficult to reveal. In other words, for Bal, the city represents here at the same time an 
ideal, an illusion and the disappointing reality of Emma's life.35 What is described is not 
reality, but reality viewed through the character's eyes. Thus, the sense of the description 
is integrated into the global sense of the novel: the theme of the unattainable happiness.
Bal's analysis is precise and convincing; however it does not consider the 
ambivalent features of the decription. The presence of vague and confused contours such as 
the city which is noyie dans le broidllard calls in fact into question the possibility of 
identifying representable features and themes (see par. I). In addition, the description is 
motionless, almost detached from the narrative continuity: le paysage entier avait I'air 
immobile comme une peinture.
Moreover, if one looks carefully at the description of Rouen, some images are a 
repetition of literary topoi which appear to be too artificial, an ironic displacement of self- 
contained imagery:
La pleine campagne remontait ensuite d'un mouvement monotone, jusqu’d toucher au 
loin la base indicise du del p&le. . . .  Les navires d I'encre se tassaient dans un coin; le 
fleuve arrondissait sa courbe au pied des collines vertes, et les ties, de forme oblongue, 
semblaient sur I'eau de grands poissons noirs arretis. (p. 287)
The same ambiguity of sense can be singled out in the following image:
La fum ie du goudron s'ichappait d'entre les arbres, et I'on voyait sur la riviire de 
larges gouttes grasses, ondulant inigalement sous la couleur pourpre du soleil, comme 
des plaques de bronze florentin, qui flottaient. (p. 280)
Are these images to be considered transparent by the reader, or only ironic displays of 
literary, overused stereotypes? Cliche-imagery is to be found in various other descriptive 
passages in the novel. Quotation is for Flaubert the instrument of a peculiarly oblique 
mode of self-conscious irony. "By assiduously transcribing the discours of bitise,
35see M. Bal, "Fonction de la description romanesque: la description de Rouen dans Madame 
Bovary". See also M. Bal, 'Th6orie de la description: l'example de Madame Bovary," in Flaubert, la 
dimension du texte (Manchester: Up, 1982),
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Flaubert transforms it into the object of an impassive yet unmistakably ironic s c r u t i n y ."36 
A sense of ambiguity, for example, characterizes these metaphors which are pushed to the 
excess, vacillating between a symbolic significance and the self-referential and only poetic 
value of the imagery:
De grandes herbes minces s'y courbaient ensemble, selon le courant qui les poussait, et 
comme des chevelures vertes abandonees s'italaient dans sa limpiditi. (p.128-129) 
Cette lueur dargent semblait s'y tordre jusqu’au fond d la maniire d'un serpent sans 
tete couvert d'icaiiles lunineuses. Cela ressemblait aussi d quelque monstreux 
candelabre, d'oil ruissellaient, tout du long, des gouttes de diamant en fusion, (p.225)
Especially the last passage contains two strange metaphors which could leave a doubt
between an interpretive possibility (Emma's feelings) and the artificiality of the stylistic
features. The parallel between concrete and abstract might appear to be unconvincing (the
moonlight resembling an headless snake or a monstrous chandellier) to the point of
undermining the possibility of interpretation.
Again, the description of the outside of the Cathedral in Rouen shows a
dematerialization of objects which may call into question the attribution of this description
to any kind of functional space:
La nefse mirait dans les binitiers pleins, avec le commencement des ogives et quelques 
portions de vitrail. Mais le reflet des peintures, se brisant au fond du marbre, continuait 
plus loin sur les dalles, comme un tapis bariole. (p. 265)
We have here an interesting overflowing of framework, since the font is seen by L6on as
containing space, yet the reflection overflows. According to Leo Bersani:
The luminous reflections could be symptomatic of Flaubert's sense of the elusive 
teasing nature of the real. Shimmering points of light and colour partially dematerialize 
objects. . . .  The recurrent reflections are less significant as thematic images than as 
one of the short cuts by which Flaubert substitutes the repetition of few patterns or 
formulas of perception and expression for the development of a personal style.37
36charles Prendergast, "Flaubert and the Stupidity of Mimesis," in The Order of Mimesis (New 
York: Cambridge University press, 1986), p.185. The clichfi is usually defined as a stereotyped expression 
expressing a popular thought or idea, that has lost its originality and impact by long overuse. Sometimes, 
in literature a mimetic sense can be undermined by the repetitive insistence on sterotyped topoi which 
belong to the romantic or realist fiction and which could appear to be too artificial to the the point of 
revealing their pure literariness. However, the expectation of irony created by our sense of cliche is reversed 
by the possibility of accepting the stereotypes in their pure literality.
3?l . Bersani, p. 187.
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The description of the coach scene, which characterizes the first love encounter
between Emma and Rodolphe in Rouen is another example of disorder of space which
becomes a convulsive stylistic digression, an endless list of streets and names whose
excessive precision and minutia exibits the narrator's compulsive desire which provokes a
disorientation of both him and the reader:
Mais, tout d coup, elle s'ilanga d'un bond d trovers Quatremares, Sotteville, la Grande- 
Chaussie, la rue d'Elbeuf, et f it  sa troisiime halte devant le Jardin des Plantes. . . .
Elle remonta le boulevard Bouvreil, parcourut le boulevard Cauchoise, puis tout le 
Mont-Riboudet jusqu'd la cote de Deville. Elle revint. Et alors, sans parti pris ni 
direction, au hasard, elle vagabonda. On la vit d Saint-Pol, d Lescure, au mont Gargan, 
d la Rouge-More et place du Gaillard-bois; rue Maladrerie, rue Dinanderie, devant 
Saint-Romain, Saint-Vivien, Saint-Maclou, Saint-Nicaise,- devant la Douane,-d la 
Basse-Vieille-Tour, aux Trois-Pipes et au Cimitiire Monumental, (p.269)
We see that there are no verbs, and that the movement is a succession of names. Once
again, the reader is caught between the possibility of interpreting this passage as a metaphor
of a sensual day which characterizes Emma and Ldon and which marks the beginning of the
second adultery,38 and the undermining of the significant structures through a maniacal,
convulsive insistence on the detail. In addition, the scene presents an indeterminacy of
point of view which further problematizes the interpretive attempt: it is in fact viewed by the
omniscient narrator, Leon at first, the coachman, people from the street and the reader's
perspective. Even if we assume that it is a love scene, we can only see the surface: we do
not know exactly what happens inside the cab. The scene almost dramatizes the opacity of
voyeuristic description, showing the absence of interiority and disrupting the attempt at
interpreting this passage realistically or symbolically. In addition, the couple is
depersonalized, their gestures are mechanical and almost dehumanized: Une main nue passa
sous les petits rideaux de toile jaune, et jeta des dichirures de papier, (p. 270) "Violence is
38d. A. Williams sees this passage as a way of commenting on the behaviour of the cab's 
occupants: Emma and L6on are reduced to the level of inanimate matter possessed by a fureur de 
locomotion, and this is a way of mocking their vain attempts of transcending the materiality of sexual 
desire. See D. A.Williams, "Flaubert, le premier des non-figuratifs du roman modeme?,” Orbis Litterarum: 
International Review o f Literary Studies 34 (1979): 74.
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on the verge of breaking out in this passage, and its verbal equivalents at times erupt from 
the coach in impersonal commands that seem to lead nowhere. "39
The aimless multiplication of place names serves as an effective but frustrating 
mechanism of displacement in relation to what is happening inside the cab: the street names 
should orient an itinerary, but they serve only to disorient. The excessive prolixity 
prevents from the possibility of defining a followable course. As R. Debray-Genette 
indicates: La description est saisie concomitante de I’ordre et du desordre, de lafixite et de 
Vagitation, de I'uniti et de la dissonance. 40 The process could be compared to the art of 
cinematography in the way Flaubert gives us a juxtaposition of images, without any causal 
motivations. This convulsive description shows how Flaubert's obsession for le mot juste, 
the right expression, the beauty of style as a synthesis of form and thought often reveals 
itself to be only pure form which has a value independent of the content and the characters' 
feelings. We will find in Salammbo and L'Education sentimentale a greater number of 
passages which present a disorder of space and which manifest the drama of a language 
evidencing the separation between figures of desire and signified.
MEANINGFUL OR NON-FUNCTIONAL OBJECTS?
Information, Vobjet renseigne sur un monde hors-texte auquel il dome forme et 
consistance. Signe, il instaure le sense, profile une idtologie ou une vision du monde. 
Valeur, il bascule dans Yespace romanesque d. lafois comme support de signification et 
comme matiire phonique. A ce niveau, il ne cesse d'etre information et signe, mais 
acquiert la plenitude de son statut estMtique. (Claude Duchet, "Roman et objets: 
l'exemple de Madame Bovary," Europe )41
The description of actual objects in Madame Bovary also vacillates between
transparency and opacity. As many critics have already pointed out, some objects in the
3^d . La Capra, p. 163.
40r. Debray-Gdnette, "Gdndtique et podtique: le cas Flaubert," in Essais de critique genetique 
(Paris: Flammarion, 1979), p.63.
AlEurope, 12 (1969): 181.
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novel have a sociological significance, revealing a particular personality and being therefore
functional to the plot. Others become fetish, that is, the image of the secret desires of the
character who contemplates them or wants to possess them, object-substitutes of the loved
person which represent the dream. According to the particular set, the objects reveal the
characters' lives and their social status:
Aisance ritualisie chez les Homais, oil chaque chose a sa place, negligence affectee 
chez Rodolphe, soulign&e par les objets de classe: fusil d crosse incrust&e, horloge de 
Boulle, sifflets de vermeil, boutons de manchettes en or; confort anglais chez Maitre 
Guillaumin, un peu redondant et satisfait.42
The objects at the Bertaux reveal, as we have already noted, the sense of comfort
and security offered by the simple country-life of Le P&re Rouault: La pelle, les pincettes et
le bee du soufflet, tous de proportion colossale, brillaient comme de Lacier poli. (p.48)
The objects which surround Rodolphe indicate a life dedicated to the contemplation of
himself and a character where the luxury is mixed to a certain sensuality. The first objects
that Emma sees when she moves to Charles' house in Tostes are symbolic in the way they
indicate the way of life of a country doctor, they are seen by the narrator as having a social
status and being mainly related to the job:
La facade de briques itait juste d Valignement de la rue, ou de la route plutot. Derriire 
la porte se trouvaient accrocMs un manteau d petits collet, une bride, une casquette de 
cuir noir, et, dans un coin, d terre, une paire de houseaux encore couverts de boue 
sdche. . . .  De I'autre coti du corridor itait le cabinet de Charles, petite piice de six 
pas de large environ, avec une table, trois chaises et unfauteil de bureau. Les tomes du 
Dictionnaire des sciences midicales, non coupes, mais dont la brochure avait souffert 
dans toutes les ventes successives par oil ils avaient passi, garnissaient presque d eux 
seuls les six rayons d'une bibliotMque en bois de sapin. (p. 66)
This description serves also to create a realist vraisemblance in the way details seem to refer
to a spatial dimension.
In the description of the furniture at Madame Bovary's house, details are also 
conveyed in a coherent way that encourages interpretation:
42c. Duchet, "Romans et objets: 1'example de Madame Bovary," Europe 12 (1969): 184.
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Les meubles d leur place semblaient devenus plus immobiles et se perdre dans Vombre 
comme dans un ocian tinibreux. La cheminie itait iteinte, la pendule battait toujours, 
et Emma vaguement s'ibahissait d ce calme des choses, tandis qu'il y  avait en elle- 
meme tant de bouleversement. (p. 147)
The furniture and the objects described indicate the immobility and indifference of things in
front of Emma’s confusion and trouble: Emma vaguement s'ibahissait d ce calme des
choses, tandis qu'il y  avait en elle-meme tant de bouleversement.
Again, the description of the objects in the Rouen hotel where Emma and Ldon
meet, connotes the lovers' desire for passion mixed to a sense of luxury and the narrator
himself gives the reader a principal of symbolic interpretation:
Le tiide appartement, avec son tapis discret, ses ornementsfoldtres et sa lumiire 
tranquille, semblait tout commode pour les intimitis de la passion. Les b&tons se 
terminant enfliche, les patires de cuivre et les grosses boules de chenet reluisaient tout 
d coup, si le soleil entrait. 11 y avait sur la cheminie, entre les candilabres, deux de ces 
grandes coquilles roses oil Von entend le bruit de la mer quand on les applique d son 
oreille. (p. 289)
The description of La Mere Rollet's hovel constitues a typical example of effect of
reality:
La chambre, au rez-de-chaussi, la seule du logis, avait aufond, contre la muraille, un 
large lit sans rideaux, tandis que le pitrin occupait la coti de la fenetre, dont une vitre 
itait raccomodie avec un soleil de papier bleu. Dans Vangle, derriire la porte, les 
brodequins d clous luisant itaient rangis sous la dalle du lavoir,pris d’une bouteille 
pleine d’huile qui portait une plume d son goulot; un Mathieu Laensberg trainait sur la 
cheminie poudreuse, parmi des pierres d fusil, des bout de chandelle et des morceaux 
d'amadou, (p. 126)
The numerous prepositions in the passage establish clearly a spatial relationship among the
objects mentioned. Flaubert's precision is also reflected in the relative clauses that
conclude each sentence and that give to the reader the effet de riel, that is, the impression of
the real world, as Barthes calls it:
Supprimi de Vinonciation rialiste d titre de signifii de dinotation, le riel y  revient d 
titre de signifii de connotation. Dans le moment meme oil ces ditails sont riputis 
dinoter directement le riel, ils nefont rien d'autre que le signifier.43
43Barthes, "L'effet de r£el," in Litterature et realite. Collection Point (Paris: Seuil, 1982), p.89.
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Objects could also be symbolic and become supports of dreams like the cigar-case 
seen by Emma:
C'itait peut-etre un cadeau de sa maitresse. On avait brodi cela sur quelque metier de 
palissandre, meuble mignon que Von cachait d torn les yeux, qui avait occupi bien des 
heures et oil s'etaientpenchies les boucles molles de la travailleuse pensive. Un 
souffle d'amour avait passi parmi les mailles du canevas; chaque coup d'aiguille avait 
f ix i Id une espirance ou un souvenir, et tous ces fils de soie entrecelis n'itaient que la 
continuity de la mime passion silencieuse. (p. 91)
Even if the description could be seen with subtle and hidden irony in the way Flaubert
represents the romantic stereotype, un souffle d'amour avait passe parmi les mailles du
canevas, the object becomes a textual and symbolic means of communication of values: it is
an object-fetish which contains a magic interiority which awakens Emma's dreams and
takes the place of the vicomte 44
Also, the description of the destruction of Emma's wedding-bouquet contains
ordered details which concur to express calculating symbolic images:
C’itait unfil defer de son bouquet de manage. Les boutons d’oranger itaient jaunes 
de poussiire, et les rubans de satin, d lisire d'argent, s'effiloquaientpar le bord. Elle le 
jeta dans le feu. II s'enflamma plus vite qu'une paille sic he. Puis se fu t comme un 
buisson rouge sur les cendres, et qui se rongeait lentement. Elle le regarda bruler. Les 
petites baies de carton iclataient, les fils d'archal se tordaient, le galon se fondait; et les 
corolles de papier, racornies, se balancant le long de la plaque comme des papillons 
noirs, enfin s'envolirentpar la cheminie. (p. 101)
According to Martin Tumell, the detailed description of the way in which the wedding
bouquet is burned into pieces, ending with the statement that the shrivelled paper leaves
hung like black butterflies upon the fire-back and, in a few moments, flew up the
chimney, "is a sign that morally and psychologically her marriage will come to an end
through the loss of all marital feelings for her husband and the wrecking of her life by two
disastrous love affairs.45 The description also suggests three things particularly the fixed
abstracted space of the habitual day-dreamer: Elle le regarda brftler; the end of an unhappy
^Fetishism is defined by Tony Tanner as that "displacement of libidinal feeling from the 
complete sexual identity of the other, to an ancillary object, some adjunct or appartenance, or to some 
portion of the body." See Tony Tanner, p. 287.
^M artin Tumell, The Rise of the French Novel (New York: Directions Books, 1978), p. 194.
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phase of marriage; the hope of departure from Tostes which marks the beginning of a 
rewakening interest in life.
In the descriptions analyzed Flaubert seems apparently to be therefore faithful to the 
tradition of the classical realist novel where object descriptions are for the most part adapted 
to the reader's task of semantic integration. They are recuperated by authorial interventions 
which explain to the reader what has just been shown. A reader usually only reads as 
much into a description as the author directs him/her to read. In the opening of Le pire 
Goriot, for instance, Balzac explicitly underlines the multiple solidarities between material 
life and moral characters 46
However, there are some instances in the novel in which Flaubert breaks away 
from this tradition: the reader is left in a kind of dismay in front of those enumerations of 
objects which seem to be devoid of realist or symbolic meaning, whose extraordinary 
precision causes an annulment of sense and whose grotesque and heterogeneous forms do 
not lead to a totality of representation. Sometimes, in these cases, the absence of a 
controlling narrative voice contributes to the uncertainty of meaning.
Thus, in this passage, the possibility of interpretation for Emma and for the reader, 
is undermined by an excess of scattered details which appear to be cut off from a specific 
signified:
CoucMe sur le dos, immobile et les yeuxfixes, elle discernait vaguement les objets, 
bien qu'elle y  appliquat son attention avec une persistance idiote. Elle contemplait les 
icaillures de la muraille, deux tisonsfumant bout d bout, et une longue araignte qui 
marchait au-dessus de sa tete dans la fente de la poutrelle.
46see for ex. this description of the objects at la pension Vauquer, which expressively connote the 
Madame Vauquer's ugliness: "La cheminde en pierre, dont le foyer toujours propre atteste qu'il ne s'y fait du 
feu que dans les grandes occasions, est omde de deux vases pleins de fleurs artificielles, vieillies et encagdes, 
qui accompagnent une pendule en marbre bleuatre du plus mauvais gofiL Cette premidre pidce exale une 
odeur sans nom dans la langue, et qu'il faudrait appeler l'odeur de pension." See Balzac, Le p ire  Goriot 
(Paris: Gamier, 1961), p. 10.
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We notice how here Emma is simply daydreaming, being unable to see an ordered and
meaningful world, while Bouvard and Pecuchet, on the contrary, actively add details to
their system in order to construct a theory.47
Flaubert's obsession with matter might lead to an excess of derisory, self-referential
forms, isolated from the narrative sequences, which manifest a material, parodic saturation
and connote the problematic of textuality. J. Barbey d'Aurevilly had said of Flaubert's
maniac insistence on material details: II fait des inventaires... Qu'on me passe le mot! Ce
n‘est somme toute qu'unfaiseur de bric-d brae.. .sa littdrature retombe d I'etat d'enfance
en peignant les objets pour eux-memes, en soi. 48 There is a series of degraded things in
the novel which could signify the vanity of every human enterprise, a sense of deterioration
and the failure of all illusions, as well as opacity in description in that they lose their
identity by being presented as dusty, ruined, non-functional. (For example, note the curd
de pldtre in Madame Bovary's garden and Amour, le doigt posd sut la bouche in a house in
Yonville.) Thus, it is not possible to single out a particular use or function of the dusty
objects Emma finds when first arrived at the house in Tostes:
Venait ensuite, s'ouvrant immddiatement sur la cour, oit se trouvait I'ecurie, une grande 
pidce delabrde qui avait unfour, et qui servait maintenant de bdeher, de cellier, de 
garde-magasin, pleine de vieilles ferrailles, de tonneaux vides, d'instruments de culture 
hors de service, avec quantitd d'autres choses pussidreuses dont il etait impossible 
deviner I'usage. (p. 66)
In this passage objects are enumerated in a disordered, disparate and excessive way that
undermines the interpretive recuperation, and their configuration appears to annul any
possible signified (illusion of reality or the character's emotions) and total meaning apart
from the movement of the description itself:
4^For the study of detail in Bouvard et Pdcuehet see Nathaniel Wing, "Detail and Narrative 
Dalliance in Flaubert's Bouvard's et Pdcuchet,"French Forum 13 (Jen. 1988):4: "The pursuit of 
exhaustiveness, that effort to include a multiplicity of detail generally ends not in an intense pleasure, but 
in frustration."
^Barbey d'Aurevilly, Le Roman contemporain (Paris: Lemeurre, 1902), quoted by J. J. Demorest, 
"L'Intendance des choses" In Charles Carlut eds., Essais sur Flaubert: en I'honneur du professeur Demorest 
(Paris: Nizet, 1979), p. 100.
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Au milieu de Vappartement, pele mele, il y avait des tiroirs de commode, des bouteilles, 
des tringles, des bdtons dords avec des matelas sur des chaises et des cuvettes sur le 
parquet,- les deux hommes qui avaient apportd les meubles ay ant tout laissd Id, 
ndgligemment. (p. 119)
Another example of opaque description of objects is constituted by the image of the 
market seen by Emma from the window in a fragmentary way when she sees Rodolphe for 
the first tim e:
De I'autre cote, il y avait des baroques de toile oil I'on vendait des cotonnades, des 
couvertures, et des bas de laine, avec des licous pour les chevaux et des paquets de 
ruban bleus, qui par le bout s ’envolaient au vent. De la grosse quincaillerie sdtalait par 
terre, entre les pyramides d'oeufs et les bannettes de fromages, d'oit sortaient des 
pailles gluantes. Pris des machines d bid, des poules qui gloussaient dans des cages 
passaient leurs cous par les barreaux. (p. 158)
We note how Flaubert's sentences are expanded in a rhythm of gratuituous accumulation.
The description is a list of heterogeneous and odd details which are not functional to the
development of the story (Emma's first view of Rodolphe), but are instead autonomous,
characterizing themselves in a completely different dimension from that in which the
characters move: the objects appear as an incoherent mixture, as separate entities in a kind
of unstable collage: Des cotonnades, des couvertwes et des bas de laine avec des licous
pour les chevaux et des paquets de rubans bleus. Therefore, if in Madame Bovary,
Flaubert still underlines the lyrical description of an object, he can cause the breaking of the
dream with a simple detail which reminds us that the object is just an object devoid of soul
and functional meaning. As Raymonde Debray-Genette notes:
L ’ordre se lit en morceaux et les objets se multiplient, comme si chacun tirait de son 
existence meme de nombreuses existences possibles pretes d itre crachdes par la bouche 
d'un diable. II semble que ce type de description permet defreiner la tendance d 
I'interprdtation symbolisante que suscite d'ordinaire toute description.49
^^Raymonde Debray-G6nette, "Description, dissection: Par les Champs et par les grfeves," In 
Flaubert, La dimension du texte, p. 151. In Bouvard et Pdcuchet this process will be pushed to the absurd, 
leading to an explosion of matter, and making the attempt at realistic or symbolic recuperation more and 
more problematic.
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The description of Homais' pharmacy is also an assemblage of disparate names, 
caught in the void of a "stupid and parodic enumeration" which provokes more desire on 
the part of the writer:
Sa maison, de haut en bas, est placards d'inscriptions tcrites en anglaise, en ronde, en 
moulee: "Eau de Vichy, de Seitz et de Bar&ges robs dgpuratifs, medicine Raspail, 
racahout des Arabes, pastilles Darcet, pdte Regnault, bandages, bains, chocolats de 
santi, etc." Et Venseigne, qui tient toute la largeur de la boutique,porte en lettres d'or: 
"Homais, pharmacien". Puis, au fond de la boutique,derriire les grandes balances 
scellees sur le comptoir, le mot "laboratoire se ddroule au-dessus d'une porte vitree qui, 
d moitie de sa hauteur, rip&te encore unefois Homais, en lettres d'or, sur unfond noir. 
(p. 108)
The signs in the description are ambivalent, since, on the one hand, they connote Homais'
mediocrity and stupidity, while, on the other hand, the way in which they are disposed can
also be a comic displacement of decontextualised quotations which call the possibility of
transparency into question. In addition, repetition of apparent representational elements
(labels) undermines representation. Interpretation is therefore an activity always threatened
by its possible gratuitousness since the act of writing is considered by Flaubert as I'acte pur
de Mtise (Corr. VIII, p.294): the book about nothing does not adress man, but it is just a
blank wall, which is one of our models of stupidity. Betise is, consequently, a matter of
language as such, of the inescapable entry of the subject into a inherited system of
categories and meanings and "as a refusal to understand, negates ordinary meaning to
replace it with an open and exploratory reverie."50
The description of Charles' cap is a monument of betise:
C'itait une de ces coiffures d'ordre composite, oit I'on retrouve les elements du bonnet 
d poil, du chapska, du chapeau rond, de la casquette de loutre et du bonnet de coton, 
une de ces pauvres choses, enfin, dont la laideur muette a des profondeurs 
d'expression comme le visage d'un imbecile. Ovoide et renflie de baleines, elle 
commencaitpar trois boudins circulates; puis s'alternaient, siparis par une bande 
rouge, des losanges de velours et de poil de lapin; venait ensuite une f  aeon de sac qui se 
terminait par un polygone car tonne, convert d'une broderie en soutache compliquee, et 
d'od pendait, au bout d'un long cordon trop mince, un petit croisillon de fils d’or en 
manidre de gland. Elle itait neuve; la visiire brillait. (p. 38)
50J. Culler, p. 185.
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The details are conveyed in such a way as to stimulate several thematic interpretations of 
this description. For Victor Brombert, for example, the cap symbolizes Charles' stupidity;
51 for Martin Tumell the military elements in the cap are an allusion to Charles' father; the 
hat also suggests a society constructed in layers where each layer exemplifies a particular 
kind of s t u p i d i t y .  52 According to Thibaudet, avec ses profondeurs d‘expression muette 
comme le visage d'un imbicile, la casquette concient dejd tout Yonville-L'Abbaye. 53 For 
Pierre Danger, the theme of the oval is a metaphor of Mdse: the cap ovoide et renflee de 
baleines is the perfect expression of the bourgeois pride and of the ambition that Charles' 
mother has instilled in her c h i l d  . 5 4
One of these interpretations could be accepted, since stupidity is one of the main 
themes of the novel: it is true that Charles'incongruousness is emphasized by the way the 
cap is described: a synthesis of all ugly and uncomfortable headgears in existence: trois 
boudins circulaires, losanges de velours,un poly gone cartonni. However, the passage is 
ambiguous, since the excess of detail seems to undermine and parody this attempt at 
symbolic interpretation, blocking the forward movement of the narrative. Charles' cap is in 
fact a heteroclite monument in the text that stimulates quest for meaning and marks its limits 
at the same time; it is a juxtaposition of heterogeneous and incongruous fragments taken 
from other fields of reference (the wild-animal kingdom and the military field): it combines 
references to three wild animals: a rabbit, an otter, a whale, to food, fur, gold and an acom. 
The description presents the cap not as a coordination, but as chaos. We also notice a 
dissonance between the amalgamation of elements in the aimless initial enumeration and the 
cutting denotativeness of the last sentence in the description: Elle itait neuve; la visiire 
brillait. The rigid words of shape and construction (oval, circular, lozange, polygon) are
51 See v. Brombert, p.41.
52see Martin Tumell, The Rise of the French Novel (New York: New Directions Books, 1978),
p. 189.
53a . Thibaudet, p. 98.
54see P. Danger, p.263.
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mixed in with words referring to all kinds of soft material (velvet, cardboard, gold) just as
we have the bones of the whale conjoined with the soft fur of the rabbit. The cap is a
mixture of processed nature and produced material, of architecture and embroidery, and the
most disparate shapes converge in it.55
For J. Ricardou the cap represents the very descriptive movement, independent
from any possible reference to the themes of the novel:
De la casquette, la description declare qu'elle commencait. Mais une casquette ne 
commence pas. Le verbe commencer ne renvoie nullement d la casquette: il n'a pas de 
fonction representative. Ce d quoi il renvoie, c'est d la description qui, elle, prisente 
bien un commencement: il a une fonction auto-representative.56
In addition, as far as the adverbs puis .ensuite none of them is applicable to the described
objects whose parts are simultaneous in a referential dimension. However, we would not
push this interpretation of the description of the hat as opaque to the excess, that J. Culler
does, denying the coexistence of a tension in Flaubert between the possibility of a
functional integration and the opacity of detail.57 in fact, in our judgement, Flaubert's
work is subjected to uncertainty; in the way the details are disposed it is always possible to
invite the kind of symbolic interpretation that the object's ecleticism seems at the same time
to mock.
5^See Michel Crouzet, "Le style bpique dans Madame Bovary," Europe 12 91969): 155: "La 
casquette nous conduit au problbme des trops beaux objets: elle a une perfection totale, une pretention 
verticale, et s'bpanouit comme un visage satisfait. En elle l'effort sublime, l'effort vers le haut, l’exploit 
dbmonstratif de la vigueur ascendante, retombent: la matibre trop travaillbe tend <k une sorte d'annullation."
56j. Ricardou, "Belligbrance du texte" in La production du sens chez Flaubert, C. Gotho-Merscht 
ed., p. 100. This strange description recalls the odd image of the spot left by an insect in Alain Robbe- 
Grillet’s La jalousie: "La tache commence par s'blargir, un des c6t£s se gonflant pour former une 
protuberance arrondie, plus grosse & elle seule que l'objet initial. Mais, quelques millimetres plus loin, ce 
ventre est transforme en une serie de minces croissants concentriques, qui s'amenuisent pour n'etre plus que 
des lignes, tanrus que 1’autre bord de la tache se retracte en laissant derribre soi une appendice pbdonculbe. 
Celui-ci grossit a son tour, un instant, puis tout s’efface d’un seul coup." See Alain Robbe-Grillet, La 
jalousie (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1957), p. 127. However, here the attempt at interpretation is further 
problematized, because of the impossibility of referring the description to identifiable categories. This 
differentiates the Nouveau Roman from Flaubert’s literary works which vacillate between thematic 
recuperations and self-referentiality.
5?See J- Culler, p. 93: "There is none of the existential cosiness, derived from a faith in the 
intelligibility of the world, which reassures the readers of Balzac’s descriptions: only an emptiness, in the 
guise of linguistic despair."
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The description of the wedding-cake is another example of self-referential
enumeration which, instead of connoting a certain message, seems rather to refer to the
movement of description itself:
A la base, d'abord c'etait un carri de carton bleu figurant un temple avec portiques, 
colonnades et statuettes de stuc tout autour, dans des niches constellies d'itoiles en 
papier dore: puis se tenait au second dtage un donjon en gateau de Savoie, entouri de 
menues fortifications en angilique, amandes, raisins secs, quartiers d’oranges; et enfin, 
sur la plate-forme supirieure, qui etait une prairie verte oil il y  avait des rochers avec 
des lacs de confiture et des bateaux en icales de noisettes, on voyait un petit Amour, se 
balangant d une escarpolette de chocolat, dont les deux poteaux itaient terminus par 
deux boutons de rose naturelle, en guise de boule, au sommet. (p. 62)
The cake is made up of three tiers: it has as a base a blue cardboard imitation of a temple
complete with porticoes, colonnades and stucco statuettes: on top of that is a castle-keep in
Savoy cake with fortifications of almonds and raisins and so on; the top layer is a green
meadow with lakes of jam and a Cupid on a chocolate swing. The descriptive passage are
available to various interpretations, for example "One could say that this object through the
different layers, is an implicit comment on the degeneration of society from the religious
age, through thr heroic age, finally evolving into the placid age of the pastoral
bourgeois. "58 Or it could just be the description of a cake made expressively for special
occasions. But, just as all the components of Charles' cap were rendered meaningless by
their transposition into the context of the cap, so the temple and the castle are devoid of
their real significance, being reduced to a series of devourable references: the description
makes a mockery of the idea that one "consumes", "digest" meaning. The character of the
objects is completely unnatural; the wedding-cake is a pyramide of artifices le carton bleu
figurant un temple, le donjon, la prairie verte which are so pushed to the artificial that it is
difficult for the reader to refer them to a character's perspective (even if the cake is
supposed to be seen by the wedding-guests) or to any thematic integration. Besides, the
fragments do not constitute a totality, but they are separate from each other, disrupting any
58t . Tanner, p. 285.
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principle of coherence and defining only a textual movement, a self-contained style which 
is independent from the lives of Charles and Emma. In this passage the description almost 
touches the absurd and reveals a parodic effect which undermines the attempt at functional 
interpretation. Besides, the parts of the cake are presented in their successiveness instead 
of the simultaneous order that they have in a referential dimension: D'abord, puis, enfin. 
The description is distorted: the base is at the beginning of the passage, while at the end we 
have the top of the cake.
In the same way the description of M. Guillaumin's house shows a certain tension
between transparency and opacity:
Un large poile de porcelaine bourdonnait sous un cactus qui emplissait la niche, et, 
dans les cadres de bois noir, contre la tenture de papier de chine, il y avait la Esmeralda 
de Steuben, avec la Putiphar de Chopin. La table servie, richauds d'argent, le bouton 
des portes en cristal, le parquet et les meubles, tout reluisait d'une propreti miticuleuse, 
anglaise; les carreaux itaient dicoris, d chaque angle, par des verres de couleur.
(p. 322)
The description is a reflection of Emma's regard, of her desire for luxury projected in the 
golden objects that she sees in the notary's house and it might consequently be viewed as 
integrated into the narrative. It is also important in that it brings out the ambiguous 
character of M. Guillaumin. However, on the other hand, the objects are described in such 
a way as to undermine a referential or symbolic interpretation: on the part of Emma or the 
reader they are presented as an heterogeneous enumeration of things which are almost 
unreal and out of context, focusing rather on a message for its own sake, un poile sous un 
cactus, les cadres de bois noir, les verres de couleur
Binet's lathe is another example of non-functional description, one of the rare
instances in which the narrator points out the uselessness of the object described:
II itait seul, dans sa mansarde, en train d'imiter, avec du bois, une de ces ivoireries 
indescriptibles, composies de croissants, de sphires creusies les unes dans les autres, 
le tout droit comme un obilisque et ne servant d rien; et il entamait la derniire piice, il 
touchait au but! (p. 325)
These objects are from every point of view entirely valueless; the napkin rings are 
completely non-functional, only encumbering his house; they represent the ultimate
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fetishism when all the energy and passion that should find meaning in what is symbolized 
by the wedding ring transfers itself to focus on the napkin ring, it is a shift from the 
procreational relationship of human beings to the solitary manufacture of non-functional
holes.59
It seems as though the descriptive details cease to be transmitters of concrete aspects
of the action and attain significance independent of the lives of the characters. What Binet
is "copying" is undescribable, an incoherent assemblage of shapes that look like an obelisk,
but which are far from having the meaning of those ancient monuments. The wood-
carving appears to be an elaborate series of spheres which are devoid of mimetic intent and
with no practical use. The attempt at interpretation in this passage seems to fail when
confronted with the absurd configuration of the things described.
The configuration of M. Lheureux's "cofffe-fort" is also presented as something
mysterious and grotesque at the same time, as enormous and non-functional: Contre le
mur, sous des coupons d'indienne, on entrevoyait un cojfre-fort, mais d'une telle
dimension, qu'il devait contenir autre chose que des billets et de I'argent. (p. 307) Again,
the description of the toy of M. Homais' children presents bizarre details which seem to be
isolated from any stable signified, hors-texte, having the value of a stylistic parenthesis.
The toy shows a city with all its activities:
Un dne d poils de lapin qui porte des noyaux de prunes en guise de cantaloups, des 
blanchisseuses lavant un linge absent dans un bassin sans eau. (p. 158)
In the same way Emma's tomb is described as:
Un mausolee qui devait porter sur deux faces principales une ginie tenant une torche 
iteinte. Quant d Vinscription, Homais ne trouvait rien de beau comme: Sta Viator, et il 
en restait Id. (p. 363) .
The desire of giving signification to such objects, the passion for mastery is doomed to
failure, since the Flaubertian style reaches the edge of the caricature in these descriptions of
59ibid., p. 256. Tanner also indicates that Binet’s lathe could be a symbol of Emma's existence 
itself which has been transformed into napkin rings, serving no purpose.
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empty and useless details. In fact, si I'itre se montre incapable delever, de transfigurer les 
choses, celles-ci prolifirent lourdes d’une indifference que nous ressentons comme un 
mipris silencieux.60 We see how Flaubert discourages the reader, not allowing him or 
her to understand what the real message of the work is, or whether or not there is a 
message anyway. In this sense we can easily plunge in the Balzacian universe, but we are 
left with a sort of malaise reading Flaubert.
We have singled out therefore all the descriptions of objects which have the 
disconcerting habit of breaking free from their meanings in the text-continuum. This 
technique will be more stressed in Salammbo where the objects will be described in a 
confused and exotic way: we will note such a profusion of strange objects (arms, war- 
machines, torture instruments, costumes, jewelery, battles) which will overwhelm the 
ensemble of the story. It seem as though Flaubert's search for the picturesque annul the 
objects described in a more stressed way than in Madame Bovary. In Bouvard and 
Picuchet this technique will reach paroxism: the collection of enormous objects, the 
derisory museum will lead to an explosion of matter. However, could Flaubert's novels 
be completely considered, according to Barthes’ terminology, textes de jouissance, that is, 
texts which possess a quality of verbal excess that renders the designation of specific 
meanings problematic but which invites the reader instead to participate in the sensuous 
play of the text? As we have already indicated in our analysis of descriptions of space and 
objects, and as we will show in the study of crowds and portraits, a continuous tension 
emerges in Flaubert between the possibility of several thematic integrations and the 
undermining of the interpretive process, due to the excess of stylistic devices.
60J. J. Demorest, "L'Intendance des choses" in C. Carlut, ed., Essais sur Flaubert, p. 260.
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THE DESCRIPTION OF CROWDS AND MEALS: THE ENLARGED 
STYLE AND THE INCONGRUOUS METAPHORS
Ce livre, au point oil fe n  suis, me torture tellement . . .  que fe n  suis parfois malade 
physiquement. Voila trois semaines que j'ai souvent des douleurs d difaillir. D'autres 
fois, ce sont des oppressions ou bien des envies de vomir d table. Tout me degoUte.
. . .  II est certain, que je  suis tenti parfois defoutre tout Id, et la Bovary d'abord. 
Quelle sacrie maudite idie j'ai eue de prendre un sujet pareil! Ah! Je les aurai 
connues, les affres de I'Arti (A Louise Colet, 17-18 Oct. 1853)
The descriptions of crowds and meals in Madame Bovary can also be subjected to 
the uncertainty principle, because of the insistence on the cliche as artificial and 
consequently as ironic and underming a mimetic signification, and because of the 
enlargement of the stylistic features which reveals the incongrousness and the artificiality of 
metaphors and the problematic of textuality. Art wavers between the traditional 
communication of a message and the annihilation of reality in order to permit an abstract 
and absolute transcendence toward pure formal beauty, the identification of style with 
autonomous form. The digout felt by Flaubert is the nausea and the frustration which 
follow the desire of possessing the world and the matter through the power of Art and 
Style. We know that recuperation is a process of making details into signifiants and 
naming their signifies. The problem of the realist writer is to make something full out of 
the endless enumerations, so that description can have a role in narrative and become 
dialectics of contents. In general, in Balzac's novels the drive towards meaning is 
extremely powerful and the ubiquity of the cultural models and symbolic models which 
guide it makes it a difficult process to disrupt.
The ambiguity which characterizes Flaubert's style appears instead in the
description of the wedding-guests at Charles and Emma's marriage:
Suivant leur position sociale diffirente, ils avaient des habits, des redingotes, des 
vestes, des habits-vestes;. . .  redingotes d grandes basques flottant au vent, d collet 
cylindrique, d poches larges comme des sacs; vestes de gros drap, qui accompagnaient 
ordinairement quelque casquette cerclie de cuivre d sa visiire; habits-vestes tris courts, 
ayant dans le dos deux boutons rapprochis comme un paire d'yeux, et dont les pans 
semblaient avoir ite coupis d meme un seul bloc par la hache du charpentier. . . .  Et
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les chemises sur les poitrines bombaient comme des cuirasses! Tout le monde etait 
tondu d neuf, les oreilles s'dcartaient des tetes, on 6tait rase de pris; quelques-uns 
meme, qui s'dtaient levis dis avant I'aube, n'ay ant pas vu clair d se faire la barbe, 
avaient des balafres en diagonale sous le nez, ou, le long des machoires, des pelures 
d'dpiderme large comme des icus de trois francs, (p. 61)
On the one hand, the order of details leads to view the passage as a representation of the
nineteenth century country-people, as focalizing the characters of Charles and Emma
among the vulgarity and mediocrity of the environment, and the narrator gives us an
interpretative schema: suivant leur position sociale diff£rente. However, we notice a
tension between this guided interpretation and some strained metaphors which appear to be
incongruous to the point of calling a mimetic or symbolic signified into question:
les chemises sur les poitrines bombaient comme des cuirasses; des pelures d'Spiderme
larges comme des icus de trois francs. A serious objection could be directed against the
ground of some of Flaubert's metaphors, as Marcel Proust has clearly indicated.61 In fact,
expressiveness is achieved through doubtful analogies and one notices "the alleged
similarity between tenor and vehicle, or the odd manner in which the similarity is
c o n v e y e d .  "62 The descriptive details seem to attain significance independent from the
development of the plot: one notices a disintegration of the composition into disconnected
and autonomous grotesque details. In the metaphors the beauty of the signifier establishes
an ironic contrast with the emptiness of the signified. Some sentences in the description of
the wedding-guests are filled to the point to lose any shape:
L'apparition du monstrueux, du polymorphe appartient d ce pMnomdne giniralise du 
dibordement des choses. II est vrai qu'il s'agitparfois d'une tiratologie comique, 
mais le plus souvent ce comique tourne d la tristesse.63
The description of the wedding-meal is another example of excess of style:
61See Marcel Proust, "A propos du style de Flaubert," in Raymonde Debray Genette ed., Flaubert 
(Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1970), p. 47: "Je crois que la mgtaphore seule peut donner une sorte d'dtemitd au 
style, et il n'y a peut-etre dans tout Flaubert une seule belle mdtaphore. Bien plus, ses images sont 
gdndralement si faibles qu'elles ne s'dlfevent gu&re au-dessus de celles que pourraient trouver ses personnages 
les plus insignifiants.”
^^Stephen Ullman, Style in the French Novel (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1964), p. 230.
6 3 jj . Demorest, "L’Intendance des choses" in C. Carlut ed., Essais sur Flaubert (Paris: Nizet, 
1979), p. 259.
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C'itait sous le hangar de la charretterie que la table itait dressie. II y avait dessus 
quatre aloyaux, six fricassees de poulets, de veau d la casserole, trois gigots et, au 
milieu, un joli cochon de lait roti,flanqu6 de quatre andouilles d I'oseille. Aux angles, 
se dressait l'eau-de-vie, dans des carafes. Le cidre doux en bouteilles poussait sa 
mousse ipaisse autour des bouchons et tous les verres d'avance, avaient i t i  remplis de 
vin jusqu'au bord. De grands plats de crime jaune, qui flottaient d'eux-memes au 
moindre choc de la table, presentaient, dessinis sur leur surface unie, les chiffres des 
nouveaux epoux en arabesque de nonpareille. (p. 62)
The description of this meal presents all the signs to be simply a realist passage,
representing the abundance of a Norman country feast; it is also revelatory of the food
theme, very common in Flaubert, the appetite for the inaccessible, the voracious desire to
possess experience, the tragedy of indigestion which does not leave any more place to the
desire; the gastronomic sensations could also reveal the erotic feelings and the sensuality of
the mattende grands plats de crime jaune, qui flottaient d'eux-memes. According to
Brombert, meals and digestive processes punctuate a monotonous existence which
condemns Emma to an imprisonment.164 However, some details are described to the
excess, so that the desire of possessing the matter might lead to the vide absolu: Le cidre
doux en bouteilles poussait sa mousse ipaisse autour des bouchons et tous les verres
d'avance avaient eti remplis de vin jusqu'au bord. Therefore, we assist to a continuous
tension between the desire of signification and shape and the inadequacy of the literary
means.65
In the same way the description of the table and the meal at La Vaubyessard wavers
between the possibility of a symbolic recuperation and "indigestion of style":
Emma se sentit, en entrant, enveloppie par un air chaud, milange du parfitm des fleurs 
et du beau linge, du fumet des viandes et de I'odeur des truffes. Les bougies des 
candilabres allongeaient des flammes sur les cloches d’argent; les cristaux dfacettes, 
couverts d'une buee mate, se renvoyaient des rayons pales; des bouquets itaient en 
ligne sur toute la longueur de la table, et, dans les assiettes & large bordure, les 
serviettes, arrangies en maniire de bonnet d'&veque, tenaient entre le bdillement de 
leurs deux plis chacune un petit pain de forme ovale. Les pattes rouges des homards
6^See V. Brombert, p. 51.
^Flaubert had stated in the Correspondance: "Le plastique-c'est-k-dire 1'opSration par laquelle la 
statue emerge elle-meme de la pate.-devient de plus en plus impossible, avec nos langues circonscrites et 
pr&ises et nos id6es vagues, melfies, insaisissables. Tout ce qui nous pouvons faire, c'est done, & force 
d'habilit6, de serrer plus raides les cordes de la guitare tant de fois racldes et d'etre surtout des virtuoses, 
puisque la naivetS & notre 6poque est une chimere. (Corr. in, 264)
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depassaient lesplats; de gros fruits dans des corbeilles d jour s'dtageaient sur la 
mousse; les cailles avaient leurs plumes, desfumdes montaient. (p. 82)
We notice how the careful ordering of space in the description gives us an 
impression of reality:
Les bougies des candelabres allongeaient des flammes; des bouquets dtaient en ligne sur 
toute la longueur de la table; les serviettes, arrangees en manidre de bonnet d’dveque; de 
gros fruits dans des corbeilles d jour s’dtageaient sur la mousse.
The long and precise enumeration is also associated with the food theme and with Emma's
desire for luxury. It can represent the aesthetic of abundance of the aristocratic order in
contrast with the petite bourgeoisie. J. Pierre Richard has seen in this passage an hysterical
appetite related to the sexual desire which provokes a sense of nausea as the mind becomes
aware that to know everything is to know nothing. The insistence on the food theme is
therefore seen as a voracious desire to possess experience and the impossibility of
mastering the object, which leads to the dissolution of the being.66 However, though in
general the passage appears to be interpretable, there are few details which are viewed by
the reader as grotesque and rhetorical, for example: les pattes rouges des homards
depassaient les plats; Flaubert's obsession for the right expression, his effort to make
form and content coincide is faced with an autonomous style which has a value
independent from a specific meaning. As the novelist writes in his Correspondance:
C’dtaient toutes nuances etfinesse oil je ne voyait goutte moi-meme; et il est difficile de 
rendre clair par les mots ce qui est obscure encore dans votre pensde. J ’ai esquissd, 
gdchd.patagd, t&tonnd. (Corr. II, 361)
The passages analyzed so far contrast with the the description of Charles's meal, where a
symbolic integration is encouraged by an interpretive schema given by the narrator:
Mais c’dtait surtout aux heures des repas qu'elle n'en pouvait plus, dans cette petite 
salle au rez de chaussde, avec le poele qui fumait, la porte qui criait, les murs qui 
suintaient, les pavds humides; toute I'amertume de I'existence lui semblait servie sur 
son assiette, et, d lafumde du bouilli, il montait dufond de son dme comme d'autres 
bouffds d'affadissement. Charles dtait long d manger; elle grignotait quelques
^ S e e  J. P. Richard, p. 124-125.
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noisettes, ou bien, appuyie du coude, s'amusait, avec la pointe de son couteau, defaire 
des raies sur la toile ciree. (p. 99)67
Moreover, sometimes, the insistence on the romantic stereotype as a literary device
and sterile repetition in the description of crowds undermines representation. The image of
the bal and the guests at La Vaubeyssard, for instance, is ambiguous in this sense:
Sur la ligne des femmes assises, les iventails peints s'agitaient, les bouquets cachaient 
d demi le sourire des visages et les flacons d bouchon d'or tournaient dans des mains 
entr'ouvertes dont les gants blancs marquaient la forme des ongles et serraient la chair 
au poignet. Les garnitures de dentelles, les broches de diamant, les bracelets d 
mSdaillonfrissonnaient aux corsages, scintillaient aux poitrines, bruissaient sur les bras 
nus. (p.84)
This description of the aristocratic women is based on significant details which emphasize
Emma's desires, and a space of pleasure and solemnity: les garnitures de dentelles, les
broches de diamant, les bracelets d midaillon. The bal and the meal, in fact, unites
solemnity to pleasure, even if they take place in an atmosphere of aristocratic decadence.
However, at the same time, we notice in this passage the fragmenting of bodies and the
way the detail is detached from the entity or body it should represent.
Again, the description of the men produces Emma's sexual attraction and the
voluptuousness of comfort and luxury. It also represents Emma's idea of beauty, in
opposition to the vulgarity of the petty bourgeoisie:
Lews habits, mieuxfaits, semblaient d'un drop plus souple, et leurs cheveux, ramenes 
en boucles vers les tempes, lustres par des pommades plus fines. Ils avaient le teint de 
la richesse, ce teint blanc que rehaussent la p&lew des porcelaines, les moires de satin, 
le vernis des beaux meubles, et qu'entretient dans sa sante un regime discret de 
nourritwes esquises. Lew cou tournait d I'aise sw  des cravates basses; lews favoris 
longs tombaient sur des cols rabattus; ils s'essuyaient les l&vres d des mouchoirs brodis 
d'un large chiffre, d'od sortait une odeur suave, (p. 85)
In this description the facial expressions of the men described, their interests, their mode of
life, their sentiments, is absorbed by Madame Bovary, it is imprinted on her, fused with
other pictures drawn from all her reading and daydreaming. But, at the same time, this
6?The description has been extensiveley analyzed by Eric Auerbach who viewes it as a typical 
example of subjective description, as an analogue of Emma's disgust for Charles and the mediocrity of 
bourgeois life. See Auerbach, Mimesis (New York: Tr. W. Trask, 1957).
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endless list of images is an enumeration of romantic cliches which are presented in an 
artificial and enlarged style that might call a mimetic sense into question and reveal a subtle 
ironic distance from the part of the objective narratorrLes moires de satin, le vernis des 
beaux meubles. . .  lews favoris longs. A parallel is to be drawn between this scene and 
the bal at Rosanette's in L’Education sentimentale where we also notice the wavering 
between the possibility of interpretation and the opacity caused by the parody of romantic 
stereotypes.
Again, in the description of the crowd in the Rouen theatre, Emma's and the 
narrator's desire is shown manifesting itself in images whose concreteness and irrelevance 
trivialize it:
II faisait beau; on avait chaud; la sueur coulait dans les friswes, tous les mouchoirs tires 
ipongeaient des fronts rouges; et parfois un vent tiide, qui soufflait de la riviire, agitait 
mollement la bordwe des tentes en coutil suspendues d la porte des estaminets. Un peu 
plus bas, cependant, on itait rafraichi par un cowant d'air glacial qui sentait le suif, le 
cuir et I'huile. C’itait I’exhalaison de la rue des Charrettes, pleine de grands magasins 
noirs oil Von roule des barriques. . . .  La salle commencait d se remplir, on tirait les 
lorgnettes de lews dtuis, et les abounds, s'apercevant de loin, se faisaient des 
salutations. . . .  On voyait Id des tetes de vieux, inexpressives etpacifiques, et qui, 
blanchatres de chevelwe et de teint, ressemblaient d des m&dailles d'argent ternies par 
une vapew de plomb. Les jeunes beaux se pavanaient au parquet, etalant, dans 
I'ouvertwe de lew  gilet, leur cravate rose ou verte-pomme. (pp. 247-248)
The first part of the description can be subjected to a symbolic interpretation: the descriptive
details (la sueur, les mouchoirs tirds, le suif, le cuir et I'huile) represent, on the one hand,
Emma's sense of suffocation and on the other hand her desire of "fresh air," symbolized by
I'exhalaison de la rue de Charrettes. The description can be functional because it brings out
once again Emma's neurotic nature. In the enumeration of the spectators, instead, the
metaphors appear to be incongruous and artificial, literary dev ices:^  tetes de vieux,
inexpressives et pacifiques, et qui, blanchatres de chevelwe et de teint, ressemblaient d des
medailles d'argent ternies par m e  vapew de plomb. The metaphor can be read here as
radical instrument of dehumanization of style: "the tendency toward a purification of art
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would effect a progressive elimination of the human elements predominant in romantic and
naturalistic production."^
As we have so far noticed in our study of descriptive passages in Madame Bovary,
Flaubert utilizes the conventions and undermines them at the same time. Writing is for him
nothing less than a heroic ideal, the pursuit of perfection in the face of impossible odds:
form sometimes ends up being dissociated from the idea, becoming an empty rhetorical
exercise. Meanwhile, the impotent writer continues, knowing fully well his incapacity to
reach a satisfactory end.
A certain tension of meaning emerges in the scene of the Cornices Agricoles:
Jamais il n'y avail eu pareil deploiement de pompe! Plusieurs bourgeois, dds la veille, 
avaient lavd leurs maisons; des drapeaux tricolores pendaient aux fenitres entr'ouvertes; 
tous les cabarets dtaient pleins; et par le beau temps qu’ilfaisait, les bonnets enmpeses, 
les croix d'or et les fichus de couleurs paraissaient plus blancs que neige, miroitaient au 
soleil clair, et relevaient de leur bigarrwe dparpillde la sombre monotonie des redingotes 
et des bowgerons bleus. . . .  Lafoule arrivait dans la grande rue par les deux bouts du 
village. II s'en ddgorgeait des ruelles, des allies, des maisons, et Von entendait de 
temps d autre retomber le marteau des portes, derridre les bowgeoises en gants defil, 
qui sortaient pow  aller voir la fite . (p. 163-164)
In this scene Flaubert offers an ironic juxtaposition of the public and the private banality of
the petty bourgeoisie: the description is therefore readable and represents Flaubert's
satyrical intention, since humanity in the mass is repellent to him. In the same way, the
description of the animals, in the same passage, is available to a thematic integration:
Les bites dtaient Id, le nez tournd vers la ficelle, et alignant confusdment lews croupes 
indgales. Les pores assoupis ertfoncaient en terre leur groin; les veaux beuglaient; des 
bribis bilaient; les vaches, en jarret replid, dtalaient lew ventre sw  le gazon et, ruminant 
lentement, clignaient leurs paupidres lowdes sous les moucherons qui bourdonnaient 
autow d'elles. Des charretiers, les bras nus, retenaientpar le licou des dtalons cabrds 
qui henmssaient d pleins naseaux du cotd des juments. Elies restaient paisibles, 
allongeant la tite et la crinidre pendante, tandis que lews poulains se reposaient d leur 
ombre, oil venaient les titer quelquefois; . . .  A I'ecart, en dehors des lices, cent pas 
plus loin, il y  avait un grand taweau noir museld portant un cercle de fer d la narine, et 
qui ne bougeaitpas plus qu'une bite de bronze, (p. 168)
68jos6 Ortega Y Gasset, The Dehumanization of Art (Priceton University Press, 1968), p. 12.
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The description presents enough signs which create an illusion of reality, giving the reader 
a comprehensive exposition of the social milieu of the farmers’ life of the nineteenth 
century. It is also a mental image of Emma's feelings of repulsion for that mediocre life. 
However, Flaubert's art is subjected to a continuous tension which seems to call into 
question the common view of his style as always expressive. In fact, at times, the function 
of the meaningful detail is undone for the narrator and the reader by the exacerbation of the 
descriptive forms, by an enumeration of incongruous images which escape a coherent 
system of interpretive recuperation. For example: les betes, alignant confusiment leurs 
croupes indgales. . . .  les pores assoupis enfoncaient en terre leur groin. 69
In the following passage, the details are so exacerbated that seem almost to 
disappear:
Tous ces gens-ld se ressemblaient. Leurs molles figures blondes, un peu halves par le 
soleil, avaient la couleur du cidre doux, et leurs favoris bouffants s'echappaient de 
grands cols roides, que maintenaient des cravates blanches d rosette bien dtalee. Tous 
les gilets dtaient de velours, d chale; toutes les montres portaient au bout d'un long 
ruban quelque cachet ovale en cornaline; et Von appuyait ses deux mains sur ses deux 
cuisses, en ecartant avec soin lafourche du pantalon, dont le drap non ddcati reluisait 
plus brillamment que le cuir des fortes bottes. (p. 171)
However, we do not accept the extreme view of the all scene of the Cornices as "grotesque"
and insignificant, as given by Michel CrouzetJO Most of this passage remains in fact
readable. In reality, Flaubert seems to be doomed to remain in this state of tension between
the possibility of representation through style and the fog of indifferentiation, a certain
resistance to interpretation which provokes a continuous state of desire.
^^With regard to the scene of the Cornices Agricoles, Flaubert had written in his Correspondance: 
"Je refais et rabote mes cornices, que je laisse h leur point. Depuis lundi je crois leur avoir donnd beaucoup 
de mouvement et je ne suis pas peut-etre loin de l'effet. Mais quelles tortures ce polisson de passage m'aura 
fait subir! Je fais des sacrifices de ddtail qui me font pleurer, mais enfin il le faut! Quand on aime trop le 
style, on risque de perdre de vue le but meme de ce qu'on dcrit." (A Louise Colet, 3 Nov. 1853) in G. 
Boll&me ed. of the Correspondance, p. 157.
^®See Michel Crouzet, "Le style dpique dans Madame Bovary", p. 162-164: "Tout est grand et h 
son comble en cette fete, de 1'dloge et du palmards. . . .  L'hyperbole fixe l'idde de la betise."
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PORTRAITS AND MEANING
La lecture du portrait "realiste” n'est pas m e lecture rialiste: c'est une lecture cubiste: 
les sens sont des cubes, entassis, dicalis, juxtaposes et cependant mordant les uns sur 
les autres, dont la translation produit tout I’espace du tableau, et fait de cet espace mime 
un sens supplimentaire: celui du corps humain: la figure n'est pas le total, le cadre ou le 
support des sens, elle est un sens de plus: m e sorte de paramitre diacritique. (Roland 
Barthes, S lZ fl1
The same tension which we have revealed in the descriptions of space, objects and
crowds appears in the portraits in Madame Bovary. A symbolic recuperation is possible
in the description of Emma's body which is not presented from her own point of view, but
which is seen by Charles' masculine gaze, as many critics have indicated:^
Charles fu t surpris de la blancheur de ses ongles. Ils dtaient brillants,fins de bout, plus 
nettoyis que les ivoires de Dieppe, et taillis en amande. Sa main pourtant n'etait pas 
belle, point assez p&le, peut-etre, et un peu siche aux phalanges: elle itait trop longue 
aussi et sans molles inflexions de lignes sur les contours. Ce qu'elle avail de beau, 
c'itaient les yeux: quoiqu'ils fussent bruns, ils semblaient noirs d cause de ses cils, et 
son regard arrivait franchement d vous avec m e hardiesse candide. Son cou sortait 
d'un col blanc, rabattu. Ses cheveux, dont les deux bandeaux noirs semblaient chacun 
d'un seul morceau, tant ils itaient lisses, itaient siparis sur le milieu de la tete par m e  
raie fine, qui s'enfoncait ligirement selon la courbe du crdne; et, laissant voir dpeine le 
bout de Voreille, ils allaientse confondre par derriire en un chignon abondant, avec un 
mouvement ondi vers les tempe, que le midecin de campagne remarqua pour la 
premitre fois. Ses pommettes itaient roses, (pp. 50-51)
It is undeniable that this portrait of Emma connotes a sense of feminine sensuality, and at
the same time a maternal fluidity. The sucking of the fingers, among numerous other
details, connotes Emma's sensuality. The description has, on the one hand, a thematic
importance, since details are integrated in the themes of the novel (Emma's sensual desire
which can never be satisfied): the fleshy lips that she has a habit of biting when silent, the
small beads of perspiration which the wind seems to caress on voyait sur ses ipaules nues
de petites gouttes de sueur, (p. 55) suggest a strong erotic potential which finds its
71 Roland Barthes, SlZ, p. 67-68.
^^See Jean Rousset, "Madame Bovary ou le livre sur rien," in Forme et Signification (Paris: 
Seuil, 1962), p. 116: "Ce qui demeure inddniable, et visiblement intendonnel, c’est que, durant tout le 
preambule, Charles forme centre et projecteur, qu'on ne le quitte pas un instant et qu’Emma n'est vue qu'a 
travers lui, qu'on ne sait d'elle que ce qu'il en apprend, que les seuls mots qu'elle prononce sont ceux qu'elle 
lui dit et que nous n'avons pas la moindre id6e de ce qu'elle pense ou sent rdellement Emma nous est 
montrde syst6matiquement de l'extdrieur. ainsi le veut le point de vue de Charles."
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symbolic awakening during the dance at La Vaubyessard. The water drops could be the
metaphorical expression of her life in its measured profusion, in its mildness, in its intimate
languor. It is a description of a woman ready for sensuality, for erotic encounters:
Et la tete en arriire, les livres avancies, le cou tendu, elle riait de ne rien sentir, tandis 
que le bout de sa langue, passant entre ses dents fines, lechait d petits coups lefond du 
verre. (p. 56)
The descriptive details about Emma's body, no more submitted to the imperative of
reality, become therefore symbolic and they are ordered by Charles' regard: Emma is
presented through his point of view and she is a projection of his desires. Description
seems to be motivated, since it can reveal Charles'emotions, assuming a subjective value.
However, it is true that we have a description of a few things about her face and her body,
but we are not told precisely what she does look like. She appears to be "morcelee" by
Charles' eye and by Flaubert's text: she is seen by Charles in fragmentary components.
The parts are in fact registered with minute attention, but they miss the whole which cannot
be found in the sum of separate items.73 in general, in the classical realist novel a portrait
should gather all the parts of the body in such a way to give an illusion of totality, like in
this description of Madame Grandet in Balzac's Eugenie Grander.:
Madame Grandet 6ta.it une femme siche et maigre, jaune comme un coing, gauche, 
lente; une de ces femmes qui semblent faites pour itre tyrannisies. Elle avait de gros 
os, un gros nez, un gros front, de gros yeux, et offrait, au premier aspect, une vague 
ressemblance avec ces fruits cotonneux qui n’ont plus ni saveur ni sue. Ses dents 
itaient noirs et rares, sa bouche itait ridie, et son menton affectait la forme dite en 
galoche. C'itait une excellente femme, une vraie La BertelliireP4
In Emma Bovary's description, instead, the fragmentation of the body seem not to
represent a totality of vision: Charles fu t surpris de la blancheur de ses ongles. . . .  Sa
73 This is how the eighteenth century rhetoric defines the portrait: "On appelle souvent du nom de 
Portrait, soit 1' Ethop^e, soit la Prosopographie, toute seule; le Portrait, tel qu’on l'entend ici, doit les rdunir 
l'une et l'autre. C'est la description tant au moral qu’au physique d’un etre animd, rdel ou fictif." See Pierre 
Fontanier, Les figures du discours (Paris: Flammarion, 1977), p. 428. This definition presupposes an idea 
of coherence, that is, the various parts are supposed to represent the whole. However, sometimes, like in 
this image o f Emma, the description of the parts does not reach a coherence, but it is presented in a visible 
fragmentation of the vision.
^Honor6 de Balzac, Eugenie Grandet (Paris: Gamier Fr6res, 1965), p. 36.
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main pourtant n'itait pas belle. . . .  Son cou sortait d'un col blanc, rabattu. . . .  Ses 
cheveux. . . .  itaient siparis sur le milieu de la tete par une raiefine.
This description of Emma contrasts with the following portrait of Charles viewed 
by Emma, which seems to reach a more totalizing configuration that leads to symbolic 
interpretation:
Charles itait Id. II avait sa casquette enfoncie sur les sourcils, et ses deux grosses 
livres tremblotaient, ce qui ajoutait d son visage quelque chose de stupide; son dos 
mime, son dos tranquille itait irritant d voir, et elle y trouvait italie sur la redingote 
toute la platitude du personnage. (p. 134)
Emma's view of Charles is conditioned by her mood: the portrait emphasizes Charles'
mediocrity and it is also revealing of Emma's feelings of repulsion for him. The more
Emma reflects on her boredom, the uglier and more vulgar Charles becomes. As P.
Danger points out:
Quand elle n'est pas objet de siduction et de fascination, la perception de Vautre est 
toujours plus ou moins insupportable. L'acuiti du regard se manifeste alors par une 
remarquable aptitude d saisir le petit ditail ridicule afin de riduire cette prisence 
envahissante d quelques signes dirisoires et rassurants. 75
One notices how the details give a more totalized vision in order to emphasize Charles
Bovary's platitude. In the same way, the ugly description of Binet seems to reach a
totality of meaning in the way details are conveyed in order to emphasize his dry and
sinister figure:
II itait vitu d'une redingote bleue, tombant droit d'elle-meme tout autour de son corps 
maigre, et sa casquette de cuir, d pattes nouies par des cordons sur le sommet de sa 
tite, laissant voir, sous la visiire relevie, un front chauve qu'avait diprimi I'habitude 
du casque. . . .  Pas un poil ne dipassait la ligne de son collier blond, qui, 
contournant la machoire, encadrait comme la bordure d'une plate-bande sa longue 
figure terne, dont les yeux itaientpetits et le nez busqui. (p. 110)
The first description of Homais, the pharmacist, also leads to readability,
emphasizing his self-centered personality that makes of him one of Flaubert's figures of
betise, a satyre of the middle bourgeois, thegargon:
75pierre Danger, p. 134.
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Un homme en pantoufles de peau verte, quelque peu marqui de petite virole et coiffi 
d’un bonnet de velours d gland d'or, se chauffait le dos contre la cheminie. Sa figure 
n'exprimait rien que la satisfaction de soi-meme, et il avait Vair aussi calme dans la vie 
que le chardonneret suspendu au-dessus de sa tete, dans une cage d'osier: c'itait le 
pharmacien. (p. 109)
These images are contrasted with Leon's portrait which on the contrary, appears to 
Emma to be morceli:
Lefroid qui le pdlissait semblait diposer sur sa figure une longueur plus douce; entre sa 
cravate et son cou, le col de sa chemise, un peu lache, laissait voir la peau; un bout 
d'oreille dipassait sous une miche de cheveux, et son grand oeil bleu, levi vers les 
nuages, parut d Emma plus limpide et plus beau que ces lacs des montagnes oil le del 
semire. (p. 135)
In addition, this is an example of Romantic stereotype-portrait which is caught in the irony 
and emptiness of the overused literary models.
Again, in the description of the family portraits seen by Emma in the castle at La
Vaubeyssard, the function of the meaningful detail is regarding names and portraits is
threatened by the scattered details of the description:
Brunissant les toiles horizontales, elle (Emma) se brisait contre elles en aretes fines, 
selon les craquelures du vernis; et de tous ces grands carris noirs bordis d'or sortaient, 
cd et Id, quelque portion plus claire de la peinture, un front pale, deux yeux qui vous 
regardaient, des perruques se diroulant sur I'ipaule poudrie des habits rouges, ou bien 
la boucle d'une jarretiire en haut d'un mollet rebondi. (p. 82)
Distorsions in Portraits
There are few portraits in the novel that appear to be deformed, distorted.
However, these distorsions imposed by an observer are a common practice of the realist
fiction and do not interfere with readability, so that a thematic interpretation is appropriate,
for example, in this portrait of the priest Boumisien:
La lueur du soleil couchant, qui frappait en plein son visage, pdlissait le lasting de sa 
soutane, luisante sous les coudes, effiloquie par le bas. Des taches de graisse et de 
tabac suivaient sur sa poitrine large la ligne des petits boutons, et elle devenaient plus 
nombreuses en s'icartant de son rabat, oil reposaient les plis abondants de sa peau 
rouge; elle itait semie de macules jaunes qui disparaissaient dans les poils rudes de sa 
barbe grisonnante. (p. 145)
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The priest is presented in all his ugliness; his view sets the tone of the ensuing conversation 
and makes impossible for Emma to get any comfort from him. It is also possible to read 
this description as a parody of the religious habit, in that it focalizes the mediocre and 
grotesque features of Boumisien: Sa peau rouge itait semie de macules jaunes qui 
disparaissaient dans les poils rudes de sa barbe grisonnante.
Again, the portrait of the Blind Man is presented in a disfigurated way that serves to
emphasize not a realistic, but a symbolic function: the aveugle in fact mirrors the
perversion and decay of Emma's life, and also her blindness:
II y avait dans la cote un pamre diable vagabondant avec son bdton, tout au milieu des 
diligences. Un amas de guenilles lui recouvrait les ipaules, et un vieux castor difonce, 
s'arrondissant en cuvette, lui cachait la figure; mais, quand il le retirait, il dicouvrait d la 
place des paupiires, deux orbites Mantes toutes ensanglanties. La chair s'effiloquait 
par lambeaux rouges; et il en coulait des liquides qui se figeaient en gales vertes 
jusqu'au nez, dont les narines noires reniflaient convulsivement. (p. 291)
Finally, the distorted description of the Suisse at the Cathedral of Rouen is a 
reflection of Ltion's troubled fantasy, and also reveals the secondary character of the guard 
{Le Suisse) that will play an important role in the strange scene which will take place in the 
Cathedral between Emma and Leon. The portrait could also reflect Flaubert’s hostility 
toward religion:
Le suisse, alors, se tenait sur le seuil, au milieu du portail d gauche, au-dessus de la 
Marianne dans ant, plumet en tete, rapiire au mollet, canne au poing, plus majestueux 
qu'un cardinal et reluisant comme un saint ciboire. (p. 264)
In summary, the descriptions analyzed in this chapter exibit a certain tension in 
Flaubert's attempt to give shape to figurations. Therefore, rejecting the mythology of 
comprehension, explanation and interpretive recuperation recognizes the necessity that 
determines the work, but which does not culminate in a stable meaning. However,
Madame Bovary remains, in spite of all, a readable text which takes place in a 
contemporary "bourgeois" space which, even if sometimes leads to undecidability, presents 
a world which is recognizable in a familiar dimension. On the contrary, the analysis of 
descriptive passages in Salammbo will lead to the singling out of an exotic space or
"otherness" which will further problematize the attempt at inteipretation and a possible 
reference to an historical dimension.
CHAPTER II
Seule la lecture, en reconstruisant I'univers carthaginois par les confrontations que 
tissent entre elles les differentes relations spatiales et les diverses unites narratives, peut 
faire revivre ce qui reste d'un somptuewc mirage, dis lors que le langage seul s'y prend 
d son propre jeu. (Louis Bottineau, "La representation de 1'espace dans Salammbo)
L'eloignement-l'inaccesible, l'illisible-est d'abord rapporte d un veritable fantasme de 
resurrection. (Jacques Neefs "Salammbo, Textes critiques")*
EXOTICISM AND DESCRIPTION IN SALAMMBO
Quel chien de sujet! Je passe alternativement de Vemphase la plus extravagante d la 
platitude la plus academique . . .  j'ai peur que ce ne soitponcifet rococo en 
acadimique. . .  D'un autre cote, comme ilfautfaire violent, je  retombe dans le 
meiodrame . . .  La difficult^ est de trouster le mot juste. Cela s'obtient par une 
condensation excessive de I'idee ..  . mais il n'est pas aise de s'imaginer une verite 
constante . .  .dans un milieu qui est d deux milles ans d'ici. (Corr., IV, p. 239, Sept. 
1858)
The same tension of sense which we have revealed in Madame Bovary seems to 
emerge also in Salammbo's imagery: space, objects, arms, peoples, battles present in fact 
an ambiguity of interpretation in the way images are shaped in order to represent a world 
which has disappeared. What makes it difficult for us to judge Salammbo with any 
measure of accuracy is our uncertainty about Flaubert's intentions: was he trying to renew 
the Romantic historical novel? Or is Salammbo the exercise in style that Nathalie Sarraute 
sees in it, the distant forerunner of the nouveau roman? 2Salammbo could be an historical 
novel with apparently identifiable models in life and literature; yet the aesthetic credo of its
*The quotes are taken respectively from Louis Bottineau, "La representation e 1'espace dans 
Salammbo," Revue des lettres modernes 703-706 (1984): 103; Jacques Neeefs, "Salammbo, textes 
critiques, "Literature 15 (Oct. 1974): 60.
^See Nathalie Sarraute, "Flaubert," p. 208: "Might not this book about nothing be one in which 
the unknown substance could appear in a state of purity, without the support of characters or plot?”
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author gives form to a Parnassian artifact, a poime barbare unprecedented in its 
monumentality and heavy local color. What arises before us is the alien, incomprehensible, 
picturesque, decorative, cruel and exotic world of Carthage.^
This resurrection of a distant and forgotten past causes of course several difficulties:
the atmosphere of strangeness, the uneasiness in which the novel takes place further
problematize the interpretive process, in a more stressed way than in Madame Bovary
where the familiar dimension of contemporary life still mantains the illusion of the reader's
identification. The moment of recognition, the sense that a novel refers to a world we have
so far thought private, has been in fact one of the great pleasures of novel-reading and
responsible for the most obvious cases of popular success. Here, instead, the world
described is foreign to us, "other," different, and the sacred order is connected with the
unknowable. As Flaubert himself states:
Le livre que j'ecris maintenant sera tellement loin des moeurs modernes qu'aucune 
ressemblance entre mes Mros et les lecteurs n'itantpossible, il intiresserafort peu.
On n'y verra aucune observation, rien de ce qu'on aime giniralement. Ce sera de 
I'Art, de I'Art pur et pas autre chose (Corr., IV, p. 135, A Mile Leroyer de Chantepie, 
Paris, 23 Janvier, 1858)
Consequently, if fiction in Flaubert's opinion is a mirage, it does represent 
something, but the metaphysical status of that which is represented, both as object and as 
presence, is dubious. The study of the problematic of description in Salammbd will 
consider the presence of a geographical and historical ailleurs as a factor of undecidability 
between a thematic integration of description into narrative and the illegibility of signs.
As in Madame Bovary, various descriptions are presented as fixed spaces which 
could be read as expressions of the characters' emotions, but which seem simultaneously 
block any connection to an historical and temporal integration. However, these
^See Michel Butor, Improvisations sur Flaubert (Paris Literature- Editions de la difference, 
1984), p. 114: "Flaubert se lance dans un autre livre avec lequel il veut se lib£rer des contraintes qu'il s'dtait 
composdes pour Madame Bovary, aventure qui va nous mener dans un monde tout different, une antiquitd 
demi-fabuleuse, cruelle et splendide, qui correspond dans notre mythologie actuelle & la Rome 
hollywoodienne du technicolor et cinemascope."
descriptions differ from those expressed in the bourgeois novel: they contain geometric and 
exotic forms which increase the impression of immobility of the images. These 
geometrization of contours also reveals a fragmentatism and disorder of space.
In addition, many images of armies, battles, present an exuaustiveness and variety 
of exotic detail which, if it could encourage, could also undermine a symbolic dimension 
and a narrative verisimilitude or an illusion of referentiality. Moreover, the descriptions of 
non-functional objects are more numerous in the oriental novel than in Madame Bovary: 
they are more exotic and more mysterious, revealing to be odd configurations of a 
disappeared civilisation and presenting mostly an aesthetic value. Besides, the descriptions 
of atrocities, besides the possibility of being considered as the representation of the 
dehumanizing aspects of the warriors, could contain an excess of detail which could 
dismantle the interpretive attempt.
When Salammbo first appeared, contemporary reviewers were perplexed,
primarily because it did not seem to fit into any recognizable literary category. Their
confusion is understandable, since Salammbo does constantly elude attempts at
classification. One of ironies of the novel is that it is full of misleading signs which seem
to indicate how it should be read, but which turn out to be merely to undermine and
frustrate that approach. The letters that Flaubert wrote at the time leave a record of his
problems and anxieties in composing Salammbo, they indicate those aspects of his work
which most dissatisfied him, and they show the difficulties which continued to trouble him
throughout the period of composition. As he wrote:
Salammbo 1) embetera les bourgeois, c'est-d dire tout le monde; 2) rdvoltera les nerfs 
et le coeur des personnes sensibles; 3) irritera les archeologues; 4) semblera 
inintelligible aux dames; 5) me fera passer pour pideraste et anthropophage. Esperons- 
le. ( Corr., IX, p. 335)
Dennis Porter observes that "with its gold and silver, bronze, marble and ebony, 
the doomed North African city is the embodiment of a Kind of formalism that arrogantly
sets itself against the pollulating expression of African nature."^ The result is a work that 
comes closer than any other to the fiction Flaubert dreamed of as a livre sur rieti.
According to this interpretation, what the writer seems to have had in mind is a kind of 
roman pur that would not make any statements about the world in referential terms, it does 
not represent, interpret, or offer moral commentary on human life outside itself at all, but 
would exist merely as artifact, as the object of our aesthetic contemplation, whose 
expressivity would be achieved through the perfect order of its parts.
We disagree with Porter's view that, except as a manifesto of aestheticism, 
Salammbo is without meaning.^ Instead, this study will demonstrate how Flaubert's 
picturesque novel is characterized by a kind of undecidability: in fact, the frequent opacity 
of the descriptive passages does not exclude the possibility of considering them as 
preparing the action and reflecting the characters' feelings, or as connotative of the main 
themes of the novel, such as the apparent opposition between Civilisation and Barbarity, 
the taste for violence, the quest for the unattainable, the blending of eroticism and 
religiousness.
This is the most interesting aspect of Flaubert's writing, which, as Jacques Derrida 
would say, is the free play or element of undecidability within every system of 
communication. Writing is the endless displacement of meaning which both governs 
language and places it forever beyond the reach of a stable, self-authenticating knowledge.^
^Dennis Porter, "Aestheticism Versus the Novel: the Example of Salammbo," Novel 4 (Spring, 
1984): 102.
^See Ibid, p. 105: "The tale it tells is incidental to its message, which involves the celebration, in 
a world ringed with void, of the triumph of art over life, the artificial over the natural and the beautiful over 
the good. Beyond that, apart from the pleasure or shock it arouses, it has nothing to say.”
^See Jacques Derrida, La dissemination (Paris: Seuil, 1972). Where Derrida breaks new ground, 
and where the science of grammatology takes its cue, is in the extent to which "defer” shades into "defer". 
This involves the idea that meaning is always deferred, perhaps to the point of an endless supplementarity 
by the play of signification. Diffirance not only designates this theme but offers in its own unstable 
meaning an example of the process at work.
THE EXOTIC SPACE: FROZEN IMAGES AND 
THE BLOCK OF HISTORY
La matiire et le texte semblent lutter entre la mobilite et I'immobility, comme si I'objet 
du regard, toujours instable, ojfert et retiri, donne d distance, restait cependant d la 
merci de I'engourdissement et de la mineralisation. (Louis Bottineau, "La representation 
de 1'espace dansSalammbo" p
There are in Salammbo various exotic static and silent spaces which contain
immobile formal features, such as adjectives, geometric forms or frozen colours which
seem to isolate the images from causal connections and historical referents: the linear
progression of the story appears to be stopped and the attention is concentrated upon the
relations within a static space, a spatial dimension where any relation to an historical time is
abolished. As Pierre Danger points out:
Cette impression de vide, d'absence qui entoure la luxuriance des paysages carthaginois 
peut-itre correspond-elle justement d ce qu'il ressentit lui-meme lors de son voyage en 
Orient, comme si la nature, au paroxisme de sa beauty, dans la purety glacee du desert 
et de la mer, suscitait en elle-meme un regard invisible qui la contemple, devenue ainsi 
son propre spectateur et sa propre conscience immanente et que cela soit aufond le seul 
sujet vyritable de Salammbo. 8
Petrifying Features
The first textual components that we are going to analyze are those immobilizing
forms in the descriptive passages, such as adjectives or verbs, which contribute to suspend
the narrative continuity. Thus, this view of Carthage seen by Matho and Spendius from
Hamilcar's palace represents an example of fixed space:
Ils ytaient sur la terrasse. Une masse d'ombre ynorme s'ytalait devant eux, et qui 
semblait contenir de vagues amoncellements, pareils auxflots gigantesques d'un ocyan 
noir pytrifiy. Mais une barre lumineuse s'yieva du coty de I'Orient. A gauche, tout en 
bas, les canaux de Mygara commencaient d rayer de leurs sinuositys blanches les 
verdures des jardins. Les toits coniques des temples heptagones, les escaliers, les 
terras ses, les remparts, peu d peu, se dycoupaient sur la pdleur de I'aube; et tout autour
?Louis Bottineau, p. 83. 
^Danger, p. 112.
de la pgninsule carthaginoise une ceinture d' 6cume blanche oscillait tandis que la mer 
couleur d'emeraude semblait comme figee dans lafraicheur du matin. . . .  Les rues 
disertes s'allongeaient; les palmiers, ca et Id sonant des murs, ne bougeaient pas.
(p. 699).9
This beautiful description of Carthage contains enough signs which are available to
various meanings: on the one hand, the way in which the details are provided appears to
emphasize Matho's sexual desire for Salammbo (les sinuosites blanches) and his
melancholy represented by la paleur de Vaube, les rues d&sertes etc. The pale dawn and the
empty streets also suggests the promise of something to come. Moreover, the passage
expresses a sense of mystery characterized by this oriental landscape, besides "a fusion of
movement and immobility symbolizing a cosmic rhythm and necessity."*0 In addition, we
are shown Spendius, who is serving Matho, reacting with religious service to the rising of
the sun: this could be the first in a long series of parallels between Matho and Moloch. The
metaphors and similes of the description simultaneously reflect the preoccupations of both
Matho and Spendius, and the situation and fate of Carthage. However, the description
could also be viewed by Matho and by the narrator as a frozen image, a pictorial fragment
which seems to be immune to flux of time and action, cut off from an illusion of historical
reality or symbolic meaning; and this is indicated by the various static adjectives and verbs
which delimit the space like a picture:
De vagues amoncellements, pareils auxflots gigantesques d'un ocian noir p£trifi£-une 
ceinture d'&cume blanche oscillait tandis que la mer couleur d'emeraude semblait 
comme figee dans lafraicheur du matin.- Les palmiers, qa et Id sortant des murs, ne 
bougeaient pas.
The passage presents the terrace, the shadowy mass which appears before Spendius and 
Matho’ eyes; the bar of light in the East; the canals in the distance; finally the entire 
Carthaginian peninsula, perceived in a sweeping panoramic view. Thus, it illustrates the 
poetic effect typical of descriptive passages and signs which can be an indication of a self-
^The passages are taken from Gustave Flaubert, Salammbo, in Oeuvres Completes. Bernard 
Masson ed. (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1964). 
l^Brombert, p. 100.
referential message, of a pure ornamental aestetin fragment. In addition, this sense of 
immobility created by the passage is stressed by the presence of an exotic space which 
gives way to an atmosphere of strangeness which we do not find in Madame Bovary and 
that makes the attempt at interpretation on the part of Matho, the narrator and the reader 
more difficult: ̂
Une barre lumineuse s'dev a du cote de VOrient. A gauche, tout en bas, les canaux de 
Megara commencaient d rayer de leurs sinuositis blanches les verdures des jardins . . .  
Les palmiers, ga et Id, sortant des murs, ne bougeaient pas.
Matho is an exotic observer who should know more than us about that world, but 
instead he does not interpret what he sees and he does not serve as our interpreter of the 
exotic. What we have here is an exotic landscape viewed by an exotic character. In 
general, if the observer is presumed knowledgeable about the world described, he/she is 
also presumed capable of conveying that knowledge to the reader. Often, throughout the 
novel, we have a double effect of estrangement: the viewing subjectivity is exotic (hence 
probably unavailable to the modem reader's understanding) and secondly, the "world" 
observed by that subjectivity is only partially understandable to that subject, or even almost 
completely strange and meaningless.
Another example of structural immobility is constituted by this description of
Carthage au lever du soleil:
La lune se levait drasde flots, et, sur la ville encore couverte de tindbres, des points 
lumineux, des blancheurs brillaient: le timon d'un char dans une cour, quelque haillon 
de toile suspendu, I'angle d'un mur, un collier d'or d la poitrine d'un dieu. Les boules 
de verre sur les toits des temples rayonnaient, ca et Id comme de gros diamants. . . .  
Au loin quelquefois la fumie d'un sacrifice brdlant encore s'&chappaitpar les tuiles de 
bronze, et la brise lourde apportait avec des parfums d'aromates les senteurs de la 
marine et I'exhalaison des murailles chau fdes par le soleil. Autour de Carthage les 
ondes immobiles resplendissaient . . .  La votite du del bleu s'enfoncait d I'horizon, 
d’un cote dans le poudroiment des plaines, de I'autre dans les brumes de la mer, et sur
1 *This is how a British historian defines exoticism: "One of the preoccupations which profoundly 
affected the Western understanding of the Near East was the belief that this region could satisfy the West's 
urge for exotic experience. Exoticism meant the artistic exploration of territories and ages in which the free 
flights of the imagination were possible because they lay outside the restrictive operation of classical rules. 
" See Robert Stanley, "That Obscure Object of (oriental) Desire: Flaubert's Kuchuk-Hanem," French 
Literature Series 13 (1986): 148.
le sommet de I'Acropole les cyprdspyramidaux bordant le temple d’Eschmoun se 
balancaient, etfaisaient un murmure. (p. 707)
According to Ferrere this description is not self-contained, but revelatory of Salammbd's
character, of her education, her mysticism; it reveals the heroine's main preoccupation: her
desire for mystery and her fanatic devotion. 12 The figuration of the moon also provoques
a sacred horror and be identified with Tanit: la lune se levait d ras de flots. However, we
notice how in the passage there are numerous immobile features which undermine narrative
continuity and replace it with a detached compositional fragment which is merely
contiguous: quelque haillon de toile suspendu, les ondes immobiles. In addition, the
presence of stones also contributes to the rigidity of the image: Les boules de verre sur les
toits des temples, rayonnaient, ca et Id comme de gros diamants. Louis Bertrand points out
the effect of beauty created by the passage and the predominance of the form over the
c o n t e n t .  13 The gaze remains fixed in its contemplation and the author seems to disappear,
without guiding the reader anymore. In addition, the exotic atmosphere of the description
depicts a landscape which is strange and foreign to the narrator who does not interpret it for
the reader. For this reason, we are only partially able to control the discourse with which
we are confronted. In general, in this novel we are shown a constant undermining of the
power of language to connect action and understanding:
La voute du del bleu s'enfoncait d I'horizon, d'un coti dans le poudroiement des 
plaines, de I'autre dans les brumes de la mer, et sur le sommet de I'Acropole les cyprds 
pyramidaux bordant le temple d'Eschoumoun se balancaient.
Again, the immobility and the flatness of visual perspective is revealed in the 
description of the landscape of Carthage and its horizon, seen by Matho while besieging 
Hyppo-Zaryte:
l^Ferrfere, p. 157: "Cette description n'est pas traitde en elle-mSme et par elle-mSme, en dehors du 
sujet. Notons que l'auteur ne nous parle de Salammbo, de son Education, de son mysticisme qu'aprfes nous 
avoir fait entendre sa pribre & la lune; c’est une facon trbs habile de nous jeter au coeur de Taction, et de nous 
faire connaitre d'avance le caractere de l'heroine, sa preoccupation essentielle: le d&ir du mystbre et sa 
ddvotion fanatique."
l^See Louis Bertrand, p. 149. See also Pierre Danger, p. 112: "C'est une description tits 
complete mais d'ou ne se d6gage pas l'emotion qu'on trouvait contenue dans revocation d'Yonville lors de la 
promenade d'Emma avec Rodolphe ou aprbs 1'enterrement lorsque le pfere Rouault se retoume.”
En face de lui, dans les oliviers, les palmiers, les myrthes et les platanes, s'dalaient 
deux larges etangs qui rejoignaient un autre lac dont on n'apercevaitpas les contours. 
Derr Hre une montagne surgissaient d'autres montagnes, et au milieu du lac immense, 
se dressait une He toute noire et de forme pyramidale. Sur la gauche, d Vextremity du 
golfe, des tas de sable semblaient de grandes vagues arretees, tandis que la mer, plate 
comme un dallage de lapis-lazuli, montait insensiblement jusqu'au bord du del.
(p. 724)
In this passage we see how the colour black can fix a landscape (Au milieu du lac 
immense, se dressait une ile toute noire) and how the use of the imperfect and of the static 
adjectives immobilizes the images: des tas de sable semblaient de grandes vagues blondes 
arretfes. Characteristically Flaubertian in this description is a fusion of fluid and lapidary 
images; of more specific interest to the present discussion is the image of the waves which 
evoke at once an indefinable movement of undulation and an effect of complete inertia. 
(arretee): an illusion for Matho and the reader of movement and advance against an 
inescapable effect of static tension in a frozen moment: la mer, plate comme un dallage de 
lapis-lazuli montait insensiblement jusqu'au bord du del. Flaubert also creates in this 
passage an atmosphere of strangeness through the use of exotic details which could 
undermine the attempt at interpretation from the part of Matho and the reader. However, it 
is also possible to consider this description of the countryside stretching before Matho as a 
symbolic expression of his preoccupation with Salammbo: in this sense, one notes the 
similes referring to gold and precious stones, the tranquillity and mildness of the evening 
breeze, the fertility of the countryside and the pyramid-shaped island. Therefore, the 
account of what he sees, besides serving to clarify the terrain between the two cities, also 
displays the mood of Matho himself, with his mind on Salammbo.
In the same way, is the following image of another landscape seen by Matho 
connotative of his feelings, or could it also be considered as a pictorial fragment which 
stops the narrative progression through the insistence on immobile adjectives? En face de 
lui, de petites masses pyramidales se dressaient dans Vombre, et en degd dufleuve, plus 
prds, ily  avait d ras du sol des lumiires immobiles. (p. 746)
There are various other passages which vacillate between the thematic interpretation
and the opacity of description, caused by the suspension of historical sequences related to 
the themes of the novel or to the characters. An impression of inertia emerges from these 
descriptions:
Souvent, au milieu du jour, le soleil perdait ses rayons tout d coup. Alors, le golfe et le 
pleine mer semblaient immobiles comme du plomb fondu. (p. 724)
Enface et par derri&re, les pentes grises du terrain remontaient, comertes de cailloux 
tachetds d'un rare lichen, et sur leurs tetes, le del, continuellementpur, s ’italait, plus 
lisse et froid d I’oeil qu’une coupole de mital. (p. 751)
Geometric Forms
The other narrative component which can provoke temporal suspension in space
descriptions in Salammbo is the insistence on geometric forms which are presented in such
a way to give an impression of immobility. We must state that in general the reader will
anticipate a logical order to emerge from such details. Description in realist texts is
generally given order by these features, but Flaubert often uses geometric forms to different
ends: they appear to be more numerous in Salammbo than any other novel and they are
presented in a rigid and exotic way which seems to fix the images to the point of blocking
the narrative development:
Dans un style non naturaliste, la spatialiti propre aux arts plastiques est augmentie par 
le fa it qu'on s'efforce d'iliminer toute trace d'iliment temporel. Et puisque I'art 
moderne est non-naturaliste, on peut en conclure qu'il tend, vers une grande spatialitd. 
La signification de la forme spatiale dans la littdature moderne c'est la reproduction 
exacte dans la litterature, sur le plan de la forme estMtique, de Involution qui a eu lieu 
dans les arts plastiques. . . .  La littdature moderne s'est attacMe d transformer 
I’univers historique du temps en univers a-temporel du my the. ̂
Thus, in the following passages the geometric architecture stiffens the description, 
risking to block the action and the time of the story and calling into question the possibility 
of representing history: Les toits coniques des temples heptagones, les escaliers, les 
terrasses, les remparts, peu d peu, se dicoupaient sur la paleur de I'aube. (p. 699) Sur le
^Joseph Frank, "La forme spatiale dans la literature moderne,” Podtique 10 (1972): 266.
sommet de I'Acropole les cypris pyramidaux bordant le temple d'Eschmoun se balancaient,
etfaisaient un murmure. (p. 707) It seems as though the historical reference of the war
between Carthage and the Mercenaries is resolved in a spatial game of geometric relations
and figures. Again, in this description of the temple of Moloch where Hamilcar goes to
meet the Anciens, we notice an abundance of geometric features which seem to fix the time
in an eternal cycle independent from an historical succession:
Mais sitot qu'on avait franchi la porte, on se trouvait dans une vaste cour 
quadrangulaire, que bordaient des arcades. Au milieu, se levait une masse 
d’architecture d huit pas igaux. Des coupoles la surmontaient en se tassant autour d’un 
second dtage qui supportait une manidre de rotonde, d'ou s'ilancait un cone d courbe 
rentrante, termini par une boule au sommet. (p. 730)
On the one hand, it is possible to view this description as representational, or as 
symbolic, reflecting Hamilcar's psychological sensations. It could be apposite here, where 
the stormy debate which will follow seems to reflect the anger of Moloch himself, where 
Hamilcar actually offers himself to Moloch. 15 it has therefore a demarcative function, that 
of underlining the articulations of narrative, preparing the future events. However the 
description appears to be undecidable since the excess of geometric forms fixes the passage 
in a contemplative, exotic dimension which designates its own figuration. As Louis 
Bottineau observes:
Le temple de Moloch fixe dans son architecture I'icoulement temporel, agenci par 
"rangs circulates," ce qui traduit une conception cyclique, ripititive de la duree et 
renforce Vimpression laissie par I’abondance des ditours et retours: mais le temple fait 
plus encore, puisqu'il coulepar avance le temps dans la pierre, ripondant d 
I'ensevelissement du passi dans la construction de la ville. Paradoxalement, Carthage 
est le lieu oil I'histoire vient s'exposer et se blottir dans une sedimentation oil nous 
verrions volontier une image du traitement romanesque du temps de Flaubert
The geometric contours also belong to a kind of exotic dimension of a geographical ailleurs
which seems to provoke opacity in description and block the narrator's and the reader's
l^The sinister importance o f the temple to Hamilcar and to Carthage and a portent of the damage it 
will eventually cause, seem to be implicit in the first paragraph of the description: "Le temple de Moloch 
6tait bati au pied d'une gorge escarpde, dans un endroit sinistre. On n’apercevait 'den bas que de hautes 
murailles montant indefinement, telles que les parois d'un monstrueux tombeau." (p. 730) 
l^Louis Bottineau, "La representation de 1'espace dans Salammbo,"p. 101-102.
interpretive process: une masse d’architecture a huitpas igaux, un cone d courbe rentrante 
termini par une boule au sommet. Once again, we have an exotic narrator protagonist in 
an exotic environment, who is not capable to interpret this world and communicate its 
meaning to us.
Another image of space which wavers between transparency and illegibility due to
the rigidity and petrification of forms is the the description of Hamilcar's tririme:
Elle s'avangait d'une fagon orgueilleuse et farouche, Vantenne toute droite, la voile 
bombie dans la longueur du mat, enfendant I'icume autour d'elle; ses gigantesques 
avirons battaient I'eau en cadence; de temps d autre I'extrimiti de sa quillejaite comme 
un sac de charrue, apparaissa.it, et sous I'ipiron qui terminait sa proue, le cheval d tete 
d'ivoire, en dressant ses deux pieds, semblait courir sur les plaines de la mer. (p. 728)
The passage apparently represents "the demarcative function of description," that of
indicating by its presence the beginning or end of either an entire text or its major divisions.
The description of ihetririme serves thus to introduce Hamilcar's return to Carthage. It
also focalizes the character of Hamilcar for the first time, thus orienting the focus of the
narrative sintagma.1? Many descriptive details of the tririme symbolize the suffite's
power and pride: Elle s’avancait d'une fagon orguilleuse et farouche, ses gigantesques
avirons battaient I'eau en cadence. However, at the same time, the reader's desire to find
an univocal sense is discouraged by the way details are conveyed: in fact, they seem to be
petrified to the point of isolating description from narrative, rendering it only a frozen
tableau: sa quille,faite comme un soc de charrue, le cheval d tete d'ivoire. " There is no
groping,. . .  none of the suppleness, the pliancy made indispensable by the need to cling
to a substance that is constantly moving, giving way- which we find, for instance, in
Proust."18
^Farther, in the passage, in fact, Hamilcar appears: "Autour du promontoire, comme le vent avait 
cessd, la voile tomba, et Ton apercut auprfes du pilotc un homme debout, t6te nue; c'etait lui, le suffete 
Hamilcar." (p. 728)
^Nathalie Sarraute, "Flaubert," p. 195.
Immobilizing Colors
Sometimes the use of colour immobilizes the pictorial images, dissociating them 
from a temporal development. Thus, the white, the blue, the violet, the yellow, the black 
and the orange are distributed in such a way to underline the static qualities of space 
description. We can notice the immobilizing effects of colours, for example, in the 
description of the monsters on the walls when Matho and Spendius enter the temple of 
Tanit in order to steal the Zaimph: Douze globes de cristal bleu.. .bordaient la salle 
circulairement. (p. 718) Or in the description of Carthage's landscape seen by Matho and 
Spendius:tme ceinture d'icume blanche oscillait tandis que la mer couleur d'imeraude 
semblait comme figie dans lafraicheur du matin, (p. 699) La voute du del bleu s'enfongait 
d Vhorizon, d’un coti dans le poudroiment des plaines, de Vautre dans les brumes de la 
mer. (p. 707) Sometimes the juxtaposition of colours with a verb in the imperfect tense 
might ossify the images: Derri&re I'Acropole, dans des terrains rouges, le chemin des 
Mappales, borde de tombeaux, s'allongeait en ligne droite du rivage aux catacombes. (p. 
762) Again, the description of the plain while the mercenaries wait for the Carthaginian 
attack might show an arrested movement which seems to block a reference to action or the 
characters' feelings:
L'immense plaine se diveloppait de tous les cotds d perte de vue; et les ondulations des 
terrains, presque insensibles, se prolongeaient jusqu'd I'extreme horizon, formi par 
une grande ligne bleue qu'on savait etre la mer. (p. 743)
The movement of the scene, underlined by the verb se diveloppait and sustained by another
verb at the imperfect with the words ondulation and insensibles, seems to be fixed
suddenly because of the frequent combination of the form (ligne), of the color (bleue) and
the texture (mer). The same kind of immobilization emerges in the description of
Hamilcar's palace:
Le palais, bdti en marbre numidique tacheti de jaune, superposait tout aufond, sur des 
larges assises, ses quatre Stages en terrasses. Avec son grand escalier droit en bois 
d'Sdne, portant aux angles de chaque marche la proue d'une galire vaincue, avec ses 
portes rouges icartelies d'une croix noire, ses grillages d'airain, qui le difendaient en 
bas des scorpions, et ses treillis de baguettes dories qui bouchaient en haut des
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ouvertures, il semblait aux soldats, dans son opulence farouche, aussi solennel et 
impenetrable comme le visage d'Hamilcar. (p. 694)
We notice how in this passage the combination of the texture (marbre), of the form (quatre
Stages) and the colors (jaune, rouge, noir) immobilizes the description, even if a thematic
integration is always possible: the details could in fact be expressive of the power
symbolized by the palace and introduce the character of Hamilcar: son grand escalier droit
en bois d'^bine, portant aux angles de chaque marche la proue d'une galire vaincue, ses
treillis de baguettes dorees etc.
The color black also gives an immobilizing effect to the reader in this description of 
the temple of Tanit:
Au bas de Byrsa s'etalait une longue masse noire: c'dtait le temple de Tanit, ensemble 
de monuments et jar dins, de cours et d'avant-cours, bordi par un petit mur de piirres 
sdches. (p. 716)
Hence, if the use of color and the exotic could be viewed as a literary means to reconstitute 
an ancient society, at the same time, it risks abolishing the temporal dimension and block 
the possibility of interpreting the descriptions as mimetic or symbolic spaces useful to the 
the development of the narrative plot. What we have here are observers who do not 
understand what they see and who are excluded fro the world represented.
The fixed and silent spaces in description are more numerous in Salammbo than in 
Madame Bovary as well as the predominance of rigid, geometric contours, lignes droites 
which rather than communicating a specific message seem to designate their own formal 
textual activity. The linear progression of the story is stopped and the attention is 
concentrated upon the relations within a static space, a spatial dimension where any relation 
to an historical time is abolished.19 Most of the space descriptions analyzed can be viewed
l^For a study on the unaccessibility of history see See Michel de Certeau, L'icriture de I'histoire 
(Paris: Gallimard, 1975), p. 60: "La science historique voit grandir, avec son progrfes, les regions
silencieuses de ce qu’elle manque Sur les modes de ces conjugaisons avec l'absent, I’histoire devient le
mythe du langage. Elle manifeste la condition du discours: une mort. Elle nait en effet, de la rupture qui 
constitue un pass6 distinct de son entreprise pr&sente. Son travail consiste h cr6er des absents, k faire de 
signes disperses k la surface d'une actuality les traces de r6alit6s "historiques," manquantes done parce-que 
autres."
in their ahistorical perspective, which denies historical change and ultimately marks a
certain failure of the historical novel. Therefore, if space is often useful to the narrative
progression, it could also develop on its own, being sustained only by the force of its style.
This reveals the crisis of history, even if some critics have viewed Salammbo as an
historical n o v e l .20 Georg Lukacs claims that Flaubert set out to rewaken a vanished world
of no concern to us. Thibaudet calls it a novel deliberately detached from life, where
history is used as a distancing effect in order to present un bloc de passi pur, m e  sorte
d'astre mort comme la lune.21 For Sainte-Beuve Antiquity remains inaccessible:
II y  a d'elle (Vantiquity) cl nous, une solution de continuity, un abime. L'irudition qui 
peuty jeter m  pont, nous refroidit en meme temps et nous glace. On ne peut pas 
recomposer la civilisation antique de cet air d'aisance et la ressusciter tout entiire. . . .  
On la restitue, VAntiquiti, on ne la ressuscite pas.22
However, we know that in Flaubert's descriptions it is difficult to find an univocal 
sense. In fact, his static, anhistorical spaces can also be viewed as revelatory of meanings 
and historical development. For Victor Brombert the immobilizing images have a thematic 
appropriateness: they can symbolize the presence of death and destruction as suggested by 
the petrification of life, a predilection for the statuesque, the cosmic rythm and n e c e s s i t y . 2 3
20see Anne Green, Flaubert and the Historical Novel: Salammbo Reassessed (Cambridge, Eng, 
1982). A. Green draws political and economical parallels between Carthage and the nineteenth century 
France.
2*See Porter, "Aesteticism Versus the Novel: the Example of Salammbo,'' p. 101-10; Georg 
Luk&cs, The Historical Novel (London: Merlin Press, 1962), p. 220; Thibaudet, Flaubert, p. 135: "Flaubert 
voulait 6crire une oeuvre gratuite, qui se tint debout par la seule force du style, qu'en lieu de pencher 
l'histoire vers nous, la retirat violemment en airibre, sur le bord d'un desert, pour faire de ce morceau 
dhumanitd un bloc de passd pur, une sorte d’astre mort comme la lune dont Salammbo subit l'influence.” 
22sainte Beuve, Lundi du 8 Ddcembre 1862, Nouveau Luwdis, t  IV. In Ed du Clube de 
LUonnSte Homme (Paris, 1971), p. 435. Flaubert himself reveals in his Correspondence the impossibility 
of history: "On se dit: il y a dix ans, j'6tais 1H, et on est IS et on pense les memes choses, et tout l'intervalle 
est oubli6. Puis il vous apparait, cet intervalle comme un immense prdcipice ou le n&uit toumoie.
Quelque chose d'indfifini vous sfipare de votre personne et vous reve au non-etre." (Corr. HI, p. 332) In 
another letter Flaubert emphasizes the insignificance of Salammbo: "Ca ne prouve rien, ca ne dit rien, ca 
n'est ni historique, ni satirique, ni humoristique. En revanche, ca peut etre stupide. " (Corr. HI, p. 226) 
23see Brombert, p. 100.
CONFUSION OF FORMS: FRAGMENTARY, EXOTIC, 
AND VAGUE SPACE
L'art de Flaubert salt aussi bien decomposer que composer, morceler qu'unifier et c'est 
peut-etre dans cette facon de miner I'univers qu'il a le plus innovi. (Raymonde 
Debray- Genette," Description, dissection: par les champs et par les grfcves" in P. M. 
Wetherill ed., Flaubert: la dimension du texte) 24
Throughout the text of Salammbo we notice how there are many images of space
which appear to be a juxtaposition of exotic and fragmentary forms that seem not to lead to
a totality of representation. We have noted the same incongruousness of details in Madame
Bovary, for example in the description of Y o n v i l l e - L ' A b b a y e . 2 5  i n  the oriental novel, the
geometrization of contours, besides being a sign of immobility in description, increases the
excess and the confusion of space, giving way to a kind of exotic bigarrure which may call
the interpretive process into q u e s t i o n . 26 The description of Carthage seen by the
Barbarians, for example, vacillates between a thematic interpretation and a confusion of
exotic details, not integrated into the plot and foreign to the observers:
La colline de I'Acropole, au centre de Byrsa, disparaissait sous un disordre de 
monuments. C'itaient des temples d colonnes torses avec des chapiteaux de bronze et 
des chaines de m€tal, des cones en piirres siches d bandes d'azur, des coupoles de 
cuivre, des architraves de marbre, des contreforts babyloniens, des obilisques posant 
sur leur pointe comme des flambeaux renversis. Les peristyles atteignaient aux 
frontons; les volutes se d&roulaient entre les colonnades; des mwailles de granit 
supportaient des cloisons de tuile; tout cela montait I'un sur I'autre en se cachant d 
demi, d'une facon merveilleuse et incomprehensible, (p. 710)
The way in which signs are presented leads to various possibilities of meaning: thus the
descriptive passage implies a realistic image of the ancient Carthage, in the way space is
carefully ordered. In addition, the various details indicate the city's circumscribed space,
such as seen by the Barbarians, as opposed to the surrounding country where the
Mercenaries are camped: les volutes se dAroulaient entre les colonnades; des mwailles de
granit supportaient des cloisons de mile. Martine Frier-Wantiez points out that the
24p. m. Wetherill eds., Flaubert, la dimension du texte (Manchester: Up, 1982), p. 185.
25See Chap. I: Between Transparency and Opacity: The Incongrous details and the Clichi-lmages 
of Space.
26\ye must specify that fragmentation is one of the constants of exoticism, one of the ways in 
which otherness is seen.
descriptive details signify the opposition between civilization and barbarity: D'unepart
Carthage, espace tr&s circonscrit et d'autre part la campagne, vaste, infinie, oil sont
repoussis les Mercenaires qui reprisentent le d&sordre social et religieuxT^
On the other hand, the signs are misleading and they frustrate the reader's desire to
sketch out a stable meaning: in fact, the architectural precision and minutia of the
multiferious and exotic geometric forms, besides petrifying the description, leads to a
confusion and disorder of vision from the Barbarians' perspective: La colline de
I'Acropole, au centre de Byrsa, disparaissait sous un desordre de monuments. 28 The
pyramidal constructions do not seem to present a geographical site, but rather a deforming
vision of reality which renders difficult also a symbolic integration.
On the contrary, the image of Carthage seen by Hamilcar, is presented in a more
legible way, which foregrounds a symbolic interpretation:
La ville descendait en se creusant par une courbe longue, avec ses coupoles, ses 
temples, ses toits d'or, ses maisons, ses touffes de palmier, ca et Id, boules de verre 
d'oh jaillissaient desfeux, et les rempartsfaisaient comme la gigantesque bordure de 
cette abondance qui s'ipanchait vers lui. (p. 729)
We notice how the passage remains readable, since the space is not presented in such a
confused way as in the previous decription. Thus, the details emphasize Carthage seen as a
domestic and familiar property through Hamilcar's eyes. The image of the ancient city
could also be an image of decadence.
Another description of space which exibits signs of illegibility, such as excess,
heterogeneity, but which remains simultaneously readable is the image of the temple of
Tanit, when Matho and Spendius try to steal the Zaimph:
Deux longs portiques, dont les architraves reposaient sur des piliers trapus,flanquaient 
une tour quadrangulaire, ornie d sa plateforme par un croissant de lune. Sur les angles 
des portiques et aux quatre coins de la cour s'elevaient des vases pleins d'aromates
^Martine Frier-Wantiez, Semiotique du fantastique: analyse textuelle de Salammbo (Las Vegas: 
Lang, 1979), p. 34. However, the distinction between the corruption outside and the still centre of purity 
will soon disintegrate, since the Carthaginians will become as violent and corrupted as the Barbarians.
28xhe predominance of angles and right lines will also be found in Bouvard et Picuchet, but there 
it will have a pejorative and satyrical note.
allumis. Des grenades et des coloquintes chargeaient les capiteaux. Des entrelacs, des 
losanges, des lignes de perles s'alternaient sur les murs, et m e haie en filigrane 
d'argentformait un large demi-cercle devant I'escalier d'airain qui descendait du 
vestibule. II y avait d I'entrie, entre une stile d'or et ine stile d'imeraude, un cone de 
pierre. . .  .Lapremiire chambreitait tris haute; d'innombrables ouverturespercaient 
sa voute; . . .  Tout autour de la muraille, dans des corbeilles de roseau, 
s'amoncelaient des barbes et des chevelures, primices des adolescences; et, au milieu 
de I'appartement circulaire, le corps d'une femme sortait d'une gaine couverte de 
mamelles. (p. 717)
This description contains precise spatial delimitations which give an impression of reality, 
representing a typical temple of the Orient. In addition, the details converge to foreground 
a symbolic function: the temple has in fact sexual connotations, which are a mental 
projection of Matho and Spendius' feelings in front of the mystery of religion associated 
with sexuality: le corps d'une femme sortait d'une gaine couverte de mamelles. The 
passage limits itself to those aspects which Spendius and Matho both can see, or to those 
fairly basic feelings which both experience simultaneously; and what they see is important 
not only to their immediate preoccupations (finding their way from the reservoirs to the 
temple and to the veil), but also to the reader, who is thus introduced to more aspects of 
Carthage- the construction and design of the reservoirs, the exterior of the temple, then its 
complex internal organization, with its inhabitants, its decorations, and finally the inner 
sactum with the veil. The passage seems to be revelatory, in that it introduces the religion 
of Tanit to the reader who discovers how important is the sexual basis of this r e l i g i o n . 2 9  
In addition, the detailed description of the temple gives the reader further insight into the 
characters of Matho and Spendius.30
However, some parts of the long description appear as a variegated accumulation of 
exotic and heterogeneous forms, whose multiplicity and contrast might cause illegibility: 
Des grenades et des coloquintes chargeaient les chapiteaux. Des entrelacs, des losanges,
29ft. is appropriate for the reader to be introduced to these mysteries through Mathd, since the 
Matho-Moloch identification and the Moloch-Tanit relationship are so vital to the book's tragedy.
SbMatho is by nature a leader and a powerful personality, while Spendius is by nature an 
opportunist. For Sherrington, the episode is at the same time an illustration of the lengths to which both 
men will go to achieve their respective aims, and both an omen and a miming of their final failure and 
death. See Sherrington, p. 190.
des lignes de per les s'alternaient sur les murs. Instead of being able to inteipret that world
and communicate that knowledge to the reader Matho and Spendius are lost in a labyrinth
of incomprehensible and confusing signs. Exoticism is here based on a double lack: on the
one hand, the lack of the person who looks at the Other (the exotic), and, on the other
hand, the lack of this Other, who is incapable to fill the observer's lack:
Alors ils errirent, perdus dans la complication de I’architecture. . . .  Puis ils 
apercurent tout d I'entour une infinite de betes, efflanquies, haletantes, herissant leurs 
grijfes, et confondues les unes par-dessus les autres dans un disordre mystdrieux qui 
ipouvantait. Des serpents avaient des pieds, des taureaux avaient des ailes, des 
poissons a tete d'homme divoraient des fruits, desfleurs s‘&panouissaient dans la 
machoire des crocodiles, et des Elephants, la trompe levie, passaient en plein azur, 
orgueilleusement, comme des aigles. Un effort terrible distendait leurs membres 
incomplets ou multiplies. . . .  Et toutes les formes se trouvaient Id, comme si le 
riceptacle des germes, crevant dans une eclosion soudaine, sefut vide sur les murs de 
lasalle. (p. 718)
Some critics have noticed how the frequent animal imagery in Salammbo 
corresponds to Flaubert’s marked tendence to lower man to the level of beast.31 The 
bestialization of the Other is also a constant of the colonial novel. But the forms in the 
description appear to be polymorphous, a multiplicity and chaos of monstrous images 
which are stylistically perfect, but that could conceal an emptiness of meaning. Flaubert's 
desire for totality leads to a material saturation, to an excessive enumeration of monsters 
and splendours which are foreign to us. In general, the reader does not appear to be better 
off than the characters to discover the "reality" behind their situations: he is only 
quantitavely better off, in that he/she has access to all situations and all points of view; but 
this does not provide him/her with an overall principle for making the situations intelligible. 
The description becomes a mysterious essential disorder, sauvagerie, which frightens 
Matho and Spendius as well as the reader and which does not give us an homogeneous 
vision: une infinite de betes . . .  .confondues les unes par-dessus les autres dans un 
desordre mysterieux qui epouvantait. We note how the forms and images are more
3 Id . L. Demorest, L’Expression figurde et symbolique dans I’oeuvre de Gustave Flaubert (Paris: 
conard, 1931), p. 496.
polymorphous and variegated than in Madame Bovary, and therefore how the process of
explosion of multiple images already began in Flaubert's bourgeois novel finds in
Salammbo its paroxism.32 in Madame Bovary the borgeois order, though threatened,
still constitutes a certain order, while in Salammbo we are confronted with the disorder of
the Other, le divers. In the same way the narrator of Borges 'The Immortal reaches the city
of the Immortals where he finds a monstruous place that cannot be individualized:
I do not want to describe it; a chaos of heterogeneous words, the body of a tiger or bull 
in which teeth, organs and heads monstrously pollulate in mutual conjunction can be 
approximate images.33
Also, a certain fragmentation and confusion of space is revealed in the description of the
temple of Moloch, seen by Hamilcar, which we have already analysed as an example of
rigid forms:
Au milieu, se levait une masse d!architecture d huit pans Sgaux. Des coupoles la 
surmontaient en se tassant autour d’un second Stage qui supporta.it une maniire de 
rotonde, d'od s'elancait un cone d courbe rentrante, terminS par une boule au sommet. 
(p. 730)
We notice how in this passage the historical reference is resolved in a spatial exposure of 
geometric figures which, instead of representing a total image, fragment the space, 
rendering it disjoined and illegible: une vaste cour quadrangulaire, des coupoles, un cone d 
courbe rentrante. In addition, the way in which the description is disposed reminds us of 
the description of the wedding-cake in Madame Bovary, which, like the image of the 
temple, seems to disrupt any principle of coherence defining only a textual movement:
On voyait un petit Amour, se balancant d une escarpolette de chocolat dont les deux
^^See the description of the animals in the scene of the Cornices Agricoles: "Les vaches, en jarret 
repli6, dtalaient leur ventre sur le gazon et, ruminant lentement, clignaient leurs paupferes lourdes sous les 
moucherons qui bourdonnaient autour d'elles. Des charretiers, les bras nus, retenaient pat le licou des
dtalons cabr£s qui henissaient h plein naseaux de c6t6 des juments. [.......] A l'&art, en dehors des lices, cent
pas plus loin, il y avait un grand taureau noir muselfi portant un cercle de fer & la narine, et qui ne bougeait 
pas plus qu’une bete de bronze." However, this passage is more available to a thematic interpretation than 
the passage in Salammbo, since the animals are presented in a more normal and plausible way, and not as a 
chaos of monstrous images.
33j. L. Borges, The Immortal (New York: Labyrinths, 1964), quoted by Eugenio Donato, "A 
Mere Labyrinth of LeUers/ Flaubert and the Quest for Fiction/ A Montage," Modern Language Notes 89 
(1974): 903.
poteax itaient terminus par deux bouton de rose naturels, en guise de boules au 
sommet.( Madame Bovary, p. 62)
The excessive geometric precision does not make us visualize the image, but it provokes an
excess of Art and representation. As Louis Bottineau observes:
Sature de termes giometriques, le monde carthaginois se soumet d m e sorte d'archi- 
focalisation. Chaque partie de la ville devient quantifiable, reductible d des 
denominateurs communs et connus. L'oeil, ainsi guide, mesure, ou croit mesurer les 
volumes, et le geste large des observateurs et aussi celui de Venveloppement, quitte d 
rester illusoire.34
In addition, in the description of the interior of the temple, we note a play of light
and colour and a series of reflexes which we had already revealed in the image of the
Cathedral of Rouen in Madame Bovary 35, and which show an overflowing of sp a ce d
Autour de Vappartement itaient ranges des escabeaux d'ibine. Derriire chacun d'eux, 
une tige en bronze posant sur trois griffes supportait m  flambeau. Toutes ces lumiires 
se reflitaient dans les losanges de nacre qui pavaient la salle. Elle itait si haute que la 
couleur rouge des murailles, en montant vers la vo&te, sefaisait noire, et les trois yeux 
de I'idole apparaissaient tout en haut comme des itoiles d demi perdues dans la nuit. (p. 
731)
The shimmering points and reflexes in the descriptions of space are more numerous in
Salammbo than in Madame Bovary and they reveal the illusive nature of the real, causing
a displacement of sense, like in this description of the destroyed punic field, during
Salammbo's journey from Carthage to the barbarian camp in order to retake the Zaimph:
Qa et Id des plaques d'or miroitaient en se diplacant. Citaient les cuirasses de 
Clinabares, le camp pmique; puis ils distingudrent auxdlentours d'autres lueurs plus 
nombreuses, car les armies des Mercenaires, confondues maintenant, s'itendaient sur 
un grand espace. (p. 757)
The same miroitement and overflowing of space is found in the description of Carthage au
lever du soleil: Sous les catacombes, la grande lagune salie miroitait comme un morceau
d'argent. (p. 707) Signs of ambivalence in interpretation also emerge in the description of
■^Bottineau, p. 88.
35see Madame Bovary, p. 265: "La nef se mirait dans les benitiers pains, avec le commencement 
des ogives et quelques portions de vitrail. Mais le reflet des peintures, se brisant au fond du marbre, 
continuait plus loin sur les dalles, comme un tapis bariol6."
^According to Richard, the play of light and colour reveals the emptiness of things:" Le 
chatoiement mine la couleur et la forme, sugg&re le vide. Le chatoiement d6voile le n6ant des choses et 
l'imposture de leur apparente plenitude.” See Richard, p. 177.
the field during Salammbo's journey with the slave:
Mais les champs, bien qu'on fu t d I'epoque des semailles et des labours, d'aussi loin 
qu'on les apercevait, itaient vides comme le desert. II y avait, de place en place, des tas 
de bid rdpandus, ailleurs des orges roussies s'dgrenaient. Sur I'horizon clair, les 
villages apparaissaient en noir, avec des formes incohdrentes et ddcoupdes.
De temps d autre, un pan de muraille d demi calcind se dressait au bord de la route. Les 
toits des cabanes s'effondraient, et, dans Vintdrieur, on distinguait des dclats de 
poteries, des lambeaux de vetements, toutes sortes d'ustensiles et de choses brisdes 
mdconaissables. Les plaines abandonnees se succddaient. Sur de grands espaces de 
terre toute blonde s'dtalait,par traindes indgales, une poudre de charbon que leurs pas 
soulevaient derridre ewe. Quelquefois ils rencontraient de petits endroits paisibles, un 
ruisseau qui coulaitparmi de longues herbes. . . .  Au coin d'un bois de lauriers-roses, 
son cheval fit  un grand dcart devant le cadavre d'un homrne, dtendu par terre.
Le soleil chauff'ait Vherbe jaunie; la terre dtait toute fendillde par des crdvasses, qui 
faisaient, en la divisant comme des dalles monstrueuses. . . .  La ddvastation peu & peu 
recommenga. Parfois, au milieu d'un champ, une mosaique s'etalait, seul ddbris d'un 
chateau disparu: et les oliviers, qui n'avaientpas de feuilles, semblaient au loin de 
larges buissons d'dpines. (p. 756-757)
This scene of devastation does have a thematic appropriateness: the frequent references to
death, corpses, blood, ruins, blackness, emptiness, things tom, are so many portents of
her destiny, and of her fatalistic acceptance of it: Les plaines abandonndes se succddaient; la
ddvastation peu d peu recommenca. Sherrington notes how this scene of devastation is
given only to Salammbo and her guide, removed from the conflict and viewing the results
after the heat of battle emotions has passed, to see that destruction and slaughter are in
themselves bad, regardless of who may have been to blame.37 The description also
prepares the future event, that is, the big spectacle of the Mercenaries' tents and the scene
of sexual encounter between Matho and Salammbo.
Simultaneously, this long description presents signs of opacity, blocking the
interpretive process. In this passage, for example, we notice how first everything is
metonymically ordered, but then the precise outlines begin to dissolve:
II y  avait, de place en place, des tas de bid rdpandus, ailleurs des orges roussies 
s'dgrenaient. Sur I'horizon clair, les villages apparaissaient en noir, avec des formes 
incohdrentes et ddcoupdes.
The imagery seems to be to Salammbo increasingly vague: details seem to exceed the
^Sherrington, P- 193.
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inteipretive capacities of the observer. The passage exemplifies the way in which
description can be caught in an informal matter through a series of indistinguishable and
confused forms. The adverbs ga and la, frequently used by Flaubert, contribute to render
the imagery more and more vague and more difficult to interpret:
Ca et Id des plaques d'or miroitaient en se ddplagant. . .  .Puis ils distingudrent aux 
alentours d'autres lueurs plus nombreuses, car les armies des Mercenaires, confondues 
maintenant, s'dtendaient sur un grand espace. (p. 757)
But the way in which signs are provided disorients the reader, since the forms
incohdrentes et ddcoupdes could also be an indication of Salammbo's confused emotions
and being interpreted as symbolic images.
In addition, the entire description of Salammbo's journey from Carthage to the 
Barbarian camp is presented in such a fragmentary as to appear to the character and to the 
reader as a disorder of space, an accumulation of disparate phenomena which do not have 
an inherent functional coherence, but rather they seem to connote the disorder of the text 
itself:
Le toits des cabanes s'effondraient, et, dans Vinterieur, on distinguait des dclats de 
poteries, des lambeaux de vetements, toutes sortes d'ustensiles et de choses brisees 
meconnaissables. . . .  Les plaines abandonnds se succddaient. Sur de grands espaces 
de terre toute blonde s'dtalait, par traindes inegales, unepoudre de charbon que leurs 
pas soulevaient derridre eux.
Rather than revealing the concept of space, this passage confronts the reader with a
series of morcelized and juxtaposed images as though the paradigms of the landscape were
declined according to the characters' advancement. In other words, the passage is the
result of an uncritical belief in ordering and classifying the spatial juxtaposition of
fragments. The passage reminds us of the description of the dusty objects that Emma
finds when first anived at the house in Tostes:
Venait ensuite, s'ouvrant immddiatement sur la cour, oil se trouvait Vdcurie, une grande 
pidce ddlabrde qui avait un four, et qui servait maintenant de b&cher, de cellier, de 
garde-magasin, plaine de vieilles ferrailles, de tonneaux vides, d'instruments de culture 
hors de service, avec quantitd d'autres choses poussidreuses dont il dtait impossible de 
deviner Vusage. (Madame Bovary, p. 66)
Another example of space which appears to be divided is represented by the
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description of the punic field after Hamilcar's attack:
Le sol bouleverse avait des ondulations comme la mer, et les tentes, avec leurs toiles en 
lambeaux, semblaient de vagues navires d derrd perdus dans les icueils. Des cuirasses, 
desfourches, des clairons, des morceaux de bois, defer et d'airain, du bli, de la paille 
et des vetements s'eparpillaient au milieu des cadavres. [.....] On apercevait des 
jambes, des sandales, des bras, des cottes de mailles et des tetes dans leurs casques, 
maintenues par la mentonnidre et qui roulaient comme des boules; des chevelures 
pendaient aux Opines; dans des mares de sang, des Elephants, les entrailles ouvertes, 
ralaient coucMs avec leurs tours; on marchait sur des choses gluantes et ily  avait des 
flaques de boue, bien que la pluie n’eUtpas tombie. (p. 763)
The details, seen from Hamilcar's and the narrator's perspective, axeeparpillis and
dehumanized, more a gratuituous accumulation than a functional space, but they also
contain all the signs to be interpreted as emphasizing the motives of violence and
destruction which are the main themes of the novel.
A certain irregularity of geometric space which blocks the possibility of
interpretation for the observer Hamilcar is constituted by the description of the buildings
around Hamilcar's palace:
La route traversait un champ, plante de longues dalles, aigues par le sommet, telles que 
des pyramides. . . .  Ensuite, itaient dissiminees des cabanes en terre en branchages, 
en claies de joncs, toutes de formes conique. De petits murs en caillowc, des rigoles 
d'eau vive, des cordes de sparterie, des haies de nopal siparaient irriguliirement ces 
habitations, qui se tassaient de plus en plus, en s'elevant vers les jardins du Suffdte.
(p. 734)
According to Sima Godfrey, many of the visions in Salammbo involve incoherent and 
fragmented forms, but as they relate to the undulating movement of the novel's surface, 
these forms represent not the simple tachiste method of a painter of oils, but rather a play of 
light and dark, visibility and concealement, that is woven into the gentle folds of a vibrant 
monumental tapestry. 3 8 Description can therefore assume an aesthetic value, since its 
meaning is derived neither through metaphorical integration nor through its metonymic 
placement in the narrative work, but it is based on the message for its own sake.39
38see Sima Godfrey, "The Fabrication of Salammbo: the Surface o f the Veil,” Modern Language 
Notes 95 (1980): 1008.
^ F or a study of this type of description see Roman Jacobson, "Closing Statement: Linguistis and 
Poetics," in Style in Language (Cambridge: Mass. M. I. T. Press, 1960), p. 356: "The set (Einstellung) 
toward the message as such, focus on the message for its own sake, is the poetic function of language.. . .
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There are in Salammbo few descriptions of space which present vague contours that
give the reader an impression of strangeness. Thus, the adjectivevague appears constantly
in the novel, like in this description of the plain, during Carthage’s siege:
On ne voyaitplus, sur laplaine, qu'une sorte de fourmillement tout noir, depuis le 
golfe bleuatre jusqu'a la lagune toute blanche; et le lac, oil du sang avait couli, s'italait, 
plus loin, comme une grande mare pourpre . . .  On distinguait sur les murailles de 
larges trainees faites par les ruisseaux de plomb. Une tour de bois abattue, ca et la 
brdlait; et les maisons apparaissaient vaguement, comme les gradins d’un amphitheatre 
en ruines. (p. 776)
We notice how a thematic interpretation is appropriate in this passage: thus the description 
indicates the atmosphere of destruction, confusion and barbarity which dominates the 
Mercenaries' field. However, signs are ambivalent, since the vague forms make the object 
disappear, provoking the decomposition and the indistinction of the exterior world: On ne 
voyait plus, sur la plaine, qu'une sorte de fourmillement tout noir.
As in Madame Bovary, the presence of vapours associated with mist renders the 
contours of the landscape confused for the character and the reader and, consequently non­
interpretable, as in this description of the landscape when Salammbo is ready to go to get 
the Zaimph:
Au loin la clameur des rues s’affaiblissait, des ombres violettes s’allongeaient devant le 
peristyle des temples, et, de I'autre coti du golfe, les bases des montagnes, les champs 
d'oliviers et les vagues terrains jaunes, ondulant indifinement, se confondaient dans un 
vapeur bleudtres; on n'entendait aucun bruit, un accciblement indiciblepesait dans I’air. 
(p. 755)
But, as for Emma Bovary, it also possible to interpret the presence of vapours as an 
analogue of Salammbo's feelings of disintegration, of her onthological disappearance: she 
appears to be confused among the sacred rituals, among the objects of cult and her identity 
is undermined. Undecidability marks once again this description.
In a few words, many descriptions of space in Salammbo vacillate between the
This function, by promoting the palpability of signs, deepens the fundamental dichotomy of signs and 
objects."
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possibility of a thematic recuperation and the fragmentary, exotic or vague contours which
determine a confusion of forms and, as a result, opacity. Flaubert himself had noticed the
inconsistence of the Oriental world:
On se derange pour voir des ruines et des arbres; mais entre la ruine et Varbre, c'est tout 
autre chose que Von rencontre, et de tout cela, paysages et canailleries, risulte en vous 
. . .  une sirin iti reveuse qui promine son regard sans Vattacher sur rien . . .  Pleine de 
couchers de soleil, de bruits de flats et defeuillages, et de venteurs, de bois et de 
troupeaux, avec des souvenirs de figures humaines dans toutes les postures et les 
grimaces du monde, I’ame, recueillie sur elle-meme, sourit, silencieusement en sa 
digestion, comme une bayadire engourdie d’opium. (Corr. II, p. 290)
Few descriptions of space in Salammbo develop a theme. For example, in the
description of the plain when the Mercenaries are on their way to Sicca, details seem to
produce a totality of meaning insomuch as they are not static, vague or fragmentary:
La plaine se diveloppait autour d’eux, toute bordee de montagnes. Qa et Id. un palmier 
se penchait sur une colline de sable, des sapins et des chenes tachetaient lesflancs des 
des pricipices. Quelquefois la pluie d'un orage, telle qu’une longue icharpe, pendait 
du del, tandis que la campagne restait partout couverte d'azur et de sirinite; puis un 
vent tiide chassait des tourbillons de poussiire; . . . .  Les montagnes, d leur sommet, 
avaient la forme d’un croissant; d'autres ressemblaient d des poitrines de femmes 
tendant leurs seins gonflis, et les Barbares sentaient peser par-dessus leurs fatigues un 
accablement qui itait plein de dilices. (p. 703)
The description does have a mimetic function and give the reader some information on the
landscape surrounding Sicca; in addition, it could be viewed as a symbolic space, as a
mental projection of the Barbarians' emotions and of the sense of the sacred associated with
sexuality:
Un ruisseau descendait en cascades des hauteurs de Sicca oil se dressait, avec sa toiture 
d'or sur des colonnes d'airain, le temple de la Venus Carthaginoise, dominatrice de la 
contrie. Elle semblait I’emplir de son dme. Par ses convulsions des terrains, ses 
alternatives de la temperature et ses jeux de la lumiire, elle manifesta.it I’extravagance de 
sa force avec la beauti de son iternel sourire. (p. 703)
"If the forms of the hills are compared to the swollen breasts of women, it could be because
this vision corresponds to the sexual languor and sexual obsession of the B a r b a r i a n s .  "40
Thus, their desire for the city becomes a figure of masculine desire: les montagnes
^OBrombert, P- 94.
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ressemblaient d des poitrines de femme tendant leurs seins gonfles, et les Barbares sentaient
peser par-dessus leurs fatigues un accablement qui itait plein de delices. In addition, the
plain suggests an open, free space in opposition to the circumscribed space of Carthage: we
have a rare explicit interpretation on the part of the narrator: elle manifestait I'extravagance
de sa force avec la beauti de son eternel sourire. Another description of space which is
viewed as a mental projection of the character's emotions is the image of the city, when
Matho reenters Carthage, after the theft of the Zaimph: here the details reflect Matho's
obsession for Salammbo:^!
II s'elanca sur les marches. En se retrouvant awe places oil il I'avait dejd vue, 
I'intervalle des jours icoulis s'effaca dans sa mimoire. Toute d I'heure elle chantait 
entre les tables; elle avait disparu, et depuis lors il montait continuellement cet escalier. 
Le del, sur sa tete, itait couvert de feux; la mer emplissait I'horizon; d chacun de ses 
pas une immensiti plus large Tentourait, et il continuait d gravir avec I'itrange facilite 
qu'on iprouve dans les reves. (p. 719)
We have noticed how, apart from these few descriptions, most of the spaces in the novel,
even if they contain signs which render a thematic or realist interpretation possible, tend at
the same time to call this integration into question, due to the immobile, exotic or
heterogeneous details.
THE MYSTERIOUS AND THE ORNAMENTAL:
LES OBJETS A PROFUSION
L'exotisme n’estpas une adaptation; n'estpas la comprehensionparfaite d'un hors de 
soi-meme qu'on itreindrait en soi, mais la perception aigue et immediate d'une 
incomprihensibiliti iternelle. (Segalen, Essais sur l’exotisme) 42
More than in Madame Bovary, we find in Salammbo such a profusion of exotic objects
(arms, war-machines, precious stones, cult objects, personal items etc) which seem to
overwhelm the overall of the narrative plot. As Pierre Danger points out:
41 According to Bottineau, in this passage "au milieu d'une existence romanesque sem£e 
d'embuches, nous trouvons brutalement, presque incongrues, une aisance du geste, une 16gfcret6 de la 
demarche et une ductilitd qui sont le propre d'un espace amoureux onirique.” See Bottineau, p. 98.
42yictor Sdgalen, Essais sur l'exotisme (Paris: Le livre de poche-Fata Morgana, 1978), p. 12.
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Dans Salammbo il y a une telle profusion d'objets qu'elle icrase Vensemble du ricit.
La moindre seine est pritexte d decrire une multitude d'armes, de bijoux, de costumes 
et d'instruments itranges, aux formes barbares...  .On peut se demander si cette 
recherche systimatique du pittoresque et de I'itrange ne nuitpas d la viriti de I'objet. 
Ne serait-ce qu'une recherche purementformelle oil I'objet n'estpas vicu, ni charge de 
tout un passe? 43
However, these objects can also have a thematic value and connotate a particular 
motive or a character. Thus, the long description of Hamilcar's treasure contains 
undecidable features:
II entra dans un appartement bdti en forme de cone. Des icailles d'airain couvraient les 
murs; au milieu, sur un piidestal de granit s’ilex ait la statue d'un Kabyre avec le nom 
d'Alites, inventeur des mines dans la Celtibirie. Contre sa base, par terre, itaient 
disposis en croix de larges boucliers d'or et des vases d'argent monstrueux, d goulot 
fermi, d'une forme extravagante et qui ne pouvaient pas servir; . . .  Desfeux verts, 
jaunes, bleus, violets, couleur de vin, couleur de sang, tout d coup illuminirent la salle. 
Elle itaitpleine de pierreries qui se trouvaient dans des calibasses d'or accrochies 
comme des lampadaires aux lames d'airain, ou dans leurs blocs natifs rangis au bas du 
mur. C'itaient des callais arrachies des montagnes d coups defronde, des escarboucles 
formies par I'urine des lynx, des glossopitres tombis de la lune, des tyanos, des 
diamants, des sandastrum, des biryls, avec les trois especes d'imiraudes. . . .  II y 
avait des topazes du mont Zabarca pour privenir les terreurs, des opales de la Bactriane 
qui empichent les avortements, et des cornes d.'Ammon que Von place sous les lits afm 
d'avoir des songes. (p. 737)
In this passage, Hamilcar, having just returned to Carthage, meticulously inspects the
treasure in his palace, which has been sacked by the Mercenaries. It is disputed whether
this episode can be considered functional and realistically persuasive. The description of
the treasure suggests Hamilcar's growing anger about the vandalism of the rebels and thus
could motivate his decision to assume the command of the Carthaginian forces against
them. In addition, it might serve to characterize the Carthaginian merchant who deliberately
uses his wealth for political purposes. Like most Carthaginians, but unlike Salammbo, he
is a materialist and he takes enormous pleasure in his vast possessions. But, just as the
war broke out because Carthage could not bear to hand over some of its wealth to the
Barbarians who had legitimately earned it, so Hamilcar's anger mounts as he discovers that
someone has removed a small proportion of his riches. Finally, the enumeration of objects
^^Danger, p. 128,129
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reflects the decadent materialism of a nation that is literally stifled by its earthly goods. 
Defending Salammbo in a letter to Sainte-Beuve, Flaubert insisted that there was not a 
single gratuituous portrayal; they all served to emphasize the character and to prepare the 
action to co rn ed  Louis Bertrand insists on the psychological, in addition to the historical 
and archeological, value of the description and he observes that it is because the sujfite, at 
every step he makes, through his vaults and treasures, becomes aware of his own force and 
power and of the damage inflicted by the Barbarians that he rushes his resolution.45 
However, an indecidability characterizes the long description of strange riches, 
since the reader wonders where the author wants to lead him (her) through this exotic 
accumulation of magnificences. Is this enumeration necessary to the developemnt of the 
story, or is it closed upon itself in a self-contained system that disorients the reader? Do 
these objects really have anything to do with the inner life of the character in question?
Even if the psychological motivation of the description can be accepted, we are at the same 
time dealing with a maniacal stylistic intention that reduces the human and the subjective 
elements to a variegated enumeration of decontextualized and detailed objects which seem 
not to be related to the course of the narrative events, but which appear instead to have only 
a poetic, aesthetic function. C'&taient des callais arrachies des montagnes d coups de 
fronde, des escarboucles formies par I'urine des lynx, des glossopetres tombies de la lune 
In addition, these things, like Binet's lathe in Madame Bovary, but in a more mysterious 
way, do not serve any particular purpose:
Contre sa base, par terre, itaient disposes en croix de larges boucliers d'or et des vases
d!argent monstreux, d goulotfermt, d'une forme extravagante et qui ne pouvaient pas
44"J'arrive aux richesses d'Hamilcar. Cette description, quoi que vous disiez, est au second plan. 
Hamilcar la domine, et je la crois trds motivde. La coldre du Sufftte va en augmentant & mesure qu'il
apercoit les ddpredations commises dans sa maison Qu'il ne gagne pas & cette visite, cela m'est bien
dgal, n'dtant point chargd de faire son pandgirique; mais je ne pense pas 1'avoir tailld en charge aux ddpens
du reste du charactfere. L’homme qui tue plus loin les Mercenaires de la facon que j'ai montrde   est bien
le meme qui fait falsifier ses marchandises et fouetter il outrance ses esclaves." (Corr. V, p. 63)
4%ee Bertrand, p. 152: "Ainsi la place de la description est presque toujours proportionnee k son 
importance et it sa signification par rapport au reste du rdcit."
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servir.^6
The things seen by Hamilcar become nameless objects which are unreal, exotic, 
mysterious, non-functional to the development of the narrative and separate from human 
life:^
D'un seul bloc, toute unepartie de la muraille touma. Elle dissimulait m e  sorte de 
caveau, oil etaient enfermies des choses myst&rieuses, qui n'avaient pas de nom et 
d'une incalculable valeur. (p. 738)
In addition, we have here an excess of detail that exceeds the procedures of 
narrative verisimilitude and representation: the profusion of the objects annuls their 
materiality and their usefulness. For Lukacs, the loss of narrative interrelationship between 
objects and their function in concrete human experiences might mean a loss of artistic 
significance.^ This process leads to a genre description deprived of all human 
significance.^ The deliberate decontextualization of an object creates an initial impression 
of immediacy, but this impression seems to be contrived, superficial and deceptive.
Though these objects could be familiar to Hamilcar and therefore readable, they might 
instead appear to be to the narrator and the reader as abstract in their very materiality: thus 
the reader is overwhelmed by gems that are put to unexspected uses: the curing from 
poisons, the allaying of fears, the prevention of abortions, and even the eliciting of dreams.
46\Ve can compare this description to the image of Binet's lathe in Madame Bovary: "II dtait seul, 
dans sa mansarde, en train d'imiter, avec du bois, une de ces ivoireries indescriptibles, composdes de 
croissants, de spheres creusdes les unes dans les autres, le tout droit comme un obdlisque et ne servant a 
rien." (p. 325)
47According to Danger, "Chargds de significations psychologiques, porteurs de souvenirs, les 
objets semblent s'offrir au regard et au dialogue mais finissent toujours par dchapper au sens qu'on leur 
prete, pour mener leur vie propre. Ils se referment sur eux-memes pour devenir indductibles h toute 
signification et par lh meme fascinants." See Danger, p. 118.
48Georg Luk&cs, "Narrate or Describe?" In Writer and Critic and other Essays (New York: Grosset 
and Dunlap, 1970), p.133.
49\yilliam Wolfang Holdeheim underlines the difference between Homer's epic and Flaubert’s 
novel, pointing out that Homer's descriptions are narratively meaningful because objects have not yet 
become external and indifferent in Homer's world. Flaubert, on the contrary, gives us pieces of pure 
descriptiveness, where we can see the abstracteness of the aesthetic ultra-object. See William Wolfang 
Holdheim, "Description and Clichd," In The Hermeneutic Mode: Essays on Time and Literary Theory 
(Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell University Press, 1984), p. 135. See also Josd Ortega Y Gasset, "The 
Dehumanization of Art" in The Dehumanization of Art and Other Writings in Art and Culture (Garden City, 
N. Y.: Doubleday, 1956).
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They all seem to be difficult to interpret beyond the artificial game of textual structures:
II y avait des topazes du mont Zabarca pour privenir les terreurs, des opales de la 
Bactriane qui empichent les avortements, et des comes d'Ammon que Von place sous 
les lits afin d'avoir des songes.
The same enumeration of decontextualized and heterogeneous items was found,
according to our analysis, also in Madame Bovary, with the difference that there, the
details, even if incongruous, were still able to give an illusion of familiarity, while in
Salammbo they are situated in an exotic dimension which is foreign to the common reader
and further blocks the attempt at interpretation.50
Sainte-Beuve states that the passage in question is not intended to show Hamilcar’s
character, but only his riches. It is worth quoting Sainte-Beuve's objection to the entire
description, since it constitutes one of his basic criticisms of the whole book:
C'est au sortir de Id qu'Amilcar se met d visiter sa maison qu'il a depuis si longtemps 
quittie, et ses magasins, ses entrepots, ses cachettes secretes, les caveaux oil gisent 
accumulees des richesses de toute sorte qui nous sont inumiries avec la minutie et 
Vexactitude d'un inventaire: exactitude est trop peu d dire, car nous avons dfaire id  d 
un commissaire-priseur qui s'amuse, et qui, dans le caveau des pierreries, se plaira, par 
exemple, d nous dinombrer toutes les merveilles miniralogiques imaginables, et 
jusqu'd des escarbouclesformi.es par I'urine des lynx. C’est passer la mesure et laisser 
voir le bout de I'oreille du dilettante mystificateur. Dans toute cette visite d des 
magasins souterrains, le but de I'auteur n'estpas de montrer le caractire d'Amilcar, il 
n'a voulu montrer que les magasins.
As Sainte-Beuve well shows, details in the description are piled up to the excess and we
know that there is some mythical threshold in accumulations, which, once passed over,
leads to the uninterpretable, the opaque. What Sainte-Beuve reproaches in Flaubert is the
transgression of verisimilitude with the very means by which verisimilitude is established.
(C'est passer la mesure et laisser voir le bout de I'oreille du dilettante mystificateur.) The
debate about the long enumeration of Hamilcar’s treasure remains open and critics vacillate
50see f°r ex- the description of M. Guillaumin's house, seen by Emma in Madame Bovary. "Une 
large po&le de porcelaine bourdonnait sous un cactus qui emplissait la niche, et, dans les cadres de bois noir, 
contre la tenture de papier de chdne, il yavait la Esmeralda de Steuben, avec la Putiphar de Chopin. La table 
servie, rdchauds d’argent, le bouton des portes en cristal, le parquet et les meubles, tout reluisait d'une 
propretd mdticuleuse, anglaise; les carreaux dtaient ddcords, h chaque angle, par des verres de couleur." (p. 
322)
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between the thematic and psychological interpretation of the details and the illegibility of 
forms, even if Flaubert had stated that he had kept the actual description in the background, 
and the main point was the progressive anger of Hamilcar as he discovers the damage.
Another example of objects which seem to be abstracted from a plausible dimension
and not related to the the story is the description of Hannon's personal items, when he tries
to calm the Mercenaries, paying them some solde:
On courut aux avant-postes, et les bagages du Suffite arrivirent au milieu des tentes, 
poussSs par les Barbares. Sans attendre les esclaves, bien vite ils dSnouirent les 
corbeilles; ils y trouvirent des robes d'hyacinthe, des Sponges, des grattoirs, des 
brosses, des parfums et des poingons en antimoine, pour se peindre les yeux; . . .  
Ensuite on dScouvrit sur un chameau une grande erne de bronze: c'Stait au SuffSte pour 
se donner des bains pendant la route; . . .  Mais, comme sa maladie lui donnait un 
grand appStit, il y  avait, de plus, force comestibles et force vins, de la saumure, des 
viandes et des poissons au miel, avec des petits pots de Commagine, graisse d'oie 
fondue recouverte de neige et de paille hachSe. (p. 707)
For Ferrere, this enumeration of strange things, besides revealing Hannon's disgusting
figure, is necessary in order to show us the Barbarians' growing rage at the sight of
Hannon's riches.51 This interpretation is acceptable if the details are considered from the
view point of the Barbarians who are probably familiar with those objects and they see
them as characterizing Hannon. But, from the reader's view point, is it necessary to
enumerate in a French novel an all bestiarium of bizarre, lifeless details and words,
perhaps copied from a dictionary of antiquities? (une cuve de bronze, de la saumure, de
petits pots de Commagine ) In our judgement, these personal objects appear to be a
gratuitous accumulation which becomes excess, abariolage of picturesque, mysterious and
exotic items difficult to interpret, and we must emphasize that exoticism is by definition
incomprehensible. It seems as though the description of objects overwhelms the portrayal
SlSee Ferrfere, p. 193: "II fallait nous montrer l'indignation grandissante des Barbares & la vue des 
richesses du Suffdte. En ddcouvrant toutes ces choses de luxe les Barbares sentent grandir leur mdpris pour 
un tel chef et pour un tel peuple." In general, Ferrfere insists on the absolute necessity of Flaubert's 
descriptions, in order to understand the course o f the events: "II n'y pas dans Flaubert, d'un cot6 certains 
tableaux qui seraient des tableaux de fond, absolument ndcessaires pour 1’intelligence des faits, la suite des 
id6es et la connaissance des caract&res; de l'autre, certains tableaux qui ne seraient que tableaux de forme, des 
decriptions soigndes par elles-memes et bien propre & faire valoir le prdstigeux style de l’auteur." (p. 178)
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of men themselves: thus, though all these details are correctly and brilliantly described in 
Salammbo, they do not to add up to a whole. The political side, the character of the 
persons, the genius of the people, the aspects whereby the particular history of this 
civilizing people is of concern to history in general and of interest to the great current of 
civilization, are sacrificed here or subordinated to the exorbitant, descriptive side, to a 
dilettantism which, unable to apply to anything but rare ruins, is compelled to exaggerate 
them.52
In the same way, the description of the cult objects, during Salammbo’s invocation
to Tanit in the third chapter, though it characterizes Salammbo’s mystic desires, it contains
exotic traits which are incomprehensible to the observer. It is important to specify that, if
these objects are familiar to the protagonist (Salammbo), they could appear instead to the
narrator and the reader as devoid of a specific signified, foregrounding themselves more as
ornamental figures, outside the plot and the life of the characters:
Salammbo monta sur la terrasse de son palais, soutenue par une esclave qui portait dans 
un plat de fer des charbons enflammis. II y avait au milieu de la terrasse un petit lit 
d'ivoire, couvert de peau de lynx avec des coussins en plume de perroquet, animal 
fatidique consacre aux Dieux, et dans les quatre coins s'ilevaient quatre longues 
cassolettes remplies de nard, d'encens, de cinnamone et de myrre. (p. 707)
On the contrary, the objects seen by Matho when he enters Salammbo's room
carrying the Zaimph, appear to be mysterious and foreign not only to the reader, but also to
the protagonist Matho who does not serve as our interpreter of the exotic:
Des aisles de pMnicop t(!res, emmanchies d des branches de corail noir, trainaient parmi 
les coussins de pourpre et les etrilles d'ecaille, les cojfrets de cidre, les spatules 
d'ivoire. A des comes d'antilope itaient enfilies des bagues, des bracelets; et des vases 
d'argile rairaichissaient au vent, dans la fente du mur, sur un treillage de roseaux. . . .  
Aufond, des balustres d'argent entouraient un tapis semi de fleurs peintes. (p. 719)
It seems as though the signifiers do not have any other function than fill the text with rare
^Lukilcs, The Historical Novel (London: Merlin Press, 1962), p. 186. The process of 
decontextualisation of objects will find its paroxism in Bouvard et Ptcuchet, where we have a derisory 
museum which can only display objects metonymically removed from that which they are originally 
supposed to represent or signify. In Flaubert's last novel the overwhelming matter will become a grotesque 
caricature of things.
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words which do not really inform the reader on the progression of the love-drama episode,
but they seem to emerge for their sonority and their obscure character: des aisles de
phenicoptdres, des branches de corail noir, des Grilles d'dcaille. All of these objects are
probably associated with Salammbo's religious fanaticism, however they are enveloped in
an atmosphere of strangeness which is linked to the mystery of the sacred order and which
problematizes interpretation. Flaubert himself emphasizes the sliding of sense in the
proliferation of the ornamental, but he sees it as a positive feature:
Si cette sdrie de couillonades a un sens, c'est bien; si ga n'en a pas, c'est mieux, car ce 
qui n'a pas de sens a un sens supirieur d ce qui en a. (Corr. I, p.247)
In the same way, the enumeration of the objects displayed in order to celebrate
Salammbo's wedding, in addition to on focalizing the Carthaginians' euphoria, are at the
same time caught in a useless and variegated proliferation of details which show a degree of
autonomy from the narrative plot:
De grands buires d’dectrum, des amphores de verre bleu, des cuilldres d'dcaille et de 
petits pains ronds se pressaient dans la double sdrie des assiettes d bordures de perles; 
des grappes de raisins avec leurs feuilles itaient enrouldes comme des thyrses d des 
ceps d'ivoire; des blocs de neige se fondaientsur des plateaux d'dbdne, et des limons, 
des grenades, des courges et des pastdques faisaient des monticules sous les hautes 
argenteries. (p. 795)
But the exotic and incomprehensible object par exellence is the Zaimph, the
Goddess' veil which cannot be seen or touched:
Mais au deld on aurait dit un nuage oil dtincelaient des dtoiles; des figures apparaissaient 
dans les profondeurs de ses plis: Eschmoun avec les Kabires, quelques-uns des 
monstres dejd vus, les betes sacrdes des Babyloniens, puis d'autres qu'ils ne 
connaissaient pas. Cela passait comme un manteau sous le visage de I'idole, et, 
remontant dtald sur le mur, s'accrochaitpar les angles, tout d la fois bleu&tre comme la 
nuit, jaune comme I'aurore, pourpre comme le soleil, nombreux, diaphane, dtincelant, 
Idger. C'etait Id le manteau de la Deesse, le zaimph saint que Von ne pouvait pas voir. 
(p. 718)
For Jacques Neefs, it is possible to interpret the zaimph as a game of power between the 
Carthaginians and the Barbarians, as a symbol of Carthage’s destiny but, simultaneously,
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as the erotic emblem which determines the encounter between Salammbo and Matho.53
Thus, the Zaimph may unite the two characters, and be the image of their passion which
dooms them to death. In addition, the veil is identified with Salammbo/Tanit and represent
her virginity: jaune comme I'aurore, pourpre comme le soleil, diaphane, dtincelant, Idger.
The sacred object could also be viewed as a fetish, that is, as a substitute for Salammbo's
body and therefore as a projection of Matho's desire for her. In addition the veil is
documented as an historical object by Aristote:
On rapporte qu'on fabriqua pour le Sybarite Alcesthdne une dtoffe d’une telle 
magnificence que lorsqu'il exposa dans la pandgerie-fdte solennelle de Junon 
Lacinienne, oil se rendait toute I'ltalie-elle excita I'admiration gdndrale etfit dddaigner 
tous les autres objets. On dit que les Carthaginois achetdrent ce pdplo de Denys 
VAncien, alors rdgnantpour la somme de cent vingt talents . . .  II dtait dfond de 
pourpre, formait un carrd de quinze couddes de cotd, et il dtait ornd de haut en bas de 
figures ouvrdes dans le tissu. Le haut reprdsentait les animaux sacrds des Lusiens, le 
bas ceux des Per ses ̂
However, the zaimph could it not be viewed as a description of the 
unrepresentable? In fact, different from the items in Madame Bovary, which are still 
referable to a familiar dimension, this object does not have an analogue and it is described 
through metaphors which reveal and conceal at the same time: tout d lafois bleueatre 
comme la nuit, jaune comme I'aurore, pourpre comme le soleil, nombreux. In addition, we 
notice how the association of different colours do not give to the characters and to the 
reader a total vision, but a fragmentary image. Besides, Flaubert tends to describe 
something which cannot be represented, which cannot be seen. (C'dtait Id le manteau de la 
Ddesse, le zaimph saint que I'on ne pouvait voir.) The Zaimph is presented 
simultaneously through several entities and it passes from one entity to the other in the 
same sentence: it is in fact a cloud at first, very strange because it makes appear divine and 
monstrous figures; then, it is transformed through a comparison into a manteau, which is
S^See Jacques Neefs, "Le parcours du Zaimph" in C. Gothot- Mersch eds., La production du sens 
chez Flaubert," p. 229.
^Aristote, AtMnie, XII, quoted by A. Hamilton, Sources of the Religious Element in Flaubert's 
Salammbo (New York, 1917), p.26-27.
spread out on the wall, but which simultaneously covers the Goddess: Cela passait comme
un manteau sous le visage de I'idole, et remontant Stale sur le mur, s'accrochaitpar les
angles. Finally, the entire image seems to be neutralised by the sign-expression Zaimph,
which could signify different things at the same time. Veronica Forrest-Thompson locates
the very fact of strangeness or enigma in the ambiguous meaning of the Zaimph.55
The veil remains an enigmatic power for both characters and readers; it represents
the impossibility of knowing and therefore it might constitute a block of the interpretive
attempt The Zaimph, with its vague undulations, envelops Salammbo in its mystery, a
mystery that hides in the plis of the fabric- like the essential mystery of the novel which
overwhelms the reader. Described in the visual terms of its texture, the Zaimph is not, but
simply separates, conceals and inspires: it is the undescribable. Thus, the undulating
motion of the veil is stressed suggesting always the play of light and dark, presence and
absence. This object is a signifier that recalls Lacan's discussion on the phallus, which
works only when it is concealed:
Le phallus est le signifiant privilSgiS de cette marque oil la part du logos se conjoint d 
I'avinement du dSsir. On peut dire que ce signifiant est ckoisi comme le plus 
symbolique au sens littSral (typographique) de ce terme, pidsqu'il Squivaut d la copule 
(logique) . . .  Tous ces propos ne font encore que voiler lefait qu'il ne peut pas jouer 
le role que voilS, c'est-d-dire comme signe lui-meme de la latence dont il estfrappS tout 
signifiable, dSs lors qu'il est elevS d la fonction de signifiant. Le phallus est le 
signifiant de cette Aufhebung elle-meme qu’il inaugure (initie) par sa disparition. C'est 
pourquoi le dSmon de L'Aidos (Scham) sur git dans le moment mime oil dans le 
mystire antique, le phallus est divoili.56
There is finally no direct sign to be read in the Zaimph: only a convergence of
ambivalent energies that may be interpreted metaphorically through a vulnerable
consciousness. Like Matho and Spendius, the reader cannot see the veil, but can only
sense its rhytmic motion and divine its texture and the profondeur de ses plis by
S^See Veronica Forrest-Thompson, "The Ritual of Reading Salammbo," Modern Language 
Review 67 (Oct. 1972): 792: "We do not know what it means to have touched the veil of the Goddess. The 
Zaimph remains a symbol for a possible narrative integration which the text denies us. To this extent the 
reader shares the characters' awe in the face of the sacred power."
56jacques Lacan, "La signification du phallus," in Ecrits (Paris: seuil, 1966), p. 692.
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methaphorical analogy to other surfaces (c o m m e ). The Zaimph is also a taboo and it is
noticable that this taboo is never really transgressed. In the two scenes where it figures
most strikingly, the characters (Matho and Salammbo) think that they are seeing it, but
what they really see is a reflection of their own i l l u s i o n . 5 7
Concerning the undescribable, we find an equivalent in Madame Bovary in the
descriptions of the wedding-cake or Binet's lathe, with the difference that there the objects,
though odd and incongrous, still maintain a recognizable dimension (they could exist),
while here the veil is envelopped in such an atmosphere of mystery that it becomes difficult
for the reader to refer it to a plausible and stable signified. Thus, "like the characters, we
are only partially able to control the discourse with which we are confronted. We are
presented here with an allegory of the limitations of the power of l a n g u a g e . " 5 8  However,
the veil could have a value in its aesthetic intention.
The description of Matho's objects spread out in his tent, when Salammbo goes to
see him to get the Zaimph, also invite and conceal interpretation at the same time:
C'etait une tente profonde, avec un mat dresse au milieu. Un grand lampadaire en 
forme de lotus I'iclairait, tout plein d’une huile jaune, oil flottaient des poignees 
d'itoupes, et on distinguait dans I’ombre des choses militaires qui reluisaient. Un 
glaive nu s ’appuyait contre contre un escabeau, pris d'un bouclier; des fouets en cuir 
d'hippopotame, des cymbales, des grelots, des colliers s’italaientpele-mele sur des 
corbeilles en sparterie. (p. 7 5 8 )
Various interpretations are possible here: on the one hand, the objects are indicative of
Matho's character, of his life of valiant soldier: on distinguait dans Vombre des choses
militaires qui reluisaient. They are also representational and create an effet de riel or they
could reflect Salammbo's fascination for Matho. We notice how Flaubert is very exact and
plastic in describing the individual objects of an historical milieu. However, the
57ft is because of the realization of the impossibility of representation that Art constitutes for 
Flaubert a form of veneration and execration at the same time. As Claude Reichler observes: "C'est 
pourquoi l’Art et la Literature composent, pour Flaubert, en meme temps des objets de vdndration et 
d’exfecration: vdndrds parce- qu’ils font toucher du doigt le ndant gdndral et en consolent; aimds, 
paradoxalement, parce-qu'ils sont le vdhicule d’une deception." See Claude Reichler, "Pars Pro Toto: 
Flaubert et le fdtishisme," Studi Francesi 29 (Jan-Apr., 1985): 80.
^Forrest-Thomson, p. 797.
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enumeration is composed of disparate, indistinct and unusual elements which, instead of
representing, for Salammbo or the narrator, an homogeneous image important for the
comprehension of the story (Salammbo's seduction), seem to assume a degree of
autonomy, dissociating themselves from an illusion of referentiality or a narrative
verisimilitude:^ desfouets en cuir d'hippopotame, des cymbales, des grelots, des colliers
s'etalaientpele-mele sur des corbeilles en sparterie. All critical analysis reveals therefore a
sense a deconstruction of the message, inasmuch as it is cumulative, heterogeneous, and
composed of extravagant elements. Thus, the enumeration of the various Gods and the
sacred objects during the sacrifice to Moloch is an example of religious bigarrure which
belongs to the language of ritual and it is foreign to the medium reader:
Ensuite venaient toutes les formes infdrieures de la divinitd: Baal-Samin, dieu des 
espaces cdlestes; Baal-Peor, dieu des monts sacrds; Baal-Zeboub, dieu de la corruption 
et ceux des pays voisins et des races congdnires: Vlarbal de la Lybie, VAdrammelech 
de la Caldde, le Kijun des Syriens; Derceto, d figure de vierge, rampait sur ses 
nageoires, et le cadavre de Tammouz dtait traind au milieu d’un catafalque, entre des 
flambeaux et des chevelures. Pour asservir les rois du firmament au Soleil et empecher 
que leurs influences particulidres ne genassent la sienne, on brandissait au bout de 
longues perches des dtoiles en mdtal diversement colorides; et tous s'y trouvaient, 
depuis le noirNebo, gdnie de Mercure, jusqu'au hideux Rahab, qui est la constellation 
du Crocodile. Les Abbadirs, pierres tombdes de la lune, tournaient dans des frondes en 
fils d'argent; de petits pains, reproduisant le sexe d'une femme, dtaient portds sur des 
corbeilles par les prdtres de Cdris; d'autres amenaient leurs fdtiches, leurs amulettes.
(p. 779)
Though the description, on the one hand, is representative of Carthage's religious rituals 
which are characterized by a fusion between mysticism and sexuality (de petits pains, 
reproduisant le sexe d'une femme), on the other hand, the long enumeration of divinities 
and objects of cult, different from Flaubert's bourgois novels, cannot be referred by the 
reader to recognizable and familiar categories: les Abbadirs, pierres tombdes de la lune, 
tournaient dans dans des frondes dfils d'argent. In fact, "the sacred is a formal concept
S^Even if the objects are presented in a more familiar dimension, this description in Madame 
Bovary recalls the one in question in Salammbo: "Au milieu de l'appartement, p&le-mSle, il y avait des 
tiioirs de commode, des bouteilles, des tringles, des batons dords avec des matelas sur des chaises et des 
cuvettes sur le parquet, -les deux hommes qui avaient apportd les meubles ayant tout laiss£ 1&, 
ndgligement." (p. 119)
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which permits an ordering of experience and confers value on it but which lacks a precise 
content which would make it a determinant of practical affairs. Salammbo dies because she 
has feed to fill up the empty foim of the s a c r e d .  "60 in addition, the description results in 
an excessive accumulation which passes the limits of verisimilitude and leads to the 
uninterpretable.
We notice, indeed, how in these kinds of description there is no connection
between the outside world and the psychology of the main characters and how the outer
world becomes a world of costumes and decorations, no more than a pictorial frame. It
seems as though the writer does not wish his objects to be universally understood as the
material mediators of human actions; they appear before the reader, rather, on the one hand,
strange and unfamiliar and on the other hand, in the jargon of the initiated, which
sometimes even the experts cannot be be expected to understand: on brandissait, au bout de
longues perches des itoiles en mital diversement colonies; les Abbadirs, pierres tombies
de la lune, tournaient dans des frondes en fils d’argent. We must say that, in general,
exoticism in this novel is both in time (the very remote history of the Carthaginian wars)
and in space (the story takes place in an exotic country), and this further problematizes
interpretation. As Segalen points out:
Definition du prefixe Exo dans sa plus grande generalisation possible. Tout ce qui est 
"en dehors" de Tensemble de nos faits de conscience actuels, quotidiens, tout ce qui 
n'estpas notre 'Tonaliti mentale" coutumiire. Done, Exotisme dans le Temps/Espace. 
Dans le Temps: Passi: exotisme des chroniques surtout.
Prisent: n'existe pas.
Futur: Exotisme imaginaire: Wells par exemple.
Exotisme de VEspace: inadaptation au milieu.61
The description of the arms, during Carhage's siege, constitutes another example of
exotic enumeration of decontextualized details:
Sous la variite infinie de leurs appelations (qui changirentplusieurs fois dans le cours 
des siicles), elles pouvaient se riduire d deux systimes: les unes agissant comme des
60Culler, p. 223.
61s6galen, Essais sur l’exotisme p.13.
frondes et les autres comme des arcs. Les premieres, les catapultes, se composaient 
d'un chassis carre, avec deux montants verticawc et m e barre horizontale. A sa partie 
antirieure un cylindre, muni de cdbles, retenait un gros timon portant une cuilldre, pour 
recevoir les projectiles. . . .  Les secondes offraient un m&canisme plus complique: sur 
m e petite colonne, une traverse itait fixie par son milieu oti. aboutissait d angle droit 
m e espice de canal: aux extremitis de la traverse s'ilevaient deux chapiteaux qui 
contenaient un entortillage de crins; deux poutrelles s'y trouvaient prises pour maintenir 
les bouts d’une corde qui Von amenait jusqu'au bos du canal, sur m e tablette de 
bronze, (p. 769)
The enumeration can be realistic and give the reader information on the Barbarians' usage
of arms; it also connotates their force and brutality. In addition, as Michel Butor points
out, these ancient machines are also representations of the modem machines:
En contraste avec les machines symboliques merveilleuses, nous avons les machines 
terrifiantes, destructrices, liees d la machinerie de la societi carthaginoise dans laquelle 
la bourgoisie transforme le reste de la population en piices interchangeables. 62
The long description is caught in a tension between transparency and opacity: the narrator
gives us at first an interpretative schema about the arms: elles pouvaient se reduire d deux
systdmes: les unes agissant comme des frondes et les autres comme des arcs. But then he
talks about an infinite variety of machines which are presented in a cumulative, strange and
confusing way; reality is dissolved into a mere contiguity of excessive details which do not
tell us anything about the characters or the plot: aux extremites de la traverse s'elevaient
deux chapiteaux qui contenaient un entortillage de crins; deux poutrelles s'y touvaient
prises pour maintenirs les bouts d'me corde. 63 We must distinguish two classes in the
description of the arms in Salammbo: French words well-known to the reader, but which
designate something different from the arms: animals, for example, so that the reader could
be surprised of this inadaptability of the signifier. For example:
Enfin apparurent les ichafaudages des hautes machines: carrobalistes, onagres, 
catapultes et scorpions, oscillant sur des chariots tiris par des mulets et des quadriges 
de boeufs. (p. 725)
^M ichel Butor, Improvisations sur Flaubert (Paris: Littfrature-Editions de la Difference, 1984),
p. 130.
63According to Sherrington, instead, "the description of these machines are sometimes difficult to
understand, but they remain technical and factual The vocabulary is certainly exotic, but it is merely
giving the everyday names to objects and actions which, if strange to us, were perfectly ordinary to the 
people concerned." See Sherrington , p. 163.
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Most of the war-machines are often presented as monstrous beings, assimilated to
horrible and wilds animals, with no reference to the natural world. The other group, in the
description of arms in the novel, is formed of the rare scientific terms: les balistes, les
carrobalistes, les catapultes, les manipules, les sarisses. Flaubert was subjected to various
critiques for the overuse of unknown terms and figures which risk to remain opaque and
foreign to the reader. Froenher writes that in order to read Salammbo: ilfaudrait un
dictionnaire, ou plutot plusieurs. 64 Flaubert himself is aware of the risk of getting lost in
a labyrinth of incomprehensible symbols:
Je suis perdu dans les machines de guerre, les balistes et les scorpions et je n'y 
comprends rien, moi, ni personne. On a bavarcH Id-dessus sans rien dire de net.
(Coit. IV, p. 326)65
Another object whose function in the narrative progression is difficult to single out 
is the ram head, of enormous proportions, carried by the Barbarians during Carthage's 
siege:
Soixante-quinze soldats tiraient des cordes, disposes d la base d’une poutre 
gigantesque, horizontalement suspendue par des chaines descendant d'une potence, et 
une tete de belier,tout en airain, la terminait. On I'avait emmaillotee de peaux de boeuf; 
des bracelets enfer la cerclaient de place en place; elle 6tait troisfois grosse comme le 
corps d'un homme, longue de cent vingt coudies, et sous lafoule des bras nus la 
poussant et la ramenant, elle avancait et reculait avec une oscillation riguMre. (p. 77)
6*See the article by Froenher in Edition du Club de L'Honnete Homme de Salammbo (Paris, 
1971), p. 383. See also p. 375: "Le trop plein de recherches,; l'abondance de documents recueillis de toutes 
parts et enrichis k plaisir, nuit k 1'ensemble de 1'ouvrage. Le roman est devenu un magasin." See also 
Neefs’s interpretation of the exotic in the novel as preventing the possibility of representation: "Ecriture sur 
le Barbare, qui doit etre Venture barbare, denture qui doit faire advenir & la representation l'impossible de la 
representation." See Jacques Neefs, Salammbo, Textes critiques,” Literature 15 (Oct. 1974:62.




Besides the objects analyzed, we find a certain opacity in the descriptions of
Hamilcar's gardens. For example, the image of the garden, during Narr'Havas visit to
Salammbo, after the Barbarians' defeat, presents signs of ambiguity:
Les colombes, sur les palmiers autour d'eux, roucoulaient doucement, et d'autres 
oiseaux voletaient parmi les herbes: des galioles d collier, des cailles de Tartessus et des 
pintades puniques. Le jardin, depuis longtemps inculte, avait multiple ses verdures; 
des coloquintes montaient dans le branchage des canificiers, des ascMpias parsemaient 
les champs des roses, toutes sortes de vegetations formaient des entrelacements, des 
berceaux. (p. 788)
In general, the description of the vegetation in the novel catches the reader's attention on the 
one hand, because of its strangeness, on the other hand, because of its exuberance and 
profusion.^ In this passage the description is presented in its accumulation, heterogeneity 
and exoticism, in a multiplicity of verdures which are confused with each other and which 
could appear to be to the observer (Narr'Havas) and to the reader illegible and self- 
contained forms. But the details also characterize NarrHavas's feelings for Salammbo and 
the return of order and life after destruction and the Mercenaries' defeat: le jardin, depuis 
longtemps inculte, avait multipM ses verdures. The details also hint at the future planned 
union between Narr'Havas and Salammbo, preparing the narrative action: toutes sortes de 
vegetations formaient des entrelacements, des berceaux.
In the same way, in this other image of Hamilcar's garden, the details appear to the 
Barbarians as well as to the reader as caught in a kind of exotic bariolage of confused 
forms:
Ils (les Barbares) coupirent avec leurs poignards les cowroies de la serntre etse 
trouvirent alors sous la facade qui regardait Carthage, dans un autre jardin rempli de 
vegetations tailiees. Des lignes en flew s blanches, toutes se suivant une d une, 
decrivaient sw  la terre couleur d'azur de longues paraboles, comme des fusees
66\Ve could compare this description of vegetation with the one in Madame Bovary: "Elle 
retrouvait aux memes places les digitales et les ravanelles, les bouquets d'ortie entourant les gros cailloux, 
et les plaques de lichen le long de trois fenetres dont les volets toujours clos s'6grenaient de pourriture, sur 
leurs baires de fer rouilldes. (p.78)" We notice here the presence of recognizable categories which can be 
individualized by the reader easier than the exotic features of Salammbo's vegetation.
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d'itoiles. Les buissons, pleins de tdndbres, exalaient des odeurs chaudes, mielleuses.
II y  avait des troncs d'arbres barbouilles de cinabre, qui ressemblait'd des colonnes 
sanglantes. Au milieu, douze ptedistaux de cuivre portaient chacun une grosse boule de 
verre, et des lueurs rougedtres emplissaient confusement ces globes creux, comme 
d'enormes prunelles qui palpitaient encore, (p. 696)
However, signs are ambivalent here, since some descriptive details could be interpreted as
an indication of the Barbarians' thirst for lust associated with violence, which is one of the
main themes of the book: les buissons exalalaient des odeurs chaudes, mielleuses. I l y a
avait des troncs d'arbres barbouiltes de cinabre, qui ressemblaient d des colonnes
sanglantes.
On the contrary, the description of Hamilcar's garden during the Mercenaries's
festin at the beginning of the took appears to be a more readable exoticism:
Des figuiers entouraient les cuisines; un bois de sycomores seprolongeait jusqu'd des 
masses de verdure, oil des grenades resplendissaient parmi les touffes blanches des 
cotonniers: des vignes, chargies de grappes, montaient dans le branchage des pins: un 
champ de roses s epanouissait sous des platanes; de place en place sur des gazons se 
balancaient des lis; un sable noir, mete dde la poudre de corail, parsemait les senders, 
et, au milieu I'avenue des cyprisfaisait d'un bout d I'autre comme une double 
colonnade d'obilisques verts, (p. 694)
The description has a demarcative function and indicate by its presence the beginning of the
text, introducing Hamilcar's palace to the reader. In addition, according to Anne Green,
Flaubert has assembled here a list of elements which all figure in Christian iconography and
are associated with concepts of harmony and tranquillity: the fig-tree is associated with the
tree of knowledge in the garden of Eden; the pomegranate is a symbol of fertility and as
such it could represent hope of resurrection and immortality. Moreover, the rose is
associated with the garden of Eden where, according to Christian tradition, it grew without
thorns. But the coral is mixed with black sand and the sinister note is repeated by the final
reference in the description- the cypresses which stretch right across the garden in two
straight lines are symbols of death, and so they prefigure the imminent destruction of the
paradise garden.67
67see A. Green, p. 109.
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In general, however, we have seen how exoticism in the description of objects in
Salammbo seems to affect interpretation in the way ornamental and mysterious details
overwhelm the narrative plot, making the reader doubt whether he or she should try to
inteipret the images. We have seen how sometimes details are exotic for the narrator and
the reader, but not for the protagonist. Other times, details are exotic for the protagonist as
well. Particularly, different from the bourgeois novel, we have noted how the objects of
cult and the religious symbols are completely unknown to the European reader and they
seem to reveal an indeterminacy of sense. As J. J. Demorest points out:
Dans Salammbo les choses s'y iclabaissent d profusion sur une toile historique toute 
tendue de sang, de flammes et de nuit. Les personnages se meuvent dans une foret de 
symboles confits. Salammbo meurt d'avoir toucM au manteau de Tanit et d'avoir 
iprouve, comme Emmon, le vide atroce des choses-symboles.
HETEROGENEITY AND THE EXOTIC ENUMERATIONS OF PEOPLES
Ne nous flattons pas d'assimiler les moeurs, les races, les nations, les autres; mais au 
contraire £jouissons-nom de ne le pouvoir jamais; nous riservant ainsi la perdurabilite 
du plaisir de sentir le Divers. (Segalen, Essais sur I'exotisme) 69
More than in Madame Bovary, the descriptions of crowds and peoples in
Salammbo are compose a series of heterogeneous and exotic elements which, while they
represent the variety of the Ancient world, they simultaneously block the individualization
of a meaningful and global image. Once again, we are confronted with a primitive disorder
in contrast with Madame Bovary's order. The description of the Mercenaries' army, at the
beginning of the novel, constitutes an example of this process:
II y  avait des hommes de toutes les nations, des Ligures, des Lusitaniens, des Baliares, 
des Nigres et des fugitifs de Rome...  Le Grec se reconnaissa.it d sa taille mince, 
I'Egyptien d ses ipaules remonties, le Cantabre d ses larges mollets. Des Cariens 
balancaient orgueilleusement les plumes de leur casque, des archers de Cappadoce 
s'itaient peints avec des jus d'herbes de larges fleurs sur le corps, et quelques Lydiens 
portant des robes de femmes dinaient en pantoufles et avec des boucles d'oreille.




The description is demarcative and introduces the Mercenaries' army to the reader70  But,
at the same time, the details appear to be to the eyes of the narrator or the reader as multiple,
heterogeneous, exotic and therefore incomprehensible: Des Cariens balangaient
orgueilleusement les plumes de lew  casque, des archers de Cappadoce s'dtaient peints avec
des jus d'herbes de larges fleurs sw  le corps. The passage introduces the motif of excess,
of unassimilable difference, of cacophonie barbare: Flaubert insists on the variety of these
peoples' customs, of their beliefs, of their languages. The lack of unity in the description,
the heterogeneous detail seems to call the interpretive pattern into question.
In addition, another factor intervenes to disrupt the interpretive schema: in fact, the
enumeration of races is to be considered as a series of cliches of barbarism, as a list of
literary stereotypes which are poeticized by exotic distancing, in a typical procedure of
aesthetic defamiliarizing that, for the critical reader, renders the cliche fully visible as such.
The difference with Madame Bovary consists in the fact that there the stereotype is
generally romantic, while here we find a kind of exotic clich6. The details of the
Mercenaries' army could be viewed as repetitions of literary cliches which result in a
stylistic exercise and in a decontextualized enumeration of stereo-type-peoples7 1
Another description of peoples which might lead to opacity is the enumeration of
the Mercenaries leaving to go to Sicca which is an assemblage of multiple and various
images, of pure hererogeneity and disorder:
Puis vint la cohue des bagages, des betes de somme et des trainards. Des malades 
gimissaient sur des dromadaires; d'autres s'appuyaient, en boitant, sw  le troncon 
d'une pique. . . .  On en voyait avec des parasols d la main, avec des perroquets sur 
VSpaule. Ils sefaisaient suivre par des dogues, par des gazelles ou des panthires. Des 
femmes de race libyque, montdes sur des dnes, invectivaient les nigresses qui avaient
70rhe manuscripts reveal how carefully Flaubert researched into the differences between men of 
various races- they abound in detailed lists o f national characteristics, differences in dress, in behaviour, in 
weapons, together with notes on the origins and relationships between different races.
71 According to William Wolfang Holdheim "the clich6 strives for the total closure of the self- 
contained formula whose parts imply one another, so that contingent reality has been intercepted and 
dissolved. A clichd is not cognitive but pseudo-cognitive- a signifier aspiring, in its own right, to a self- 
contained signification." See W. W. Holdheim, "Description and Clich6," p. 143.
abandonni pour les soldats les lupanars de Malqua. . . .  Eti ly  avait une quantity de 
valets et de porteurs d'eau, haves, jaunis par les fiivres et tout sales de vermine, ecume 
de la plebe carthaginoise, qui s'attachait aux Barbares. (p. 700-701)
Though the passage indicates the Barbarians’ nature and variety and gives us some 
information on their customs, on the other hand "Flaubert, the craftsman of linguistic 
materiality, picks out these detached verbal elements from the death flow and juxtaposes 
them to form hard blocks, blocks that he wishes as devoid of figuration and as smoothly 
polished as a perfectly blank wall of the A c r o p o l i s .  "72
In the same way, the presence of the exotic and heterogeneous detail undermines 
representation in the description of the women in the Mercenaries’ camp, visited by the 
Carthaginians:
Au milieu des valets et des vendeurs ambulants circulaient des femmes de toutes les 
nations, brunes comme des dattes mures, verddtres commes des olives, jaunes commes 
des oranges, vendues par des matelots, choisies dans les bouges, voices d des 
caravanes, prises dans le sac des villes. . . .  Les epouses des Nomades balangaient sur 
leurs talons des robes en poil de dromadaire, carries et de couleur fauve; des 
musiciennes de la Cyrinaique, enveloppies de gazes violettes et les sourcils peints, 
chantaient accroupies sur des nattes; de vieilles Negresses, aux mamelles pendantes 
ramassaient, pour faire dufeu, des fientes d'animal que Von dessichait au soleil; les 
Syracusaines avaient des plaques d'or dans la chevelure, les femmes des Lusitaniens 
des colliers de coquillages, les Gauloises de peaux de loup sur leur poitrine blanche.
(p. 712)
The description, seen from the Carthaginians' perspective, focalizes once again the exotic 
and various Barbarian customs. We notice how the passion shows Flaubert's desire for 
mastering the matter through the inclusion of multiple details. The heterogeneity of detail, 
however, remains resistent to systematization and it might call the functionality of the long 
enumeration into question, being caught in an endless, dilatory repetition, abounding in 
superflous details: Les Syracusaines avaient des plaques d'or dans la chevelure, les femmes 
des Lusitaniens des colliers de coquillages, les Gauloises des peaux de loup sur leur 
poitrine blanche. In addition, the sense of bigarrure is accentuated by the exotic forms of 
the mysterious Orient, which differentiate this novel from Madame Bovary and which
72Bemheimer, Flaubert and Kafka, p. 66.
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contribute to render interpretation and relation of the description to the narrative more and 
more problematic.
Again, we consider the enumeration of the groups that join the Mercenaries' army 
as an example ofbigarrure and exotic forms which is difficult to refer to a plausible 
signified:
Ce n’itaientpas les Lybiens des environs de Carthage; . . .  mais les Nomades du 
plateau de Barca, les bandits du cap Phiscus et du promontoire de Derne, ceux de 
Phazzana et de la Marmarique. Us avaient traversi le desert en buvant aux puis 
saumatres maqonn&s avec des ossements de chameau; les Zuaices, couverts de plumes 
d ’autruche, itaient venus sur des quadriges; les Garamantes, masquis d’un voile noir, 
assis en arriire sur leurs cavales peintes; d’autres sur des dnes, sur des onagres, sur des 
zibres, sur des buffes; et quelques-uns trainaient avec leurs families et leurs idoles le 
toit de leur cabane en forme de chaloupe. II y  avait des Ammoniens aux membres rides 
par I’eau chaude des fontaines; des Atarantes, qui maudissent le soleil; des Troglodytes, 
qui enterrent en riant leurs morts sous des branches d’arbres; et les hideux Ausiens, 
qui mangent des sauterelles; les Achyrmachides, qui mangent des poux, et les 
Gysantes, peints de vermilion, qui mangent des singes, (p. 767)
This unusual description represents a high point in Flaubert's overall tendency in depicting
human beings. It is disputable whether this enumeration can be considered functional and
realistically persuasive. Ferrere, for example, sees it as well integrated to the narrative and
as revealing the wildness, the ferocity and the barbarity of the African peoples:
C’est le dinombrement de Uarmee commandie par Matho et Spendius, et les ditails qui 
servent d caractiriser chaque peuplade ne sont pas uniquement destinis d nous itonner 
pour leur bizarrerie; ils sont choisis surtout pour produire une impression sauvage et 
feroce; ce ne sont pas seulement quelque peuples africains, c’est la barbarie africaine 
tout entiire, dichainie, qui roule vers Carthage1*
But, at the same time, what we are dealing with here is rather an artificial stylistic 
game which seems to reduce the subjective to an exotic objectality culminating in a 
variegated enumeration: les Zuaices, couverts de plumes d’autruche; les Garamantes 
masquis d’un voile noir; des Atarantes qui maudissent le soleil; les Gysantes, peints de 
vermilion, qui mangent des singes. The peoples' costumes are completely foreign and 
obscure to the modem minds. ̂  The passage can be considered as an example of how
^^Ferrfere, p. 193.
^ In  his Correspondance Flaubert had stated Salammbo's distance from the modem and familiar
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description becomes pure ornament, assuming a self-contained meaning, which is
independent from a possible c o n t e n t . ^  The description in question could be viewed by the
reader and the narrator himself as debasing characters to the level of inanimate,
dehumanized objects which are cut off from a readable possibility. We might grant that the
Atarantes curse the sun and that the Troglodytes laughingly bury their dead beneath the
branches. But what about those picturesquely abject louse and monkey eaters? And the
foreign creatures called Ammonians who differ from us in that their limbs are strangely
wrinkled? As we proceed, it becomes increasingly more difficult to logically accept the
characteristics of these exotic peoples. The passage gradually moves to more doubtful
statements. Reality is reduced to a series of decontextualized elements. Besides, the
process of narrative explanation has been contracted to the point where its result could pass
as a descriptively fixed attribute of the object which blocks the possibility of referring it to a
realist or symbolic signified: il y  avait des Ammoniens aux membres rides par Veau chaude
desfontaines. Therefore, another cause of illegibility consists in the fact that this list of
peoples is a series of cliches of Barbarism which is a repetition of literary topoi of
exoticism that assume rather the value of a stylistic exercise and an artificial ornamental
digression. According to Holdheim, the enumeration of the Barbarians belongs to the
pseudoobjective realm of the cliche:
Clicheification is the way interpretation can pose as pure description. It is the realm of 
stereotyped explanations masquerading as matters of fact, the domain of collectively 
prefabricated given meanings that can be simply, passively taken over and engender a 
deceptive feeling of illumination.^
customs and the impossibility of identification for the medium reader "Le livre quej'6cris maintenant sera 
teUement loin des moeurs modemes, qu'aucune ressemblance entre mes hdros et les lecteurs n'6tant possible, 
il int&ressera fort peu.” (Corr. IV, p. 135)
?^Doris Kadish calls this the poetic function of description: "The most fundamental way in which 
a focus on the message or the palpability o f signs is promoted in a description is by the manifest presence 
in it of elements which combine in accordance with formal principles- that is, non-representational 
principles." See Doris Kadish, "Two Semiological Features of Four Functions of Description," p. 293. 
^Holdheim, "Description and Clichd," p. 138.
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It is important to note how Flaubert uses stereotypical elements in description in
such a way to undermine their plausibility. Thus, in this enumeration of the Riches
during the sacrifice to Moloch:
Par dtf&rence pour Moloch, ils s'dtaient ornis de leurs joyaux les plus splendides. Des 
diamants itincelaient sur les vetements noirs; mais les anneaux trap larges tombaient 
des mains maigries- et rien n'itait lugubre comme cette foule silencieuse 01i les 
pendants d’oreilles battaient contre des faces pdles, oil les tiares d'or serraient des 
fronts crispds par un desespoir atroce. (p. 779)
On the one hand, the descriptive details emphasize the theme luxury mixed with decadence
which is is an important motif in the novel: les anneaux trop larges tombaient des mains
amaigries; les pendants d'oreille battaient contre des faces pales; but they are
simultaneously a list of stereotypes which reveal to be incongrous and artificial, therefore
illegible.
In the same way, the insistence on the literary stereotypes of the Pagan religion as
such in the description of the priests reveals the literariness of the images:
Les pretres de Khamon, en robe de lainefauve, s’alignment devant leur temple, sous 
les colonnes du portique: ceux d'Eschmodn, en manteaux de tin avec des colliers d tete 
de coucoupha et des tiares pointues, s'dtablirent sur les marches de YAcropole; les 
pretres de Melkart, en tunique violettes, prirent pour eux le coti de I'Occident; les 
pretres des Abbadirs, serris dans des bandes d'dtoffes phrygiennes, se placdrent d 
Vorient. . .  Les pretres de Cdris, habillis de robes bleues, s'itaient arretds, 
prudemment, dans la rue de Satheb, et psalmodiaient d voix basse un thesmophorion en 
dialecte mdgarien. (p. 779)
In addition, the passage is based upon mysterious religious symbols and rituals which are
completely unknown to the reader and which contribute more to the opacity of the
description: les pretres de Cdris psalmodiaient d voix basse un thesmophorion en dialecte
mdgarien. Once again, the description can be appreciated as having an ornamental
function, since it derives from a literary and aesthetic code, rather that from a
representational content.
STONES, MYSTERY AND FRAGMENTATION IN PORTRAITS
La pierre fige, exhibe, puis dissimule et engloutit; la conservation aboutit d Vabsorption;
la matiire, qui devait preserver ihistoire et en garder mimoire, la phagocyte dans son 
chaos, la rend incomprehensible. (Louis Bottineau, "La representation de l'espace dans 
Salammbo") 77
There are in Salammbo various portraits which present petrified traits that may not
be found in Madame Bovary. Thus, the description of Salammbo, as she first appears to
the Mercenaries, represents an example of uncertainty, in the way she is presented:
Sa chevelure poudrie d'un sable violet, et riunie en forme de tour selon la mode des 
vierges chananeennes, la faisaitparaitre plus grande. Des tresses de perles attachies d 
ses tempes descendaient jusqu'au coin de sa bouche, rose comme une grenade 
entr'ouverte. II y  avait sur sa poitrine un assemblage de pierres lumineuses, imitant par 
leur bigarrure les icailles d'une murine. Ses bras, garnis de diamants, sortaient nus de 
sa tunique sans manches, itoilie de fleurs rouges sur unfond tout noir. (p. 696)
This portrait presents signs which foreground several intepretations. In this first
appearance Salammbo is seen from the point of view of all the Mercenaries and she could
be therefore a reflection of their fantasies and fears about Carthage: thus the virgin becomes
the living symbol of the city, of its wealth which inspires envy and avarice, of its gods
which inspire mysterious fear. But she is at the same time described in terms of the type of
dreamy and frustrated young nineteenth century woman frequently referred to by Flaubert.
(Madame Bovary) According to Anne Green, Salammbo, like Pasiphae, is constantly
associated with the moon and for Matho she is the moon-goddess h e r s e l f .7 8  The beautiful
heroine also bear some traces of Kuckuk-Hanum, the oriental dancer whom Flaubert had
met during his trip in the Orient, although Salammbo is the daughter of Hamilcar and at a
considerable social distance from the Almeh of E g y p t .79
These interpretations are possible, but, on the other hand, the description appears to
the reader to be petrified, since Salammbo is submerged by a bigarrure of stones which
seem to block any life or movement and, consequently the reference to a realist or
-^Bottineau, p. 102.
78see Green, Flaubert and the Historical Novel: Salammbo Reassessed, p. 103. However, we 
will notice how the main oppositions in the novel will fall apart. (Moloch and Tanit- The Sun and the 
Moon- The political forces of the Mercenaries and Carthage- Salammbo and Matho)
79Robert Stanley, "That Obscure Object of Oriental Desire," French Literature Series 13 (1986):
152.
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symbolic integration related to the narrative or to the characters'emotions. A certain 
rigidity, therefore, seems to characterize Salammbo's portrait. Moreover, the Barbarians as 
well as the reader see many strange stones, but they do not really see Salammbo: ily  avait 
sur sa poitrine un assemblage de pierres lumineuses; ses bras, garnis de diamants, sortaient 
nus de sa tunique sans manches. In addition, like in Emma Bovary's portrait, the details 
about her body are presented fragmentarily.80 The only difference consists in the fact that 
they appear in a more mysterious way than in the bourgeois novel: sa chevelure, poudree 
d'un sable violet, et riunie en forme de tour selon la mode des vierges chananiennes, la 
faisait paraitre plus grande. . . .  Ses prunelles semblaient regarder tout au loin au-deld. des 
espaces terrestres. Once again, Salammbo, like the zaimph, seems neither to be a fact 
which can be represented, nor a foyer of interpretation. In fact, she can influence others 
only by symbolizing for them something which they do not understand; in this sense the 
significance of the phrase: Personne encore ne la connaissait reveals the mystery which 
envelops her figure. This first portrait of Salammbo is crucial, since doubt about her 
identity is central in the whole book: in what sense is she Tanit? And, if Tanit is simply a 
delusion shared by the heroine with the rest of the characters, what is the controlling power 
and what is the source of Salammbo's influence? We do not accept Jean Rousset' 
interpretation which supports the idea that objects and persons in the novel are presented 
first as appearance; the recognition of reality behind these appearances comes later, so that 
the movement towards understanding dominates the object to be understood and the real 
world is seen as constituted by this movement in consciousness.^! This interpretation 
clearly does not consider the tension of meaning, the uncertainty of Flaubertian description.
80See the description of Emma in Madame Bovary, as she appears to Charles: "Charles fut surprit 
de la blancheur de ses ongles. . . .  Sa main purtant n'6tait pas belle, point assez pale, peut-etre, et un peu
s&che aux phalanges Ce qu'elle avait de beau, c’dtaient les yeux: quoiqu’ils fussent bruns, ils
semblaient noirs h cause des cils, et son regard arrivait franchemaent & vous avec une hardiesse candide. Son 
cou sortait d'un col blanc, rabattu." (p. 50)
B^See Jean Rousset, "Positions, distances, perspectives dans Salammbo," Poitique 6 (1971): 154- 
155: "On comprend mieux dfes lors une signification seconde de l'oeuvre, celle qui couvre d'un symbolisme 
astral les rapports des deux protagonistes; le livre doit se lire 6galement sur le plan mythique."
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In fact, if, on the hand, the way Salammbo is described could signify the Moon, Tanit,
Carthage, she is at the same time what is not understood, the undescribable. As Flaubert
observes in the Correspondance:
C’est une maniaque, une espice de Sainte Ther&se. N'importe! Je ne suis pas stir de 
sa rialitS; car ni moi, ni vous, ni personne, aucun ancien aucun mode me, ne peut 
connaitre la femme orientale, par la raison qu'il est impossible de la frequenter. (Corr. 
IV, p. 430)
The same sense of vagueness and mystery emerges in the description of Salammbo
when Matho enters her room caning the zaimph:
Elle dormait la joue dans une main et I'autre bras d£pli£. Les anneaux de sa chevelure 
se ripandaient autour d'elle abondamment qu'elle paraissait coucMe sur des plumes 
noires, etsa large tunique blanche se courbait en molles draperies, jusqu’d ses pieds, 
suivant les inflexions de sa taille. On apercevait un peu ses yeux, sous ses paupiires 
entre-closes. Les courtines, perpendiculairerement tendues, I'enveloppaient d'une 
atmosphere bleuatre, et le mouvement de sa respiration, en se communiquant aux 
cordes, semblait la balancer dans I'air. Un long moustique bourdonnait. (p. 719)
According to Sherrington, Salammbo is presented here in terms suggesting the same
mystery, but also the same domestic femininity. Additionally, the blue net, the bed
suspended from the roof, the white clothing, all place an emphasis on the Salammbd-Tanit
p a r a l l e l  82 But, in spite of all these possible readings, the description of Salammbo
sleeping remains wrapped in mystery: she appears as a strange combination of black and
white, but not as individualized image: elle paraissait coucMe sur des plumes noires, et sa
large tunique blanche se courbait en molles draperies. Besides, Matho as well as the
reader do not see Salammbo, but a series of mysterious objects which do not give them a
total visualization of the heroine: des aisles de pMnicoptires, immancMes d des branches
de corail noir, trainaientparmi les coussins de pourpre et les Strides d'icaille, les coffrets de
cidre, les spatules d’ivoire. (p. 719)83 in addition what we have here, paradoxically, is
fragmentation plus a certain continuity provided by the clothing and the drapery.
^^See Sherrington, p. 205-206.
S^For Sherrington, instead, "the exotic riches which the reader, following Mathd, sees sourrounded 
by such a mystery are nothing more than the trappings one might expect to find in a Charthaginian 
princess' bedroom. She has left clothes lying about, her slippers are lying on the floor, many of the objects 
mentioned are utilitarian." See Sherrington, p. 206.
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The description of Salammbo when she goes to Matho's tent is another example of
portrait which wavers between transparency and opacity:
Matho n’entendait pas; il la contemplait et les vetements, pour ltd, se confondaient avec 
le corps. La moire des dtoffes itait, comme la splendeur de sa peau, quelque chose de 
special et n'appartenant qu'd elle. Ses yeux, ses diamants itincelaient; lepoli de ses 
ongles continuait la finesse des pierres qui chargeaient ses doigts; les deux agrafes de sa 
tunique, soulevant un peu ses seins, les rapprochaient I'un de I'autre, et il se perdait par 
la pensie dans leur itroit intervalle, oil descendait un fil tenant une plaque d'imeraudes, 
que Von apercevait plus bas sous la gaze violette. Elle avait pour pendants d'oreille 
deux petites balances de saphir supportant une perle creuse, pleine d'un parfum liquide. 
(p. 758)
In this description Salammbo appears to be a projection of Matho's desires: the descriptive
details mirror in fact the combination of his sexual and mystical aspirations: les deux
agrafes de sa tunique, soulevant un peu ses seins, les rapprochaient I'un de I'autre, et il se
perdait par la pensee dans leur etroit intervalle, oil descendait unfil tenant une plaque
d'emiraudes. The Mercenaries' first view of Salammbo was one of bejewelled splendor,
which reinforced their ideas of Carthage's wealth and mystery. It is important that this idea
should now be confirmed by Matho. The confusion of body and cloth produces charged
moments of displaced eroticism, when the veils that envelop Salammbo become fetishes
which could represent the essence of Tanit's divinity. But the translucent veils of
Salammbo draw also attention to a sacredness that challenges violation. The passage
therefore shows Flaubert's unsucceful attempt to give order to desires which are ultimately
unattainable. In fact, the totality of representation that should be expressed by the fetish
reveals itself to be illusory, since what both Matho and the reader sees is an image which is
morcelie, a series of fragmentary details:
Le signe, la lettre, la phrase, comme la chevelure, le vitement ou le corps meme, sont 
les parties d'un tout lacunaire qu'ilfaut restituer d sa plenitude par un mouvement de 
comblement amoureux, onirique, imaginaire. . . .  Mais il n'y a de totality qu'illusoire, 
et cette constatation nous permettra de donner du fetiche flaubertien une definition 
precise: il est accis veritable d une totality fictive, il est appropriation, d trovers une 
rialiti parcellisie, d'une illusion totalisatrice. Le fetiche est le siige d'une double 
relation: de specification-substitution (la partie pour le tout) et de deception (la partie au 
lieu du tout). II remplace et reprisente un neant qu'il fait passer artificieusement pour
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un etre.%4
The fetish, as a production and a projection of desire, is supposed to be a
substitution for the whole body and it is associated to the totalizing value of the part.
Therefore, every time that we have fetishisation, we have erotisation of the object. The
metonymic structure of reference to presence is usually used by the fetishist to mask his
discovery of absence. But, as we see in this description of Salammbo, the fetish does not
reach a totality of representation: instead, being viewed as a partial object, it is
complemented by the indefinite detail to blur the illusion of totality. 85
In addition, Salammbo is once again a mysterious and indefinable figure. We shall
reject Sherrington's interpretation that in the tent Salammbo is for the first time close
enough to become something real, something more than a mysterious and elusive
symbol.86 Instead, this image, does it not resemble a statue more than a woman?
Matho's physical desire takes some time to gain the upper hand, and the process begins
with a rather impressionistic picture of Salammbo as an extension of her ornamentation, not
yet a woman: le poli de ses ongles continuait la finesse des pierres qui chargeaient ses
doigts; elle avait pour pendants d'oreille deux petites balances de saphir supportant une
perle creuse, pleine d'un parfum liquide. For this reason Sainte- Beuve's reproach of
chinoiserie could be justified. Both Matho and the reader see many stones and jewels, but
they never see how Salammbo really looks. These stones do not have anything to do with
the inner life, and they deceive our desire of knowing this oriental woman:
A mesure que nous la connaissons davantage nous soupgonnons que cette ame 
mystirieuse ne renferme que le vide; et nous eprouvons quelque chose de la deception
^Claude Reichler, "Pars Pro Toto: Flaubert et le fdtichisme," Studi Francesi 29 (Jan.,Apr., 
1985): 80.
^Flaubert's desire of reaching a totality of meaning through the fragmentary parts is expressed in 
this passage from the Correspondance: "C'est que mes phrases se heurtent comme des soupirs, pour les 
comprendre, il faut combler ce qui sdpare l'une de I'autre, tu le fera, n'est-pas? Reveras-tu it chaque lettre, k 
chaque signe de l'dcriture, comme moi en regardant tes petites pantoufles brunes je songe aux mouvement de 
ton pied quand il les emplissait et qu'elles en dtaient chaudes." (Corn I, p. 272, premiere lettre k Louise 
Colet)
86see Sherrington, p. 209: "The main purpose of the description is gradually to lead Matho away 
from his conviction of the untouchable nature of his goddess."
de Matho, lorsque, apris avoir traverse les salles itincelantes du temple de Tanit, 
encore tout aveugli par I'&clat des marbres, des mitaux et des gemmes, il finit par 
arriver au fond du sanctuaire, un obscur riduit, oil il discerne rien qu'une pierre noire,
& peine de gross ie .^
The following portrait of Salammbo appears to be to the observer (Hamilcar and the reader)
as a bejeweled image which resembles more a statue than a real woman:
Des perles de couleur variees descendaient en longues grappes de ses oreilles sur ses 
ipaules et jusqu'aux coudes. Sa chevelure itait crepee, de fagon d. simuler un nuage. 
Elle portait, autour du cou, de petites plaques d'or quadrangulaires reprisentant une 
femme entre deux lions cabris. (p. 734)
Another description of Salammbo's stones which prevent us from reaching a visible 
image is her portrait when she gets ready to go to get the Zaimph: Elle avait autour de la 
Mile, sur les bras, sur les mains et aux doigts des pieds, une telle abondance de pierreries 
que le miroir, comme un soleil, lui renvoyait des rayons, (p. 756)
The effect ofmiroitement also indicates a certain dematerialization: in fact, the description 
does not give us a definite image, but only a series of reflexes and shimmerings points 
which seem rather to refer to the movement of the text more than to a specific content.
Again, Salammbo's portrait, the day of her wedding, constitutes another example
of ambivalence of signs:
Des chevilles aux hanches, elle ̂ taitprise dans un riseau de mailles foroites imitant les 
ecailles d'un poisson et qui luisaient comme de la nacre; une zone toute bleue serrant sa 
Mile laissait voir ses deux seins, par deux ichancrures en forme de croissant; des 
pendeloques d'escarboucles en cachaient les pointes. Elle avait une coiffure faite avec 
des plumes de paon itoilies de pierreries; un large manteau, blanc comme de la neige, 
retombait derriire elle, et les coudes au corps, les genoux serris, avec des cercles de 
diamants au haut des bras, elle restait toute droite, dans une attitude hiiratique. (p. 795)
The detailed description reveals once again Salammbo's religious aspirations which are
connected with sexuality:wne zone toute bleue serrant sa taille laissait voir ses deux seins,
par deux ichancrures en forme de croissant. At the same time, Salammbo is described as a
statue whose main traits are the stones which cover her body and which prevent the reader
from refering this image to a plausible signified: les genoux serris, avec des cercles de
^Bertrand, p. 158.
diamant au haut des bras, elle restait toute droite, dans une attitude hUratique. Besides, the 
details are exotic and fragmentary and they do not lead the reader to identification and 
recognition of familiar categories: Des chevilles aux hanches, elle itait prise dans un rSseau 
de mailles Strokes imitant les icailles d'un poisson et qui luisaient comme de la nacre.
On the contrary, in this description of Hamilcar clothing and jewels give a more
legible image, emphasizing Hamilcar's power:
C'gtait lui, le suffite Hamilcar. II portait autour desflancs des lames defer qui 
reluisaient; un manteau rouge s'attachant d ses epaules laissait voir ses bras; deux perles 
tris longues pendaient d ses oreilles, et il baissait sur sa poitrine sa barbe noire, touffue. 
(p. 728)
However, as Barthes observes, the attempt to represent beauty can never reach a 
totality of vision:
Comme genre, le blason exprime la croyance qu'un inventaire completpeut reproduire 
un corps total, comme si Vextrime de I'inumiration pouvait basculer dans m e  
categorie nouvelle, celle de la totalite: la description est alors saisie d'une sorte 
d'irethisme inumiratif: elle accumule pour totaliser, multiplie les fetiches pour obtenir 
un corps total, def£tichis£; cefaisant elle ne reprisente aucme beaut£. 88
From all these analysis of the various descriptions of Salammbo, we notice how 
many components of these portraits constitute a Flaubertian stereotype of the oriental 
woman (jewels, stones, shimmering points). However, we have seen how these 
descriptions seem to exceed the stereotype in the way the jewels and stones submerge the 
person. This insistence on stones and jewels differentiates Salammbo from Madame 
Bovary, where portraits, apart from a certain fragmentation of traits, still maintain, in 
general, readable features. 89
^Barthes, SIZ, p. 121.
^ T h o u g h  morcelized, this portrait of L6on, for example, does not present an excess of material 
omements: "Le froid qui le palissait semblait dSposer sur sa figure une langueur plus douce; entre sa cravate 
et son cou, le col de sa chemise, un peu lache, laissait voir sa peau; un bout d'oreille dfipassait sous une 
mbche de cheveux, et son grand oeil bleu, levd vers les nuages, parut h Emma plus limpide et plus beau que 
ces lacs de montagnes ou le ciel se mire. ( Madame Bovary, p. 135)
Shapeless Portraits
Another factor which provokes opacity in portraits is the way Flaubert describes 
human figures as shapeless. For instance, this description of Hannon, seen by the 
Barbarians:
L'abondance de ses vetements, son grand collier de perles bleues, ses agrafes d'or et 
ses lourds pendants d'oreilles ne rendaient que plus hideuse sa difformite. On aurait dit 
quelque grosse idole ibaucMe dans un bloc de pierre; car une lipre pale, itendue sur 
tout son corps, lui donnait I'apparence d'une chose inerte. Cependant son nez, crochu 
comme un bee de vautour, se dilatait violemment, a fin d'aspirer I'air, et ses petits 
yewc, aux cils collds, brillaient d'un iclat dur et m&tallique. (p. 705)
The description emphasize Hannon's disgusting figure: he could be the incarnation of the
capitalistic spirit of the Carthaginian Republic and of its degeneration.90 Hannon’s
obsession with material wealth and personal luxury is shown to be one of the symptoms of
the disease, and he could could symbolize the progressive moral corruption of the
Carthaginians. In fact he is identified with the themes of sexual lust, corruption, decadent
luxury, and hypocrisy as he smears himself with perfumes and gold dust to hide the worst
of his hideous disease. But, simultaneously, we notice how his body is gradually
disfigured until destroying the coherence of the ensemble: une lipre pdle, itendue sur tout '
son corps, lui donnait I'apparence d'une chose inerte. In another description, he appears to
be completely shapeless and monstrous:
Des bandelettes comme autour d'une momie, s'enroulaient d ses jambes, et la chair 
passait entre les lignes croises. Son ventre debordait sur la jaquette dcarlate qui lui 
couvrait les cuisses; les plis de son cou retombaient jusqu'd sa poitrine comme des 
fanons de boeuf. (p. 705)
Therefore, Hannon’s portrait is fixed in an inconsistent, shapeless matter, whose contours
are undefinable and which can call into question his symbolic and functional meaning. At
the end, he is no more than a nameless mass: while crucified he loses all his consistance
and he is tore up in pieces: Des ulcires couvraient cette masse sans nom: la graisse de ses
jambes lui cachait les ongles des pieds; il pendait d ses doigts comme des lambeaux
90See Michel Butor, p. 134-137: "Hannon est ddcrit comme une caricature de la bourgeoisie qui, a
cause de la distance dans le temps et dans l'espace, peut s’dpanouir en un burlesque extraordinaire-----
Hannon est l'ulcfere ou l'abcfes de la soci6t£ carthaginoise; une fois disapru, elle pourrait gu6rir."
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verddtres. (p. 790) This description presents more illegible traits than the portrait of the
priest Boumisien in Madame Bovary, which still seems to maintain a certain readability and
individualization of traits, though some of the stylistic features appear to be disfigured:
Des taches de graisse et de tabac suivaient sur sa poitrine large la ligne des petits 
boutons, et elles devenaient plus nombreuses en s’icartant de son rabat, oil reposaient 
les plis abondants de sa peau rouge; elle etait semie de macules jaunes qui 
disparaissaient dans les poils rudes de sa barbe grisonnante. (Madame Bovary, p. 145)
The description of Matho at the end of the novel, when he is conducted to the
ultimate sacrifice by the people of Carthage, on the one hand is functional and it reveals the
ultimate degeneration of humanity as well as it could be viewed by the reader as another
example of shapeless matter which calls representation and meaning into question:
II n'avait plus, saufles yeux, d'apparence humaine: c'itait une longue forme 
com plem ent rouge; ses liens rompus pendaient le long de ses cuisses, mais on ne les 
distinguaitpas des tendons de ses poignets tout ddnudis; sa bouche restait grande 
ouverte. (p. 796)
In the same way, the description of the Barbarians who go to deal with Hamilcar is 
shapeless:
Ils avaient les pupilles extraordinairement dilates avec un grand cercle noir autour des 
yeux, qui se prolongeait jusqu'au bas de leurs oreilles; leurs nezs bleudtres saillissaient 
entre leurs joues creuses, fendiMes par des rides profondes.; la peau de leur corps, trop 
large pour leurs muscles, disparaissait sous une poussiire de couleur ardoise. (p. 786)
This portrait contrasts with the description of the crucified Mercenaries which is more
legible:
Quelques-uns, ivanouis d'abord, venaient de se ranimer sous lafraicheur du vent; mais 
ils restaient le menton sur la poitrine, et leur corps descendait un peu, malgri. les clous 
de leurs bras fixis plus haut que leur tete; de leurs talons et de leurs mains, du sang 
tombaitpar grosses gouttes, lentement, comme des branches d'un arbre tombent des 
fruits murs, et Carthage, le golfe, les montagnes et les plaines, tout leur paraissait 
tourner, tel qu'une immense roue. (p. 790)
This is one of the few passages in the novel where details are disposed in a coherent order
to encourage a symbolic integration. The image of the Barbarians' last moments focalize
their lives reduced to bestialization and total annihilation, and it is also an expression of
their feelings about the precariousness of human life and the insignificance of everything:
Carthage, le golfe, les montagnes et les plaines, tout leur paraissait tourner.
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In conclusion, we have seen how portraits in Salammbo vacillate between a 
thematic meaning and the illegibility due to the fragmentation, insistence on ornaments or 
shapeless traits. Thus, the power of narrative-ordering constantly tends be undermined, 
since the results of fiction are different from those projected by the desiring subject.
SCENES OF ORGY AND DESTRUCTION, AND THE VIOLENT STYLE
Le travail est ici sans valeur etproprement tragique; c’est la rencontre de I'effrayant, 
Vaffrontement de I'inhumain, la pratique de I'impossibilite, la mise en oeuvre d'un 
supplice. (Maurice Blanchot, L ’Entretient Infini )91
A certain tension between transparency and opacity in description also emerges in 
the numerous scenes of orgy and battles in Salammbo. Violence appears to be a constant 
preoccupation in the novel and it could have a thematic implication. As Brombert observes: 
"the most overwhelming impression left by Salammbo is one of nightmarish brutality. "92 
Flaubert seems to emphasize its presence as a manifestation of desire, and, in addition, its 
intimate relationship to other aspects of human behaviour. As he stated in the 
Correspondance: J'&ventre des hommes avec prodigality, je verse du sang, jefais du style 
cannibale. (Corr. IV, p. 337) Or Tu n'imaginespas quelfardeau c'est dporter que toute 
cette masse de charogneries et d’horreurs; j'en ai des fatigues rielles dans les muscles. (A 
Ernest Feydeau, 15 Sept 1861) However, besides having a thematic connotation, violent 
stylistic features, more than in Madame Bovary, could be viewed as polymorpous and 
excessive forms which cause an explosion of sense and foreground the descriptive 
passages as self-referential blocks. As images and thoughts explode in the mind, they lose 
any cognitive or distinctive value, calling a readable signification into question and 
transforming the plenitude into void. Thus, the description of the food during the 
Mercenaries' festin, at Hamilcar's palace contains signs of ambiguity of interpretation:
91 Maurice Blanchot, L'Entretien infini, p. 491. 
^Brombert, p. 95.
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Les pains saupoudres d'anis alternaient avec les gros fromages plus lourds que des 
disques, et les cratires pleins de vin, et les canthares pleins d'eau aupris des corbeilles 
en filigrane d'or qui contenaient desfleurs. D'abord on leur servit des oiseaux d la 
sauce verte, . . .  puis toutes les espices de coquillage que Von ramasse sur les cotes 
puniques, des bouillies de froment, de five  et d'orge, et des escargots au cumin, sur 
des plats d'ambre jaune. Ensuite les tables furent couvertes de viandes antilopes avec 
leurs cornes, paons avec leurs plumes, moutons entiers cults au vin doux, gigots de 
chamelle et des buffles, Mrissons au garum, cigales frites et loirs confits. Dans des 
gamelles en bois de Tamrapanni flottaient, au milieu du safran, de grands morceaux de 
graisse. Tout dibordait de saumure, de truffes et d’assafoetida. Les pyramides des 
fruits s'iboulaient sur les gateaux de miel, et Von n'avaitpas oublii quelques-uns de 
ces petits chiens d gros ventre et d soies roses que Von engraissait avec du marc 
d’olives. . . .  La surprise des nourritures nouvelles excitait la cupiditi des estomacs. 
Des Nigres n'ay ant jamais vu de langoustes se dichiraient le visage d leurs piquants 
rouges, (p. 694)
This scene of the banquet is an example of the traditional orgy scene of the nineteenth 
century and it introduces the motive of excess.93 The passage, in fact, provides a perfect 
opportunity for the introduction of several important themes: the gluttony, which is 
unsatisfied even by the abundance of exotic foods and drinks, not only could hint to the 
Mercenaries' insatiable greed but also anticipates their desperate hunger in the Ddfilti de la 
Hache, where they have to resort to eating human flesh.94 in addition, the scene is 
realistic since we may learn more about Carthage's political and economic situation. 
Besides, the insistence on the food theme, which is characteristic of Flaubert's novels, 
represents an unassuageable, hysterical appetite, a tragic voracity which will lead to 
indigestion. Thus, the food quest can be associated with the sexual quest and it becomes 
the physical expression of a self-destructive yearning for the unattainable absolute. This 
quest for the unattainable, this appetite for that which can never be seized is a tragic theme 
in Salammbo. The descriptive details therefore express a sense of voracious appetite linked 
to the desire for lust and violence which is doomed to annihilatioruronf dibordait de 
saumure, de trujfes et d'assafoetida.; les pyramides des fruits s'iboulaient sur les gateaux 
de miel; des Nigres n'ay ant jamais vu de langoustes se dichiraient le visage d leurs
93see the famous orgy scene in Balzac's La Peau de chagrin. 
94see A. Green, p. 75.
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piquants rouges. Appetite is a constant presence, and because it demands an impossible 
satisfaction, it becomes meaningless, absurd. In this respect, "violence is imbued with an 
ironically positive function as the only manifestation of appetite that can ultimately fulfill le 
besoin d'absolu, in its real function as a means towards death."95 Neverthless, a constant 
ambiguity of language emerges from these passages which vacillate between the possibility 
of being interpreted as a mental projection of the Barbarians' voracious appetite and an 
explosion of meaning due to the excess of style:/&y gros pains saupoudris d'anis alternaient 
avec les grosfromages plus lourds que des disques. Et I'on n'avait pas oublU quelques- 
uns de ces petits chiens d gros ventre et d soies roses. The insistence on the monstrous and 
the large in fact dismantles a readable signification of the passage.96 in addition, the food 
enumerated is consituted by exotic substances which are completely unknown to the 
european reader: Mrisson au garum, saumure,trujfes et assafoetida.
This technique of the polimorphous, exotic and the monstrous finds its paroxism in 
Salammbo, while, due to the subject matter, it scarcely emerges in Madame Bovary, 
where, even if few details could lead to a juxtaposition of grotesque forms, the descriptions 
of food and banquets still maintain recognizable categories, like in the image of Charles' 
wedding-meal:
C'itait sous le hangar de la charretterie que la table itait dressie. II y  avait dessus 
quatre aloyaux, six fricassees de poulets, de veau d la casserole, trois gigots et, au 
milieu, un joli cochon de lait rdti,flanqu£ de quatre andouilles d I'oseille. Aux angles, 
se dressait l'eau-de-vie, dans des carafes. (Madame Bovary, p. 62)
An interesting comparison can be made between the orgy and the scenes of 
massacre in Salammbo. Thus the description of the corpses, after one. of the battles 
between the Carthaginians and the Mercenaries, reveals the themes of violence and 
destruction characteristic of the novel:
^Lindsay kennard, "The Ideology of Violence in Flaubert's SalammbS," Trivium 13 (1985): 61.
9%laubert had talked about monstrous and strange forms in his Correspondance: "N’arrive-t-il pas, 
it certains moments de l'humanit6 et de findividu, d'inbxplicables 61ans qui se traduisent par des formes
6tranges? On a besoin de tout ce qui n'est pas par amour de la vie Tantot c'est par convoitise de
l'infini. . .  .on se rue k plaisir dans I'effr6n6, dans le monstrueux. (Corr. I, p. 357)
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Ils se trouvaient itendus par longues lignes, sur le dos, la bouche ouverte, avec leurs 
lances aupris d'eux. . . .  Des armes hideuses leurs avaient fait des blessures 
compliquees. Des lambeaux verddtres leur pendaient du front; ils itaient taillades en 
morceaux, icrases jusqu'd la moelle, bleuis sous des strangulations, ou largement 
fendus par Tivoire des iliphants. (p. 763)
The passage emphasizes the themes of violence and destruction characteristic of the novel.
And "the obsession with sterility, the blending of eroticism and religiousness, the chaos
and the taste for violence and putrefaction could all be significant decadent t r a i t s .  "97 Thus
the description focuses once again on the Barbarians' voracity, brutality and inhumanity.
In the scene of the gorge the survival instinct is concentrated into the individual and the
cannibalism manifests itself in the natural order of things. The passage also indicates the
fact that desire and death are indissolubly allied in Flaubert's imaginative universe, since
I'appdtit de totality can only approach its object through destruction and death. In addition,
the description underlines the motif of Barbarity and disorder as opposed to Civilisation
and order:
D'une part Tanit, qui signifie la langueur amoureuse et corruptrice des rivages; d'autre 
part le Moloch devorateur, le feu du del, qui symbolise Variditd des sables; c'est le 
souffle enflammi du ddsert, qui brule tout sur son passage, qui inspire, avec la luxure 
furieuse, la soifde la conquete, le desir djfrend du pillage et du meurtre?%
On the other hand, the excess of detail dismantles the interpretive approach, 
exceeding the traditional categories of narrative verisimilitude. The image in fact seems to 
lose any possible shape and consistence and become for both the narrator and the reader a 
mass of indistinguishable matter, style becomes senseless, excessive: ils s'entassaientpele- 
mele, et souvent, pour dicouvrir ceux qui manquaient, ilfallait creuser tout un monceau. .
. .  Des lambeaux verddtres leur pendaient du front. Ils daient taillad&s em morceaux.
In the same way, in the description of Carthage's siege Flaubert takes delight in 
giving detailed and cruel pictures of the sufferings of the masses in and around Carthage: 
L'assautpendant plusieurs jours de suite, recommenca, les Mercenaires espdant
9 7 B ro m b e r t, p . 121. 
^Bertrand, p. 62.
triompher par un excds de force et d'audace. Le grandfossd trop plein ddbordait; sous 
les pas des vivants, les blesses pele-mele s'entassaient avec les cadavres et les 
moribonds. Au milieu des entrailles ouvertes, des cervelles dpandues et desflaques de 
sang, les troncs calcines faisaient des taches noires; et des bras et des jambes d moitie 
sortis d'un monceau se tenaient tout debout, comme des dchalas dans un vignoble 
incendie. (p. 771)
The passage shows once again the Barbarians' brutal nature and, in general, the inhumanity
and absurdity of this war. But it could also reveal a dehumanization and amplification of
descriptive details which leads to a void of mimetic or symbolic signification and
integration into the narrative development, revealing its own means of fabrication: le grand
fossd trop plein ddbordait sous les pas des vivants, au milieu des entrailles ouvertes, des
cervelles dpandues et des flaques de sang, les troncs calcines faisaient des tdches noires.
We notice how there is never any humanity in this suffering; it is simply horrible, senseless
torment. No single member of the masses is individually characterized, the suffering
contains no single conflict or action which might humanly interest the reader.99 Flaubert
himself had seen the danger of his extravagant and excessive style:
Je suis physiquementfatigud. J'en ai des douleurs dans les muscles. 
L ’empoisonnement de la Bovary m'avait fait ddgueuler dans mon pot de chambre. 
L'assaut de Carthage me procure des courbatures dans les bras, . . .  et puis Videe de 
toutes les inepties que je  vais dire sur mon livre m'accable d'avance. . . .  Je continue d 
vivre d'une faeon farouche en rdvant des choses extravagantes. (Corr. A Jules Duplan,
I aout 1861, in Bolleme eds., p. 218)
The description of the battle of Macar is another example of tension of sense in the
images of violence and destruction:
Les blesses, s'abritant d'un bras sous leur bouclier, tendaient leur dpde en appuyant le 
pommeau contre le sol, et d'autres, dans des mares de sang, se retournaient pour 
mordre les talons. La multitude dtait si compacte, la poussidre si dpaisse qu'il dtait 
impossible de rien distinguer; les l&ches qui ojfrirent de se rendre ne furent meme pas 
entendus. Quand les mains dtaient vides, on s'dtreignait corps d corps: lespoitrines 
craquaient contre les cuirasses et des cadavres pendaient la tete en arridre, entre deux 
bras crispds. . . .  Les dldphants se jetdrent au milieu, impdtuesement. Les dperons de 
leur poitrail, comme des proues de navire,fendaient les cohortes: elles refluaient d gros 
bouillons. Avec leurs trompes, ils dtoujfaient les hommes, ou bien les arrachant du 
sol, par-dessus leur tete ils les livraient aux soldats dans les tours; avec leurs ddfenses,
99in regard with the monstrous aspect of African Culture Louis Bertrand states: "Flaubert aimera 
ce que l'Afrique a d'dnorme et de monstreux, sa flore et sa faune exubfirantes, son grouillement humain, si 
voisin de l'animalitd, ce qu’il y a de baroque et de bizarrement contrast^ dans ses moeurs." See Bertrand, p. 
53.
ils les dventraient, les langaient en I'air, et de longues entrailles pendaient d leurs crocs 
d'ivoire comme des paquets de cordage d des mats. (p. 744-745)
This scene of violence and death marks once again Flaubert's love and obsession with
blood and destruction. And, since violence is linked to sexuality, the passage reveals the
sexual and violent nature of both Carthaginians and the Mercenaries, so that the opposition
between the civilized city and the Barbarians falls apart: they both reveal themselves to be
sauvages. The scene of the battle, as well as most of the battle scenes in the book, also
shows how the most important paradigm of the cultural incorporation of violence is war,
which seems to provide a frame for the violent appetite, in a series of more or less
structured acts. Therefore, most of the passage appears to be readable except for some
details which seem to disrupt a coherent and plausible interpretation from the part of the
reader and also of the narrator: ils les dventraient, les langaient en I'air, et de longues
entrailles pendaient d leurs crocs d'ivoire comme des paquets de cordages d des mdts. The
metaphor could appear here to be strained, and expressiveness seems to be achieved
through a doubtful analogy. The distance between tenor and vehicle produces an element
of tension by bringing remote ideas into relation to each o t h e r .  100 jn Madame Bovary we
find more of these kinds of metaphors. 101 In addition, this scene of the battle of Macar is
confused: La multitude dtait si compacte, la poussidre si dpaisse qu’il dtait impossible de
rien distinguer.
The description of the voluptousness and mystic excitement during the sacrifice to 
Moloch, on the contrary, contains many details which seem to be available to readability:
A mesure que les pr&tres se hdtaient, la frdndsie du peuple augmentait; le nombre des
lOOpor an analysis of unconvincing metaphors see Edward Friedman, "Deconstructing the 
Metaphor: Empty Spaces in Calderonian Drama,"South Central Review 5 (Summer 1988): 41: "In 
deconstruction interpretation becomes an acknowledgement of resistance to interpretation, to stable presence 
and permanent absence. The "thorny underbrush" o f metaphor is the once empty space between signifier 
and signified, now overun with critical options." We strongly disagree with Ferrfere's view of Flaubert's 
images as always perfectly integrated to the narrative and indicative of the characters's feelings: "L'image 
chez Flaubert tantot mdtaphore, tantot notation directe, est toujours en parfaite harmonie avec les sensations 
et les sentiments qu'elle est chargee d'exprimer sous une forme plastique et color6e.” See Fentre, p. 195.
lO^See for example this image: "Cette lueur d'argent semblait se tordre jusqu'au fond h la maniere 
d'un serpent sans tSte couvert d'dcailles lumineuses." ( Madame Bovary, p. 225)
victimes diminuant, les uns criaient de les ipargner, les autres qu'il enfallait encore.
On aurait dit que les murs chargis de monde s'ecroulaient sous les hurlements 
d'epouvante et de volupti mystique. . . .  Les joueurs d'instruments quelquefois 
s'arretaient ipuisis; alors on entendait les cris des mires et le grisillement de la graisse 
qui tombait sur les charbons. Les buveurs de jusquiame, marchant d quatre pattes, 
tournaient auxour du colosse et rugissaient comme des tigres, les Ydonim vaticinaient, 
les Divouis chantaient avec leurs livres fendues; on avait rompu les grillages, tous 
voulaient leur part du sacrifice; et les pires dont les enfants itaient marts autrefois, 
jetaient dans lefeu leurs effigies, lews jouets, leurs ossements conserves, (p. 781)
We note how the narrator intervenes here to give us an interpretative schema: lafrinesie du
peuple augmentait. Thus, the description focuses the voluptuousness of the Carthaginians
whose Barbarian customs do not reveal to be much different from the Mercenaries. The
passage emphasizes once again the intimate connection between the mystic and the sexual
excitement: on await dit que les mws chargis de monde s'icroulaient sous les hwlements
d'ipouvante et de volupti mystique. It represents the destructive frenzy (frinisie
destructrice), the immoderate desire which leads to the loss of being and Moloch appears to
be an instrument created to apprehend and make intelligible the violent appetite. In this
sense, the crowd motif is an important and unmistakable presence in Salammbo and it is in
terms of a certain mass psychology that the urge to destroy and do violence is
differentiated.
In summary, it seems as though the scenes of orgy, battles and destruction in 
Salammbo present signs of undecidability which provoke a certain dismay in the reader: in 
fact, if, on the one hand, the stylistic devices reach a strong thematic meaning (violence, 
mystical appetite linked to the sexual drives), on the other hand, they exceed the categories 
and procedures of their own inquiry and render the description self -referential. As Richard 
indicates:
On aboutit alors d un style qui exagire Vacrobatie verbale pow  masquer la confusion 
profonde. Style iclatant qui ne permet d’entrer en possession d’aucune viriti 
interieure. 102
In conclusion, unlike the conventional historical novel, Flaubert's work, more than
102Rjchard, p. 206.
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his bourgeois novels, challenges our will to understand and frustrate any desire we might
have to reduce the complexity of the novel to a definite and readable meaning. In other
words, Salammbo could be viewed as emblematic of fiction's necessary incapacity to raise
the description of reality to intelligibility. Thus, if the exotic imagery of landscapes, objects
and crowds and the violence of style, still represent a thematic integration, it might
simultaneously lead to a process of opacity of sense, in favour of a self-referential value of
the tableaux, "lifting us away from the object to the process of w r i t i n g . "  103 Once again we
are confronted with the anguish of the literary genius who, this time, is also trying to give
form to unshaped reality, to a milieu which is determined by an historical and geographical
otherness. Flaubert is thus confronted with the impossibility of giving a true form to the
primitive disorder. In addition, it seems as though like Salammbo under her jewels,
Flaubert's characters disappear under the weight of his images, and he never discovers le
milieu entre le boursouflure et le riel (Corr. IV, p. 279) for which he said he was striving.
As he observed in the Correspondance:
Qa peut etre bien beau, mais ga peut etre aussi tris bete. Depuis que la litterature existe, 
on n'a pas entrepris quelque chose d'aussi insensi. C'est une oeuvre hirissie de 
difficultes. . . .  On ne sait rien de Carthage. . . .  N ’importe, ilfaudra que ga riponde 
d une certaine idee vague que Von s’enfait. II faut que je trouve le milieu entre le 
boursouflure et le riel. Si je  crive dessus, ce sera au moins une mort. Et je  suis 
convaincu que les bons livres ne se font pas de cette facon. Celui-ld ne sera pas un bon 
livre. Qu'importe, s'il fa it river d de grandes choses! Nous valons plus par nos 
aspirations que par nos oeuvres. (Corr. IV, p. 279)
We have emphasized how Flaubert's taste for the rare and the marvelous and for the 
grotesque issued in the flamboyant passages tend to resist integration into a text- 
continuum. 104 We have noticed how the background of scene and dticor and the 
movement of masses in description seem to submerge the foreground of individual human 
interaction. The positive aspect of this process consists however in the recognition of the
103Culler, p. 86.
104w e  oppose Ferr&re's interpretation which defends Flaubert’s predilection of the itrange 
affirming that the ancient environment is completely different from our modem perspective. See Ferrere, p. 
195: "Si les images nous paraissent un peu dtranges et outrees, c'est que le milieu du roman est 
profondement different de nous."
poetic function of description, and the presence of rhetorical order, poetic figures and
effects of sound and rhythm enhances its aesthetic intention. In our judgement, sense
inSalammbo, more than in Madame Bovary, is always subjected to a tension between the
legible and the illegible and the reader will experience some kind of dismay in discovering
that the novel tends to resist his or her attempts to find a stable meaning, organization, or
relation to history. As Alcide Dussolier a contemporary of Flaubert, points out, at the first
appearance of the book:
Qu'est-ce que Salammbo? Un ipisode historique? Le ricit ditailli de la guerre des 
Mercenaires contre Carthage? Mais, sur cette Episode, il existe d peine quelques 
renseignements tris secs, tris nus, tris brefsjournis par Polybe. . . .  Nul ditail, 
aucune lueur, tout reste dans le vague. . . .  Etdu reste, si peu que lui offrit Polybe, 
M. Gustave Flaubert ne I'a pas accepti, ce qui prouve bien qu'il n'a pas songi d icrire 
une histoire. . .  Peut-itre un roman historique? Mais le roman historique c'est la 
reprisentation du coti pittoresque, ligendaire,familier de I'histoire . . .  Est-ce une 
restitution archiologique? Mais on dispute encore sur I'emplacement oil s'ilevait 
Carthage! Qui dirait quels furent ses temples, ses statues, ses maisons? Quelle 
indication subsiste? Qu'est-ce que done que Salammbo? Une chose qu’on n’avait 
jamais vue: de Vimagination scientifique.™^
Indeed, Flaubert's achievement is precisely in avoiding the archeological and the historical
as a genre of the novel. It is the refusal to perpetuate the traditional historical novel’s
simplistic view of the past as "knowable" in some absolute sense that is one of Salammbo's
best results.
105 Alcide Dusolier, Revue Francaise, 31 Ddcembre 1862, quoted by C. Mouchard- J. Neefs, 
Flaubert (Paris: Balland, 1966), p. 199.
CH APTER III
Tout roman est un organisme intelligible d'une infinie sensibilite: le moindre point 
d'opaciti, la moindre resistance (muette) au disir qui anime et emporte toute lecture, 
constitue un itonnement qui se reverse sur I'ensemble de Toeuvre. ( Roland Barthes, 
Essais Critiques)
Cette transcendence frustree, cette evasion du sens dans le tremblement indefini des 
choses, c'estproprement I'ecriture flaubertienne. (Gdrard Genette, "Le travail de 
Flaubert")!
L'EDUCATION SENTIMENT ALE: MENTAL IMAGES 
OR OPAQUE DETAILS?
Je ne partage pas vos esperances relatives au roman que jefais maintenant. Je crois, au 
contraire, que ce sera une oeuvre mediocre, parce-que la conception en est vicieuse... 
Le milieu oil mes personnages s'agitent est tellement copieux etgrouillant qu'ils 
manquent, d chaque ligne, d'y disparaitre. Je suis done oblige de reculer d des plans 
secondaires les choses qui sont predsement les plus interessantes. J'effleure beaucoup 
de sujets dont on aimerait voir le fond. Mon but est complexe-mauvaise methode 
esthetique, je crois n'avoir jamais entrepris de plus difficile. (Corr. II, p. 65- A Alfred 
de Mourry)
This is how Flaubert underlines once again the difficulty of the literary enterprise 
while starting on L'education Sentimentale of 1869. Different from L'Education 
sentimentale of 1845, we note how this novel resumes the problematic and ambiguity of 
description that we have analyzed in Madame Bovary and Salammbo?•
In general, on the level of themes, character, narrator and narrative structure, while 
the text appears to be mimetically coherent, there are sufficient interpretive ambiguities to 
temper the reader's desire to draw conclusions. Thus, if, on the one hand, L'Education
*The quotations are taken respectively, from Roland Barthes, Essais Critiques (Paris: Coll. Tel 
Quel, 1964), p. 200; Gerard Genette, "Le travail de Flaubert," Tel quel 14 (1963): 57.
^For a study on the differences between the two novels see Kelly La Macchia, "A Contrastive 
Study of Flaubert’s First and Second Education Sentimentale, 1845 and 1869: From the Tale of Quest to 
the Book About Nothing," DAI, 1982 (July) 43, 178A.
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Sentimentale could be viewed as a novel developing the theme of frustration of dreams,
showing how ideals always encounter an indifference of the world, on the other hand, it
presents symbolic elaborations as uncertain, allowing a history to take place and refusing to
structure it according to the demands of its explicit t h e m e . 3 Flaubert manifests the anguish
about the indeterminacy of the narrative organization of this novel in the following passage
of his Correspondance:
Voild ce qu'il y a d'atroce dans ce bouquin, il faut que tout soit fini pour savoir d quoi 
s'en tenir. Pas de seine capitale, pas de morceau, pas meme de mitaphores, car la 
moindre broderie emporterait la trame. (Corr. n , p. 100)
In Balzac's novels we have a reconstruction of causal chains: society has its laws
which the analyst can individualize and understand. In L ’education Sentimentale, instead,
we note in general a lack of characterization, causal motivation, of a narrative development,
of unity and closure. At the time of its publication the novel was attacked by the critics for
lacking organization, and indeed many readers still find it unfocused and chaotic. As
Jefferson Humphries observes:
This narrative begins with expectation, with looking forward: it ends with the revelation 
that there was never anything to look forward to. There is no middle or no end to it. 
The novel is a repeatedly frustrated beginning, a looking forward to something which 
never comes, and it ends only when its primary characters stop looking forward, stop 
"beginning. "4
As in the two other novels examined, descriptive imagery in L’Education Sentimentale also 
reveals itself to be ambiguous, as far as the interpretation process is concerned. In fact, 
though they do not have the exotic and mysterious dimension of Salammbo, some images 
are caught in a kind of undecidability between transparency and various stylistic 
manifestations which, in more or less accentuated ways, show a certain resistance to 
interpretation and frustrate the reader's desire to single out a stable signification.
^See Duquette, Flaubert ou Iarchitecture du vide (Montreal: Presses de l'universiuS de Montreal, 
1972), p. 61: "C'est le roman de la d£possession, de le ddperdition des forces. C'est un roman 
d'apprentissage ou personne n'apprend rien, c'est se rdsoudre h ne jamais rien savoir, c'est accepter de rien 
savoir."
^Jefferson Humphries, "Flaubert's L'Education sentimentale and the Problem of Reading History," 
Southwest Review  (1988): 533.
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More than in Madame Bovary, we will find in this novel numerous descriptions 
marked by a fragmentation of space, mobility of sites, destabilization of spatial 
configuration. Simultaneously nothing prevents us from considering these descriptions as 
metaphors of the character’s disordered vision, related to his progressive involvement with 
Madame Amoux. In addition, more than in the other two novels analyzed, we find a large 
number of passages with vague and fluid shapes which dismantle the concept of a definite 
and stable visual space, as well as they could symbolize confusion of emotions.
Also, we find various examples of material saturations in the descriptions of objects 
such as furniture, knick-knacks and ornaments which, if they could emphasize the 
character, they could also submerge the space, remaining isolated from the events. 5 In 
addition, the constant mobility of furniture and objects from one house to the other may 
undermine the consideration of the environment as a stable reflection of the characters, and 
this was not found neither in Madame Bovary nor in Salammbo. Again, several 
descriptions of the revolutionary crowds are presented as confused and disordered matter, 
in such a way to call into question the representation of history.
We will finally study one of the main traits of this book, the turning images 
(tournoiment), that is, the rapid enumeration of contrasting details which, if they represent 
Frederic's impressions of reality, at the same time they are presented in a series of 
disintegrating images which seem to turn confusingly in Frederic's mind, without giving a 
stable representational vision.
In the classic realist text, "one is called upon to concretize the various elements of 
the text-continuum by labeling sequences and bridging gaps in the expectation of producing 
an integrated whole at the end."6 We notice how, while in Balzac's novels facts are 
immediately transformed by the author into knowledge which takes place in a developing
^Note that these objects can reveal to be a gratuitous accumulation, though they are not presented 
in an exotic and mysterious way as in Salammbo and they still mantain a recognizable dimension.
^Dennis Porter, "Flaubert and the Difficulty of Reading," Nineteenth Century French Studies 12 
(Spring 1984): 367.
system, in Flaubert the frequent lack of an omniscient narrator contributes to prevent the 
reader from the possibility of reaching an uniform vision of the world in the novel7 In 
other words, if the order imposed by the novelist on his material does not provide a 
principle of reading, the reader is forced to tiy to do so himself or herself. 8 The absence of 
signes d'auteur who appears to be in control and serves as a guide to interpretation causes 
therefore ambiguity of vision, or rather, a continous vacillation between a representational, 
symbolic interpretation and the self-referentiality of the text: signs are ambivalent and the 
reader is disoriented.
PARIS AND ITS FLUID CONTOURS
Uunivers de ce roman est, d divers igards un univers liquide, oil la marche mime de 
Vhomme s'apparente le plus souvent au bercement du navire sur les vagues ou au 
glissement d'une chaloupe sur la riviire. (Bernard Masson, "L'eau et les reves dans 
VEducation Sentimentale ")9
More than in Madame Bovary and Salammbo and with more accentuation, we find 
in L ’Education Sentimentale numerous descriptions of space which are marked by 
shapeless matters (such as vapours or water) that could undermine a mimetic or symbolic 
signified related to the narrative action or the characters's lives. Often, this obscuring and 
indefinite imagery constitutes an obstructing of vision and prevents a clear and realistic 
perception of world and self.
At first glance, the opening of the novel appears to conform to the norms of 
realism, to the principle of reading as recognition. The reader finds place-names (le quai
7An example of guided and explicit interpretation in description is constituted by the following 
passage from Eugenie Grandet by Balzac: "II se trouve dans certaines villes de province des maisons dont la 
vue inspire une mdlancolie dgale it celle que provoquent les clottres les plus sombres, les landes les plus
temes ou les ruines les plus tristes Des habitations trois fois sdculaires y sont encore solides quoique
construites en bois, et leurs divers aspects contribuent h l'originalitd que recommande cette partie de Saumur 
h l'attention des antiquaires et des artistes." (Honord de Balzac, Eugenie Grandet (Paris: Gamier, 1965), p. 5.
%ee Barthes, S/Z, p. 10: "L'enjeu du travail littdraire(de la littdrature comme travail), c'est de faire 
du lecteur non plus un consommateur, mais un producteur du texte."
^Bernard Masson "L'eau et les reves dans L'Education sentimentale," Europe 485-87 (1969): 83.
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Saint Bernard, La Ville-de-Montereau) and an atmosphere suggested by selected details
which show that this is a literary text voiced by an omniscient narrator. However, in the
following passage we have an indeterminacy of contours:
Les colis montaient entre les deux tambours, et le tapage s'absorbait dans le 
bruissement de la vapeur, qui, s'ichappant par des plaques de tole, enveloppait tout 
d’une nuee blanchdtre, tandis que la cloche, d I'avant, tintait sans discontinuer.
(p. 3)10
The description could be demarcative and prepare the future events; it also focuses and
introduces Frederic's character to the reader, underlying his passivity and his feelings of
boredom and immobility. According to Brombert,
The monotony of the landscape, the ability to see its details and yet the inability to hold 
on to impressions as they merge and fade away, could be a symbol of Destiny and 
Time and anticipate the drifting, languid and perpetually dreamy quality of Frederic's 
life. 11
But the vapours and vagueness of the description also provoke a certain illegibility of the
real, preventing both the protagonist and the reader from defining specific features which
would inform on the action to come: la vapeur enveloppait tout d’une nude blanchdtre.
Both the reader and the character from whose point of view the landscape is presented, are
confronted with fog and indefinite forms which are not recognized:
Un jeune homme de dix-huit ans, d longs cheveux et qui tenait un album sous son 
bras, restait auprds du gouvernail, immobile. A trovers le brouillard, il contemplait des 
dockers, des Edifices dont il ne savaitpas les noms. (p. 3)
Specifically, in the order the details appear in the passage, we find an odd juxtaposition:
des idifices dont il ne savait pas les noms, immediately followed by a list of names: puis il
embrassa, dans un dernier coup d'oeil, Vile Saint-Louis, la Citd, Notre-Dame.
Liquid images are often related to images of vapour and mist which show a
shapeless world:
IbThe passages are taken from Gustave Flaubert, UEducation sentimentale, P. M. Wetherill eds. 
(Paris: Gamier, 1984).
HBrombert, p. 141.
La rivi&re itait bordie par des graves de sable. . . .  Puis les brumes errantes se 
fondirent, le soleil parut, la colline qui suivait d droite le cours de la Seine peu a peu 
s'abaissa, et il en surgit une autre, plus proche, sur la rive opposie. (p. 4)
These effets de flou created by Flaubert recall the impressionistic technique whose forms
are moving (momantes) and unprecise and they fade away into a shapeless matter. In
these uncertain landscapes the characters themselves fluctuate, not being able to recognize a
definite and clear site.
Another description of the city where space emerges in a series of dark and
confusing visions is the passage where Frederic, coming out from his first dinner with the
Amoux, wanders alone in a semi-trance, hardly knowing where he is going; there is a
background of vague contours, the individual elements of which he cannot distinguish; he
goes by the river, and the atmosphere is clouded by the presence of brouillard that
dissolves him in uncertainty:
Les riverb&res brillaient en deux lignes droites, indifiniment, et de longues flammes 
rouges vacillaient dans la profondeur de l'eau. Elle itait de couleur ardoise, tandis que 
le ciel, plus clair, semblait soutenu par les grandes masses d'ombre qui se levaient de 
chaque cdt6 du fleuve. Des Edifices, que Von n'apercevaitpas.faisaient des 
redoublements d'obscuriti. Un brouillard lumineux flottait au-deld, sur les toits.
(p. 49)
This indeterminacy of contours, this insistence on the indistinguishable matter was found in 
Salammbo:
Sur I'horizon clair, les villages apparaissaient en noir, avec des formes incoMrentes et 
dtcoup&es. (Salammbo, p. 756)
On ne voyaitplus, sur la plaine, qu'une sorte de fourmillement tout noir, depuis le 
golfe bleuatre jusqu'd la lagune toute blanche (Ibid., p. 776)
And in Madame Bovary :
Descendant tout en ampHtMdtre et noyie dans le brouillard, elle (la ville) s'ilargissait 
au-deld des ponts, confusiment. (Madame Bovary, p. 287)
Compared with the other two novels analyzed, in L'Education sentimentale the
frequent combination of liquid and foggy forms further problematizes the attempt at
definition and meaning from the narrator protagonist's and the reader's perspective: thus, in
the passage in question, forms fluctuate and are plunged in darkness, so that the buildings
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cannot be seen by Frederic: Des Edifices, que Von n'apercevaitpas,faisaient des 
redoublements d'obscurite.
This ambiguity of interpretation, from the point of view of both the reader and the 
protagonist, is stressed by the absence of a narrative controlling voice that may guide the 
reader's interpretive process. Thus, as we have already noted in the two other novels, the 
indefinite and fluid images contain enough signs that can be viewed as mimetic descriptions 
of foggy days or as analogues of the character's feeling of ontological disintegration, or as 
metaphors of confusion of emotions: the predominant atmosphere is consistently dark and 
this show that Frederic's hopes are illusory and he will never succeed with Madame 
Amoux. The river has an ambiguous connotation, since it could represent Frederic's 
dream of love, but it could also be associated with the collapse of dreams, "it evokes the 
erosive quality of Time, as well as a sense of dissolution and loss:" 12 The Seine becomes 
a river of sadness:elle (l'eau) itait de couleur ardoise, tandis que le del, plus dair, semblait 
soutenu par les grandes masses d’ombre qui se levaient de chaque cote du fleuve. Albert 
Thibaudet has shown the onnipresence of the river image in Flaubert's descriptions of 
Parisian traffic and in the liquid continuity of the imperfect tense. 13 in other words, within 
its liquid confines, L'Education sentimentale reflects the slow dissolution of ideals and 
aspirations, the disintegration of illusions and ambitions, the collapse of personal integrity 
and political hopes.
This description of a view seen by Fred6ric from his balcony constitutes a further
example of undecidability of interpretation:
II passait des heures d regarder, du haut de son balcon, la rividre qui coulait entre les 
quais grisdtres, noircis de place en place, par la bavure des igouts. . . .  La tour Saint- 
Jacques, VHdtel-de-Ville, Saint-Gervais, Saint-Louis, Saint-Paul se levaient en face, 
parmi les toits confondus. (p. 64)
^Brombert, p. 144.
l^See Albert Thibaudet, Flaubert (Paris: Librairie Pon, 1922), p. 144. For the ambiguous 
connotation of the water imagery see also Bernard Masson, "L'eau et les reves dans L'Education 
sentimentale," Europe 12 (1969): 96: "On y voit apparaltre l'ambiguitd fondamentale de l'eau, tantot 
6nergie, tantot inertie, ou mieux encore, 6nergie ascendante, puis 6nergie ddgradde."
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The description occurs during a period in which it becomes increasingly clear that Frederic 
is not making any progress with Madame Amoux, in which she leaves Paris, he fails his 
examinations and makes a fool out of himself before Amoux. Within this context, nothing 
seems to be apparently more traditional than the emphasis on the river image, which again 
forms part of a total picture of monotony and boredom, part of Frederic's disconsolate, 
unpleasant reality: ilpassait des heures d regarder la riviire qui coulait entre les quais 
grisatres. The descriptive details also emphasize the theme of human decay which 
constantly recurs in the novel: la riviire coulait entre les quais grisdtres, noircis de place en 
place par la bavure des 6gouts. However we know how Flaubert disorients the reader, 
utilizing the narrative conventions and undermining them at the same time. So this constant 
insistence on a liquid universe could cause illegibility of space. Besides, Frdddric 
paradoxically sees numerous buildings among the confused roofs: La tour Saint Jacques, 
L'Hotel-De-Ville, Saint-Gervais, Saint-Louis, Saint-Paul se levaient enface,parmi les toits 
confondus.
In another passage we notice the presence of mist which darkens the characters'
vision and blocks the reader's attempt to delineate definite meaning: On n’y voyaitplus; le
temps itait froid, et un lourd brouillard, estompant la facade des maisons, puait dans I’air.
(p. 67) Neverthless, the darkness, the fog, the cloud which envelop the entire atmosphere
are also to be considered as significant details which symbolize Freddric’s confusion.
Moreover, the entire passage connotes once again a sense of decay: un lourd brouillard
puait dans I'air. The same tension of meaning is found in the following passage, situated
in a particular period of Frederic's life when his obsession and passion for Madame
Amoux increasingly grows:
Les riverbdres se balangaient enfaisant trembler sur la boue de longs reflets jaunatres. 
Des ombres glissaient au bord des trottoirs, avec des parapluies. Le pavi itait gras, la 
brume tombait, et il lui semblait que les tgnibres humides, Venveloppant, descendait 
indifiniment dans son coeur. (p. 24)
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In the same way, in the description of a Nogent landscape, when Frederic and 
Deslaurier walk together, if, on the one hand, the insistence on the liquid and foggy 
imagery indicates loss of sense, on the other hand, most of the details in the description are 
disposed in such a way to encourage a traditional symbolic signification and emphasize 
Frederic’s character:
Et ils continuirent de se promener d'un bout d I'autre des deux ponts qui s ’appuient sur 
Vile itroitejormi par le canal et la riviire. Quand ils allaient du cot& de Nogent, ils 
avaient, enface, un pati de maisons s'inclinant quelque peu; d droite, Viglise 
apparaissait derridre les moulins de bois dont les vannes dtaient fermies; et d gauche, 
les haies d'arbustes, le long de la rive, terminaient des jar dins, que Von distinguait d 
peine. Mais, du coti de Paris, la grande route descendait en ligne droite, et des prairies 
se perdaient au loin, dans les vapeurs de la nuit. Elle itait silencieuse et d’une clarte 
blanchdtre. Des odeurs de feuillage humide montaient jusqu'd eux; la chute de la prise 
d'eau, cent pas plus loin, murmur ait, avec ce gros bruit doux que font les ondes dans 
les tdndbres. (p. 16)
The same sense of decay which emerged in the passages analyzed above, is revealed in this 
description: des odeurs de feuillage humide montaient jusqu'd eux. Moreover, an 
important aspect suggested in the passage is Frederic's passivity, emphasized by his 
sourroundings: Deux ponts qui s'appuient, un pdti de maisons s'inclinant, des prairies se 
perdaient. The second important aspect of Fr6d6ric’s character suggested in the description 
is his indecision which is revealed by his pacing back and forth between the two edges of 
the bridge. In the novel, Frederic will have to chose between the value system associated 
with his home town Nogent, to which one of the bridges leads, and the value system 
associated with Paris, to which the other end of the bridge leads. The value system 
associated with Nogent involves domestic features such as home, garden, church and a 
stable life, while that of Paris implies open space, adventure, luxury. However, we note 
here few indeterminate details which show how a constant feature of these descriptions of 
landscape or cityscape is that they are never fixed and how contours escape definition: le 
long de la rive, terminaient des jardins, que Von distinguait d peine. Des prairies se 
perdaient au loin, dans les vapeurs de la nuit.
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Throughout the entire novel there are a large number of landscape descriptions, 
enveloped in a fluctuating immateriality, whose fluid and vague imagery problematize 
representation and symbolic meaning and exemplify the poetic function of description. For 
instance:
Le matin, ils se promenaient en manches de chemise sur la terrasse: le soleil se levait, 
des brumes Idgdres passaient sur lefleuve, on entendait un glapissement dans le marche 
auxfleurs d cotd. (p. 53)
Le soleil s'abaissait; quelques vitres de maison, dans la CM, brillaientau loin comme 
des plaques d'or, tandis que, par derridre, d droite, les tours de Notre-Dame se 
profilaient en noir sur le del bleu, mollement baignd d I'horizon dans des vapeurs 
grises. (p. 152)
The impressionistic technique, the play of light, dark and vapour emerges in this 
description of Fontainbleau's landscape which we consider a beautiful example of 
Flaubert's style:
La lumidre, d de certaines places dclairant la lisidre du bois, laissait les fonds dans 
I'ombre; ou bien, aMnude sur les premiers plans par une sorte de crdpuscule. Elle 
dtalait dans les lointains des vapeurs violettes, une clartd blanche. Au milieu du jour, le 
soleil, tombant d'aplomb sur les larges verdures, les dclaboussait, suspendait des 
gouttes argentines d la pointe des branches, rayait le gazon de traindes d'emeraudes, 
jetait des taches d’or sur les couches des feuilles mortes. (p. 327)
On a thematic level, the insistence on the light connotates immobility and absence of 
feelings which emerges from the apparent idylle of Frdddric and Rosanette. However, the 
play on the light and the mist can also block a representational image.
In general, we have noted how in these indistinct images a sense of uncertainty 
emerge from the characters themselves who seem to fluctuate (flotter) in an unstable 
world. All the components analyzed, that is, fog, vapours, indefinite contours, combined 
with fluid imagery, if they contain signs which could refer to the characters' emotions, they 
often show that contours are mobile and imprecise and they may resist a representational or 
symbolic integration. This kind of imagery cannot be found as much in Balzac's novels 
which appear to be more assertive, emphasizing a certain "illusion of the real."
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FRAGMENTATION AND DESTABILIZATION OF SITES
I ly  ad  lafois lisibilite et non-lisibiliti de la ville, un constant effet de dicalage, un 
"tremble" dans la perception de I'espace urbain. (Marie-Claire Banquart, "L'Espace 
urbain dans L'Education sentimentale " ) ^
We know that a certain illusion of totality and coherence of details was the basis of
the classic realist description of space. In Flaubert's L ’Education sentimentale, on the
contrary, an ambiguity of sense emerges in numerous descriptions of Paris which are
presented in a disjoined way: in fact, if they are analogues of Frederic's fragmented vision
of reality and show his psychological itinerary, at the same time, they block the observer
from reaching a definite and total representation of space. One of the more appropriate
examples of this kind of description is constituted by the fragmented image of Paris when
Frederic returns from Nogent:
Un bruit sourd de planches le reveilla, on traversait le pont de Charenton, c’itait Paris.
. . .  Au loin, de hautes cheminees d'usines fumaient. Puis on tourna dans Ivry. On 
monta une rue; tout d coup il apercut le dome du PantMon. La plaine, bouleversee 
semblait de vagues mines. L'enceinte des fortifications y faisait un renflement 
horizontal; et, sur les trottoirs en terre qui bordaient la route, de petits arbres sans 
branches etaient difendus par des lattes Mrissees de clous. Des itablissements de ■ 
produits chimiques alternaient avec des chantiers de marchands de bois. De hautes 
portes, comme il yen  a dans lesfermes, laissaient voir, par leurs battants entr'ouverts, 
iintirieur d'ignobles cours pleines d'immondices, avec des flaques d'eau sale au 
milieu. De longs cabarets, couleur sang de boeuf, portaient d leurpremier itage, entre 
lesfenetres, deux queues de billard en sautoir dans une couronne de fleurs peintes; cd et 
Id, m e bicoque de pldtre d moitii construite itait abandonnee. Puis, la double ligne de 
maisons ne discontinua plus; et, sur la nudite de leurs facades, se ditachait, de loin en 
loin, un gigantesque cigare de fer-blanc, pour indiquer m  dibit de tabac. Des ensignes 
de sage femme reprisentaient une matrone en bonnet, dodelinant un poupon dans une 
courtepointe garnie de dentelles. Des affiches couvraient I'angle des murs, et, aux trois 
quarts dichiries, tremblaient au vent comme des guenilles. (p. 104)
The description has a thematic appropriateness as metaphor of Frederic's disordered
vision, emphasizing his feelings of anguish and frustration related to the possibility of not
being able to find Madame Amoux: thus Paris symbolizes a sense of dispersion and
ontological loss, connected to the alienation of modem urban life: la plaine bouleversee
14in Flaubert, la femme, la ville (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1983), p. 146.
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semblait de vagues mines. Qd et Id, une bicoque de pldtre d moitie construite etait 
abandonnie. In addition, the description prepares the future events, anticipating the 
disorder of Frederic's life. The city becomes an analogue of Frederic's impatience to find 
Madame Amoux: his inheritance has saved him from the bourgois life of Nogent and 
revived his hopes of being acccepted by the woman of his dreams. His optimism, and 
hence his impatience, are based on the assumption that his wealth will make him more 
attractive to his idol. This long description is therefore conditioned by the mood, for 
Frederic’s impatience makes him sensitive to distance and time. 15 in general, a derisory 
image of Paris will always follow in the book a mythical description, in order to emphasize 
the themes of the lost dreams and the betrayed ideals. 16 in the same way, in Madame 
Bovary, Rouen paradoxically appears to represent Emma's dreams and her disillusions. 
The dirty water in this description of Paris represents the degradation of love and the failure 
of dreams: De hautes portes, comme il yen  a dans lesfermes, laissaient voir, par leurs 
battants entr'ouverts, I'interieur d'ignobles cours pleines d'immondices, avec desflaques 
d'eau sale au milieu. 17
However, the long passage is also viewed by Frdddric and by the reader as a 
disordering of space description, a disorientation of vision which may call into question 
both representation and integration into a definite narrative space. Instead of a clear, 
delimited image, the reader sees, along with Frederic, a confusion of sites, an enumeration
^According to P. M. Wetherill: "La laideur de cette description, qui vdhicule des iddes de ruine, 
d'abandon, de stdrilite, fait un contraste Evident avec le plaisir que Frdddric dprouve d'etre de retour a Paris." 
(Gustave Flaubert, L'Education sentimentale, texte dtabli par P. M. Wetherill (Paris: Gamier, 1984), p.453.
I^See Banquart, "UEspace urbain dans L'Education sentimentale," in Flaubert, la femme, la ville, 
Joumde d'dtudes organisce par llnstitut de Francais de lUniversitd de Paris X (Paris: Presses Universitaires 
de France, 1982), p. 156: "Ce Paris-lii, disperse, composite, masqud, coulant de tristesses suburbaines hors 
de 1'enceinte de Thiers, et faisant ddborder dans I'interieur des maisons les foules des boulevards et des 
Champs-Elysdes, c'est le Paris ou se projettent des incertitudes et des beautds de ndvrose qui annoncent la 
capitale fin-de-si6cle."
l^The description recalls the ambiguity of the water imagery which was found in Madame Bovary. 
"La terre, h un endroit, se trouvait effondrde par le pas des bestiaux; il fallut marcher sur de grosses pierres 
vertes, espacdes dans la boue. Souvent, elle s'arretait une minute h regarder ou poser la bottine.et, 
chancelant sur le caillou qui tremblait, les coudes en 1'air, la taille penchde, l’oeil inddcis, elle riait alors, de 
peur de tomber dans les flaques de l’eau.” (p. 128)
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of incoherent places which underline more a textual movement, rather than a thematic or
mimetic pattern typical of the realist novel. As Marie Banquart observes:
Ce jeu entre Usibilit6 et non-lisibilite de I'espace est interiorisi dans le roman. On peut 
mime dire qu'il caract6ri.se le Paris de L'Education sentimentale, et, la vision de la ville 
itant la projection du "Moi" du hiros, que ce jeu decalque sur I'espace urbain 
I'incertitude fondamentale de Frederic. . . .  Toutes lesfois qu'aprds une absence il 
regagne la ville, Flaubert a fait en sorte que celle-ci se prisente d Frederic sous un un 
jour insolite et ginerateur d'une disorientation.
This disorientation of space contrasts with the readable image of the streets of Paris in
Balzac's Ferragus:
11 est dans Paris certaines rues dishonories autant que peut litre un homme coupable 
d'infamie; puis il existe des rues nobles, puis des rue simplement honnetes, puis de 
jeunes rues sur la moralite desquelles le public ne s'est pas encore form i d'opinion; 
puis des rues assassines, des rues plus vieilles que de vieilles douairiires ne sont 
vieilles, des rues estimables, des rues toujours propres, des rues toujours sales, des 
rues ouvri&res, travailleuses, mercantiles. Enfin les rues de Paris ont des qualites 
humaines, et nous impriment par leur physionomie certaines idies contre lesquelles 
nous sommes sans defense
Different from Flaubert's description, we see here how there is no sign of ambiguity and
how the streets of Paris are presented as a moral and emotional image where the narrator
imposes a specific pattern of interpretation. In other words, Balzac creates for us a
deterministic setting, a social milieu of the reading that guides our thought and shapes our
response, thus defining for us the basis of our interpretation. Instead, as we have seen, in
Flaubert's image of Paris, after Frederic's return from Nogent, details vacillate between a
symbolic meaning and some factors which allude to the problematic of opacity, calling into
question a definite vision of a representational space. The description is more disordered
and fragmented than the description of Yonville in Madame Bovary, which was already
presented in an incongrous way:
Sur le mur de platre, que traversent en diagonale des lambourdes noires, s'accroche 
parfois quelque maigre poirier, et les rez-de-chauss6e ont d leur porte une petite barriire 
tournante pour les difendre des poussins, qui viennent picorer, sur le seuil, des miettes 
de pain bis trempi de cidre. Cependant les cours sefont plus itroites, les habitations se 
rapprochent, les haies disparaissent, un fagot de fougires se balance sous unefenetre
l^Honord de Balzac, Histoire des Treize (Paris: George Barrie et fils, 1831), p. 11.
au bout d'un manche d balai; il y a la forge d'un marichal et ensuite un charron avec 
deux ou trois charrettes neuves, en dehors, qui empiitent la route.
(Madame Bovary, p. 106,) ^
Instead, in Salammbo, the description of buildings around Hamilcar's palace exibits a
fragmentation of space that appears to be more similar to the disordered image of Paris in
L'Education sentimentale:
La route traversait un champ, plante de longues dalles, aigues par le sommet, telles que 
des pyramides. . . .  Ensuite, etaient dissiminies des cabanes en terre en branchages, 
en claies de joncs, toutes de forme conique. De petits murs en cailloux, des rigoles 
d'eau vive, des cordes de sparterie, des haies de nopal separaient irriguliirement ces 
habitations, qui se tassaient de plus en plus, en s'ilivant vers les jardins du Suffite. 
(Salammbo, p. 734)20
An interesting characteristic of the passage in L'Education sentimentale, which
differentiates it from the descriptions in Madame Bovary and Salammbo is the mobility of
sites and the lack of a stable identity of space. In fact, after his arrival to Paris, Frdderic
will wander in a disoriented city, looking for Regimbart, but he will have difficulty in
finding him. Besides, he will not be able to find Madame Amoux in the place expected:^!
Ill souriait d I'idie de revoir, tout d I'heure, sur la plaque de marbre, le nom chiri; - il 
leva les yeux. Plus de vitrines, plus de tableaux, rien! 11 courut d la rue de Choiseul. 
M. et Mme Amoux n'y habitaient pas, et une voisine gardait la loge du portier; Frederic 
Vattendit; enfin ilparut, ce n'etait plus le mime. II ne savaitpoint leur adresse. (p. 105)
In addition, the description of the streets crossed by the cab is presented in a succession of
names whose prolixity can prevent the reader from the possibility of finding coordinates
that single out a followable course: it seems as though urban space disorients the
protagonist:
^However, as we have seen in our analysis, there are not in Madame Bovary many descriptions of 
space which are irregular and incapable to represent a definite image.
20xhe difference between this description aand the space considered in L'Education sentimentale 
consists in the fact that, while in Salammbo we have a juxtaposition of exotic and fragmentary forms, in 
the passage from L'Education sentimentale the details, though disjoined and incoherent, still maintain 
familiar narrative patterns.
21 See Jacques Neefs, "Descriptions de I'espace et espaces de socialite," in Histoire et langage dans 
L'Education sentimentale (Paris: Socidte des Etudes Romantiques, 1981), p. 116: "Paris est dramatisd 
comme espace labyrinthique de recherches, de conflits, de pertes, de rencontres. La course pour retrouver 
Regimbart 1'embtematise: I'espace urbain se dSfaiten succession d'adresses, de faux reinsegnements, de 
noms confus.”
Les boutiques difilaient, la foule augmentait, le bruit devenait plus fort. Apris le quai 
Saint-Bernard, le quai de la Tournelle et le quai Montebello, on prit le quai Napoleon; il 
(Frederic) voulut voir ses fenetres, elles daient loin. Puis on repassa la Seine sur le 
Pont-Neuf, on descendit jusqu'au Louvre; et, par les rues Saint Honors, Croix-des- 
Petits-Champs et duBouloi, on atteignit la rue Coq-Heron, et Von entra dans la cour de 
VHotel. (p. 105)22
We find the same fragmentation of space in this description of the countryside when
Frederic is trying to find Amoux's factory:
Enfin il se prgcipita dans la campagne. La verdure monotone la faisait ressembler d un 
immense tapis de billard. Des scories defer itaient rangees sur les deux bords de la 
route, comme des metres de cailloux. Un peu plus loin, des cheminies d'usine 
fumaient les unes prds des autres. En face de lui se dressait sur une colline ronde, un 
petit chateau d tourelle, avec le clocher quadrangulaite de I'iglise. De longs murs, en 
dessous,formaient des lignes irrggulidres parmi les arbres. (p. 193)
If, on the one hand, the description exibits enough signs which reflect Fr6d6ric's fear of
losing Madame Amoux, on the other hand the image is viewed by the protagonist and also
by the reader as a divided space which could block represention and meaning. In addition,
like in the description of Paris, when Frederic returns from Nogent, the stable
configuration of a site appears to be undermined: in his interminable itinerary, Frederic is
convinced that he has arrived at Amoux's factory (where Madame Amoux is supposed to
be), but he arrives at the wrong place: Non, Monsieur, c'est id  lafabrique de MM.
Leboeufet Millet. Representational order is disrupted, leading to a possible displacement
of sense. In addition, the observer Fr6d€ric lacks any stable center of consciousness and
his interiority appears to be an empty space traversed throughout the course of the narrative
by a plurality of fragmented, dissociated impressions and sensations that never cohere to
form a fully constituted subject In other words, in the descriptions analyzed, there is a
representation of instability, that is, the world does not provide a stable frame for Frederic;
instead it intensifies his confusion.
22This scene recalls the episode of the cab in Madame Bovary: "Elle remonta le boulevard
Bouvreil, parcourut le boulevard Cauchoise, puis tout le Mont-Riboudet jusqu'k la c6te de Deville On
la vit k Saint-Pol, h Lescure, au Mont Gargan, k la Rouge Mare et place du Gaillard-bois; rue Maladrerie, 
rue Dinanderie, devant Saint-Romain, Saint-Vivien, Saint-Maclou, Saint-Nicaise."
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The description of Paris when Fr&leric returns from Fontainbleau is another
example of a fragmented and dispersed site:
La poste de VEcole polytechnique regorgeait de monde. Des femmes encombraient le 
seuil, demandant d voir leur fils ou leur mari. On les renvoyait au Panthion transforme 
en depot de cadavres. . . .  L'insurrection avait laisse dans ce quartier-ld des trous 
formidables. Le sol des rues se trouvait, d'un bout d I'autre, inigalement bosseli. Sur 
les barricades en mine, il restait des omnibus, des tuyaux de gaz, des roues de 
charrettes; . . .  Les maisons itaient criblees de projectiles, et leur charpente se 
montrait sous les icaillures de platre. Des jalousies, tenant par un clou, pendaient 
comme des haillons. . . .  On apercevait I'intirieur des chambres avec leurs papiers en 
lambeaux. . . .  Fridiric observa une pendule, un bdton de perroquet, des gravures.
(p. 336-337)
An interpretation of the passage as an historical account of the results of the Revolution of 
1848 must be considered, even if history is presented as disorder: the novel can be an 
evocation of 1848, the February revolution which led to the overthtrow of the bourgeois 
monarchy of Louis-Philippe and the setting up of the second Republic, the June days 
which saw the brutal repression of the Parisian proletariat, and the coup d'etat of 1851 with 
which Louis Bonaparte brought the second Republic to an end and paved the way for the 
second Empire.
Sherrington notices how, on a personal level, Frdderic is not concerned with Paris:
This return to Paris seems not to have an intense motivation and is accompanied by no 
feelings of personal hope or dispair. The main purpose of the description is to show 
not Frederic, but Paris in revolution: the center of interest is transferred from the 
character to the o b j e c t . 2 3
However, the space appears to Frederic as well as to the reader, as disordered and 
composed of some odd, non-functional details, which seem to undermine the historical 
verisimilitude. For instance: On les renvoyait au Panthion, transform6 en depot de 
cadavres. Des jalousies, tenant par un clou, pendaient comme des haillons. Fridiric 
observa une pendule, un baton de perroquet, des gravures. The description recalls the 
image of the punic field after Hamilcar's attack in Salammbo where, as in this passage 
from L'Education sentimentale, space is disordered and things are juxtaposed and in pieces:
^Sherrington, p. 305.
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Le sol bouleversi avait des ondulations comme la mer, et les tentes, avec leurs toiles en 
lambeaux, sernblaient de vagues navires d demi perdus dans les icueils. Des cuirasses, 
desfourches, des clairons, des morceaux de bois, defer et d'airain, du ble, de la paille 
et des vetements s'iparpillaient au milieu des cadavres. . . .  On apercevait des jambes, 
des sandales, des bras, des cottes de maille, et des tetes dans leurs casques, (p. 
763)^4
As we have seen also in the previous descriptions of space, the character (Frtiddric) is lost 
in a labyrinthic city where stable representation is subverted: Frederic is in fact looking for 
the wounded Dussardier, but he will be dispersed in a confused space, before he is able to 
find him.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FONTAINEBLEAU FOREST
The description of the Fontainebleau forest, where the first idyllic love affair
between Frederic and Rosanette takes place, deserves a special attention, for the way
stylistic features rework Romantic literary topoi and go beyond, problematizing readability:
La diversity des arbres faisait un spectacle changeant. Les hetres, d I'icorce blanche et 
lisse, entremelaient leurs couronnes; des frenes courbaient mollement leur glauques 
ramures; dans les copies de charmes, des houx pareils d du bronze se Mrissaient; puis 
venait une file de minces bouleaux, inclines dans des attitudes digiaques; et les pins, 
symitriques comme des tuyaux d'orgue, en se balangant continuellement, sernblaient 
chanter. II y avait des chenes rugueux, inormes, qui se convulsaient, s'itiraient du sol, 
s'dreignaient les uns les autres, et,fermes sur leurs troncs, pareils d des torses, se 
lancaient avec leurs bras nus des appels de disespoir, des menaces furibondes, comme 
un groupe de Titans immobilises dans leur colire. (p. 327-328)
On the one hand, the details in this description serve an appropriate thematic reading.
Brombert indicates that there is irony in those trees which, on the one hand, join each other
high up in the air like immense triumphal arches, and on the other seem to be falling
columns:
Quelques-uns, d'une altitude demesurie, avaient des airs de patriarches et d'empereurs, 
ou, se touchant par le bout, formaient avec leurs longs futs comme des arcs de 
triomphe; d'autres, poussis dis le bas obliquement, sernblaient des colonnes pris de 
tomber. (p.327)
^However, we notice how this description contains more fragmentary and juxtaposed details than 
the the one in L'Education sentimentale.
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The political revolution is measured against the geological revolutions. The 
immobilized Titans remind us, in their angry pose, of the revolutionary fervour. But 
they also point up the insignificance of all human endeavor in the face of eternal change 
and death. The Fontainebleau landscape assumes an apocalyptic grandeur which 
further underlines the futility of human events. It is almost religious awe which the 
gravity of the forest inspires.25
However, we find Brombert's interpretation very questionable, since the frailty of 
human existence is symbolized here by images which are quite consistent with romantic 
anthropomorphism and allow Frdderic to escape from history. Thus, the whole sequence 
is very ironic: the forest, in fact, is supposed to be a diversion from the Revolution, an 
idyllic place where to escape with the lover, but the descriptive details keep underlying 
instead a monstrous displacement of natural forces which shows a cataclysmatic space 
which reminds Frederic of the Revolution and the precariousness of human existence.
Various other readings can be applied to this passage: the trees lying in desarray
may alternately be paths to the future, which will lead to triumph or collapse: La furie meme
de leur chaos fait plutot river d des volcans, d des deluges, aux grands cataclysmes
ignores, (p. 328) The passage is also a variation on the literary theme of I'ipouvantable
visage de la natureP&
II y avait des chenes rugueux, inormes, qui se convulsaient, s'itiraient du sol, 
s'itreignaient les uns les autres, etfermes sur leurs troncs, pareils d des torses, se 
lancaient avec leurs bras nus des appels de disespoir, des menaces furibondes, comme 
un groupe de Titans immobilisis dans leur colire.
On a psychological level, the entire episode emphasizes the distance between the 
dreamer-hero and his impossible mistress. An interesting study conducted by Peter 
Cortland has shown how the episode of Fontaineblaeu reveals the lack of communication 
between Frdderic and Rosanette:
^Brombert, p. 177.
26see Pierre Cogny, L'Education sentimentale de Flaubert: le monde en creux (Paris: LaRousse, 
1975), p. 250: "L'entrelacement des arbres a souvent dvoqud un drotisne monstrueux, un coit universel.. . .  
L'univers devient mdchant, presque satanique. Ces chenes appartiennent & un passd d’oii il leur est 
impossible de sortir, et les impaifaits de narration marquent dgalement le temps. Ils sont les contemporains 
des Titans auxquels il est fait rdfdrence. Ils dvoquent & la fois les adversaires mythiques des dieux et 
l’adversaire de Dieu, tel qu'on le reprdsentait dans l'imagerie mddievale, avec l'odeur du soufire et l’dcho des 
pas des sourcidres.”
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The over-riding human movement of this section of the book is this drifting apart in the 
lover's relationship from discord to concord, to discord again. Theoretically, all 
sentimentalities should be equally valid; but the discord here results from a lack of 
sharing of emotional distortions at the same time.27
All of these interpretations are plausible, but they ignore the problematic of
Flaubertian art, which is a continuous tension between transparency and resistance to
signification. In fact, could the passage not also be viewed as a reworking of Romantic
solipsism whose metaphors are presented in their excessive metaphoricity and literariness?
Flaubert seems indeed to discourage the reader from understanding what the real message
of the passage is or whether there is a message anyway. This is a good example of how
the novelist uses traditional Romantic motifs, but he goes beyond their possibility of
verisimilitude, in order to show their artificial and self-referential substance. The
description, in other words, reveals its own means of fabrication, showing nature as a
convention, as a rethorical creation: puis venait une file de minces bouleaux, inclines dans
des attitudes iligiaques; et les pins, symdtriques comme des tuyaux d'orgue, en se
balancant continuellement, sernblaient chanter. 28
Part of the difficulty of inteipretation lies in the strong taste of this condensed and
gathered material. An effect which is too clear, especially when it is unpleasant, can block
the associative processes in the reader's mind. Thus, in the description of the variety of
rocks which are assimilated to animals:
C'&tait, au flanc d'une colline, une compagnie de carriers battant les roches. Elies se 
multipliaient de plus en plus, et finissaient par emplir tout le paysage, cubiques comme 
des maisons, plates comme des dalles, s'dtayant, se surplombant, se confondant, telles 
que les mines miconnaissables et monstrueuses de quelque citd disparue. . .  .Qd et Id, 
tels que des promontoires sur le lit dessdcM d'un ocian, se levaient des roches ayant de 
vagues formes d'animawc, tortues avancant la tete, phoques qui rampent, hippopotames 
et ours. (p. 328)
2?Peter Cortland, "The Forest and the Trees: the Fontainebleau Episode as a Crisis of 
Communication," in The Sentimental Adventure (The Hague, 1967), p. 89.
28()ne may note how the image les pins, symitriques comme des tuyaux d'orgue is a clichd which 
assimilates the forest to the cathedral.
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The paragraph is filled with "miscellaneous curiosities" which foreground the description
as hallucinatoiy. 29 The characters themselves are overwhelmed by these exagerations of
forms which seem to have a value independent from their emotions and reactions. The
catalogue of names, animated by a series of metaphores, does it not appear to be distinctly
too literary, reaching a kind of cacophony whose thematic integration in the narrative space
results unclear? In fact, a certain incongruouness is noted throughout the episode: after the
dramatic evocation of the animal-shaped rocks, the account of the honeymoon starts again,
as though this hallucinatory interlude had never taken place. Thus, forgetting the end of the
world, the two lovers continue their idyllic love affair:
Le bras sous la taille, il V dcoutait parler pendant que les oiseaux gazouillaient, 
observait du meme coup d'oeil les raisins noirs de sa capote, et les baies des 
gen£vriers, les draperies de son voile, les volutes des nuages; et quand il se penchait 
sur elle, lafraicheur de sa peau se melait au grand parfum des bois. (p. 329)
As critics such as Roland Barthes and Shoshana Felman have indicated, this can be 
attributed to a certain Flaubertian/o/ie. 30 To control the effects of this potential delire, we 
expect an organizing narrative voice; but, most of the times, this voice appears to be silent.
29in Salammbo Flaubert had compared the arms used for Carthage's siege to animals: "Enfin 
apparurent les 6chafaudages des hautes machines: carrobalistes, onagres, catapultes et scorpions, oscillant 
sur des chariots tirds par des mulets et des quadriges de boeufs." {Salammbo, p. 725)
30see Barthes, Le Plaisir du texte, p. 18: "La prouesse est de tenir la mimesis du langage (le
langage s'imitant lui-meme), source de grands plaisirs, d’une facon si radicalement ambigue que le texte
ne tombe jamais sous la bonne conscience (et la mauvaise foi) de la parodie.” See also Shoshana Felman, 
"Thdmalique et rhetorique ou la folie du texte," in Claudine Gothot-Mersch eds., La production du sens 
chez Flaubert (Paris: Union Gdnerale d'Editions, 1975), p. 26: "Folie de la rh6torique, son renvoi infini,
inddflni d'un signe l'autre La rhdtorique suspend la logique: elle habile la contradiction thdmatique,
fonctionnant selon une autre logique, celle de l'inconscient qui ignore la contradiction."
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THE SYMBOLIC SPACES: PARIS AS A MENTAL IMAGE
Loin de lui opposer son mutisme, la description apris la narration parle, mime si c'est 
un murmure. D'abord signifiee par la narration, la description la signifie en retour, la 
designe, la dinonce. Tel est le jeu: non pas une ripitition, mais le dialogue de deux 
inonces concurrentiels qui racontent une mime histoire. (Pierre Bonnefis, "Flaubert: un 
emplacement du discours critique. ")31
In spite of all the undecidable descriptions of space that we have analyzed, we also
find throughout the novel various images of Paris and landscapes which can be easily given
a thematic appropriateness, necessary to the narrative development and to the focalisation of
the characters' emotions. In these passages, Flaubert gives the reader more ground for
interpretation. Thus, we interpret this image of Paris, viewed by Frederic, as a metaphor
of Madame Amoux's beauty and power:
A Viventaire des marchandes, les fleurs s'ipanouissaientpour qu'elle les choisit en 
passant; dans la montre des cordonniers, les petites pantoufles de satin d bordure de 
eigne sernblaient attendre son pied; toutes les rues conduisaient vers sa maison; les 
voitures ne stationnaient pas sur les places que pour y  mener plus vite; Paris se 
rapportait d sa personne, et la grande ville, avec toutes ses voix, bruissait, comme un 
immense orchestre, autour d'elle. (p. 68)32
In the same way, another description of Paris represents an example of symbolic
space:
Des nuages roses, en forme d'icharpe, s'allongeaient au-deld des toits; on commencait 
d relever les tentes des boutiques; des tombereaux d'arrosage versaient une pluie sous la 
poussiire, et unefraicheur inattendue se melait aux imanations des cafis, laissant voir 
par leurs portes ouvertes, entre des argenteries et des dorures, des fleurs en gerbe qui 
se miraient dans les hautes glaces. . . .  Quelque chose d'inorme, enveloppait les 
maisons. Jamais Paris ne lui avait semble si beau. II n'apercevait, dans I'avenir, 
qu'une interminable sirie d'annies toutes pleines d'amour. (p. 87)
The details lead to readability, since there is an explicit interpretative schema, offered by the
narrator: Jamais Paris ne lui avait semble plus beau. II n'apercevait, dans I’avenir, qu'une
31Littirature 2 (1971): 66.
32phis image of the city as reflecting and coming towards the beloved woman recalls the 
description of the Rouen cathedral, where L6on goes to meet Emma, in Madame Bovary: "L'6glise, comme 
un boudoir gigantesque, se disposait autour d’elle; les voutes s'inclinaient pour recueillir dans l'ombre la 
confession de son amour; les vitraux resplendissaient pour illuminer son visage, et les encensoirs allaient 
bruler pour qu'elle apparut comme un ange, dans la fum6e des parfums." (Madame Bovary, p. 265)
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interminable serie d'annies toutes pleines d'amour. The description is set in August, 
Madame Amoux is absent from Paris, and Frdddric is not closer to realizing his ambition. 
Only his mood is different: the cafes have a fraicheur inattendue, and are full of silver and 
gold, flowers and mirrors; the passers-by have lost their stupid look: Des femmes 
passaient, avec une mollesse dans lesyeux et ce teint de camilia que dome aux chairs 
feminines la lassitude des grandes chaleurs. And finally, Fr6d6ric's optimism is summed 
up in the sentence: Jamais Paris ne lui avait sembli plus beau. This description of Paris 
can therefore focus the progression of his feelings towards Madame Amoux.
The description of the plain, seen from the boat where Frdd6ric meets Madame
Amoux for the first time, is available to realist integration and represent different kinds of
vegetation, and it also foregrounds a symbolic reading as an analogue of Frederic's feelings
and dreams of love: it introduces the protagonist's languid Romanticism, which, later in the
book, will appear to be disappointing:
Une plaine s'etendait d droite; d gauche un herbage allait doucement rejoindre m e  
colline, oil Von apercevait des vignobles, des noyers, un moulin dans la verdure, et des 
petits chemins au deld,formant des zigzags sur la roche blanche qui touchait au bord du 
del. Quel bonheur de monter cote d cote, le bras autour de sa taille, pendant que sa 
robe balayerait les feuilles jaunies, en 6coutant sa voix, sous le rayonnement de ses 
yeux! (p. 9)
In the following passage, details are provided in such a way to give an impression 
of referentiality, giving to the reader some information about the architecture of the houses 
of the time:
Des arbres la couronnaient (la colline) parmi des maisons basses couvertes de toits d 
Vitalienne. Elies avaient des jardins en pente que divisaient des murs neufs, des grilles 
defer, des gazons, des serres chaudes, et des vases de geranium, espacis 
rtgulidrement sur des terrasses oil Von pouvait s'accouder. Plus d'un, en apercevant 
ces coquettes residences, si tranquilles, enviait d'en etre le propriitaire, pour vivre Id 
jusqu'd la fin  de ses jours, (p. 4)
Again, this description of Paris, when Fr6d6ric wanders alone, constantly thinking about
Madame Amoux, is available to inteipretation, since the details are not disordered or vague:
II remontait, au hasard, le quartier latin, si tumultueux d'habitude, mais desert d cette 
ipoque, car les itudiants 6taient partis dans leurs families. Les grands murs du college, 
comme allonges par le silence, avaient m  aspect plus morne encore; on entendait toutes
sortes de bruits paisibles, des battements d'ailes dans les cages, le ronflement d'un 
tour, le marteau d'un savetier. (p. 65)
The description, besides indicating a typical summer day in Paris, has a symbolic function
and reflects Frederic's feelings of emptiness and monotony in Paris, since he is not really
making any progress with Madame Amoux: les grands murs du college, comme allonges
par le silence, avaient un aspect plus morne encore.
In the same way, the description of Paris, when Fr&l&ic returns from Nogent, after
having considered the possibility of marrying Louise Roque, underlines the same theme of
solitude in the big city:
Son retour a Paris ne lui causa point de plaisir; c'&ait le soir, d la fin du mois d'aout, le 
boulevard semblait vide, les passants se succ£daient avec des mines renfrognies, cd et 
Id une chaudi&re d'asphalte fitmait, beaucoup de maisons avaient leurs persiennes 
entiirement closes, (p. 255)
The passage is integrated to serve a structural function quite traditional in novels, that of
psychological evocation. Thus the details converge to define Frederic's mood, his feeling
of despair and isolation. In fact, when he arrives, he finds nothing but unpleasanteness
and emptiness: the boulevards are deserted, the houses are closed up, the passers-by, with
their mines renfrognees, have something disagreeable. The passage, therefore, follows
Hamon's view of description as expression of the porte-regard? 3 it also shows how
Flaubert can be faithful to the tradition of the classical text, since it recalls the image of
Paris in Balzac's Les illusions perdues, where Lucien's wandering in the city connotes the
separation between him and the crowd, his solitude:
Le luxe des boutiques, la hauteur des maisons, Vaffluence des voitures, les constantes 
oppositions que prisentent un extreme luxe et une extreme misire saisissent avant tout. 
Surpris de cette foule d laquelle il itait Stranger, cet homme d'imagination iprouva 
comme une immense diminuition de lui-meme.34
Another description which appears to be integrated into the narrative continuity is 
the landscape surrounding Frederic and Madame Amoux, during their love encounters:
33see Hamon, Introduction a. I'analyse de descriptif, p. 189: "C'est tout un systfeme psychologique 
qui peut venir doubler et complexifier ces roles de porte-regards dans un texte romanesque."
■^Honord de Balzac, Les Illusions perdues (Paris: Gamier, 1956), p. 133.
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Presque toujours, ils se tenaient en plein air au haut de I'escalier; des cimes d'arbres 
jaunies par I'auxomne se mamelonnaient devant eux, in.6galem.ent jusqu'au bord du ciel 
pale; ou bien ils allaient au bout de I'avenue, dans un pavilion ayant pout tout meuble
un canapi de toile grise Les murailles exalaient m e odeur de moisi; -et ils
restaient Id, causant d'eux memes, des autres, de n'importe quoi, avec ravissement. (p. 
272)
The descriptive details are a reflection of the lovers' desire: besides, they represent a 
religious feeling, under a sentimental form.
The description of a Nogent landscape, when Frederic and Louise Roque walk
together, also offers ground for interpretation:
A gauche, dans la prairie, des peupliers s'itendent, et I'horizon, enface, est borni par 
une courbe de la riviire; elle itait plate comme un miroir; de grands insectes patinaient 
sur I'eau tranquille. Des touffes de roseaux et des joncs la bordent inigalement; toutes 
sortes de plantes venues Id s'ipanouissaient en boutons d'or, laissaientpendre des 
grappes james, dressaient des quenouilles de fleurs amor ante, faxsaient au hasard des 
fus6es vertes. . . .  En degd, dans I'intirieur, quatre murs d chaperon d'ardoises 
enfermaient le potager, oil les carris de terre, labouris nouvellement, formaient des 
plaques brunes. (p. 250)
The detailed description has a realistic value and represents the geographical location of
Nogent, but its symbolic determination is stronger, in that it consists in establishing a
contrast with Paris: the details in fact emphasize the tranquillity, the boredom and the
narrow limits of a provincial town: En degd, dans I'interieur, quatre murs d chaperon
d'ardoises enfermaient le potager, oil les carris de terre, labourds nouvellement, formaient
des plaque brunes.
Again, this landscape description during Fr6deric and Louise's walk in Nogent,
contains various signs which encourage a symbolic integration:
Assis, I'm  pris de Vautre, ils ramassaient devant eux des poignies de sable, puis les 
faisaient couler de leurs mains tout en causant; - et le vent chaud qui arrivait des plaines 
leur apportait par bouffies des senteurs de lavande, avec le parfum du goudron 
s'ichappant d'me barque, derridre I'icluse. Le soleil frappait la cascade; les blocs 
verddtres du petit mur oil I'eau coulait apparaissaient comme sous une gaze d'argent se 
ddroulant toujours. Une longue barre d'ecume rejaillissait au pied, en cadence. Cela 
formait ensuite des bouillonnements, des tourbillons, mille courants opposes, et qui 
finissaient par se confondre en une seule nappe limpide. (p. 252)
The first part of the description connotes Louise's fresh and innocent love feelings: Et le
vent chaud leur apportait par bouffees des senteurs de lavande. These fresh sensations
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contrast with the second part of the description which instead reflect Frederic's mixed and 
confused emotions, the disorder of his life: des bouillonnements, des tourbillons, mille 
courants opposes.
The description of space, when Fr6d6ric and Deslaurier walk together, after
Frederic's return from Nogent, contains details which are based on the construction of
symbolic relations related to the characters’ feelings: thus the passage reflects Frederic and
Deslaurier’s new season of hopes:
Ensuite, ils fumirent des puros, accouMs sur la planche de velours, au bord de la 
fenitre. Le soleil brillait, I'air dtait doux, des troupes d'oiseaux voletant s'abattaient 
dans le jardin; les statues de bronze et de marbre, lavies par la pluie, miroitaient; et I’on 
entendait les rires des enfants, avec le murmure continu quefaisait la gerbe du jet d'eau. 
(p. 113)
Again, the description of Madame Amoux's house, when Deslaurier pays her visit to tell
her about Frederic's future marriage with Louise Roque, reveals Madame Amoux's
loneliness, emphasized by the the narrator himself:
Elle ferma la croisie et vint se rasseoir. Les homes maisons voisines interceptant le 
soleil, un jour froid tombait dans Vappartement. Ses e rf ants itaient sortis, rien ne 
bougeait autour d'elle. C'itait comme une desertion immense, (p. 248)
A symbolic interpretation can also be given to the image of the Fontainebleau
palace, visited by Frederic and Rosanette:
Le matin, de bonne heure, ils allirent visiter le chdteau. Comme ils entraient par la 
grille, ils apercurent sa fagade tout entiire, avec les cinq pavilions d toits aigus et son 
escalier d fer de cheval se deployant aufond de la cour, que bordent de droite d gauche 
deux corps de bailments plus bas. Des lichens sur les pavis se melent de loin au ton 
fauve des briques; et Vensemble du palais, couleur de rouille comme une vieille armure, 
avait quelque chose de royalement impassible, une sorte de grandeur militaire et triste. 
(p. 323)
The passage shows a certain nostalgia for the glory of the past, which is now reduced to 
rust and dust: L'ensemble du palais, couleur de rouille comme une vieille armure, avait 
quelque chose de royalement impassible, une sorte de grandeur militaire et triste. For 
Peter Cortland:
The tranquillity of this charmed spot strips off the carefully acquired sophistication of 
the visitors, and places their shoddy contemporaneity in striking contrast to the glorious 
remains their guide shows them. The palace becomes an allegorical stage of the
education of the two visitors: it is for them the retreat of courtly Renaissance love, the 
empty shell that survived the passions of the old r e g i m e . 35
In contrast with the passages analyzed earlier, these descriptions show how that it is 
possible to find in the novel images developing particular themes, such as the young man's 
illusions, the quest for the Madonna, the theme of nostalgia for purity and the betrayal of 
dreams. This exemplifies that what is interesting in Flaubert is the simultaneity of thematic 
description which is traditional, and the more opaque passages which anticipate the 
techniques of the modem novel. In this sense he represents the tensions and contradictions 
of a transition from the readable novel to the self-referential text.
THE TURNING IMAGES
Tout ditail fitiit par disparattre dans le jeu des contrastes et Vemportement des 
mouvements. . . .  Rien de plus vertigineux que Ventrainement d'une perspective 
fuyante. (J. P. Richard, Littirature et sensation )36
One of the main features of L'Education sentimentale, which cannot be found in
the two other novels analyzed, is constituted by a large number of descriptions
characterized by a series of multiple, contrasting and turning images and scenes
(tournoiment) which cannot be grasped by the narrator protagonist and seem to cause more
anxiety and more desire. Flaubert’s deliberate juxtaposition of light with colour in these
descriptive passages capture the fleeting aspects of reality with such intensity and rapidity
that they may disrupt the reader, for a moment, from following the narrative as a well-
ordered sequential plot and theme development. Thus, in this description of the Champs
Elys€es, what the reader sees, along with Frederic, is a series of disjoined images
succeding one another in rapid and incoherent sequence:
Les voitures devenaient plus nombreuses, et, se ralentissant d partir du Rond-Point, 
elles occupaient toute la voie. Les criniires fraient pris des criniires, les lanternes pris 
des lanternes; les itriers d'acier, les gourmettes d’argent, les boucles de cuivre,jetaient
35cortland, p. 72.
36"La creation de la forme chez Flaubert," in Literature et sensation (Paris: Seuil, 1954), p. 180.
cd et Id des points Iwnineux entre les culottes courtes, les gants blancs, et lesfourrures 
qui retombaient sur le blason des portfires. . . .  Les cochers baissaient le menton dans 
lews cravates, les roues se mettaient d towner plus vite, le madacam grincait et tons les 
iquipages descendaient au grand trot la longue avenue, en se frolant, se dipassant, 
sicartant les uns des autres, puis, sur la Place de Concorde se dispersaient. (p. 23-24)
What is suggested here is rather an environment in a dynamic movement which assumes a
fluid quality. Such fluidity robs specific forms of their shapes, so that Frederic as well as
the reader emerge from the experience with no exact comprehension. "The fugaciti of the
moment, its very swiftness seem to dissolve or dissipate the contours of the objects
evoked."37
Another example oftownoiement is the confusion and contrast of clothes and
colors seen by Frederic at Rosanette's masqued bal:
Fridiricfut d'abord iblouipar les lumiires, il n'apercut que de la soie, du velours, des 
ipaules nues, une masse de couleurs qui se balangaient aux sons d'un orchestre cache 
par des verdwes, entre des mwailles tendues de soie jaune, avec des portraits au pastel, 
gd et Id, et des torchires de cristal en style Louis XVI. (p. 116)
In this description, people, dresses, ornaments are presented in such a quick and variegated
way to disappear in the juxtaposition of colors and the whirl of the movement: soie,
velours, des ipaules nues, contours of form appear to be confused and indistinguishable to
Frdddric and to the reader. As Culler well shows, the passage begins with Fridiric fu t
d'abord ibloui par les lumiires, but the following phrase il n'apergut que de la soie
emphasizes that this is a fact about vision and forces us to suspend, at least for the moment,
our attempts at symbolic interpretation.38 in this passage Frdddric is also stunned and
confused by the multiferious images, which manifest only a frenetic human activity: Ce
mouvement giratoire de plus en plus vifet rigulier, vertigineux, communiquant d sa pensie
une sorte d ’ivresse, y  faisait swgir d'autres images, tandis que toutes passaient dans le
meme eblouissement.(p. 121) The scene recalls the mouvement giratoire, the whirl in the
^Robert Denommfi, "Flaubert's Portrayal of Mood and Temperament in L'Education 
sentimentale," Nineteenth Century French Studies 1 (1978-79): 64-65. See also Duquette, Flaubert ou 
I'architecture du vide, p. 46: "Tout appui solide se ddrobe, dans ce monde qui tangue, et oil Fr<5d6ric n’est 
jamais que spectateur 6tourdi."
38see Culler, p. 94.
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description of the valse at La Vaubeyssard, in Madame Bovary: Ils tournaient: tout tournait 
autour d'ewc, les lampes, les meubles, les lambris, et le parquet, comme un disque sur un 
pivot. (Madame Bovary, p. 86)
The description of Frederic’s vision of the ball in the dream, if, on the one hand, is 
a projection of Frederic's sensual desires, at the same time, it is caught in the same whirl of 
images and rapid movements which represent for the observer an hallucinatory 
configuration:
Dans I'hallucination du premier sommeil, il voyait passer et repasser continuellement 
les ipaules de la Poissarde, les reins de la Debardeuse, les mollets de la Polonaise, la 
chevelure de la Sauvagesse. (p. 128)
In the same way, in the scene of the public bal at L’Alhambra, Frederic is caught in
a whirl and in a bigarrure of hats, skirts, boots which are described in such an
impressionistic way that the reader's comprehension of the image is undermined:
Les musiciens, juctes sur Vestrade, dans des postures de singe, raclaient et soufflaient, 
impitueusement. Le chef d'orchestre, debout, battait la mesure d'unefacon 
automatique. On itait tassi, on s'amusait; les brides dinouies des chapeaux 
effleuraient les cravates, les bottes s'enfoncaient sous les jupons; tout cela sautait en 
cadence, (p. 71)
The description of the horse races, where Frederic goes with Rosanette, in the
second part of the novel, also presents an impressionistic technique in projecting the
impressions of disintegrating forms and frenetic movement:
Les spectateurs des tribunes avaient grimpi sur les bancs. Les autres, debout dans les 
voitures, suivaient avec des lorgnettes d la main revolution des jockeys; on les voyait 
filer comme des tdches rouges, jaunes, blanches et bleues sur toute la longueur de la 
foule, qui bordait le tour de I'Hippodrome. De loin leur vitesse n'avait pas Vair 
excessive; d Vautre bout du Champ de Mars, ils semblaient mime se ralentir, et ne plus 
avancer que par une sorte de glissement, oil les ventres des chevaux touchaient la terre 
sans que leurs jambes itendues pliassent. Mais, revenant bien vite, ils grandissaient; 
leur passage coupait le vent, le sol tremblait, les cailloux volaient; Vair, s'engouffrant 
dans les casaques des jockeys, les faisait palpiter comme des toiles. (p. 206)
This sequence of scenes vacillate between the possibility of a functional integration to the
narrative and the non-visualization of the images.39 in fact, if, on the one hand, the
39\Ve must specify, however, that this non-visualization of images and scenes or impressionism 
does not mean total opacity of meaning, but incapability of distinguishing a definite representational frame.
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passage simply represents the crowd and the excitement of a horse race, on the other hand,
Flaubert gives the reader the immediate impression, that is, colours, reflections, shadows,
rather than a systematic survey and definition of all the scene's elements: on les voyait filer
comme des t&ches rouges, jaunes, blanches et bleues, ils semblaient mime se ralentir, et ne
plus avancer que par une sorte de glissement. Robert Denomme has noted how this
frenetic process is characteristic of Manet's paintingCoMr.se d Long champ (1864) where the
spectators appear as a formless mass; besides, the interplay of colour and blotches (green,
yellow, blue and black) creates the illusion of a crowd of p eo p led
In the same way, Flaubert creates the illusion of the quick movement which darkens
a total vision in this scene of the women present at the horse race:
Les femmes, vetues de couleurs brillantes, portaient des robes d taille longue, et, 
assises sur les gradins des estrades, elles faisaient comme des grands massifs defleurs, 
tachetes de noir, cd et Id, par les sombres costumes des hommes. (p. 205)
And in the description of the carnages at the races:
Et la berline se lanca vers les Champs-Elysies au milieu des autres voitures, caliches, 
briskas, wurts, tandems, tiltburys, dog-carts, tapissidres d rideaux de cuir oil cantaient 
des owners en goguette, demi-fortunes que dirigeaient avec prudence des pires de . 
famille eux-memes. . . .  De grands coupes d siige de drap promenaient des 
douairiires qui sommeillaient; ou bien un stepper magnifique passait, emportant une 
chaise, simple et coquette comme I'habit noir d'un dandy. . . .  Et les figures se 
succidaient avec une vitesse d'ombres chinoises. Fridiric et Rosanette ne se parlaient 
pas, iprouvant une sorte d'hibitude d voir aupris d'eux, continuellement, toutes ces 
roues d tourner. (p. 209)
The description apparently contains several signs which can be interpreted as metaphors of
the social differentiations and contradictions of the society of the time, for example: des
ovcvriers en goguette, demi-fortunes que dirigeaient avec prudence des pires de famille.41
Neverthless, the way details are displayed simultaneously undermines the readability of the
40see Denomm6, "Flaubert's Portrayal of Mood and Temperament in L'Education sentimentale, "
p. 65.
41 See Jacques Neefs, "Descriptions de l'espace et espaces de socialite," in Histoire et Langage dans 
L'Education sentimentale, p. 119: "Devant Fr6d6ric, les espaces sociaux s'ouvrent comme fruits qui 6c la tent, 
pleins des rumeurs vocif6rdes qui s'fipuisent & se montrer. La distraction de FnSddric envahit l’espace d'une 
soci6t£, mais pour donner visibility aux fractures qui s'y forment et s'y fondent, pour livrer les positions 
sociales et leur emportement historique & l'air acide qui en ddcaperait la substance."
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description, since the passage results in fact in a series of strange names, in a variety of 
signifiers that, because of their bizarrerie and gratuitous accumulation seem to indicate a 
desire of displacement which leads nowwhere: caliches, briskas, wurts, tandems, tilburys, 
dog-carts, etc. The enumeration seems not to have any documentary function, but it is 
instead seen by Frederic and Rosanette as a sort of whirl whose images are multiple and 
contrasting, differing from representation.
Finally, the description of the people invading the Royal Palace, during the 
insurrection of 1848, can be considered by the reader as another example of tournoiement, 
vertige, as an interminable multiplication of disjoined images which could end up escaping 
categorization. Frdddric, in fact, is stunned by les flots vertigineux des tetes nues, des 
casques, des bonnets rouges, des baionettes et des tpaules. However, this whirl in front 
of life also has a thematic connotation, reflecting Frederic's instable and fragmented 
personality.
As we have seen, the accumulation of turning images is one of the main
characteristics of the novel, and, if it mirrors Frederic's impressions, simultaneously calls a
definite and stable representational pattern into question. As Duquette notes:
Les tourbillons de la ville dtourdissent Fridiric, . . .  le vide succide au plein qu'on a 
entrevu, ou mieux: la multipication des annonces materielles ne recouvre qu'un neant 
insondable, et ne sert qu'd plonger plus avant dans I'inquietude, dans Vangoisse de voir 
que tout se derobe constamment. ^
42Duquette, p. 49.
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INTERIORS, OBJECTS, FURNITURE, AND B IB E LO TS
Relation Hom me/M ilieu
On entre sans cesse dans des salons, des boudoirs, qui, par le nombre et la forme de 
leurs bibeleots, la matiire et les coloris de leurs tentures, la profusion de leurs lumiires, 
I'insistance de leurs parfums, composent des substituts parfaits des itres qui les 
hantent. (Pierre Cogny, L'Education sentimentale de Flaubert: le monde en creux) 43
Many objects and furniture in L'Education sentimentale can be interpreted, using
Barthes' terminology, as indexes of human behaviour and be connotative of the characters'
lives, therefore integrating the description into the narrative.44 In this aspect, Flaubert
follows the Balzacian tradition according to which an harmony is established between the
individual and his/her surroundings.45 The description of the pension Vauquer, in
Balzac's Le pire Goriot is a classical example of milieu which fully reflects the character:
Madame Vauquer is made to explain the pension as the pension implies her person:
Rien n'estplus triste d voir que ce salon meubli defauteuils et de chaises en itoffe de 
crin d raies alternativement mates et luisantes. . . .  II s'y rencontre de ces meubles 
indestructibles, proscrits partout, mais places Id comme le sont les debris de la 
civilisation aux Incurables. Vous y verriez un baromitre d capucin qui sort quand il 
pleut, des gravures execrables qui otent I'appetit, toutes encadrees en bois verni d filets 
dor is; un cartel en ecaille incrustri de cuivre; un poele vert, des quinquets d'Argand oil 
la poussiire se combine avec I'huile, une longue table couverte en toile cirie assez 
grossepour qu'unfacetieux externe y  icrive son nom. . . .  Enfin Id rigne la misire 
iconome, concentrie, rdpie. 46
Flaubert observes the Balzacian tradition in various descriptions of interiors and 
objects where material details are presented in such a way to encourage several thematic
43pierre Cogny, L'Education sentimentale de Flaubert: le monde en creux (Paris: La Rousse, 
1975), p. 145.
44see Barthes, Introduction d I'analyse structural des rtcits, p. 20: "La seconde grande classe 
d'unitds, de nature integrative, comprend tous les indices, l'unite renvoie alors, non h un acte 
compldmentaire et consequent, mais & un concept plus ou moins diffus, ndcessaire cependant au sens de 
l'histoire: indices caractfSriels concemant les personnages, informations relatives & leur identite, notations 
d'atmosphfere, etc.; la relation de l'unite et de son corrdlat n'est plus alors distributionelle, mais integrative."
45see Hamon, Introdution d I'analyse du descriptif, p. 117: "Souvent e’est ce coefficient de 
schematisation variable dans la technique de la description du milieu qui,, dans le texte classique, sert a 
indiquer le rang fonctionnel du personnage, son statut de "principal" ou de secondaire.”
46Honore de Balzac, Le pere Goriot (Paris: Gamier, 1961), p. 11-12.
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readings and where, sometimes, the narrator intervenes to offer an interpretive schema. 
Thus, the objects described in Madame Amoux's room, besides giving an effect of reality, 
help the reader as well as the protagonist Frederic to know the character in her particular 
environment:
A trovers les lames du garde-feu, pareil a un gros iventail, on apercevait les charbons 
dans la cheminie; il y  avait, contre la pendule, un coffret dfermoirs d'argent. Cd et Id, 
des choses intimes trainaient: une poupie au milieu de la causeuse, un fichu contre le 
dossier d'une chaise, et, sur la table d ouvrage, un tricot de laine d'od pendaient en 
dehors deux aiguilles d'ivoire, la pointe en bas. C'itait un endroit paisible, honnete et 
familier tout ensemble, (p. 45)
The readability of the passage is underlined by the symbolic notation of the narrator:
C'itait un endroit paisible, honnite et familier tout ensemble. The things described are an
index of domestic tranquillity: une poupie, au milieu de la causeuse, un fichu contre le
dossier d ’une chaise, un tricot de laine.47 They could also be viewed as fetishes, that is,
as substitutes for the beloved and reflection of Frdddric's desires. As Pierre Danger
observes:
Lorsque Frediric pinitre pour la premiirefois chez Madame Amoux, ce n'est pas le 
luxe des bibelots qu'il remarque mais les petits objets familiers qui lui parlent de la vie 
simple et quotidienne de la femme qu’il aime. . . .  llse  sent, alors, d trovers ces 
objets, en communion veritable avec Madame Amoux.
In the same way, another description of Madame Amoux’s environment represents an
apparent metonymic and fetishistic relationship between the character and the objects which
surround her:
La chambre avait un aspect tranquille. Un beau soleil passait par les carreaux, les 
angles des meubles reluisaient, et, comme Madame Amoux itait assise aupris de la 
fenetre, un grand rayon, frappant les accroche-coeurs de sa nuque, pinitrait d’unfluide 
d'or sa peau ambrie. (p. 135)
47In the same way, the description of Le Pbre Rouault's objects in the farm, in Madame Bovary, 
reflect a sense of comfort and security: "Des vetements humides sdchaient dans l'intfirieur de la cheminSe. 
La pelle, les pincettes et le bee du soufflet brillaient comme de l'acier poli, tandis que le long des murs 
s'6tendait une abondante batterie de cuisine, ou miroitait inegalement la flamme claire du foyer, jointe aux 
premiers lueurs du soleil arrivant par les carreaux." {Madame Bovary, p, 48)
^Danger, p. 164.
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The following description of Rosanette'sboudoir is another example of metonymic
relation homme/milieu:
Les curiositis de son ancien boudoir furent suffisantes pour donner aux trois pieces un 
air coquet. On eut des stores chinois, une tente sur la terrasse, dans le salon un tapis de 
hasard encore tout neuf, avec des poufs de soie rose. (p. 315)
In this description, details are systematized and not enumerated in an incongruous and
scattered way; besides, the passage contains an interpretive key: les curiosMs de son ancien
boudoir furent suffisantes pour donner aux trois piices un air coquet. The details therefore
emphasize Rosanette's coquetterie.
Again, the description of the salons seen by Frederic, at the Dambreuses'
emphasizes M. Dambreuse's character:
II traversa une antichambre, m e  seconds piice, puis m  grand salon d. haute fenetres, et 
dont la cheminie monumentale supportait une pendule & forme de sptere. . . .  Les 
lourdes portfires en tapisserie tombaient majestueusement; et les fauteils, les consoles, 
les tables, tout le mobilier, qui itait de style Empire, avait quelque chose d'imposant et 
de diplomatique. Fridiric souriait de plaisir, malgri lui. (p. 130-131)
M. Dambreuse's political power is undelined by the symbolic notation: quelque chose
d’imposant et de diplomatique. In addition, the description is a projection of Frederic’s
desires for social success.49
The description of the dijeuner at the Dambreuses reflects M. Dambreuse’s sense of
order and ddcor:
Sous les feuilles vertes d’m  ananas, au milieu de la nappe, une dorade s'allongeait, le 
museau tendu vers un quartier de chevreuil et touchant de sa queue m  buisson 
d'icrevisses. Des figues, des cirises inormes, des poires et des raisins (primeurs de la 
culture parisienne) montaient en pyramides dans des corbeilles de vieux saxe; une 
touffe de fleurs, par intervalles, se melait aux claires argenteries; les stores de soie 
blanche, abaissis devant les fenetres, emplissaient I'appartement d’une lumiire douce. 
(p. 344)
^ M i c h a e l  Danahy considers this description as a time device: "The description is set in parallel, as 
it were, to something else that is transpiring or elapsing, in this case, the crossing of the salons. Such 
descriptions help to convey a sense of the time involved in getting something done." See Michael Danahy, 
"Flaubert Describes," Kentucky Romance Quarterly 26 (1979): 366.
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Besides, the food described refer to a cultural code (using Barthes's terminology) and
represents the most common consumption of the Parisian bourgeoisie: Des figues, des
cirises inormes, des poires et des raisins (primeurs de la culture parisienne). 50
Again, in this description of M. Dambreuse’s office, the details are provided in
such a way which is coherent and functional to the readability of the passage: they indicate
his wealth and his conservativism, but especially his coldness and hardness:
Les portraits du general Foy et de Louis-Philippe sefaisaient pendant de chaque cote de 
la glace; des cartonniers montaient comme les lambris jusqu'au plafond et il y  avait six 
chaises de paille, M. Dambreuse n'ayant besoin pour ses affaires d'un appartement plus 
beau; c'itait comme ces sombres cuisines oil s'elaborent de grands festins. (p. 156)
In addition, the image of M. Dambreuse's hall is significant in that it constitutes an
example of effet de riel, since spatial relations are clearly delimited:
Un double escalier droit, avec un tapis rouge, d baguettes de cuivre, s'appuyait contre 
les hautes murailles en stuc luisant. II y  avait, au bas des marches, un bananier dont les 
feuilles larges retombaient sur le velours de la rampe. Deux candelabres de bronze 
tenaient des globes de porcelaine suspendus d des chainettes. (p. 20)
Another example of effet de riel is constituted by the description of the room of le Club de
L'Intelligence, where the political meetings take place:
Ils passirent par une allie, puis furent introduits dans une grande piice, d usage de 
menuisier sans doute, et dont les murs encore neufs sentaient le pldtre. Quatre 
quinquets raccrochis parallilementy faisaient une lumiire disagriable. Sur une 
estrade, au fond, il y  avait un bureau avec une sonnette, en dessous une table figurant la 
tribune, et de chaque coti deux autres plus basses, pour les secritaires. (p. 304)
Moreover, spatial relationships are clearly delimited in the description of Frederic and
Deslaurier's apartement:
Les trois rideaux d'algirienne itaient soignesement tiris; la larnpe et les quatre bougies 
brdlaient; au milieu de la table, le pot d tabac, toutplein de pipes, s'italait entre les 
bouteilles de biire, la thiiire, un flacon de rhum et des petits fours, (p. 56)
The enumeration of the objects in Dussardier's apartement, besides giving an
impression of reality, serves to characterize his poverty and the honesty of a simple life:
^^The description clearly contrasts with the exotic and grotesque enumeration of the food, during 
Mercenaries festin in Salammbo: "Tout dfebordait de saumure, de truffes et d'assafoetida. Les pyramides des 
fruits s'dboulaient sur les gateaux de miel, et Ton n’avait pas oubliS quelques-uns de ces petits chiens h gros 
ventre et h soies roses que Ton engrassait avec du marc d'olives." (Salammbo, p. 694)
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Comme ses deux chandeliers et son bougeoir n'itaient plus suffisants, il avait emprunti 
au concierge deux flambeaux; et cinq luminaires brillaient sur la commode, que 
recouvraient trois serviettes, afin de supporter plus dicemment des macarons, des 
biscuits, une brioche et douze bouteilles de biire. Enface, contre la muraille tendue 
d'un papier jaune, une petite bibliothique en acajou contenait les Fables de 
Lachambeaudie, les Mystires de Paris, le Napolion de Norvins- et, au milieu de 
I'alcove, souriait dans un cadre de palissandre, le visage de Biranger, (p 104)
Besides poverty and simplicity, the books in his room are also indexes of Dussardier's
sincere revolutionary spirit: Les Fables de Lachambeaudie, les Mystires de Paris, le
Napolion de Norvins. In the same way, in the description of Deslaurier's cabinet the
details follow a logical sequence and connotate Deslaurier's personality of penseur
politique:
Son cabinet, petite piice carrelie,froide, et tendue d'un papier gris&tre, avait pour 
principale dicoration une midaille d'or, son prix de doctorat, insirie dans un cadre 
d'ibine contre la glace. Une bibliothique d.'acajou enfermait sous vitres cent volumes, 
d peu pris. Le bureau, convert de basane, tenait le milieu de I'appartement. (p. 177)
Finally, the description of the shops and objects, while Frederic is waiting for
Madame Amoux, can be considered as an ironic manifestation of his anxiety and anguish
projected on the objects and labels on the street:
II considirait lesfentes des pavis, la gueule des gouttiires, les candilabres, les 
numiros au-dessus des portes. Les objets les plus minimes devenaient pour lui des 
compagnons ironiques; et les facades riguliires des maisons lui semblaient 
impitoyables. II souffrait dufroid aux pieds. II se sentait dissoudre d’accablement.
(p. 279)
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The M aterial Excess
L'exactitude en question ne r&sulte pas d'un rencMrissement de soins, elle n'est une 
plus-value rMtorique, comme si les choses itaient de mieux en mieux d&crites-mais 
d’un changementde code: le module (lointain) de la description n'est plus le discours 
oratoire (on ne peint rien du tout), mais une sorte d'artefact Idxicographique. (Roland 
Barthes, Le Plaisir du texte )51
We have evidenced how Flaubert seems to be faithful to the realist tradition of the
harmony between individual and environment. However, there are some instances in
L'Education sentimentale when the novelist breaks away from the tradition of the readable
text, enumerating objects which reach at times a material excess to the point of undermining
a functional integration into the narrative events: they vacillate between transparency and
opacity and their ambiguity is sometimes stressed by the lack of a controlling omniscient
narrator who gives the reader a direction in interpretation. Objects are sometimes described
in an extravagant, cumulative and heterogeneous way to the point of submerging the space
and foreground themeselves as an autonomous ensemble which is not related to the lives
of the characters. As J. J. Demorest observes:
Les choses semblent opirer leur propre multiplication. . . .  la chambre d'dtudiant de 
Frederic et plus tard son appartement de jeune-homme ais6, sont encombris de mille 
objets que ses vagues ddsirs lient futilement d Madame Arnoux. Chez la Marechale, il y 
a encombrement de fioles, brosses, peignes, et bibelots. La chambre de Madame 
Dambreuse est bourrie de meubles mignons. Sur le point d'etre ruine, Arnoux 
continue d acheter des choses complement inutiles, chaines d’or, pendules etc. 52
Thus, in Rosanette's cabinet de toilette numerous superfluous objects crowd
(encombrent) the room:
Une perse d grands feuillages tapissait les murs, les fauteils et un vaste divan ilastique; 
sur une table de marbre blanc s’espagaient deux larges cuvettes en faience bleue; des 
planches de cristal formant itag&re au-dessus itaient encombries par des fioles, des 
brosses, des peignes, des bdtons de cosmitique, des boites d poudre. (p. 132- 133)
Roland Barthes, Le Plaisir du texte, p. 44-45.
52j. j. Demorest, "L'Intendance des choses, ” in Essais sur Flaubert, p. 266.
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In this description the fetishistic desire for material details, which was already present in
Madame Bovary, is pushed to the point tof being caught in the void of an excessive
accumulation of detail which overcomes the limits of the vraisemblable and undermines the
relationship between man and milieu.53
Again, another description of Rosanette's boudoir presents potentially endless
enumeration of curiosities, which are described in a way that could easily disrupt
readability, that is, an illusion of reality or a symbolic reflection of the characters's lives:
Enfin il entra dans une espdce de boudoir qu'dclairaient confusdment des vitraux de 
couleur. Des trifles en bois ddcoupd ornaient le dessus des portes; derridre une 
balustrade, trois matelas de pourpre formaient divan, et le tuyau d'un narguild de platine 
trainait dessus. La cheminde, au lieu de miroir, avait une dtagdre pyramidale, offrant 
sur ses gradins toute une collection de curiositds: de vieilles montres d'argent, des 
cornets de Bohdme, des agrafes en pierreries, des boutons de jade, des dmaux, des 
magots, une petite vierge byzantine d chape de vermeil; et tout cela se fondait dans un 
crepuscule dord, avec la couleur bleudtre du tapis, le reflet de nacre des tabourets, le ton 
fauve des murs couverts de cuir marron. Aux angles, sur lespiddouches, des vases de 
bronze contenaient des touffes de fleurs qui alourdissaient I’atmosphdre. (p. 257-258)
If, on the one hand, this long description connotes for the observer (Frdderic and the
reader) Rosanette's extravagance and coquetry, on the other hand, the passage results in
accumulation of gratuitous details and in a confusion of colours which lead to opacity: de
vieilles montres d'argent, des cornets de Bohdme, des agrafes en pierreries, des boutons de
jade, des dmaux, des magots, une petite vierge byzantine d chape de vermeil. In general,
this material excess appears to be more stressed in this novel than in Madame Bovary. 54
The gratuitous enumeration of material details was also found in Salammbo, with the
S^See J- Levaillant, "Flaubert et la mati&re,'"Europe 485-487 (Sept. 1969): 206: "D'un objet & 
l'autre, il y a une sequence continue, sans intervalle: un syst&me clos, un ensemble comble. Tenement 
comble que 1'effet de space, ce sentiment d’une dtendue ou l'air circule, le plus souvent disparait."
5^The passage appears in fact to contrast with the description of la Mdre Rollet’s hovel in Madame 
Bovary, which is more an example of realist style: "La chambre, au rez-de-chaussd, la seule du logis, avait 
au fond, contre la muraille, un large lit sans rideaux, tandis que le pdtrin occupait le c6td de la fenetre, dont 
une vitre dtait raccommodde avec un soleil de papier bleu. Dans l'angle, derridre la porte, les brodequins h 
clous luisant dtaient ranges sous la dalle du lavoir, prbs d'une bouteille pleine d'huile qui portait une plume 
h son goulot; un Mathieu Laensberg trainait sur la cheminde poudreuse, parmi des pierres h fusil, des bouts 
de chandelle et des morceaux d'amadou. Enfin la demidre superfluitd de cet appartement dtait une Renommde 
soufflant dans des trompettes, image ddcoupde sans doute h meme quelque prospectus de parfumerie et que 
six pointes h sabot clouaient au mur. (Madame Bovary, p. 126)
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difference that there the possibility of interpretation for both narrator protagonist and reader
is more problematized by the exotic dimension.55
In the same way, a series of extravagant and disparate paintings crowd Frederic's
room, exceeding the categories of verisimilitude:56
Effectivement, il n'y mettait point de moderation. Une vue de Venise, m e vue de 
Naples et une autre de Constantinople occupant le milieu de trois murailles, des sujets 
iquestres d Alfred de Dreux, cd et Id, un groupe de Pradier sur la chemin£e, des 
numtros de L'Art industriel sur le piano, et des cartonnages par terre dans les angles, 
encombraient le log is d’m e telle facon, qu'on avait peine d poser m  livre, d remuer les 
coudes. (p. 54)
In addition, most of the things observed by Frederic, while he is painting in his
room, appear to be to the reader non-functional to the narrative sequences:
Puis ses yeux, abandonnant son ouvrage, se portaient sur les icaillures de la muraille, 
parmi les bibelots de I'gtagire, le long des torses oti la poussiire amassiefaisait comme 
des lambeaux de velours, (p. 55)
The description recalls the wall-paper peelings observed by Emma:
Elle contemplait les ecaillures de la muraille, deux tisonsfumant bout d bout, et une 
longue araignee qui marchait au-dessus de sa tete dans la fente de la poutrelle. (Madame 
Bovary, p. 327)
This description of the strange things scattered in Pellerin's room can also be considered by 
the reader as decontextualized objetcs which do not to have a functional relation to the 
narrative events (Frederic's visit): On voyait une tete de mortsur unprie-Dieu, des 
yatagans, une robe de moine. (p. 37)
55see for instance the description of Salammbo's objects, when Math6 enters her room: "Des 
aisles de phdnicoptdres, emmanchdes i  des branches de corail noir, trainaient parmi les coussins de pourpre 
et les dtrilles d'ecaille, les coffrets de cddre, les spatules d'ivoires. A des comes d'antilopes dtaient enfildes 
des bagues, des bracelets; et des vases d'argile raifraichissaient au vent, dans la fente du mur, sur un treillage
de roseaux Au fond, des balustres d'argent entouraient un tapis semd de fleurs peintes. " (Salammbo, p.
719)
^Referring to the encombrement o f useless and derisory objects in Bouvard et Picuchet, J. J. 
Demorest observes: "Quant h Bouvard et Pdcuchet, les choses encombrent si bien leur vies qu’ils manquent 
h mourin afin de circuler par leurs couloirs, ils sont obligds de balancer leurs trdsors par la fenetre pour faire 
place h de nouveaux monstres." See J. J. Demorest, "L'Intendance des choses," p. 264.
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The description of the table at La maison d'or, where M. de Cisy invites his
friends, vacillates between a thematic connotation and illegibility caused by the long
enumeration of curious and strange food and tools:
Un surtout de vermeil, charge de fleurs et de fruit, occupait le milieu de la table, 
couverte de plats d'argent, suivant la vieille modefrancaise; des raviers, pleins de 
salaisons et d'ipices, formaient bordure tout autour; des cruches de vin rosatfrappi de 
glace se dressaient de distance en distance; cinq verres de hauteur dijfirente itaient 
alignis devant chaque assiette avec des choses dont on ne savait pas Vusage, mille 
ustensiles de bouche inginieux; -et il y  avait, rien que pour le premier service: une hure 
d'esturgeon mouillie de champagne, un jambon dYork au tokay, des grives au gratin, 
des cailles roties, un vol-au-vent Bechamel, un sauti de perdrix rouges, et, aux deux 
bouts de tout cela, des effilis de pommes de terre qui itaient melies d des truffes. Un 
lustre etdes girandoles illuminaient I'appartement, tendu de damas rouge, (p. 220)
On the one hand, in this passage, the narrator gives the reader an interpretive shema: Un
surtout de vermeil, chargi de fleurs et de fruits, occupait le milieu de la table, couverte de
plats d'argent, suivant la vieille modefrancaise. This long list of food and plates therefore
indicates a social and cultural code of luxury^?: an old French fashion, among the
aristocratic class, which is slowly disappearing, but which seems to be revived on purpose
in this scene. It emphasizes the aesthetic of abundance which we have also noted in the
description of the meal at La Vaubeyssard in Madame Bovary. The description also serves
to emphasize M. de Cisy's snobbish character. But these interpretations are at the same
time undermined by the long enumeration of things the usage of which is obscure to the
narrator as well as to the reader: cinq verres de hauteur diffirente itaient alignis avec des
choses dont on ne savait pas Vusage. The description seems to be concentrated on the
message as such, assuming rather an aesthetic importance.
Again, this description of the Dambreuses'sa/on reflects the luxury and the waste 
of the owners, but it could also be viewed by the reader and by the narrator as a gratuitous 
accumulation of ornaments whose excessive precision exceed the interpretive capacities of 
the observer:
S^See Barthes, SIZ, p. 36.
Partout, une valetaille d larges galons d'or circulait. Les grandes torchires, comme des 
bouquets de feu, s’epanouissaient sur les tentures; elles se rep itaient dans les glaces; et, 
aufond de la salle d manger, que tapissait un treillage de jasmin, le buffet ressemblait a 
un maitre-autel de cathedrale oil d une exposition d'orfivrerie, tant il y  avait de plats, de 
cloches, de converts et de cuillers en argent et en vermeil, au milieu des cristaux d 
facettes qui entrecroisaient, par-dessus les viandes, des lueurs irisies. Les trois autres 
salons regorgeaient d’objets d'art: paysages de maitres contre les murs, ivoires et 
porcelaine au bord des tables, chinoiseries sur les consoles: des paravents de laque se 
diveloppaient devant les fenetres, des touffes de camilia montaient dans les cheminies. 
(p. 158)
We note how things are described in such a way as to submerge the space, causing a sort
of material saturation which undermines the original interpretation of the description as
reflection of the characters: les trois autres salons regorgeaient d’objets d'art. 58 The
enumeration is similar to another description of the Dambreuses'ra/on^:
Enfin, il arrivait dans son boudoir, discret comme un tombeau, tiide comme une 
alcove, oil I'on se heurtait aux capitons des meubles parmi toutes sortes d'objets cd et 
Id: chxffonniires, ecrans, coupes et plateaux en laque, en ecaille, en ivoire, en 
malachite, bagatelles dispendieuses, souvent renouvelies. II y en avait de simples: trois 
Galets d'Etretat pour servir de presse-papier, un bonnet de Frisonne suspendu d un 
paravent chinois; toutes ces choses s'harmonisaient cependant; on itait meme saisi par 
la noblesse de I'ensemble, ce qui tenait peut-etre d la hauteur du plafond, d I'opulence 
des portfires et aux longues crepines de soie.flottant sur les batons dor is  des 
tabourets, (p. 367)
The passage is marked by undecidability of interpretation, since, on the one hand, we have 
here an excessive list of disparate objects which do not lead to a totality of representation, 
and can be viewed as a parody of language itself, and, on the other hand, we find an 
interpretive notation which renders the passage readable: on itait meme saisi par la noblesse 
de Vensemble.
Another example ofencombrement of objects is constituted by the enumeration of 
Amoux's pottery:
Les plats, les soupiires, les assiettes et les cuvettes encombraient le plancher. Contre 
les murs itaient dressis de larges carreaux de pavage pour salles de bain et cabinets de 
toilette, avec sujets mythologiques dans le style de la Renaissance, tandis qu'au milieu 
une double itagire, montant jusqu'au plafond, supportait des vases d contenir la glace, 
des pots d fleurs, des candilabres, de petites jardiniires et de grandes statuettes 
polychromes figurant un nigre ou une bergire pompadour, (p. I l l )
have seen how in Salammbo we also have a proliferation of the ornamental which however 
appears to be more exotic and more mysterious.
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The objects seem not to have to Frederic's eyes, any kind of functionality, since matter
exceeds the categories of its own enquiry and the details assume a degree of autonomy
from the narrative events and from the characters: Les demonstrations d'Arnowc ennuyaient
FrScteric, qui avait froid et faim. ^
The same kind of gratuitous and parodic accumulation is found in the description of
the religious objects at Amoux's shop:
Aux deux coins de la vitrine s'Slevaient deux statues en bois, bariotees d'or, de cinabre 
et d'azur; un saint Jean Baptiste avec sa peau de mouton, et une sainte Genevteve, des 
roses dans son tablier et m e  quenouille dans son bras; puis des groupes en platre; m e  
bonne soeur instruisant une petite fille, une rrtere d genoux pris d'une couchette, trois 
coltegiens devant la sainte table. Le plus joli Stait une maniire de chalet figurant 
VintSrieur de la criche avec Vane, le boeufet Venfant Jesus State sur la paille, de la vraie 
paille. Du haut en bas des StagSres, on voyait des mSdailles d la douzaine, des 
chapelets de toutes espSce, des bSnitiers en forme de coquille et les portraits des gloires 
ecctesiastiques, parmi lesquelles brillaient Mgr Affre et notre Saint-Pire, tous deux 
souriant. (p. 396)60
But the passage that sums up the undecidability of interpretation of the long enumerations
of material objects, due to the excess of detail, is the description of the funerary ornaments
at the grave service of M. Dambreuse:
Les tombes se levaient au milieu des arbres, colonnes brisSes, pyramides, temples, 
dolmens, obSlisques, caveaux Strusques d porte de bronze. On apercevait dans 
qulques-uns des espices de boudoirs funibres, avec des fauteuils rustiques et des 
pliants. Des toiles d'araignSe pendaient comme des haillons aux chatnettes des urnes; et 
de la poussiire couvrait les bouquets de ruban de satin et les crucifix. Partout, entre les 
balustres, sur les tombeaux, des couronnes d’immortelles et des chandeliers, des vases, 
des fleurs, des disques noirs rehaussis de lettres d'or, des statuettes de pldtre: petits 
garcons et petites demoiselles ou petits anges tenus en Vair par m fi l  de laiton; . . .  
D'inormes cables en verre fite, noir, blanc, azur, descendent du haut des steles 
jusqu'au pied des dalles, avec de longs replis, comme des boas. (p. 384)
This is a typical example of ambiguity of signs in description. In fact, are the funerary
objects minutely described in this passage to be inteipreted as a reflection of Frdddric's
sense of decay and precariousness of the earthly existence: des toiles d'araignSe pendaient;
S^The passage may recall the long description of Ham dear's riches in Salammbo, which is 
resolved however, in a more decontextualised enumeration of objects: "Des dcailles d'airain couvraient les
murs; au milieu, sur un piddista! de granit, s'dlevait la statue d'un Kabyre avec le nom d’Alfctes Contre
sa base, par terre, 6taient disposes en croix de larges boucliers d'or et des vases d'argent monstrueux, h 
goulot fermd, d'une forme extravagante et qui ne pouvaient pas servir. (Salammbo, p. 737)
^However, this long enumeration of religious objects can be interpreted as a parody of religion.
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...Jet de la poussiire couvrait les bouquets de rubans de satin et les crucifix? Or, being the 
enumeration too long, does the minute description of the extravagant objects reinforce, in 
the eyes of the narrator protagonist and of the reader, their radical uselessness in front of 
death? Partout, entre les balustres, sur les tombeaux, des couronnes d'immortelles et de 
chandeliers, des vases, des fleurs, des disques noirs rehausses de lettres d'or, des 
statuettes de pldtre. 61 Flaubert's irony is evident here.
Displacement of representation in the description of objects is also caused by the
insistence on the repetition of labels, as in this image of Amoux’s shop:
De I’autre cote, en face, il lut sur une plaque de marbre: Jacques Arnoux...J^es hautes 
glaces transparentes offraient aux regards, dans m e disposition habile, des statuettes, 
des dessins, des gravures, des catalogues, des numiros de I’Art Industriel, et les prix 
de Vabonnement itaient ripites sur la porte, que dicoraient, a. son milieu, les initiates 
de Viditeur. (p. 21)
In this description, the repetition of apparently representational elements might undermine 
for the reader the possibility of representation, since they have a meta-relation to things, for 
example: les prix de Vabonnement itaient rip itis sur la porte. The reader comes to be 
entrapped in the text in the very act of mastering it.
In the same way, the description of the delivery house where Frederic goes to see
Rosanette's baby, contains labels which can be viewed as empty and stupid repetitions,
which emphasize the problematic of betise, as a matter of language as such:
Au coin de la rue Marbeuf.il lut sur une planche en grosses lettres: -Maison de santi et 
d'accouchement tenue par Madame Alessandri, sage-femme de premiire 
classe....Puis, au milieu de la rue, sur la porte, une petite porte batarde, Venseigne 
ripitait (sans le mot accouchement): -Maison de santi de Madame Alessandri, avec tous 
ses titres. (p. 387)
The description recalls the image of Homais's pharmacy in Madame Bovary:
^Particularly interesting for our our analysis of strange and useless objects is also the description 
of M. Dambreuse's coat-of-arms in the death chamber: "L'dcusson de M. Dambreuse, occupant un carrd de 
velours, s'y r£p6tait trois fois. II 6tait de sable au s6nestroch6re d'or, si poing fermd, gant£ d’argent, avec 
couronne de comte, et cette devise: Par toutes voies." (p. 382) The passage recalls the odd description of 
Emma's tomb, in Madame Bovary: "Un mausolde qui devait porter sur deux faces principales une g6nie 
tenant une torche dteinte. Quant it l'inscription, Homais ne trouvait rien de beau que Sta Viator, et il en 
restait lit." (Madame Bovary, p. 363)
L’enseigne, qui tient toute la largeur de la boutique, porte en lettres d'or: "Homais, 
pharmacien." Puis, au fond de la boutique, derriire les grandes balances scellees dans 
le comptoir, le mot "laboratoire" se deroule au-dessus d'une porte vitree qui, d moitie 
de sa hauteur, ripite encore une fois Homais, en lettres d’or, sur un fond noir. 
(Madame Bovary, p. 108)
The more repetitive elements multiply, the more the representational basis is undermined,
the more repetition is repeted, the more the linguistic sign detaches itself both from its
meaning and its referent.® Repetition functions as a disfunction of the realist discourse
and of the cultural novelistic discourse, evidencing a loss of sense.
To sum up, from our analysis of objects and interiors, could not we deduce that the
difficulty of inserting these objects in a context of literal or symbolic signification
corresponds to the ironic situation that is the awareness of the impossibility of reading the
real in its totality? And could this process not be viewed as a parody of the representational
claims of language, and of the interpretive enterprise? As Duquette observes:
Laccumulation memeflnit par itoujfer le sentiment qui croyait se nourrir de 
I'amoncellement, de la multiplication des signes. Le besoin de se repaitre relive plus 
d'une inquiitude fondamentale que d'une faim veritable
Mobility of Objects
Another factor that intervenes to disrupt the relationship homme/milieu in the novel 
is the constant mobility of various objects, mainly Madame Amoux's bibelots, which, 
often appearing in a different environment from that which they are supposed to represent, 
can undermine their original goal of reflecting the person to whom they belong. This is the 
case of the objects which pass indiscriminately from Madame Amoux's house to 
Rosanette's place, such as the jewel box (coffret). This object, which frequently appears in 
L'Education sentimentale, represents for Fred&ic, at first, Madame Amoux, and what is in 
her of most secret and personal; in other words, it is a fetish, standing for the physical
^ F o r  a detailed study of realistic illusion and effects of repetition see Shoshana Felman, La Folie 
et la chose littdraire.
63Duquette, p. 176.
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person of Madame Amoux. A trovers les lames du garde-feu, pareil d un gros iventail, on
apercevait les charbons dans la cheminie; il y avait contre la pendule, un coffret d fermoirs
d'argent. (p. 45) The jewel box is therefore considered by Frederic as a material extension
of Madame Amoux's personal orbit. Somewhat like the Zaimph of Salammbo, it
embodies the form of an absence, an enigmatic cult. In addition, the coffret, at the end, can
be meaningful in that it precipitates Frederic's break with Madame Dambreuse, and thus all
possibility of leading the luxurious Parisian existence to which he had aspired. However,
the jewel box seems to lose its fetishistic relation passing from Madame Amou'x house to
Rosanette to Madame Dambreuse. Thus, this fetish appears to be displaced to Frederic,
when he sees it at Rosanette's house:
II repassa par le salon jaune et par la seconde antichambre. II y avait sur la table, entre 
un vase plein de cartes de visite et une icritoire, un coffret d'argent ciseli. C'itait celui 
de Madame Arnoux! alors il iprouva un attendrissement, et, en mime temps comme le 
scandale d'une profanation, (p. 260)
And, at the end, during the auction of Madame Arnoux's furniture:
On posa devant les brocanteurs un petit coffret avec des midaillons, des angles et des 
fermoirs d'argent, le mime qu'il avait vu au premier diner dans la rue de Choiseul, qui 
ensuite avait i t i  chez Rosanette, itait revenu chez Madame Arnoux. (p. 415)
In other words, the stable relation between objects and persons is disrupted, since the jewel
box, originally linked to Madame Amoux, continuously passes from one owner to the
other. Therefore the objects tend to refuse the role that the characters would like to assign
them: in fact, does the coffret signify Madame Amoux's or Rosanette's personality? This
is involved with a radical depersonalization, a reification of person. Not only the narrator
protagonist, but also the reader is disoriented.
Another displacement of objects which are confused and interchangeable between
two environments (Rosanette's and Madame Arnoux's), and, consequently, are difficult to
refer to a stable signified, emerge in the following description:
Cette confusion itait provoquie par des similitudes entre les deux logements. Un des 
bahuts que I’on voyait autrefois boulevard Montmartre ornait d prisent la salle d manger 
de Rosanette, I'autre le salon de Madame Arnoux. Dans les deux maisons, les services 
de table itaientpareils, et I'on retrouvait jusqu'd la meme calotte de velours trainant sur
les bergires; puis unefoule de petits cadeaux, des icrans, des boites, des iventails 
allaient et venaient de chez la maitresse chez Vipouse, car, sans la moindre gene, 
Arnoux, souvent, reprenait d I'une ce qu'il lui avait donni, pour Voffrir d Vautre.
(p. 146)
The same undermining of the relation homme/milieu emerges in the description of the 
furniture and personal items, originally belonging to Madame Amoux, which are now to 
sell at the auction:
II reconnut immidiatement les deux itagires de I'Art industriel, sa table d ouvrage, tous 
ses meubles! Entassis au fond, par rang de taille, ils formaient un large talus depuis le 
plancher jusqu'aux fenetres; et, sur les autres cotis de Vappartement, les tapis et les 
rideaux pendaient le long des murs. (p. 413)
The objects, separated from their original owner, seem to evoke for Freddric nothing but
emptiness: they do not longer excite reverie, but they become an undescribable mass:
Quand Fridiric entra, les jupons, les fichus, les mouchoirs, et jusqu’aux chemises 
itaient passes de main en main, retournis; quelquefois on les jetait de loin, et des 
blancheurs traversaient Vair tout d coup. . . .  etle partage de ses reliques, oil il 
retrouvait confusiment les formes de ses membres, lui semblait une atrocity, comme 
s'il avait vu des corbeaux dichiquetant son cadavre. (p. 414)
Frederic vainly tries to read and find Marie Amoux's body again in those objects, but he
discovers only a corpse.
In addition, a certain displacement of sense is noted by the reader when the person
moves away from her/his original environment, such as in the description of Madame
Amoux's new location, at me Paradis: in fact, the milieu having changed, her
surroundings seem to Fr&l&ic no longer to represent her:
Fridiric s'itait attendu d des spasmes de joie; - mais les passions s'itiolent quand on 
les dipayse, et, ne retrouvantplus Madame Arnoux dans le milieu oil il I'avait connue, 
elle lui semblait avoir perdu quelque chose, porter confusiment comme une 
digradation, enfin n'itre pas la mime. (p. 110)
In summary, there are various examples in the novel where the relation
man/environment appears to be undermined by the frequent mobility of the objects, which
therefore escape their original attribute of representing the characters. Interpretation in
Flaubert becomes once again a frustrating activity, constantly threatened by its
gratuitousness and by the impossibility of establishing stable categories.
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CROWDS AND REVOLUTION: AN HISTORICAL ACCOUNT?
Flaubert eiabore une representation de I'histoire qui se donne les apparences de plus vif 
rialisme mais ce qu'il construit enfait, c'est une sorte de dini de I'histoire, puisque, au 
moment meme oil elle s'affirme dans le texte, sa signification spicifique est niie. 
(Jean-Frangois Tetu, "Desir et revolution dansL'Education sentimentale ")64
The descriptions of people and revolutionary crowds in L'Education sentimentale
are often presented as confused and enlarged matter in such a way as to call into question
the representation of History. Thus, the image of the people invading the Royal Palace:
Hussonet et Frederic se penchirent sur la rampe. C'etait le peuple. II se pretipita dans 
I'escalier, en secouant dflots vertigineux des tetes nues, des casques, des bonnets 
rouges, des baionettes et des epaules, si impetueusement que des gens disparaissaient 
dans cette masse grouillante qui montait toujours, comme un fleuve refouie par une 
maree d’equinoxe, avec un long mugissement, sous une impulsion irresistible, (p. 292)
Some critics refer to this description to show the "bestialization" of the crowd and,
consequently, the degeneration of the Republican Revolution, the decay of h u m a n i t y . 6 5  i n
general, the very conception of the historical novel involved the inclusion into the text of
fiction of a level of significance that transcended the progress of an individual life and told
instead the life of a collectivity.*^ But what the reader and the narrator protagonist see here
is, on the contrary, a grouillement desordonne of the masses, during the Revolution of
1848. The description touches the grotesque, rather presenting a camevalesque
Revolution, a disorder of tetes nues, casques, bonnets rouges which cuts it off from a
specific historical dimension. Besides, we note an enlargement of stylistic devices in the
use of the metaphor: cette masse grouillante qui montait toujours, comme un fleuve refouie
par une maree d'equinoxe. We reach the limits of the technique: the demand on our
^Litterature 15 (1974): 94.
^ F la u b e r t himself had expressed this idea in his Carnet 2: "Le peuple est une expression de 
l'Humanit6 plus 6troite que l’individu....et la foule est tout ce qu'il y a de plus contraire & l'homme." Quoted 
by P. M. Wetherill eds of L'Education sentimentale (Paris: Gamier, 1984), p. 483.
^Flaubert’s novel is considered a realist historical account by Jean Vidalenc: ”11 insiste sur ce 
qu;on pourrait appeler les aspects mineurs de ces deux crises (fdvrier et juin) comme sur les details 
rfivdlateurs de la mentality collective, sur les Episodes caract6ristiques qui 6clairent, souvent mieux que les 
discours solennels des grands protagonistes, la valeur profonde et le sens r6el des mouvements de foule.”
See Europe, num<5ro special "Flaubert” (Sept. Nov. 1969); quoted by Cogny, L'Education sentimentale de 
Flaubert: le monde en creux, p. 129-130.
capacity for visualization is so heavy, and the transition so abrupt that the author's
virtuosity defeats. The historical crowd appears to the reader in a deformed way, and it
results in a juxtaposition of mechanical forces, often seen by Frederic more as a spectacle
than as concrete political forces:
Fridiric, pris entre deux masses profondes, ne bougeait pasjascini d'ailleurs et 
s'amusant extremement. Les blesses qui tombaient, les morts itendus n‘avaient pas 
Vair de vrais blessis, de vrais morts. II lui semblait assister d un spectacle, (p. 290)
Le palais regorgeait de monde. Dans la cour intirieure, sept btichers flambaient. On 
lancait par les fenetres des pianos, des commodes et des pendules. Des pompes 
d'incendie crachaient de I'eau jusqu'aux toits. . . .  Tout autour, dans les deux 
galeries, la populace, maitresse des caves, se livrait d une horrible godaille. Le vin 
coulait en ruisseaux, mouillait les pieds, les voyous buvaient dans les culs de bouteille, 
et vocifiraient en titubant. (p. 294)
Flaubert himself had recognized the impossibility for fiction to transpose history:
J'ai bien du mal d emboiter mes personnages dans les ivinements politiques de 48.
J'ai peur que les fonds ne devorent les premiers plans; c'est Id le difaut du genre 
historique. Les personnages de I'histoire sontplus intiressants que ceux de la fiction, 
surtout quand ceux-ld ont des passions modiries; on s'intiresse moins d Fridiric qu d 
Lamartine. (Lettre k Duplan, 14 Mars 1868; quoted by Cogny, p. 252)
The same loss of history was noted in Salammbo where the the scenes of orgy and
destruction can be compared to the episodes of the destruction operated by the people
during the insurrection in L'Education sentimentale.67 Only in Salammbo these passages
are more numerous and the excess of style is more accentuated. In addition, as Anne
Herscheberg shows, Flaubert uses in this description of crowd in revolt stereotyped
expressions, such as la masse grouillante, flots vertigineux, une marie d'iquinoxe which,
being sterile repetitions of made-up formulas, imply a subtle irony from the view point of
the narrator and they contribute to the problematization of historical cycles.68
Another description of crowd during the insurrection, is the following passage:
6?See for example this image in Salammbo: "La multitude 6tait si compacte, la poussi&re si 
6paisse qu'il 6tait impossible de rien distinguer." (Salammbo, p. 744) Compare with the passage in 
L ’Education sentimentale: "Des gens disparaissaient dans cette masse grouillante."
68see Anne Herschberg-Pierrot, "Le travail des stereotypes dans les brouillons de la "Prise des 
Tuileries" (L'Education sentimentale, III, 1), in Histoire etLangage dans L'Education sentimentale, p. 60: 
Les stereotypes sont les symptlomes d’une r6p£tition d6grad6e, d'un fdtichisme des emblemes et des 
formules."
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Vers neufheures, les attroupements formis d la Bastille et au Chatelet refluirent sur le 
boulevard. De la porte Saint-Denis d la porte Saint-Martin, cela ne faisait plus qu’un 
grouillement inorme, une seule masse d’un bleu sombre, presque noir. (p. 322)
It seems as though the historical development of the rebellers results in a confuse mass,
whose forms cannot clearly be individualized by the observer Fr6d6ric and by the
readerrtme seule masse* d'un bleu sombre, presque noir. Thus in this description of the
boulevards: Des lanternes vinitiennes, suspendues aux maisons, formaient des guirlandes
de feu. Unfourmillement confus s ’agitait en dessus; au milieu de cette ombre, par
endroits, brillaient des blancheurs de baionettes. In the same way, in the description of the
crowd when Frederic returns from Fontainebleau, looking for Dussardieri C'itait une
patrouille de cent hommes au moins; des chuchotements, de vogues cliquetis defer
s'ichappaient de cette masse confuse; et, s'iloignant avec un balancement rythmique, elle
se fondait dans I'obscuriti. (p. 336) Here Frederic is not able to define this mass, since it
is enveloped in darkness. A certain disorder of description which undermines the historical
account is the following passage:
De toutes lesfenetres de la place, on tirait; les balles sifflaient, Veau de lafontaine 
crev&e se melait avec le sang, faisait des flaques par terre; on glissait dans la boue sur 
des vitements, des shakos, des armes. (p. 291)
These passages are presented in a confused form, and visualization is impossible 
for both the narrator protagonist and the reader: as we have seen, these indistinct 
descriptions undermine an historical coherence, not being able to represent the concrete 
political and social forces of 1848 .69  However, undermining of history does not mean 
necessarily illegibility: the descriptions, in fact, remain still available to interpretation and 
connote the disorder and the violence of the revolution. Besides, since they are described 
as a spectacle seen by Frederic, they emphasize his non-involvement in the political events 
of the time:
^Referring to the inaccessibility of history Duquette notes: "Ce quelque chose d'inddfini fait de 
l'histoire une dnigme inddchiffrable, puisqu’aussi bien, il n'y a jamais rien h comprendre." See Duquette, 
"Flaubert, l'histoire et le roman historique," Revue d'histoire litteraire de la France 75 (1975): 352.
Des groupes de badauds occupaient les trottoirs; une multitude compacte s'agitait sur le 
pave. Des bandes enti&res d'agents de police, sortant des ruelles, y disparaissaient a 
peine entris. De petits drapeaux rouges, cd et Id, semblaient desflammes; les cockers, 
du haut de leur siige,faisaient de grands gestes, puis s'en retournaient. C'it ait un 
mouvement, un spectacle des plus droles. (p. 321)
Description of Passengers on the Boat
A description of crowd that is composed of disordered details is the enumeration of
the various people on the boat, at the port of Havre at the beginning of the novel:
A part quelques bourgeois, aux Premiires, c'itaient des ouvriers, des gens de boutique 
avec leurs femmes et leurs enfants. Comme on avait alors coutume de se vetir 
sordidement en voyage, presque tous portaient de vieilles calottes grecques ou des 
chapeaux diteints, de maigres habits noirs, rdpis par le frottement du bureau, ou des 
redingotes ouvrant la capsule de leurs boutons pour avoir trop servi au magasin; cd et 
Id, quelque gilet d chdle laissait voir une chemise de calicot, maculie de cafi; des 
ipingles de chrysocale piquaient des cravates en lambeaux; des sous-pieds cousus 
retenaient des chaussons de lisiire; deux ou trois gredins qui tenaient des bambous d 
gance de cuir lancaient des regards obliques, et des pires de famille ouvraient de gros 
yeux, enfaisant des questions. Ils causaient debout, ou bien accroupis sur leurs 
bagages; d'autres dormaient dans des coins; plusieurs mangeaient. Le pont itait sali par 
des icales de noix, des bouts de cigare, des pelures de poires, des ditritus de 
charcuterie apportie dans du papier, (p. 6)
In this description the narrator gives the reader a principal of interpretation at the beginning:
A part quelques bourgeois aux Premiires, c'itaient des ouvriers, des gens de boutique avec
leurs femmes et leurs enfants. The enumeration could therefore represent different social
classes of the time: bourgeois, ouvriers, gens de boutique. Ther social sattus is underlined
by details such as: maigres habits noirs, redingotes ouvrant la capsule de leurs boutons
pour avoir trop servi au magasin, gilet d chdle, des ipingles de crysocale, des sous-pieds
cousus etc. For Thibaudet, the passage is a displacement of human ridicules70  But a kind
of undecidability marks the description which appears to the reader to be disorganized,
people are dispersed and everything is seen in pieces by the narrator and by the reader:des
ipingles de crysocale piquaient des cravates en lambeaux. . . .  Le pont itait sali par des
icales de noix, des bouts de cigare, des pelures de poires. It seems as though Flaubert
^ S e e  Thibaudet, p. 163.
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parody the functionality of language itself. In addition, this description of people dispersed 
on the boat does not have indeed any relationship either to what precedes (Frederic's 
portrait), or to what follows (Frederic's first view of Madame Amoux).
The same kind of confusion and heterogeneity in the description of crowds was
found in the enumeration of the variety of the Mercenaries leaving for Sicca in Salammbo.
Puis vint la cohue des bagages, des betes de somme et des trainards. Des malades 
gimissaient sur des dromadaires; d'autres s'appuyaient, en boitant, sur le troncon 
d'une pique. . . .  Onen voyait avec des parasols d la main, avec des perroquets sur 
Vipaule. Ils sefaisaient suivre par des dogues, par des gazelles ou des panthires. Des 
femmes de race fybique, m onies sur des dnes, invectivaient les Negresses qui avaient 
abandonni pour les soldats les lupanars de Malqua. . . .  E tily  avait une quantite de 
valets et de porteurs d'eau, haves, jaunis par les fifrvres et tout sales de vermine, ecume 
de la plibe carthaginoise qui s'attachait aux Barbares. (Salammbo, p. 700-701)
However, in this description, the forms are more heterogeneous and exotic than the
passage in L'Education sentimentale and further problematize interpretation.
ROMANTIC STEREOTYPES: MEANINGFUL IMAGES,
OR EMPTY CLICHES?
Les stereotypes sont les symptomes d'une repetition degradee, d'un fetichisme des 
emblimes et des formules. Ce sont les elements d'une strategic de I'ecriture: par leur 
statut meme de figures ou de tournures figes, ils contribuent d I'indetermination du 
texte, des images etde I'enonciation. (Anne Herscheberg-Pierrot, "Le Travail des 
stereotypes dans les brouillons de la prise des Tuileries")^!
We have noted how often in Flaubert the use of stereotypical elements results in an 
ironic displacement of ready-made literary figures drawn from a diffuse corpus of other 
texts. These images furnish the points at which the convention self-consciously identifies 
itsef as convention, concentrating attention not on a specific message, but on its particular 
literary origins. Thus, repetition underlines the distance between the imaginary and the 
real, so that "the modernity of Flaubert lies in his underdoing of the clichd through a
71Histoire et langage dans L'Education sentimentale (Paris: Soci6t6 des Etudes Romantiques, 
1981), p. 60.
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process of systematic exacerbation, whereby it finally becomes its opposite, a form of 
literay dilire."72 Quotation and repetition of literary stereotypes are caught in a sort of 
duplicity, since, on the one hand, they can be a way of recognizing an authority, while, on 
the other hand, they can represent the insertion of a certain distance between the narrator 
and the enunciation, opening up the possibility of ironic negation. Thus, the description of 
the dancers at the masqued ball at Rosanette's could be viewed by the attentive reader as a 
variegated enumeration of Romantic cliches which reveal a little irony from the narrator's 
part:
La Polonaise, qui s'abandonnait d'une facon langoureuse, lui inspirait I'envie de la 
tenir contre son coeur, en filant tous les deux dans un traSneau sur une plaine couverte 
de neige. Des horizons de volupti tranquille, au bord d'un lac, dans un chalet, se 
diroulaient sous les pas de la Suissesse, qui valsait le torse droit et les paupiires 
baissies. Puis, tout d coup, la Bacchante, penchant en arriire sa tete brune, le faisait 
river d des caresses divoratrices, dans des bois de lauriers-roses, par un temps 
d'orage, au bruit confus des tambourins. La Poissarde, que la mesure trop rapide 
essoufflait, poussait des rires; et il aurait voulu, buvant avec elle aux Porcherons, 
chijfonner d pleines mains son fichu, comme au bon vieux temps. Mais la Debar deuse, 
dont les orteils legers effleuraient d peine le parquet, semblait reciler dans la souplesse 
de ses membres et le sirieux de son visage tous les rajfinements de Vamour moderne, 
qui a la justesse d'une science et la mobiliti d'un oiseau. (p. 121)
In this lengthy description of beauties, the insistence on the romantic clichd as cliche 
calls sense into question and shows the literariness of the images, for the clichd is nothing 
other than a socially-defined category of the real: La Polonaise, qui s'abandonnait d’une 
faqon langoureuse, la Bacchante, penchant en arriire sa tete bruneJ^ One notes how the 
reiteration of literary stereotypes trivializes the images. Moreover, "the unecessary 
commas, which seem to fragment Fr6d6ric's vision into their elements, can help to make
^^Christopher Prendergast, "Flaubert and the Stupidity of Mimesis," in The Order o f Mimesis: 
Balzac, Stendhal, Nerval, Flaubert (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986), pp. 183-185: "Betise is 
for Flaubert the source of the stereotypes through which a society furnishes itself with a stable economy of 
meaning."
73see Francoise Gaillard, "L'ensignement du red," in Claudine-Gothot-Mersch, La Production du 
sens chez Flaubert," p. 207: "L'obsession vertigineuse de la designation vide le mot de son sens, le 
discours de son rapport au reel."
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the particularizing descriptions weapons of irony, which gives his reveries an air of
misplaced concreteness. "74
Flaubert's episode is nothing but a masquerade which prevents both the narrator
protagonist (Frederic) and the reader from the possibility of reaching a stable mimetic
signified. Neverthless, though there is a subtle irony in the passage, this enumeration of
dancers, could it not just be also considered in its literality, that is, as a representation of the
deceiving pleasures of the Parisian society?
Le bal masque est le resumi de cette fMondite mensongire et instructive d lafois. Paris 
produit perpdtuellement des illusions. . . .  La valse des femmes masquies diveloppe 
dans Vimagination de FrMeric tout un arc-en-ciel de possibility de plaisir incluant les 
diverses parties de la ville et du monde?$
Brombert associates the bal at Rosanette's to the motif of prostitution which is one 
of the main themes of the novel.76 The entire passage is also a projection of Frederic's 
desires: in fact, he looks at the masquerading women in troubled bewilderment and their 
various parts of the bodies reflect his craving and need for immediate sensual satisfaction: 
La Polonaise, qui s'abandonnait d'une fagon langoureuse, lui inspirait I'envie de la tenir 
contre son coeur. . . .  Des horizons de volupte tranquille, au bord d'un lac, dans un 
chalet, se d&roulaient sous les pas de la Suissesse.
Another display of beauties which vacillate between a symbolic integration and the
artificiality of the images is the description of the women at the Dambreuses:
Mais la decence des figures tempirait la provocation du costume; plusieurs meme 
avaient une placidity presque bestiale, et ce ressemblement de femmes demi-nues faisait 
songer d un intirieur d'harem; il vint d I'esprit du jeune homme une comparaison plus 
grossidre. En effet, toutes sortes de beauty se trouvaient Id: des Anglaises d profil de 
keepsake, une Italienne dont les yeux noirs fulguraient comme un VSsuve, trois soeurs 
habillies de bleu, trois Normandes, fratches comme des pommiers d’avril, une grande 
rousse avec une parure d'am&thystes;- et les blanches scintillations des diamants qui
74Culler, p. 98.
7%utor, Improvisations sur Flaubert, pp. 165-166.
?6See Brombert, p. 130: "The languorous Polish beauty, the placid and falsely modest Swiss 
siren, the avid Bacchante, the Carnival workwoman, all the refinements of modem love dance before him; as 
in the Taillefer orgy in Balzac's La peau de chagrin, we have the same display of available carnality, the 
same specter o f disease and death, lascivious and macabre."
tremblaient en aigrettes dans les chevelures, les taches lumineuses des pierreries italees 
sur les poitrines, et I'eclat doux des perles accompagnant les visages se melaient au 
miroitement des anneaux d'or, aux dentelles, d la poudre, aux plumes, au vermilion des 
petites bouches, d la nacre des dents, (p. 160-161)
On the one hand, the details are provided in a such a way as to offer a frame for meaning,
reflecting Frederic's sensual desires, on the other hand, they can be viewed as ironic
repetitions of literary stereotypes that exceed the category of the plausible, showing their
conventional substance. Besides, the description results in a variegated enumeration of
stones which do not let the reader see the persons and that are detached from the entity that
they should represent: les taches lumineuses des pierreries italies sur les poitrines, et I’iclat
doux des perles accompagnant les visages77 In addition, the visual effects of shimmering
lights (miroitement) undermine colors and shapes.
The description of the male guests at the Dambreuses is another instance of cliche
caught between a regular thematic meaning and undermining of mimetic sense:
Lafoule des hommes qui se tenaient debout sur le parquet, avec leur chapeau d la main, 
faisait de lin une seule masse noire, ou les rubans des boutonniires mettaient des points 
rouges cd et Id et que rendait plus sombre la monotone blancheur des cravates. Saufde 
petits jeunes gens d barbe naissante, tous paraissaient s'ennuyer; qulques dandies, d'un 
air maussade, se balancaient sur leurs talons. Les tetes grises, les perruques itaient • 
nombreuses; de place en place,un crane chauve luisait; et les visages, ou empourpris ou 
tris blimes, laissaient voir dans leur fletrissure la trace d'immenses fatigues. (p. 158)
The passage could be interpreted as a parody of the Parisian bourgeoisie, but it may
simultaneously be read as a generalised quotation that refers back and ironises an inherited
corpus of narrative texts, showing its own means of fabrication. 7 8 The description is itself
a sterile repetition from other Flaubert’s novels, such as Madame Bovary:
Leurs habits, mieuxfaits, semblaient d'un drap plus souple, et leurs cheveux, ramenis 
en boucles vers les tempes, lustris par des pommades plus fines. Ils avaient le teint de
7?The description recalls the image of the women at la Vaubeyssard in Madame Bovary: "Sur la 
ligne des femmes assises, les dventails points s’agitaient, les bouquets cachaient k demi le sourire des 
visages et les flacons £ bouchons d'or toumaient dans des mains entr'ouvertes dont les gants blancs 
marquaient la forme des ongles et serraient la chair au poignet. Les garnitures des dentelles, les broches de 
diamant les bracelets & mfidaillon frissonnaient aux corsages, scintillaient aux poitrines, bruissaient sur les 
bras nus. (Madame Bovary, p. 79)
According to Dominck La Capra: "One path to pure art or the book about nothing would be the 
book composed entirely of cliches cut off from referents in reality and ironically distanced from the voice of 
the author." See Dominick La Capra, Madame Bovary on Trial (Cornell University Press, 1974), p. 112.
la richesse, ce teint blanc que rehaussent la pdleur des porcelaines, les moires de satin, 
le vernis des beaux meubles, et qu'entretient dans sa santi un regime discret de 
nourritures esquises. Leur cou tournait d Taise sur des cravates basses; leurs favoris 
longs tournaient sur des cols rabattus. (Madame Bovary, p. 85)
The enumeration of literary stereotypes in L ’Education sentimentale can thence be
considered as ironic repetition which undermines mimetic signification, but, at the same
time, it does not exclude the possibility of accepting these images in their pure literality.
This is part of Flaubert's way of fooling and disorienting the reader.
CLOTHING, DECOR, AND THE IMPEDIMENT 
OF VISION IN PORTRAITS
Ce mouvement qui pousse Vartiste realiste et le critique d tourner le modile, la statue, la 
toile ou le texte pour s'assurer de son dessous, de son intirieur, conduit d un ichec-d 
I'Echec; . . .  derriire la toile imagin&e il n'y a encore que sa surface, le gribouillis de 
lignes, I'ecriture abstraite, inddchiffrable, le chef-d'oeuvre inconnu (inconnaissable) 
auquel le peintre genial aboutit et qui est le signal meme de sa mort. (Roland Barthes, 
5/Z)79
Overall, in the nineteenth century novel, physical descriptions of characters are 
traditionally informative about mental states and attitudes.^® This is a view followed by the 
Romantics and the Realists that Flaubert seems apparently to observe. However, if there 
are in L'Education sentimentale many portraits that reach a totality of meaning, the reader 
is at the same time confronted with numerous descriptions of women (Madame Amoux, 
Madame Dambreuse, Rosanette) in which excessive emphasis on clothes and exterior 
ornaments does not really represent an identifiable image.
Flaubert frequently gives thematically readable portraits which make others, less
accessible, all the more striking. This portrait of Mile Vatnaz, for instance, can be easily
subjected to thematic reading:
Et elle lui faisait la morn, en avancant ses grosses Idvres, presque sanguinolentes d 
force d'etre rouges. Mais elle avait d'admirables yeuxjauves avec des points d'or
79RoIand Barthes, SIZ, p. 129.
B^See Hamon, Introduction d I'analyse du descriptif," p. 10: "Le portrait: description h la fois du 
physique et du moral du personnage."
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dans les prunelles, toutpleins d'esprit, d'amour et de sensuality. Ils iclairaient, comme 
des lampes, le teint un peu jaune de sa figure maigre. (p. 72)
In this description, the detail is representative of the whole person, connoting Mile Vatnaz's
sensuality which is emphasized by the narrator himself: toutpleins d ’esprit, d’amour et de
sensualiti. In addition, the reader is able to individualize a theme in this portrait, since the
physical traits are covered neither by shadows nor by the insistence on the external clothes
which sometimes prevent the observer from the possibility of a total vision, like, we will
see, for example, in Madame Amoux's portraits.
In the same way, this portrait of Martinon presents a series of signs which lead to
readability:
Sa grosseface couleur de cire emplissait convenablement son collier, lequel ytait une 
merveille, tant les poils noirs se trouvaient bien ygalisys; et, gardant un juste milieu 
entre I’yikgance voulue par son dge et la dignity qui ryclamait sa profession, il accrochait 
son pouce dans son aisselle suivant I'usage des beaux, puis mettait son bras dans son 
gilet d lafacon des doctrinaires. Bien qu'il etit des bottes extra-vernies, ilportait les 
tempes rasyes, pour se faire un front de penseur. (p. 159)
We note in the description various interpretive keys (d la fagon des doctrinaires, un front de
penseur) which connote a wise mixture of enlightened conservatism and liberalism.
According to Pierre Cogny:
C’est le conformisme qui est, en la personne de Martinon, tourny en dyrision et on sait 
qu’il sera payy de sa fidyiity aux traditions. . . .  Martinon est resty enfermy dans un 
passy que ses amis espyraient revolu, et I’affectation de ses termes en tymoigne autant 
que son silenced
We note, as well, how this portrait of S6n6cal can be subjected to thematic reading:
Ce garcon deplut d Frydyric. Son front ytait rehaussy par la coupe de ses cheveux 
tailiys en brosse. Quelque chose de dur et defroidpercait dans ses yeux gris; et sa 




The descriptive details in the passage underline Senecal's monstrous and. hybrid nature, the
combination of politics and religion. The portrait anticipates what this individual will later
reveal himself to be, an ensemble of contradictory theories. 82
This portrait of Cisy also contains clear symbolic notations which makes it
readable, connoting his snobbish attitude:
Depuis que le deuil de sa grand-mire itait fini, il rialisait son idial, parvenait d avoir du 
cachet. Gilet icossais, habit court, larges bouffettes sur I'escarpin et carte d'entrie 
dans la ganse du chapeau, rien ne manquait effectivement d ce qu'il appelait lui-meme 
son "chic", un chic anglomane et mousquetaire. (p. 206)
Again, this description of Rosanette is readable:
Cette lumiire blanche pinitrait sa peau de tons nacris, mettait du rose d ses paupiires, 
faisait briller les globes de ses yeux; la rougeur du fruit se confondait avec la pourpre de 
ses livres, ses narines minces battaient; et toute sa personne avait quelque chose 
d'insolent, d'ivre et de noyi qui exaspirait Fridiric, et pourtant lui jetait au coeur des 
disirsfous. (p. 213)
We have here a principal of interpretation, given by the narrator: toute sa personne avait 
quelque chose d'insolent, d'ivre et de noyi qui exaspirait Fridiric, et, pourtant lui jetait au 
coeur des disirs fous. The details emphasize Rosanette’s vulgar sensuality of a coquette 
who seems to invite to physical possession. In general, there is a correlation between 
Frederic's moods and the pictures we are given; in this case, Rosanette’s portrait can 
represent his quest for sexual love, in contrast with the pure love incarnated by the sacred 
image of Madame Amoux.
This description of M. Dambreuse, though a minimum of fragmentation can be 
noted, also leads to thematic interpretation, mainly emphasizing the stereotypical coldness 
of a business man:
De loin, d cause de sa taille mince, il pouvait sembler jeune encore. Mais ses rares 
cheveux blancs, ses membres dibiles, et surtout la pdleur extraordinaire de son visage, 
accusaient un tempirament dilabri. Une inergie impitoyable reposait dans ses yeux 
glauques, plus froids que des yeux de verre. II avait les pommettes saillantes, et des 
mains d articulations noueuses. (p. 20)
82sen6cal will in fact pass from the extreme left to the extreme right and he will be among the 
National Guards during the coup d'dtat and he will be the one to kill the faithful Dussardier.
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The portrait of Louise Roque also reaches a totality of meaning, connoting Louise's 
countiy ways:
Elle avait cru coquet de s'habiller tout en vert, couleur qui jurait grossiirement avec le 
ton de ses cheveux rouges. Sa boucle de ceinture itait trop haute, sa collerette 
Vengongait; ce peu d’eligance avait contribui sans doute au froid abord de Fridiric.
(p. 345)
There is not neither excessive fragmentation in the description, nor an excessive insistence 
on exterior details which could render the passage undecidable.
Madame Arnoux
On the contrary, there are in the novel several descriptions of Madame Arnoux that
waver between transparency and resistance to thematic or mimetic integration. On the one
hand, the details encourage the possibility of reading: thus, seen from Fr&itiric’s point of
view, she represents the Romantic heroine who incarnates pure love. Therefore, in this
first portrait she is primarily a catalyst for Frederic's dreams and all his subsequent
thoughts and actions:
Ce fut comme une apparition: Elle itait assise, au milieu du banc, toute seule; ou du 
moins il ne distingua personne, dans I'iblouissement que lui envoyirent ses yeux. . . .  
Elle avait un large chapeau de paille, avec des rubans roses, qui palpitaient au vent, 
derriire elle. Ses bandeaux noirs, contournant la pointe de ses grands sourcils, 
descendaient tris bas et semblaient presser amouresement I'ovale de sa figure. Sa robe 
de mousseline claire, tachetie de petits pois, se ripandait d plis nombreux. Elle itait en 
train de broder quelque chose, (p. 6)
We note how Frederic looks upon Madame Arnoux with the gaze of someone
contemplating an artistic creation. Seen from his unique perspective, she assumes an
almost purely subjective existence. Thus this portrait expresses Frederic’s desires for
beauty and perfection, and the exilaration he experiences could come from the new sense of
direction he feels his life will now take because of his discovery of a woman he is
predisposed to idealize. Throughout the course of the novel, Fr€d6ric, rather than
submitting her image to the scrutiny of reality, withdraws into an imaginary world which
he has created in order to escape the limits of everyday life: she is an apparition and "her
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role as Madonna is brought out by a number of scenes in which she is shown together with
her children in the tranquil majesty of a maternal pose."83 in this portrait, she appears
almost as an angel, assuming a symbolic value, being presented as a projection of
Frederic's yearning for pure love:
Jamais elle ne lui avait paru si captivante, si profondAment belle. De temps d autre m e  
aspiration soulevait sa poitrine: ses deux yeux fixes semblaient dilates par une vision 
intirieure, et sa bouche demeurait entre-close comme pour donner son dme. (p. 169)
The same kind of adoration emerges from this portrait:
Le soleil I'entourait; etsa figure ovale, ses longs sourcils, son chdle de dentelle noire, 
moulant la forme de ses epaules, sa robe de soie gorge-de-pigeon, les bouquets de 
violettes au coin de sa capote, tout lui parut d'me splendeur extraordinaire.
(p. 260-261)
However, Frederic's love for Madame Arnoux will reveal to be illusory, as much as bound
up with his youthful dreams. It depends not on any objective attractiveness which this
woman may possess, but on Frederic.
The use of the dark color which caracterizes most of Madame Amoux's toilette,
connotes seriousness and austerity but the choice of these colors also refers to a certain
biensiance, since the dark is reserved at the time to the married women of the high
bourgeoisie and the light to the aristocratic l a d i e s :  84
Comme elle se trouvait enveloppee d'ombre, il ne distingua d'abord que sa tete. Elle 
avait une robe de velours noir et, dans les cheveux, une longue bourse algirienne en 
filet de soie rouge qui, s'entortillant d son peigne, lui tombait sur Vipaule gauche.
(p. 45)
Madame Arnoux avait une robe de chambre en merinos gros bleu. (p. 110)
Elle portait une robe de barige noir, un cercle d'or au poignet, et, comme le premier 
jour oil il avait dinA chez elle, quelque chose de rouge dans les cheveux, une branche de 
fuchsia d son chignon, (p. 344)
Elle portait une robe de soie brune, de la couleur d’un vin d'Espagne, avec un paletot, 
de velours noir, bordi de martre; cette fourrure donnait envie de passer les mains 
dessus, et ses longs bandeaux, bien lisses, attiraient les livres. (p. 187)
^Brombert, p. 144.
84This corresponds to what Barthes calls the cultural code See S! Z.
Pendant toute la saison, elle porta une robe de chambre en soie brune, bordie de 
velours pareil, vetement large convenant d la noblesse de ses attitudes et cl sa 
physionomie sdrieuse. (p. 273)
Much work has been done on the meaning of Madame Amoux's clothes. 85 in
general, while the dress in Madame Amoux's portraits is most of the times black and it
covers the body, indicating distance and the impossibility of physical possession,
Rosanette's light toilette often constitutes a constant offer. In general, Madame Amoux's
image is strengthened by the repeated contrast Frederic makes with Rosanette.
In other words, Madame Amoux's dress could symbolize inaccessible intimacy, and
Fr6d6ric, in front of these dark clothes, is often seized with religious awe. Madame
Amoux'svitements are also viewed by Frederic as fetish objects and they are therefore
substitutes for an inaccessible identity. In this case, the glove and the shoes, for example,
assume a relevant sexual connotation and they are a projection of Fr6d6ric's desires:
Comme elle descendait les marches, il apergut son pied. Elle avait de petites chaussures 
dicouvertes, en peau mordoree, avec trois pattes transversales, ce qui dessinait sur ses 
bas un grillage d'or. (p. 80)86
As Richard appropriately observes:
Le vetement devenant comme Vaffleurement de cette ombre sacrie, le fitichisme 
vestimentaire apparait comme Vune des consequences les plus normales de I'amour 
interdit: Marie Arnoux, qui refuse toute sa personne, dome d Frederic un gant, la 
semaine d'aprds un mouchoir; Leon, dans Madame Bovary, derobe lui aussi un gant 
d'Emma. Tout se passe comme si le desir essayait de se contenter en collectionant des 
signes de ce qu'il lui est ddfendu d'atteindre. Faute de se laisser absorber par son 
objet, il se recueille dans la contemplation de ses etojfes, qui sont comme une 
enveloppe solide grdce d laquelle la chair anonyme devient un corps individual.87
All of these interpretations are possible and the text seems apparently to offer enough
ground for readability of Madame Amoux's features and clothes. However, we find in
85see Evelyne Woesteland, "Systfcme de la mode dans ^Education sentimentale," The French 
Review  58 (Dec. 1984): 244-254. Cogny, pp. 158-162. Duquette, pp. 19: "Hors de deux occasions, nous 
ne la verrons jamais que vetue de sombre, de robes dont les plis, l'ajustement, paraissent infranchissables,
comme une sorte de d6fense, de frontibre Ses vetements sont la couleur noire du respect, de
1'dloignement."
86see also the passage at p. 55: "Son peigne, ses gants, ses bagues, 6taient pour lui des choses 
particuliferes, importantes comme des oeuvres d'art."
^Richard, p. 184.
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these portraits various components which contrast with the model of the mimetic realist
portrait. In fact, as Prendergast well observes, Madame Arnoux is nothing but a
stereotyped model that is adored not so much for what she is as for what she resembles:
Madame Arnoux is never there as an immediate, fully present object of desire, because 
within the dialectic of desire she is herself as substitute; she is the image of what is 
already an image (un visage de femme), a face which belongs to no one, whose origins 
are essentially literary, and whose appearance in Frederic's consciousness long 
precedes the arrival of Madame Arnoux in the scene of his l i f e .  8 8
Moreover, the fetish, which should be a substitute for the whole person, reveals to 
be instead a partial object which cannot replace a totality of representation. In addition, 
though the description of clothing is a common practice in the realist fiction, in Flaubert's 
novel this practice is accentuated to the detriment of physical or moral details. She remains 
on the surface and her real identity is concealed.
Thus, the only objective certainties for Frederic about this unknown woman as she 
is presented when he sees her for the first time are only exterior details and occupations.
He keeps the memory of un large chapeau de paille avec des rubans roses, une robe de 
mousseline claire d petits pois, a feminine activity: elle itait en train de broder quelque 
chose. Every time Frederic as well as the reader are trying to individualize her he finds 
nothing but abstractions. The relief in most of Madame Amoux's descriptions is marked 
by an insistence on material details : son chdle de dentelle noire, une robe de velours noir, 
une longue bourse algirienne, un large chapeau de paille etc. When Fr6d6ric visits her at 
Creil, she is in a dressing-gown, but quikly disappears, to return correctement habillie 
(p. 195). Most of the times, therefore, her dress becomes a barrier to the possibility of 
knowing her. The paradox consists in the fact that in the various portraits each detail 
appears to be concrete, but the real character, in general, remains abstract.
^^Prendergast, "Flaubert and the Stupidity of Mimesis,” p. 197.
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A similar process was found in Salammbo’s portraits, where the excessive
emphasis on the stones and the jewels also prevented the reader and the characters from the
possibility of reaching a total, meaningful image:
Des tresses de perles attacMes d ses tempes descendaient jusqu'au coin de sa bouche. . 
..  II y avait sur sa poitrine un assemblage de pierres lumineuses, imitant par leur 
bigarrure les icailles d'une murine. Ses bras, garnis de diamants, sortaient nus de sa 
tunique sans manches, itoilie de fleurs rouges sur un fond tout noir. (Salammbo, 
p. 696)
In Madame Bovary, though portraits are often fragmented, we do not find as much
emphasis on the exterior clothes as in L'Education sentimentale.89
Moreover, Madame Arnoux is often described in the darkness: Frederic's
perception of her is both partial and unsatisfactory, and enveloped in shadows: Comme elle
se trouvait enveloppee d'ombre, il ne distingua d ’abord que sa tete. (p. 45) Thus, although
Freddric looks imploringly at her several times during the interminable tour of the pottery
works at Creuil, we are never told what he sees: Madame Amoux's profit dur se decoupait
en pdleur au milieu de I'ombre. (p. 200) And: cette robe, se confondant avec les tinibres,
lui paraissait dimesurie, infinie, insoulevable. (p. 200) Her clothes and her shadows now
combine forces and the barrier becomes more explicit. The final picture of Madame
Arnoux, who goes to see Frdddric after seventeen years, appears more like an absence:
Dans la pinombre du cripuscule, il n'apercevait que ses yeux sous la voilette de dentelle
noire qui masquait sa figure, (p. 420) Madame Arnoux becomes therefore a neutralised
contemplation. Maurice Blanchot's explication of the visual fascination is appropriate here:
Quiconque estfascini, ce qu'il voit, il ne le voitpas d proprement parler, mats cela le 
touche dans une proximiti immediate, cela le saisit et I’accapare, bien que cela le laisse 
absolument d distance. La fascination estfondamentalement Me d la presence neutre, 
impersonnelle, le ON inditermini, Vimmense qulqu'un sans figure. Elle est la relation 
elle-meme neutre et impersonelle, avec la profondeur sans regard et sans contour, 
Vabsence qu’on voitparce qu'aveuglante.90
89see ch. I: Portraits and Meaning.
^ ^ M a u r ic e  Blanchot, L'Espace Litleraire (Paris: Gallimard, 1955), p. 27.
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This impossibility of visualizing the figure show that, if Madame Amoux's portraits 
remains be readable, the features discussed are neverthless at variance with the model of the 
ninetenth century realist portrait.
Rosanette
If the way Rosanette is dressed the first time Frdddric sees her has a thematic
significance and suggests her teasing nature, on the other hand, nothing much is said on
her costume: Une jeune femme, en costume de dragon de Louis XV, la traversait
(I'antichambre) en ce moment-ld. C'itait Mile Rose-Annette Bron, la mattresse du lieu.
(p. 115) In the scene of the masqued bal, Rosanette appears to be confused among the
lights, the velvets, the silk, the whirl of the dance, but, above all, she is masked, so that
Frdderic is not able to discover her real identity:
FrM&icfut d'abord ebloui par les lumiires, il n'apercut que de la soie, du velours, des 
ipaules nues, une masse de couleurs qui se balancaient aux sons d'un orchestre cache 
par des verdures, entre des murailles tendues de soie jaune. . . .  Fridiric, s'itant 
rangd contre le mur, regarda le quadrille devant lui. Un vieux beau, vetu comme un 
doge vinitien, d'une longue simarre de soie pourpre, dansait avec Madame Rosanette, 
qui portait un habit vert, une culotte de tricot et des bottes molles d iperons d'or.
(p. 117)
Rosanette appears to be assimilated to the ddcor, without being perceived by Fr&16ric as an 
individualized image.
We do not have many physical details of Rosanette; instead, we are given many
details of her behavior, we are even told how she is dressed in front of Frdderic, we have
the strongest impression of her attractiveness when Fr6d&ic realizes that he is going to
become her lover, but even here we are told almost nothing of what she really looks like:
Son chapeau de paille nacrUe avait une garniture de dentelle noire. Le capuchon de son 
burnous flottait au vent; et elle s'abritait au soleil, sous une ombrelle de satin lilas, 
pointu par le haut comme une pagode. (p. 204)
Aux angles, sur des piedouches, des vases de bronze contenaient des touffes de fleurs 
qui alourdissaient I'atmosphere. Rosanette parut, habillie d'une veste de satin rose, 
avec un pantalon de cachemire blanc, un collier de piastre, et une calotte rouge entourie 
d'une branche de jasmin, (p. 258)
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In these images much attention is given to Rosanette's toilette and to the way she is an
integrant part of the decor, but this does not really give us an identifiable woman. The
descriptions have yet a thematic appropriateness and emphasize the passionate and easy
woman, the coquette: elle s'abritait au soleil, sous une ombrelle de satin lilas, Rosanette
parut, habillee d'une veste de satin rose, avec un pantalon de cachemire blanc. Since, like
in Madame Amoux's portraits, there is a correlation between Frederic's moods and the
images we are given, Rosanette's descriptions represent his quest for sexual love. Thus,
Frederic's initial view of Rosanette as sensual and exotic will influence his successive
attitudes. There are few descriptions of Rosanette where we are given more physical details
which encourage interpretation, like her image in the Fontainebleau episode:
II contemplait son petit nez fin  et blanc, ses livres retroussies, ses yeux clairs, ses 
bandeaux chdtains qui bouffaient, sa jolie figure ovale. Sa robe de foulard icru collait 
d ses ipaules un peu tombantes; et, sortant de leur manchettes tout unies, ses deux 
mains dicoupaient, versaient dboire, s'avangaient sur la nappe, (p. 329)
The description suggests a purer, non-sexual, idealized beauty; for the first time her dress
is natural, contrasting with the suggestive costumes she was previously wearing.
Madame Dambreuse
A certain tension of meaning emerges also in Madame Damabreuse's portraits:
FrMiric I’observait. La peau mate de son visage paraissait tendue, et d'une fraicheur 
sans iclat, comme celle d'un fruit conserve. Mais ses cheveux, tirebouchonnds d 
Vanglaise, dtaient plus fins que de la soie, ses yeux d'un azur brillant, tous ses gestes 
ddlicats. Assise au fond, sur la causeuse, elle caressait les floches rouges d'un dcran 
japonais, pourfaire valoir ses mains, sans douie, de longues mains itroites, un peu 
maigres, avec des doigts retroussds par le bout. Elle portait une robe de moire grise, d 
corsage montant, comme une puritaine. (p. 132)
II distingua des habits noirs, puis une table ronde dclairee par un grand abat-jour, sept 
ou huit femmes en toilettes d'dte, et, un peu plus loin, Madame Dambreuse dans un 
fauteil d bascule. Sa robe de taffetas lilas avait des manches d crevis, d’od 
s'dchappaient des bouillons de mousseline, le ton doux de Vitoffe se mariant d la 
nuance de ses cheveux; et elle se tenait quelque peu renversde en arriire, avec le bout de 
son pied sur un coussin,- tranquille comme une oeuvre d'art pleine de dilicatesse, m e  
fleur de haute culture, (p. 236)
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These descriptions offer a framework for meaning: Frederic views Madame Dambreuse as 
a symbol of financial ambition and luxury, an image of success, and her presence is in a 
certain sense a testimony and a reflection of his social triumph. Flaubert gives the reader 
the portrait of a woman who cannot replace Madame Arnoux in Fr6d6ric's heart, but who 
represents his social aspirations. For Sherrington, the details in the various descriptions, 
symbolize Madame Amoux's unattainability.91
However, Frederic does not really see anything of Madame Dambreuse but a vague 
picture of wealth and elegance: Elle se tenait quelque peu renversee en arriire, avec le bout 
de son pied sur un coussin- tranquille comme une oeuvre d'art., pleine de dilicatesse, une 
fleur d'haute culture. Like Rosanette, she is confused with the ddcor and she is not viewed 
as an identifiable woman: II distingua des habits noirs, puis une table ronde eclairie par un 
grand abat-jour, sept ou huit femmes en toilettes d’ete, et, un peu loin, Mme Dambreuse 
dans un fauteil d bascule. In other words, the descriptions of Rosanette and Madame 
Dambreuse show various forms of depersonalization which indeed are in clear contrast 
with the pattern of the realist portrait.
Disorder of Representation in Paintings
Flaubert's difficulty in describing a feminine costume emerges in the description of
the project of Rosanette's painting that Fr&ldric decides to order from Pellerin:
Elle aurait une robe de velours ponceau avec une ceinture d'orf&vrerie, et sa large 
manche double d'hermine laisserait voir son bras nu qui toucherait d la balustrade d'un 
escalier montant derriire elle. A sa gauche, une grande colonne irait jusqu'au haut de la 
toile rejoindre des architectures, dicrivant un arc. On apercevait en dessous, 
vaguement, des massifs d'orangers presque noirs, oil se dicouperait un del bleu, raye 
de nuages blancs. Sur le balustre couvert d'un tapis, il y  aurait, dans un plat d'argent, 
un bouquet de fleurs, un chapelet d'ambre, un poignard et un cojfret de vieil ivoire un 
peu jaune d&gorgeant des sequins d'or; quelques-uns mime, tomtes par terre gd et Id 
formeraient une suite diclaboussures brillantes, de maniire d conduire I'oeil vers la
9*See Sherrington, p. 258: "Frdddric has now discovered that Madame Dambreuse is unattainable 
not because of her exciting, elusive mystery, but because of her cold, empty surroundings."
pointe de son pied, car elle serait posie sur I'avant-derniire marche, dans un 
mouvement naturel et en pleine lumiire. (p. 151)
Incapable of portraying in a realistic way a woman of 1846, dressed with the fashion of the
contemporaiy time, Pellerin uses references in the history of art: "Eh bien, non!" s'ecria-t-
il. "Je reviens d mon idee! Je vous flanque en Vinitienne." The description is therefore a
series of idies regues, of literary and artistic models. Besides, if the portrait represents
anything, is rather a certain disorder of vision, since all the reader can see is an enumeration
of odd and scattered details: on apercevrait en dessous, vaguement, des massifs d'orangers
presque noirs, des siquins d'or, tombis par ter re cd et Id, formeraient une suite
d'eclaboussures brillantes.
The disorder of representation is accentuated when the portrait is finished by
Pellerin:
Le soir meme, le tableau ju t apporti. II lui parut plus abominable encore que la 
premiere fois. Les demi-teintes et les ombres s'etaientplombies sous les retouches 
trop nombreuses, et elles semblaient obscurcies par rapport aux lumiires, qui, 
demeuries brillantes gd et Id, detonnaient dans I'ensemble. (p. 267)
The description could have however a thematic value and indicate Pellerin's bad art.
The portrait of Rosanette's and Frederic's dead baby is also a monstrous image '
which seems not to refer to a representational image: Le rouge, le jaune, le vert et Vindigo
s’y heurtaientpar taches violentes, enfaisaient m e  chose hideuse, presque dirisoire. (p.
408)92
Few of Pellerin's paintings reveal a clear and identifiable representation:
On remarquait en entrant chez lui deux grands tableaux, od les premiers tons, posis cd 
et ld,faisaient sur la toile blanche des taches de brm, de rouge et de bleu. Un riseau de 
lignes d la craie s’itendait par-dessus, comme les mailles vingt fois reprises d'un filet; il 
itait meme impossible d'y rien comprendre. (p. 37)
92 The portrait could have a symbolic meaning and being the ironic and tragic counterpart of the 
Fontainebleau idylle: Le ton violacd de ses lfevres augmentait la blancheur de sa peau; les narines 6taient 
encore plus minces, les yeux plus caves; et sa tete reposait sur un oreiller de taffetas bleu, entre des pdtales 
de camdlias, de roses d'automne et des violettes."
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The painting appears to Fr6d6ric as well as to the reader as a confusion of colors and
forms: il y  itait meme impossible d'y rien comprendre. The description recalls that of
Balzac's Chef-d'Oeuvre Inconnu:
"Je ne vois Id que des couleurs confusiment amassis et contenues par une multitude de 
lignes qui forment une muraille de peinture."
"Nous nous trompons, voyez?" reprit Porbus.
En s'approchant, ils apergurent dans un coin de la toile le bout d’un pied nu qui sortait 
de ce chaos de couleurs, de tons, de nuances indicises, espice de brouillard sans 
forme; mais pied dilicieux, un pied vivant. Ils restirent pitrifiis d’admiration devant ce 
fragment ichappi d une lente et progressive destruction 93
The difference between the two descriptions consists in the fact that, Balzac's image does
not appear to be incoherent, as it claims to be: in fact it is possible for the observers to
individualize something: Ils apergurent dans un coin de la toile le bout d’un pied nu qui
sortait de ce chaos de couleurs. Pellerins's portraits allow Flaubert to describe a mode of
representation which is clich&l, exausted, no longer acceptable as a model for the writer.
In conclusion, our analysis of descriptions in L’Education sentimentale, has noted 
how the play and tension of meanings, the seamless weave of signs, the wavering between 
transparency and various factors which may be linked to that problematic of opacity, which 
had already started with Madame Bovary, continue to disrupt the conception of the text as a 
consistent entity where it is possible to single out a particular definite message. Instead, 
Flaubert seems to use the conventions of the classical realist text to subject them to critical 
analysis. Thus, although there are in the novel a large number of descriptions that have a 
thematic or realistic appropriateness, many other images are caught in a kind of 
undecidability, due to fluid and vague forms, fragmentation and destabilization of sites, 
excess of material details, turning images (tournoiement), excessive insistence on clothing 
and d£cor in portraits which may undermine the mimetic model. These descriptions waver 
between the possibilty of symbolic or mimetic integrations and their recognition as aesthetic 
pictorial fragments the function of which is mainly poetic.
^Balzac, Comedie Humaine, vol X, 1979, p. 436.
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L'Education sentimentale is therefore a novel that, under the appearance of a
readable text, conceals tensions and contradictions, undermining the preconception that the
narrative world is resolved in a linear, ordered structure, controlled by a unified narrative
voice. Flaubert himself is aware of the difficulty of his literary enterprise, as he observes
in the following passage from his Correspondance:
La fo i en soi-meme s'use avec les annies, la flamme s'iteint, les forces s'ipuisent. Ce 
qui me disole aufond, c'est la conviction oil je  suis defaire m e  chose inutile, c’est-d- 
dire contraire au but qui est Vexaltation vague. Or, avec les exigences scientifiques que 
Von a maintenant et un sujet bourgeois, la chose me semble radicalement impossible; la 
beauti n'est pas compatible avec la vie moderne, aussi est-ce la derniire fois que je 
m'en mile, j'en ai assez. (Corr. Ill, p. 440)
CONCLUSION
Flaubert had stated in his Correspondance, La betise consiste d vouloir conclure. 
This statement could be applicable to our study on Flaubert's imagery. In fact, is it 
possible to draw conclusions if, as we have shown, the characteristic of his writing is a 
continuous play of meanings, a constant undecidability between transparency and opacity? 
However, if a conclusion is necessary, we could sum up that our study has not claimed to 
state a new truth about Flaubert's texts or outline a definite reading pattern, rather it has 
attempted to point out the various contradictions and tensions of meaning inherent in his 
works. Limiting our analysis to description and meaning in Flauberts's Madame Bovary, 
Salammbo and L'Education sentimentale, we have attempted to show how Flaubert's 
descriptive passages oscillate between a possible traditional realist or symbolic reading and 
the opacity of detail that may anticipate some techniques of the modem self-referential 
novel, that is, of a writing which does express only the means of its own construction.
Following Hamon and Barthes' indications, we have attempted to establish certain 
relative distinctions between a readable description and an illegible text. Description 
naturally tends to create digressions and gratuitous accumulations which are disposed in 
fragmentary units that can break the narrative sequences. 1 However, in the classical realist 
text (Balzac's novels for instance), descriptive details should concur to express an 
homogeneous image and to be interpreted as having a specific function in the narrative 
development. As Barthes suggests, any narrative can be defined according to a series of 
functions or units which the reader can process in two ways: the details can have a 
distributional function along the horizontal axis in order to establish the basic "story line,"
*See Hamon, Introduction & Vanalyse du descriptif, p. 61: "Reticulation textuelle, reticulation du 
lexique, la description est d'abord reticulation d'un extra-texte d6j& reticule et rationalise."
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or they could have an integrative function on the paradigmatic level, connoting a mood or
adding to our understanding of character, giving therefore to the novel an appearance of
coherence. As Hamon notes:
D'une pan, en tant que taxinomie, en tant que declinaison d'un paradigme latent de 
mots, la description est le focalisateur local d'un lexique. D'autre pan la description, 
metne si elle est le lieu d'un "effet de vocabulaire" de la part du narrateur, entretient 
toujours des liens avec les structures narratives globales de I'enonce. En particulier les 
liens entre description d'une pan, personnage d'autre pan, entre caracterisation et 
caractire, sujet (motif descriptif) et Sujet ?■
Neverthless, there are instances in which description seems to break away from this ideal
pattern and details tend to foreground themselves rather as autonomous aesthetic units than
as specific symbolic or representational contents. "Metonymic digressions may originate in
the desire to tell all but they run the risk of creating a moment of silence in which the
elaborate signifying machinery of the novel grinds to a halt."3
Contrary to what normative and thematic or structural criticism have stated, we have 
considered most of Flaubert’s descriptions as transparent and opaque at the same time. In 
fact, in such passages, while there are adequate signs which offer basis for realist or 
symbolic recuperation, a more critical reading singles out the presence of signs that disrupt 
a thematic integration, such as excess of detail, vagueness and fluidity in landscapes, 
petrifying features which seem to isolate the description from an historical and temporal 
order, disorder of space, excessive literariness, confusion of forms, excessive insistence 
on the ornamental to the detriment of the human traits.
The purpose of the entire study has been to show how language often fails to 
sustain a stable semiology and a coherent rhetoric. It is instead open to displacement and 
deferral of meaning which may disorient the reader who wonders si I’on sefout de lui, oui 
ou non. The interpretive process is therefore constantly problematized, since signification 
is never present in any one sign alone, but is rather a continuous fluctuating of presence
2 ibid., p. 110.
^D. A. Williams, "Flaubert, le premier des non-figuratifs du roman modcme?," Orbis Litterarum: 
Internatioanl Review o f Literary Studies 34 (1979): 73.
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and absence together. By obliging the readers to engage in the processing of unfamiliar 
forms of fictional discourse, Flaubert has made available new demanding kinds of textual 
experience, making of the reader an active participant in the production and interpretation of 
the literary text A
In addition, while sometimes in the text we have a narrator's intervention that offers 
the reader an interpretive schema, other times the disappearance of a narrative controlling 
voice calls into question a whole set of realist and romantic conventions, since it was that 
voice in the text that gave the reader a structured vision of the fictional world. Flaubertian 
novels often seem to disrupt the unity of the reader by discouraging identification with a 
unified subject of the enunciation. What characterizes Flaubert's writing is the fact that the 
novelist invites a reading that can be simultaneously naive and critical. In this sense, he can 
neither be considered an entirely classical novelist, nor an an avant-gardiste, but a mixture 
of the two modes.
Whatever the writer's conscious or unconscious intentions could have been, the 
three novels that we have analyzed seem to contain a duplicity, and they may provoke 
hesitation in the reader in the way they conform or break away from the model of the 
readable text Thoughout the analysis of the various kinds of descriptions such as 
landscapes, spaces, interiors, objects, crowds, scenes, portraits, we have noted that 
Madame Bovary appears to be more readable than Salammbo and L'Education 
sentimentale. Particularly, we have pointed out how the presence of an historical and 
geographical exotic dimension in Salammbo further problematizes the interpretive attempt. 
Also, in this novel we have singled out the presence of a larger number of silent and 
immobile spaces which seem to stop the narrative progression and foreground themselves a
^For an analytical study of the reader's position in the open and writarly text see Terry Eagleton, 
Literary Theory (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 19830), p. 137: "The most intriguing texts 
for criticism are not those which can be read but those which are writable (scriptible)- texts which encourage 
the critic to carve them up, transpose them into different discourses, produce his or her semi-arbitrary play 
of meaning athwart the work itself."
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aesthetic examples of beautiful style. Moreover, in L ’Education sentimentale we have 
found numerous descriptions marked by destabilization of space or by fluid and indefinite 
shapes which could either encourage or undermine a thematic meaning. In addition, in all 
of three novels we have pointed the dangers of endless enumerations and accumulations of 
objects which sometimes exceed the limits of verisimilitude and lead to the uninterpretable. 
Finally, Flaubert's excessive literariness could reveal, at times, the artificiality and self- 
referentiality of the imagery.
In Flaubert's works, perhaps the ultimate challenge to the readers’ synthetising
powers is provided by Bouvard et Picuchet, an unfinished work that sums up the anguish
of Flaubertian realism and of the impossible novel. Here the museum is presented in the
form of endless repetition of details, of senseless and disordered fragments which lead only
to "a multitude of contradictory fabulations."^ The maniacal attention for detail, the pursuit
of exhaustiveness generally leads to collapse and frustration. Thus, for example, the
description of the melons planted by the two clerks in the garden appears to be merely a
comic displacement of monstrous forms, a cacophony of disparate elements which have no
inherent fuctional coherence:
En effet, comme il avait cultivi les uns pris des autres des espices diffirentes, les 
sucrins s'etaient confondus avec les maraichers, le gros Portugal avec le grand Mongol, 
et le voisinage des pommes d'amour compliant I'anarchie, il en itait risulti 
d’abominables mulets qui avaient le gotit de citrouillef*
This problematic on the emptiness that follows the maniacal desire of inclusion and
integration of detail has been extensively discussed by several critics.? In Bouvard et
Picuchet the tendon between transparency and opacity which had marked the three novels
^Eugenio Donato, "The Museum Furnace: Notes Toward a Contextual Reading of Bouvard et 
Picuchet." In Josu6 V. Harary ed.,Textual Strategies: Perspectives in Post-Structuralist Criticism (Ithaca: 
Cornell Up, 1979), p. 228.
^Gustave Flaubert, Bouvard et Picuchet (Paris: Gamier Fitres, 1965), p. 38.
?See Charles Bemheimer, Flaubert and Kafka: Studies in Psychopoetic Structure (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1982); Eugenio Donato, "The Museum Furnace: Notes Toward a Contextual 
Reading of Bouvard et Picuchet" ; Nathaniel Wing, "Detail and Narrative Dalliance in Flaubert's Bouvard et 
Picuchet," French Forum 13 (Jen 1988).
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that we have analyzed tends to disappear. The majority of descriptions can be viewed in 
fact as a juxtaposition of scattered and heterogeneous artefacts which escape any coherent 
system of representation and interpretation and parody the linguistic enterprise: they 
foreground a textual activity rather than producing a specific message.^
In conclusion, the common motif found in the descriptive passages in Flaubert's 
novels examined is that of a constant challenge to a whole set of expectations set up by the 
narrative conventions which allow readers to produce meaning. Therefore, if the reading 
of Flaubert's works presents problems which do not exist in some extent in the art of his 
predecessors, it is because his text as a message to be communicated contains signs that 
make the reader hesitate between a regular metonymical or metaphorical integration in the 
narrative text, and the recognition of the descriptive passages as aesthetic objects or as 
stylistic digressions.
As we have noted earlier, it is difficult to find a truth about Flaubert's texts, and we 
cannot rely on his Correspondence which is resolved in a series of contradictions and 
paradoxes. In fact, if there are statements which proclaim the subject's centrality in literary 
works, there are other judgements that affirm the complete autonomy of style. As far as 
interpretation is concerned, we apparently find ground for meaning in Flaubert's imagery; 
however, our interpretive attempt appears to be constantly undermined by the presence of 
signs disturbing the individualization of definite themes related to the narrative action or to 
the characters'emotions. In our analysis, we have rejected the dogmatism of ideological or 
structuralist criticism; instead we exposed Flaubert's literary work to various possibilities
8ln this description of Bouvard et Pdcuchet's garden, for instance, the various elements are 
derealized in a landscape that juxtaposes some of the componenents of a traditional still life to the geometric 
forms of the abstract art: "C'6tait dans le cr6puscule, quelque chose d'effrayant Le rocher, comme une 
montagne, occupait le gazon, le tombeau faisait un cube au milieu des Spinards, le pont v6nitien un accent 
circonilexe par-dessus les haricots, - et la cabane, au delil, une grande tache noire, car ils avaient incendi<S son 
toit de paille pour la rendre plus pofitique. Les ifs, en forme de cerfs ou de fauteuils, se suivaient jusqu'h 
l'arbre foudroy£, qui s'6tendait transversalement de la charmille k la tonnelle, ou des pommes d'amour 
pendaient comme des stalactites. Un toumesol, ch et 1&, €talait son disque jaune. La pagode chinoise, peinte 
en rouge, semblait un phare sur le vigneau. Les bees des paons, frappds par le soleil, se renvoyaient des 
feux, et derribre la claire-voie, d£barss6e de ses planches, la campagne toute plate terminait h l'horizon."
(p. 59-60)
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of meaning and "non-meaning." For us Flaubert's voice consists in a tension between dire 
and ne pas dire, between the temptation of writing and the nihilistic desire of a book about 
nothing.
From this study it is evident that rarely exists in Flaubert a stable entity called 
literature, whose laws and messages can be easily identified. This problematic leads to 
broader implications and reflections about the function of literature and language in general. 
In fact, since, according to Derrida, there is no ultimate signified, language is never 
something stable, but it is processed through a continuous deferring and dissemination of 
sense. Language tends to betray its arbitrary nature when it seems to offer apparently a 
pattern for signification. The stability of meaning in literature and the entire interpretive 
process are therefore called into question, and even the apparent coherence of the realist text 
is only an illusion when confronted with the reversibility and plurality of certain codes of 
interpretation. As Nathaniel Wing observes: "Literary texts question their own relations to 
to mastery and to a desire for totalization, which is never fully renounced, yet always 
deflected and displaced and reiterated. "9
The positive aspect of undecidability exists when readers become creative producers
of the text, and no longer function as passive consumers of established meanings. In other
words, instead of digesting meanings imparted by an authorial voice, readable texts)
readers are invited to produce answers to the questions raised by the text: (writarly texts):
Le plaisir du texte (la jouissance du texte) est comme un ejfacement brusque de la 
valeur guerriire, m e desquamation passagire des ergots de Vicrivain, un arret du coeur 
(du courage)!®
Finally our study has focused on the constant frustration of the writer, who is never 
able to arrive to at the mot juste, and who is constantly divided between a concept of Art 
which is expressive, or reflecting a content, and a concept of Style which is autonomous, 
or self-referential. Flaubert feels the words to be a part of his inner being, and he feels
^Nathaniel Wing, The Limits o f Narrative, p. 7. 
l^Roland Barthes, Le Plaisir du texte, p. 50.
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himself nourished by language, yet his drama is the drama of language that is never able to
respond to the writer's expectations. As he notes in the Correspondance:
Pourquoi, d mesure qu'il me semble de me rapprocher des maitres, Vart d'icrire, en 
soi-meme, me parait-il plus impracticable et suis-je de plus en plus digodti de tout ce 
queje produis? Le mot de Goethe: "J'eussepeut-etre h i  un grandpoite, si la langue 
ne se fu t montree indomptable!" Et c'itait Goethe. (Corr. EH, p. 214- A Louise Colet, I 
juin, 1853)
Thus, the writer is doomed to remain in a continuous state of desire, constantly pursueing
an entity that is, by its very nature, unknowable:
Me tombera-t-il du del une idie en rapport avec man tempirament? Pourrais-jefaire un 
livre oil je me donnerais tout entier? II me semble, dans ces moments de vanite, que je 
commence d entrevoir ce que doit etre un roman. (Corr. VI, p. 2)
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